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PREFACE

In May of 1976, th AmericantAssociation for the
Advancement of Science S) sponsored -a three-day conference:
entitled "Adapting Science to Social Needs% Knowledge,
-Institutions, and People into Action.'" The Conference was
held at the Institute of Man and Science in Rensselaerville,
New York. This document is the proceedings of that 15onference'.

The genesis Of the conference may be found in dis-
cussions and Activities over,the period 19.774 of the AAAS
Committee on Science in the Promotion of-Human welfare (1961-
1974).- However, the impetus forAtheconference derives from
a continuing widespread concern about the lack of ongoing
exAdmationg of the problems and prospects of public problem
oriented interdisciplinary research. The Office of Special
Programs of the AAAS perctiVed a heed to Assess the dimensions
of suChegaminations, aswell as to evaluate potential.
-ContribUtory-roles for,thAAAS.

Discussions of how science may be more effectively
applied to social needs have occurred within numerous =groups.
Frequebtly, the discussions have-blurred the various
conceptual, systemic, management, institutional, and "market"
or user ,factors. For our conference, initial planning and
development guidance Were provided by an informal group
consisting of the following individuals: 'Clark Abt, Abt
Associates; Sherry Arn-stein,,National Center for Health
Services Research; William Bevan, Duke University; Richard
H. Bolt, Bolt, Beranek and Newman; Richard A. Carpenter,
National Academy of ScienceS; Kenneth W. Heathington,
University ofi Tennessee; Don E. Kash, University of Oklahoma
Inc i Lewim,'Duke University; John McKinney, Duke University;
Claire,Nader; David Rose, Mtssachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology; Charles P. Wolf, City University cif New York. Numerous
other people also provided useful advice.

L'
The keynote speech by C. West CRurchman addressed

the holistic nature of public problems and the reductiorlist
approach of science. Plenary papers' described aspects
interprofessinhal coilaboration in problem areqs (energy,
transportation, and applied social science resdarch). Other
papers considered ways in Which scientific and other prd-
fessional expertise was used in problem-oriented research
and study. ThrTigh the first set of workshop sessions,
conference parti\cipants assessed such tapirs relating to
the conceptual, individual, management, and organizat nal
approaches to more effective utilization of scientific



knowledge in problem- oriented efforts. The second set
focused on recommending actions 'and changes.

,

Whil9 a mappins of the steps involved in moving
from the specification of the problematic'tomOlementation
flows .from information to action, the final hteps which
include policy implementtion are, strictly speaking, outside
the domain of: this conference. As one participant in the
early planning-discussions stressed, theAprincipal purpose
should be "flew we (the professional communities in various
institutional environments) can get our act together" to
contribute more effectively.

A preconference document, distributed -- before tie
conference convened, contained drafts of nearly all of the
presentatiOns as well as brief statements from the workshop
chairmen and a set of initial questiOnS for each of the
workshops. The existence of the document in the hands of
each participant not only provided a common base and enabled
each speaker to address areas of principal orprovocative, -

interest, but also gave the participants a ready reference
resource during the conference.- Participants selected the
workshops they wished to attend. More than 70 persons from
the public and private sectors universities, research
organizations, corporations,_;and government agencieS --
including specialists in the natural and Social sciences,
policy sciences, management science, public administration,
and the humanities participat!ed. Participants included
people experienced in performing interdisciplinary problem-
oriented work; managing such projects; developing programs
sponsoring such work; or using this kind of research in
problem-solving efforts,

The conference wasIpar,tially supported by the Office
of Extramural Research, National Institute bf Mental Health
and the ,Research Mia.nageme2t Improvement (RMI) Program of the
National science Foundation, Some of the RMI Program supported-,
recent studies examining conditions for effective university
b;ased interdisciplinary efforts were included in plenary
and workshop essions. The proceedings document and other
dissemination eff=orts are supported in patt by the DiVision
of Policy Research and Analysis of the National Science
Foundation.

We acknowledge the q-- Broils assistance and advice
of the members of our informal planning group and many others.
We thank ail the_conferen'ce participants for their many
contributions and for enduring the t

Il

t-er---ponference days
iwith such cocci cheer. We thank Robe and Ernie,

Powers of NSF, and ospecialilf Petty_ Piittk-Ott of NIMH: We
acknowtodde th- i,nriv al-1-; c-)1 Nary Dolan, Cathrino
Tafnva, doanneLte k hbnc -k, Albert Wright, and Ralph Manual.



And finally we thank Gordon Enki of, the Institute of Man
-and Science, for his. advice and-help, and to his staff a d
colleagues for their substantial contributions to the
success of our conference-.

We. hope that all who participated and all who read
this, ocument not only will be informed, but also will be
stiMu ated in some way td Contribute further to this
impor ant area.

Richard A. Scribner
Manager. Special Progra-s

Rosemary A. Chalk
Conference coordinator
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"The view that interdisciplinary research teams
are needed Vo adapt scion to social problems
reflects a 4/owing belie{ that in a technological
society the social and phy04cal systems are
inseparable.

o'r
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INTRODUCTION

Richard A. Scribner
American Association fbr the Advancement of Science

r

The title of this cOnferendee, Adapting: Science to
Social Needs, was consciesly and deliberately chosen. It is
hot a, precisely accurate connection of words, for clearly science
cannot itself be adapted to anything-and st4,11, remain science.
But the title hopefully conveys concisely tWithought that knowl-
edge institutions and the manner in which some scientists and
other "knoWIedge producers" do their -work cthl and-should be
changed in way to contribute more effectively 'to polving or
dmeliorating pressing social problems. Both of these assumptions
are admittedly arguable == and we will no dou t argue-about
them at times during' the next three days -- b mare where
I begin.

Assuming we can and should make these changes, the
uestions before-us include: What.are the present barriers.to

t5

ore effective, holistic contributions? How can we bett6r
understand-wha need. to be One? and what are some useful
'steps to move us further toward more effective contributions?

BACK ROUND

During the past ten. years; we have seen widespread,
efforts to better utilize science and technology for the improve-
ment:of human welfare. These efforts would use science for
etter -development, management and pro.tection of our resources,
or amelioration of pressing soci,11-prioblems such aedrug abuse
aid crime prevention; for alleviation of the problems of urban
development, and so on As efforts continue, one observation
surfaces and resurfces: our scientific institutions generally
lack the capacity to effetivei'y' turn knowledge-to action.

As Har.vey Brooks has noted:

Today ail the adVanced industrial nations are
suffering from disilliisionment with the failure
of science in attacking what are perceved as
the most urgent problems of the future. It is
increasingly appreciated that the elame lies
not so much wi.th science itself as with the lack
'of mechanisms and institution 7S to couple science
-to its ripe rit ionar applications the social
SVie re

1



Pursuit -of these efforts has generallyrproceded,on the
assumption that scieiVeand,technology have the capability .to
contribute siibstantdatly toward the solutfbri of some pressing
social problems, provided that properly directed research and
adequately supportive institution-buildpg are accomplished.
Some have quetionod thisbasic assumption and the purely
"organizational" approatcharguing that theroavo inherent limits
.toe appliation of disciplinary or even mtilltidisciOlinary,
reductionist thinking, when solving complex puhlic-probrems. A
mdre iriterdisciplinary or interProfessidnal
approacli to problem-sdtving is required, aeciiirtiUm(j'to this
school of thought. However4 present molest attempts -to do
dnterdiscfPlinary wk of this.sott ar,p__ neither easy- nor neces-
-sarily su6cessful. "eral reports have noted the difficulties
seemingly "inNeTent in defining, sponsoring, performing, and
utilizing i,nter_diSciplinary public problem-oriented work.

Within this 11-,e1,- Lick or undorstanding,about themanage-
ment, communication, and other Factors affecting interdisciplinary
research is striking. nth-r factors include the lack of integra-
tion and utilizatforpof applicable science knowledge-, and the
still widespread,. lack of communication between natural and social
scientists. Sirree it seems iliore arid more evident-that inter-
professionaffeollaboratipn is needed to effectively address the
us- 0c L-,dLontifid knowledge For .solving social problems, it is
clearly necessary to he accomplishments and shortcomings
of attempts te cIt (Theaer and more effective adaptation of
sciovitific knoWleage and meth-ha, and better utilization of the
results of interdisciplinary, pTorilem-ortented work will require'
more understanding of the. circumstances of the applicability

these dpnroachS and 3traLegie7 tor overcoming systemic
obstacles. _

A rebert preipared by the Committee oil Public Engineering
n] icy (copEp) nt PAt n (377-ti highligh,tod the need for a study

this sort,. Thi report, tittld PrioritioS for Research Applied
o-Naeionat Needs, it-it:iee Li thk.concluding section:

cc-hi-cern Lis hddn e±i-ue,sed-.that the ITafion''3
dandhitih; ha undordnIkd and utilizo the kind df
rosairch hyddmo,..nddd herein may be limited,

tH7 iiiere is dependence on t7hh
uso or scietv: prsnnnoi F r io di. in

hrphidfl-orionLed areas of research. These and
Many rala(dd dudstfidns were discussed during this
sL-Advi hut-...m!./th are arc etensive and
iilisort-mr an rwr2rit 1 study of their own.

A s,n..,:dnd fddr,d-Av hrdhArod hy -thieenter- =or ResIrc'h etc
ic rr:hdwIddud at thf.- 61 Michigan

in::Ld4ts in !fs tIi c- aew Itinds of insiitutinnal
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arrangements whic=h :ionuraqe L[ILi I so I iiiiry interactions
are "needed if eFfuot--:c utflzJtuir i social sciuncO research
is to be achieved - rho report i-i to Los

Insofar js his' )rohIuco r c=incl user cominiini ties arc
cii ir]ivi:lalO with Ii tfrninq iiiti

and mci i nit: is to leaf with thu sciontific and
exttiscisflLtic jsi:ct s cC hL)iio'/ issues, cFc-

i ye it:_] L o .rcbla iv will l'O3c00d best if it
is pursu&J h- a s-C cit in ivohals representing
Jilter -nt' rihic icia r rh ''iil ski] is who
ar leo a t I lil i --at I I i Ni I I in a np mont whic
allows thui to Lkc ]into acounL tb-a 1jractic i
5actur i r- iii both the prodhIL:ton end the use
o t hflciwlel10

more thin rhI t :1 ti%c'.]t a frtcr Liii :rapiirat on of the COPEP/
F\ J- rupi:rt 'i tel ho-, tt1tt' is sti I rJihNproad end et bowl-
udqoI i'ci cr11 f''= 1 i thy' lad: or iii rinirinT 'xjmination of
thi :r-i hl cats in .-; t I it i ±50 1 i tie i y rusee rob -

I It riiO ii 1 -:Jt: I -ti( r- '\?. 1-IL;[)

FFiu i,- -:rip :ci oi a:1:ipt aiciulic:u and unqi flooring
LL) 510 Lal Ii: 15 t il a' L C itis. it is. t:o exanijhci, cuiiccirnod

Lii using the -oct 0 tI h crC ac:irriL:ci to enticpate
robab'' b:iirCL iL aicil ri-to r'until effects of ccirtain techno=

logical advan -r c-N ci IL cian tuchnioicqy essesmcnt
hi othc-r wer H -- i; I citi1 tic ic-vu loprnent of

lira ens who r l j i,a1 'i i icr r I ii vornrnun i fy c:an
httot unciL:-; a Or HIlalic jirnabi-nni -cilvcirs and policy
makers; it S a f-: -i with * iii I ranhinli ci t c1isrip1innry
gui-s L Len:; IN IN in Lii ii ave Iiib. . LILO. is -.1 -v anne to, and
then{ torf rn-. ii..i 1 ha grail-s 11 ,o in ldr-rstandinq and
solving i-I cdi at i eltems and, tcri ii C iroil c-sample, it is

w t'Iinc- H i. ci ur w:dth rsILcnh:L: iC and enqlneer:nq
and i th r it 0 -r.;L; i an iI) r-:- go:rttso ociri ho hr -njht to beer in

- ::OitItltt .; ; i )1iI 1IclbL1' grehicis.

1 N -1 1 I
I U i } -i ii Li I n j p L uS S in) J

n n Li i1i 1 p r oh I c` l r .1111 t I 1f111 01110 L i :0 un torprod un hive
ci tc:hLv 11(1 isa: ci, Li -c tluio Ill,.i -li_it ito echictioniiSt
11';'1`11 / :-: iiic ii , I r w1° i k= i 1J on thu ni

cc ti _l -,ntinhrictr::i:

ci ItIi01 cnilIci: ti ftc NdIICIJtIV
on; lOif iitcir' :;:I1 iitLe5

1 ii i'. 111 I N ci csi 1c1 i no ry



Lino 1::=3 no solution to the .problcml. Major problems
cannot. be oroPerly definQd in forms of single
specific tasks.; fiJul-is it enough to think oC thu
sums of such s,!buiate LAsks_ IF (Aelo aLLOmptS to
divide a problem Tiir,o its separate pits by
whatever rubs some connectivo tissue will be
Lott over, which cannot bo ignored or separatply
assigned: 4/

Frecluntly Attempt5 to bring scientific information
and analysis to bear on socialproblems are lumped under such
rubrics as "research applred to public problems" or even more
mysterioisly prohlem-artentd research." Basic researchers
in the naturaLsciences, co;rporate research management special-
ists, ant.71 keepers of semanticswtnce at such terminolocy.
Howver, when efforts of analysis and knowledge generation take
place for purposes more oriented toward fulfilling or facil-'
itatinq the mission or goals 1) 510101 institutions or agencies,
I t is generaHv termed Ap)ied or policy-oriented resoarch.-

This work tAkes HJ.IcT in many institutional set,t=ings_:
th u n i v e r s i t i e s , T I L T :-,orate sottings, in nonprofit- in

profit-making r,:-.,.search ins' itlites, in national laboratories, and
in government agencies and under the ausplcos of the National
Ac ade:nlv 0 I ho i And sionAl o i-con lOT 1 1 Cl The rt-la-
t-,ion.shi_ps ,1nd t7hilt- concern us are those between,'
!ortexAmple, ga:ernment And university structure;
mission agencies and rsear-h UT it ii, ts:5Jan agency heads and
'elders o"- M,--uns- between the Ottice of
Tchnelogy,Assessm(.nt. and its pontracters, and between universi-
tHs (or "khowledg,:- c,-,ters") And local institutions which are

mp-ing ro 1.c-,J1 urban problems. The processes
whi.:7.11 'concern us 1 C for exampi, Hi approaches of the
s,7iontir1 c crroups ipptication of (reiativojy compart-

paticular social pr)broms,the
ment

involve-
IT "users" in ic,ty the approach, to supportive or

nonspportive stn!ct,t1 in the work is t take place, and
the tjr. 'ImL,Futness off such efforts may be

P,)1,1cV PI:l=;EAPCIf

1111 11:1 jor t,)Warj ndapting SUIPntl t i know] edge
p1:11 5 1.. I i I Ii f30 -C.7,1 I I ii r-1 tort ti: ij )11 nary

r,' H H I i Ii ,..)170111-5 r n v u run(2 n

=-- ii LI t Ln2, 1111 it

L,1 I mc I. 1: t rigs
=

It renr
rf 1 I I 1 -I Iii i I '1)+ V.I(i1-1-7, t 1 1 I I 11 Il It Tj-)r(

I
1, ttt t Ii 1;1 I

i I 1 I TI. )



Intordiscipllnary research management in the university envi-
ronment has been the subject of considerable attention. `=.

Similarly the problems of conducting such research and the
necessary con(litio For -the nurturing of it have also received
much attention.

Nilles has noted:

Interdisciplinary research imtiltneously an
and a new phenomenon on university campuse The
growth of knowledge has always been a proc,-_-_!ss of
building upon p,ast ci.2perience of some aspect: of
I ife or thought, borrowing investigativotltools from
other dis'ciplines and thereby developingboth new -'

14iireas of knowlotge and now means of exploratiorm.
This borrowing i!-5 oitfenarl interdisciplinary process
and is Quite ffeguent in profes0onal schools such
an law, englituring, mediaine, and business 4ftinis-
tratlion. Yet, interdisciplinary research is also
now in a very i-oal sense. Man's increasing use of
tiechned,ogY in particular has brought about a growing
recogniHoh hi it the worifi consists of a myriad Of
cmplex 0. intorroiated components Changes in our
use e luL-repLable il-esources, alterations in the
way we communicaLe, provido health care or move our-
selves '=ro- Lot- to point, all have far reaching
and often, ulsh past, unforeseen societal effects. .

Thus the ihilecdlsciplinary research which ia bec ming
n-os i.hi l..u,o*ant.: in lmeeLlnq these challeriqs ,

must' H:--lado cohosiv,:! cansideration of a wide variety
of oeih,col .--Ind echnoloqical factors. These can
onLv ho Ht,.lil-,d h-y oomhining the talents of a

ii o- rosoahers. 5/

.-sLes ulint the torm interdlsciplinary research
implies the ljpjhH o,ord-inaLed,, and continuously integrated
research lPno with disciplif.ary back1rounds, working
together and h!--:-h,oha joint reporr_s, papers, recommendations,
and/or plans,. waL_ii it so Lightly and thorouiThly'interwoven
that the spcifsif:.conLhibuLlons offseach researcher-tend to be
obscured :o- Hho at prodhcf. It involves the interaction of
clearly ti)na.hae;-!ht. Alisci-Hines such as the physical sciences
with the ,;(:hH and/or law, economiop etc. it differs
Crom -.!haarcla in thal. the la 'or can be per'-
formed 1,:ley.fpr.f_hr:L.s wi ifferent disciplinary'backgrounds, but
who wo--k separat_lolv, necessal-ily in the snme environment or
with any laut-ual (21loring different aspects car a
central p:-oblem.

0

1 Ift ntic t.=.= v La .1 Int or disc _1-

pI .:1:11-..- the oH iatLtlri.: it. c-J--)ntinuous inLeqrotion
.

a.ad - presumably more



useful. 'lb inAo ex eroco both of universities, corimrations, and
funding aTmeles Lo du?: as been that interisciplinary research
occurs much loss frilieht.-: thaw could b0 desired. 4/-

The focus on int,-,erdiplinar rosear,Ch often leaves the
impression on people not d:.r-etiv involved that. the approach to
policy research has h_.),c7m..,,- the end goal.- Clearly, such an
app -bach is hut on way (p,.:ri,,,Ips ,,uie ol the ,host. ways) for
diSd'iplinary knowledge to bo.,intedrated in problem-eriented, work.
From that perspective, rerhat.5S the principal criterionO suc-
cess iti int,disciplt-inary ..,',. resoarch shoUl'-1 1-w 'its ultimate
utility.

SOMO pc.opH hat:- r h(2 duostiou of whether univer-
sities- should ho ihy.olveA La ,research at all,
while other iidiCate potential for Using this research
as the basis for new traiLin4 programs and curricula aimed toward
real world problems. Do,r: ;AJ)k, -President of Harvard University,
raised this questicin of the nroper role for the universities- '-

during the 1976- AAA/ a : n tr.-u

Lirge -scale Loam efforts to
attac'r, problems, we will finally
have- 'to urappl,( with the (hicsion of whether
u or best ,.--nlvironm,!n,: For work of
this kind. -ist, universities ,,,-Ive'provided
ai Vie&I 1-:;:arch because they offer

:-;!our ity. and an opportunity
to condLlr't trin i new generation of

prc.--"Loss wherebv triniug and:
n-tU tI i. Rut it is far

froffil. 11 apply in oc_lual
rd r!t- pro'nlem oriented

this Hail, independ:_!nc(_._ and
ii17-1,t:.;,;ly hamper the Aovc1f)pmc-2nL, at

.Z7 1. 0 41 0 i 1 1 iil 0 OtT Tarn Lt
1-11(riA 17 a 1:17'66' t Lip0 i and

settlud Jot: Lraining
A(11 in all, than nature o this

'is Li. f-er.-2.nt. from tile to ,,a(1 anal
n-of o ti, thoughtful educat'nrs

t

Ana ton t.' t to participato:

ho,:d a :;-u': a numb-,:r of subtle
-11-,,Ulite0 ture H to in

tlo wor'?,z

rt.,11,h- that' int(rrdisipIinary



work is constantly renewed by interaction with its
parent=disciplines, how to develop the new modes

,.- of authority and governance required-to coo'dinate
.
a team effor1_, how to provide the incentivds and
en tonic for advancement That will attract. able
young investigators to cast their lot with these
new undertakings. t/-

While some of our concerns and approaches are ynst
often thought of in a university context, such an environment
for adapting science to social needs is not the only concern
of this conference. Nor is odr focus exclusively on inter--
disciplinary problem-Tel-tented research.- Rather these are
principal foci Ln a larger, interconnected array of institutional
environments. The broader concern is how to more effectively
couple the results and methods of science ..*Ind engineering to
the sQlution of publJd problems and the policy _process.

CoNFERECE PURPOSES

The WbrRshdp-conflorence has the following purposes:

1. To c-_,::ao!no --:,()mc of- the present modes through which
scien.ti.f':, engineering and other professional
oxpio_t-ino is used to perform problem-oriented

2. To 1_)L-_,L1- ad:ine the barriers or weaknesses within
this net tcrpri which prevent or inhibit more
qfecti or innovative approaches; -

To rif.r'Q'.3S the areas (1- continuing uncertainty,
and confusion regarding more effective modes of
better( adapting science and enclineering to social_
11Qed;

4. To -sugm_ist institutional, -system, and behavioral
Changes which coulA help to -make these efforts
more effective and\useful; and

To rpcommnd courses of action for AAAS and other

The conference is built upon a core of information
presented in the following sequence: describing the _require-
ments for scientific knowledge and research in specific prabem
areas (such as energy, social oroblems, and transportation) ;
assessing the development art some management and organizational
processes FQr performinm interprofessional, problem-oriented i--

'research; and examining .som factors affecting the Otilizatoon
at rdsearn e:on- in oodinl orohlosolving.



ANTFCIPATED OUTCOMES

,

The best and most domfortino view oL thii or any
other conference is as nne An a process. It is ox-

,

pected that some things seL in motion by the conforenc-e will
be continued by the some presentations may become
Articles in Science and other publications. However, it is
always difficult to project precisely what the outcome of
a conference will be or what activities will be OccuRyinq
further attention. eve-iztheloss, .S2;OMP 1')robabio results can

The conerence ii La;l ens and the subsequent refine-
ment of the proceeding Si(ould highlight some unresolved
questions, appicpaches to answering them, and suggested agendas
For action by v,==tiliciA*as or For example, the cop-

, terence may develop sliqgcitilons arid guidance for mission
aqerieLls nd supporters of inLerdiscipliAcy research 'for.
further examining,the effec-t, their posture a- contractual
arrangements may haviJ ou r h iiotivation and n ard structures
within research Pei-forming institutions and oh the usefulness
of the results. Th-ci confirince may suggest that a national
university proussiona ai,i)clation give additional serious

.consideration to ways -is which ddsciplinary structures and i

interdtscipi inary 0oft'nrt- ul more easily coe:iHst and be mutually
supportive.

ih workshoTs :n ri cc recommendatlmnsi for facilitat-'
ling the linkage of bro,ad-based ,interprofessional groups Cr
knowledge centers witfi puhlic Droblum-solvin) and policy form-
ulating bodies. Tic'; may nCr orth with plans for professional
organizations to carn: ()dr programs designed to further legiti-
mize policy-rolovuh roharc'h; suggestions for thc_i2 AAAS to

become involved to (_-.Liaborative endeavors with other appro-
priate professtonal yilii-gaii:zations in examining gcgiceptual,
insHtutional anJ oi-iahzatronal questions; plans For "programs

c,ducation" wins should be aware of some
thci inputi of this conference.

in de7el 1 c hagkground For this iconfeince, some
th(i p-rsons w- -iontacted expressed surprie that the AAAS

was iinvolveg in a I c L c LticI ti6 managerial and organizational
proCesses. Howeviiir, theiAss(igiation is in the midst of re-
thinking both .-3cience and public policy program ,

and reframing its generaC, longer-range goalS. The conference
procdings i-i; be disseminated widely to persons in the
private a-rvl iIii I hocrs whh hav been identified as interested
in th- the conference. The results sug-

r:Hy ri wHhin HAAS sill be intkliratOd with
He within the Association. What is

'!)#' will strengthen tts role as a



center for ry communication, move toward
fOs4ering more effective interaisciplinary research and inter=
professional endeavors, and seek to take greater advantage
of the leverage extant in its unique'inktitutional role,, In
that context, one area of major concern for the Association
ishow to better adapt the knowledge and methods of the-
sciences and ether professions to the needs of -blic problem
solving.

Finally,. since the conference'is a "point event" and,
as already. noted, we are involved in the encouragement and
strengthening of a'process, the greatest output may be that
which results from what you, the participants, and others can
do- in carrying on from this point.

for
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... for science to contribute in the way `that
we hope it would, scientists and the' system
that maintains them must become holistic ip
far deeper Sense than merely by being-inteArdis-
ciplinary.

0
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I would like to begin by relating thisconferenc0 to
another ono. Last week I attenderthe National Science Foun-
dartion's second Uu of tt r bicentennial year celebration
wtakch has the peculiar title, 'Project Knowledge: 2000.

intent wins to look at the know10.dge system and its re tionsiiip
to other aspects of society. It 1?-las based on a flow model
the the knowledge [,,-stem works.

This system begins with an identif ' need on the part
of society; it than flows to people who ha a the capability qf
funding knowledge invatiddtions which wi,1 1 respond to that
identified need (they are people in various aspects of govern-
ment: state, local, and. federal). 'It then flows to the generators
of knowledge, the third group, who may indeed be involved
the first step in identifying the need. Then, eventually, that

(knoWledge is suphos,::.l Lc Flow into the users, the people who
be--; fit from that knowledge; who then generate a demand for

needs. Those o'f knowledge actually represent a
ak.flow, because they are the people who fund the knowledge
generators and'also help the managers decide which of these
generators shall he funded.

if step ene, the identiCied need,' is eliminated, then
and gets sometin-; caLiod basio knowledge, or basic research,
where the identified need occurs among the group of knowledge
generators themselves and it is not related directly to any
iCan tified need on the part of the public.

Project Knowledge: 2000, the conference was
organized in eLentially six teams, who were identifed b
the ki.s1,4:7oF i cdividunls they were in the flow model

There was, for example, representing the ident Jed
need-5grOup of stab e and local government people, ranting
from people in statc7i lagislatures as well as boards of super-
y4lsors or cty governments. There was also a public interest
group, whichwas a L,_=!am respresenting people interesIed in
labor problems, a girl representing the National Student
Assoction, a woman who was President of the Women's League
O L Votar.,,, and so an The secorld group of people , who
represented the managers,and fundcrs of knowledge, were
sLa ffs in (Invernmnt depertiments, mainly federal, such
NiN, NET, ERDA, F: bar Ind lritorior, and some congressior
stafF Thn third Lri)LH wnre Lho generators of knowledge,

I 1

+r,



which there were three categories: universities and colleges
that do research, tHe thialk-tank types such as RAND and SRI,
and theq,rivate corporations and their research interests.

The ourth group/ the users of knolodqe nd ultimate
reciiients of the benefit of the knowledge-generating system,

public (althou09that meaning was certainly not clear at
this conference) was not represented by any oroup directly.
In other words, the conference-Ldid not go out into the streets
of Leesburg, Vircirinia,and ask Cif:izons to come and form anot,her,
iron

LA I thought that theberc question of the second forum
of Project 'Knowledge: '20004 was:

"Doe's the 'knowledge system work well?"

In effect, since the public Li., pa,14.-ing for the knowledge system
as we have it today, call you say that the system pays back
the funder:,: well and satisfies the basic needs.thAft are
generated? Secondly, how well will the 'knowledge system
work in the year 2000?

The responses wete 1-iteresting.

A. The knowledge r-ratbrs are generally satisfied
that the knowledge system d-)es indeed work well= T'hy
recognizebthat certain cauv-ions have to be made, -Ncdmthat
one must oxpect changes; in the knowledge system in the coming
decades. In fact , 7-)6-v id Apter, a well-known political scientist,
pointed out that in h:H experience all universities are con-.
stantly in change. The fIL that hhe7 ae constantly in change
in a minor way din' i- ,IlsLurb him at al

13. The man- c, P0 eople ir tl_he Feder[ii_ (overnment
(although they could also Lie in state and local government),'
who have to deci_de on the allocation of funds and, in particular,
recommend to the 1? 1-.)0QS policies as to the allocation of
funds fortsuppor&ing research, are seriously worried. .They,
do not think-the system works well. They feel that there is
real_ difficulty -j.n understanding- what the knowledge-generating
community is. tr*ng to do. They are trying to'evaloate and
make recommendaLi,)a.-', Lo their bosses through memorandabut
their bosses are very he- people who have many other things
concerning them.

C. The state and local government people felt that
the knowledge vn:t worked very hazily from their point of
view. it dos not respond to their needs for knowledge in
deciding-4.ho various lJ-isae hat they face in counties, in
cities, and in states. ,The wore deel)lv dissali:ifled with the
present ki-rgi-dgo
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D. As or tt-i pAlic, the eventual users, they were
not heard from in the conference:

0 IC AND EXOTERIC KNOWLEDGE

Now for a speoblatiVe interlude. As a philosopher I
am intProsed in the nature of kn clge and T would like to

i
discd'ss ths,yarious forms that kn wlodgP has taken in the
history of the human race. The s 'entists can be divided
into to 'typos: J.hose that are in -rested in esoteric knowl-
edge, ess tially krnwledgedirected Lo pdple5t your own
kind who nderstnd the particular form of the knowt4edge in
certain tcrms (symbolic logic io a-good exampl); and those
4tyatareintbrested in exotericknowledge.. .L7moteric knowredge
means ,knowlddge t-hot, is advantageous to the .public.. -

There art? two 'i!o/df o:y;c:Leric knowledge. One Elows-
directly from_Ai.c and the other does not. For in-stamce,
some friends bfmino o,re trying to build a fonce around a
garden which.is abuL Fifteen yards long and five yards wide,_1.
and they have the duestion of how much fencing material is
required to fence in Lho garden. The knowledge of how Irtil(I'M
fencing material r:_r.uirod flows from the esoteric science
of metric geometrv(nl it can easily be calculated. On the
other hand, in ;HL of California at the present time,
we are eonsiderJng chLhq the building code so as to Permit
people to build Lheir houes out of wood that they have
obtained from old bdrnn. The 7riLling- code as it qxists
now does not permit cnnsLruction of that kikl. The county
of mendiceino would like to connider -hon Jing the building
code (T'm now bac'rz to .nv t:,:.1Lo and local government people
in this exomcl

Now er.dc.r the! di_fliculLies of )Hia L problem. In the
First place contracLoTrs who have been building
according to is buiLding code and would like to continue to.;,
do no ninre Lgin Hrofil-ahlc:, There are old age people who
have been m r 1 H :)o-fl: for holAks a higher amount than they
expected, becauso their houses were built "up to the code."
There are the:younger people who have Akenthe building
materials Pcom cc v:-Dinus barns (tho uEie Frolll'which is
probab1.1,( beLLec than any current crop) . These 4re some of
the people involved in this problem. It not his a problem
with a perimeterj-of a certain area. it comes out to be
problem of how tho var;ows cfro-us are to be served in some-
thivi as minor as chdno!in the building code of_ the state.
r:-:ot.ori.c knowledge begigl noL Lo look like -iv-;oteric knowledge
in LhaL cont,(g:L al

too)onling .1-11[1 1 (1,...-__wernment team of

Ire or j!Ck):), wcuLd like to say that: they
rocodni deol:Ho-makers iii till() boards of super-



Visors and in'city.eouncils and ,4a.te goverriments have-to
be holistic. They are*foreed to recognize the holism of the
pro That is to say, they have to. Sc.-leap into their

ideratioas all those different human values and complex-
'es that are represen_ativeof the problem, even, one so

n'll;Al" agfjust changi_ one aspect of a building code. And
s,jilit one of a thousand thjngs that'they Jiave to- on -'

.s d i every week.' They struggleto get all that is relpyant

.in order somehow to arrive at a cision, because thAt's:
:...k.theirAbb-.

'

-Of Coiarse7c_we.all know tha-t-.the politicians in their
speachis remain simplistic. Gerry Ford says that we mustbe

to acco_ liS this involvesfantastic complexities in the
energy ticlependent in 1984- He doesn't mention the fact that

lists
rdarrangement Of our social conditions, in edudation, in the
saeritice we'll have to -make in various health programs, 4

in various kinds of recreational programs, and so on. The
politician ca._ come cut with a very simplist4e, reductionist,-1 . ,

st.stemeAkt eve_ thodIgh IleAnowsvery well that the ultimate
--..-- ,...t.

'decision will _aye to -be holistic considerations-
,,- -

-$c, .d yet the need or
Thus somethIngwrong if the generators of knqiledge

in our disciplines are Very;.pecifi an
information is holistic. Hence, there is a mismatch between
esoteric, and exoter4e (need d)- kndWledge. -Spite realization
of this ptate of affairs has occurred in eco=nomics. The "old
Jr.ten," vey much like the old men,oftrie tribe, including
Leontiev, A in Gordon, hnd others -poiht their fingers at
the younger ,ople, saying; "You are doing nothing but, building
irrelevant model-EThey spawn" inadequate informatiOn.: The
big prdicaem is how-to t adequate information." That, to
be sure. We ought o make our economic data bases much better.
But, even if we do, we haven't really adressed ,the problem
that faces th dilcision-maker in Etate, local and federal
government.

There are really differences in knowledqe'-generating
systems. The university represents to me thejnost esoteric
Akind of system. We divide ourselves'into discipaines, and
we try'''to generate knowledge that's-given an "excellence=
mediocrity" score by the peer groups within the discipline.
On the other hand, there are certainly other kinds of knowledge-
generating systems that work'.through consultation, like SRI,.
A. D. Little, and so on, and the think-tanks, which are n9t
so oriented to -the There,:are-also the privatje
corporations who are interestedin developing produCts'and
services based on science in which they recognize the need
to be interdisciplinary.

14



.-DISCIPLINE-ORIENTED
RESEARCH MAY WORK POORLY

My remaining comments are concerned with nonholistic
AisciplIne-orientOd'research, which, in terms of percentages,
is not a big part of the-knowledge-generating system, although
1 have a feeling that even consulting companies and think-
tanks are vastl influenced by discipline- oriented research.,
1 have five reasons, whichare all the same, why discipline-
-oriented research may-,work poor4,.itr the knowledge system and,
hence its future funding may not,be appropriate. We're facing.,
a real challenge,to the discipline-oriented research-system,.--
The-challenge will become more and more serious, primarily
because the money for sudh research is coming from the public.
We no longer have a Duke of SomebOdy or a very rich Ford
Foundation; we will have to rely more and more on public
institutions to fund our scientific research and as that
happens i have a strong feeling people-will begin to question
why they are funding the kind of research we cohdbct.

/

On the very last day of Project Knowledgei 2000,
there was a confrontation between one of the public interest
people, from the Women's League of Voters, and, a famous
physicist. He said to her, 6I'don't want you Petting down
into t4pe guts of my research.. It's all- right if you are

= intereted in- the general policies pf fundinga certain area
of physical research, but i-dopq want yo9,inVolved in why
my particular kind of research i val6able, because you can't
possibly understand it."

And she Said, "If I can't understand it, why should I
fund ii?"

He rreplied, "You couldn't possibly under --rand it; it's
much too complicated. I want you out of the gilts of the system."

She was sayi "I want to be in the guts of the
system because it's eating up a Jot of my funds."

I think the issue is,a much more serious one than
should the scientific community spend some of its time worrying
abut social needs. T. think more and more the public is 'going
to ask, why should it- fund any of the basic research effort
unless it can show why it is serving social needs. I mean my
remarks to be disagreeable, .by which I mean I hope that dis-
agreement-will happen in ajar work sessions. If it doesn't
and we spend.our time try -ing to agree with each other, then
the days wilt be wasted.

There are five reasons, all the same in character, why
disciplinary-oriented research may work poorly in the knowledge
system; and,hnce, fts Epture funding may not be regarded as
approprae 1, . th, suppLy the funds.



the- disci =lines therelves. We've inherited
the discip4pes om h h century. Consider research in
the 18th century and tak inanuel Kant, as an example.
can Itidt iMa4ine the had f a disciplinary department calling
in.Kant and'saying, "Now iodic Kant, you really have been
spreadi44 yourself much-too You've begn working on the
origin of the universe, on tile ,fundamental ndture of knowledge,
and on certain physical probleMs and then oh-deep psychological
problems as in your latest book, The Foundation Of the Meta-
physics of Morals. Ireally think you ought,-you know, in
order that your.career develops correctly, narroic-in on one
of these and let the rest o. You've been much too broad in
your approach." That couldnot be said to Kant br Leibnitz
in the 17th or*18th centuries. But the 19th century gave us
the disciplines the ways irr which we egan to narrow in and
segment various areas bf knowledge.

So, we became interested in the phySical nature of the
universe purely from the point of'view of thophysical nature;
we are not interested in whether the physical nature of!the.t.!'
` universe is related somehow to .4he'psychological nature
Ouselves. I'll justpointto Kant's -statementl at the end
df The CritiquedfPracticaReason: "Two thinigs fill My.
heart with never ending awe . . the moral law within and
the starry Heavens above." Kant did nict see that these were
separate.- They were for him the same kind of problem. The,
immensity of the universe comes from the same kind Of
psychological being as the nature of morality. But you see
what the 19th century did. It snipped. Morality was one
thing and the physical universe was another. NQW I think
we've got:to go back, be reactionary and return to the 18th-
century notion that those two things, the nature of the
physcial universe and the nature of the psychic universe,
are one-and the same problem.

There are good reasons why the disciplinep worked. well.
They served good politcal functions. They performed well
in safeguarding the sciehtific community from all kinds of
political attacks because one could design an esoteric
community, and say tha±scientists were not involved in the
problems that are associated with society and ethics. Thus
"scien'ce" preservbd itself well. But I hope that the era is
over with.

We're coming to an age where, we begin to question the
real value of the ,disc iplines= and the associated reductionism,
including the paradigm fads that drive a discipline so strongly.
Economics in the past few decades is a good example of the
change in paradigm. I'm. Using paradigm in the sense that
Kuhn does in The Nature of Scie=ntific_ Revolutions, but more,

tspecifically in terms of ehe history of philosophy. Disciplines
pass from rat io alism to ompiricism, and 'hack 'again.



One of the consequences of disciplinarity is what r
call violence to the Ph.D's. We say to them, "Wou must carve
out problems that t-are manageable according to the paradigm
of the discipline you're in." What we should be saying,0
a Ph.D is "if you're ,inspired by broad prtblem then try
Don't narrpw it! Broaden it!, And, at the end of a pekiod
of time we'll look at what you've done and decide whetherAhat
warrant ,g. Ph.D or not." Spirited Ph.D's want to study, say,

,how you.make a city work. And9then some son of a bitch comes
.-along and says, "Now wait a minute, Tom, let's nArrow
down; Maybe you want. dust to consider transportation. And
maybe you don't want to conSicler the whole transportation,'
system; maybe you just want to consider -buses. Maybe you-
don't want to consider the whole of busing, but just ioUsing
in a certain district." And by that time the Ph.D is finished.
His interest in the whole ptCblemior the broader problem is
gone.

It all amounts to an unwarranted emphasis on something
called "excellence" in re'search, which is esoteric in character.
I know that because I come from the University of California
at,Berkley, where the basic theme of the academic community
is exCellence. Somebody did a survey and found out that our
graduate program was the most excellent in the country.and
that did-us a great disservice in many ways. The contrastie
between esoteric research and exoteric; esoteric research uses
judgm6et of peers as its criticism, whpreas exoteric uses
_relevanc6 to Social problems. Exoteric research may tend
to be vague, non-excellent, difficult to, evaluate, but perhaps
helps somebody solve a problem.

/

Second: basic _versus )lied. We get basic research
also from the 1 9th century, another one og, our gifts, or,
possibly, nongits-. :Basic research meant, traditionally,
research that 1c)oked at the foundation of knowledge. Bit we've
come to learn, I think, that.in some sense every discipline
.can .claim to be basic in that sense. I'm trained as a logician.
We haye no difficulty defending:ourselves as basic, because.

'if you ain't logical, then yod ain't nothing: if you're
nCOnsistentLhen anything.follows. So we're basic. Math-

eMatiCs is basic. Psychology.is basic, isn',t it? Because
everything follow from the' human psyche. .If you-don't
understand the human psyche, you don't understnd'what science
is about

l'remembe-r once at the meeting o the- faculty committee
of the Health Science Program at Berkeley --c5 bibchemistS
leaned buck and said, "after all, health-is basically bio-
chemistry.,"- When L reported that to some of,mriends at
Donner Lab, they said, "ThOSe chemist! They do'n't understand
that structuro in the impu'rtant thing: it's basically bio'-
Dhysien." And so L,-n,s. There is no probro in finding out

17



that t-yoUr own di ipli:he'iS basic in' every respect.

Another meal dng of *le word pa id -'is "'rid apedific
application in mind." *,You work pn, the problem peeSp. I
spent this weekend with -a friend'xdrking on the theory of
numbers, (very fascinating) to prove .tats the fundamental
theorem of arithmetic works in very 4bneral ways!, Showing
'this doesnitrealiy "help," and if I told you the general-
iaation of the theory of numbers, you might wonder whether
that helps you at all'in improving the quality of life.

Now dnedefense:of basic research is that eventually
it does help .pdpie, However, anybody who is involved in
management knows that if such a defensejs orfered fdr a
project, then he should try to do some long-rangplanning,
and see whether a supposed nonpurposive rears effort
really has future potential relative to human !pals.

, 4
Finally, one:-could defend basic7Treseer by saying

that some of us are'4eniuses and,therefprep other people
ought to support using matter what, trie,heilwe're doing.
Support us because we're bright andAeniuses. That's a little
more:hopest, in a way, than any other argument for basic
researth;I'Ve,seen.

But I think we ought to break down the distinCtion'
between applied'and basic. We ought to look at basic versus
applied and consider them in terms, of what both should mean
-- in terms of exoteric knowledge.

Third, we have a word in esoteric science called
"objective" (unbiAael)iwhiclijmanent]y means : something
to us. Indeed, I know that objective meant Something very
important to me in the past, because I've worked very hard
trying to understand measurement. In World War II, I worked

.as a physical chemist and statistician. I. tried very hard
to get objective measurements of the roperties of materialsp

-Jot the war effort. What this meant to me was that different
,laboratories` should report in a similar way, independent of
the individuals or the social structure of th_laboratOri
I might say that physical-science was really very deficient
in terms of that meaning of "objective." Many of the-labora-
tories reported radically different measurements,-hd-statis-
-tically sh .--ed an observer bias. Thus, one meaning\of
objective says, in effect, that different people,, will,

all come to' an agreement within limits, given a conscientious
effort ors their part as to how the measureme-t numbers will
be generated.

Now I call your attention to the opposite of "objective,
and that f!,; not subjer:tive. 17 know it's natural to think of
objective, and then to think of subjective -: "objective" means
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IT:tell, You houi much this weighs, or.what.the distance ,is
between two points- 'Subjective" means I have an-impression
that this auditorium is beautiful. But that's not the..
contrast I want ito make this evening. Rather, I wantito
make'the'contrast between "objective"' and,"judgmental."
Judgment means that4you7make-a decision in-the-cdntext of
a conflict of ideas,_and,-there is no rdtiopal,basis'for r
resolving the conflict. There are no clear algorithms, or
decision-making'rules, or whatever, for resolving the
differehces. The word judgment, as weal as decision-making,
comes etymologically from the context of a decision made:
in the context of, conflict. In fact, according to my OXford
ictionar the word decision did not dome to mean a.lonely

d-vision-k of thinm4.ntil, :about 1859 when Disraeli
sed it in that fashion. Re that it always meant as
deciSion-arrived at in'the context of conflict -- of ideas,
of interests,:bf values.

I go back to my state and local people They are
.inVOIVhd not 'in objective knowledge-, but in judgment: they
mu to e "judgmpnt knowledge," kspwledge that%s created.Pout of
the various conflicts that the public represents. For example,

codeillustraticin i8 a decisiyh based on judgment.
judgment is 1nOwldge, but -it-'s -not thexkind of knowledge

.that. many of us scientists are farnilar with. It'snotat
all the kind of knowledge that wp give in our disciplinary
textbooks', where at the end of the chapter the exercises give
the student enough information to arrive at an pbjective
decision. Stich a student finally goes out in the world and
tries to use the information contained in the chapter, but
finds that he's in a judgment situation and has no clear idea
of how to apply what he has learned in these chapters. For.
example, .in operatiOns research, at the ehd'of the chapter On
inventories; we.say, this is the:information you need to know,
the demand, the costs of holding*and shortage, The
students po out and find that the data don't eist They
discovecjthat-the "data" have to be generated .d rent,
based on a conflict of opinions. ,Thus "exoteric__ nowledge"
comes mainly horn "judgmen knowledge."

I'
Fourth: fragme- atio of roblems One of my dolledgues-

at Berkeley wants to "carve off" a piece of ahy problem he faces.
I think -he has a kind of a picture of the world'of problems
as a rather'large roast leef in -which one is asked to carve
off suitable pieceS one by one. Fragmentation means trying
to break social reality into epiodes in which we try to solve
each episode in terms of its own characteristics.

An academic's life t to be a series of papers and
books that he has produced. Wh ea s, social reality is an
interlinkeci continuum. To be su-e, it's usefu0 to break down
the continuum,intc, ryroblem'i5, 'but only for the sake of holding
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it fox a moment -- much as you,wo- f yo__were editing a
film for the purpose of makin4 it,in_o a total film. You
have segments of it, but you kdow these segments ar4 not the
reality. They're only ways of'holding a piece of it for the

q
moment to describe it, in orderpa get back to th continuous
learning process.

Fifth;_ knowled e value_ S versus ethical and moral
values. The-disciplines ten to emphasize one kfiaSTithical
value which expregrn'itself in terms of truth, accuracy,
reliability, and pbntriviality. -Those arekthe values that

e kn9wledge community recognizes; it expects you to' report
uthfully, with all the'acuracy and reliability at your

command. And, of course, I expect you asia researcher, in
order to attain excellence, to reach a leVkl of non-triviality.
But these values are only a part of the fabric of ethical
values.

As I _ saidE ea ier, throughout the history of a humanity
that wr9/te down its deas on human values, there is rn

incredible agrgetent as, to what we humans are about. One-
label for our 'colle_tive ideal-today is "quality of life."
Maybe better word is "contentment," which comes from 'the
Latinverb,"contineo," meaning, " "to hold `with." It means
essentially, for each of us,i-would._ydu rather have lived your
life differently at the end?

The idea of contentment is illuArated by a hOrrible
psychological study, in which the researchers said, in effect,
"all right,, you middle class JAMericans, you've come to the
end of your life and God or St. Peter, whoever is in charge,
says,, you've got two choices: one is oblivion and one is to
relive your life exactly as you did live itt, without the
knowledge that you've lived it. Which**--do you choose? Oblivion
or going through the whole damn thing.again?" Nnd'the great
majority said "oblivibn," If you believe the resnits, they ,

say we middle class Americans are not content, in the sense
that we want fo hold onto cur lives.

The ethic41 ideal is illustrated in the life of the
hero in' mythology who was a contented man despite the fa t
that he faced enormous odds against him. He went out a d
fought alr- kinds of monsters and beasts, and yet. was content.
That was the life he wanted to live. Contentment does not
mean "peaceful around the fire"; it means that youtwant to
"hold with" what is happening.

Another version of the ethical ideal in the history
of thought is equity, so beautifully presented by Kant in The
Foundations of_Metaphysics and Metals, one of Ihe greatest
books, in my opinion, on human values, that has ever been
7int, 1n whLC Th Klntilecribes the ]dell of hunion equity:
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"never treat another as means only, but as an end withal.

Kant envisages a kingdom of ends in which everyont is a k'ng
and everyone is treating others as kings. We're living
through Kant's ideal at-the end of the'20th century in very
marvelous ways. The ideal of equity has arisen again. It's
one of the most beautiful concept -gf ethical value that the
human race has ever invented in terms of the women's movement,
racism, so-called ,'developing nations," and so on. The ethical
ideal is hard fo4 r-the disci-linary community-tO grasp. They

'

ask, -"What's the evidence fo this glorious grand idea of
equity and contentment"? They have trouble with it, defining
it,-measuring it, understanding it, because much of it cannot_
be expressed in disciplinary language. "The greatest good
for the greatest number" tiws not aWery good way of exprissing
the concept of equity'. Equity means treating every in dual
as a unique individual. But we don't have good disciplinary
ways of describing uniquenesS, which is a very ephemeral but
very fundamental humanfeling.'

THE NEXT STEPS

You'll be glad to ,knqw I'm coming to a,summary. A.

knowledge system, strongly oriented towards disciplinary,-
basic, objective, problem-oriented, excellent research', works
poorly and-will work even more poorly in the next-decades in
the future with reslct to the betterment of the human
condition.

Therefore, what We need to d is exptbre (1) the
conceptual meaning of holism, which I've "only touched on this
evening; and (2) the very important part orthe inside of the,
kryowledge-generating system, the reward system. ,Nowadays
it_works lagaint those wlio are antidisciplinary in 'their
orientation, and so we need to explore -chang0A in the,reWard
system so as to reward the heroes of holism who take on tasks
much too big for then- -(they do not try to carve off the pieces),
and ehemie's much more powerful thab tbey'are.

I'm reminded of an episode in my life when I served on
the Council of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases, in which Sabin told me that in the three years he'd
serVied on that Council, he'd never seen an exciting proposal
pre_ented to hat Council, one that was really much bigger

(7

tha1_ the pro-ier could safely tackle. 'The people who live
carefully arc p in the first deckle en the ratings. The 4e

people who t_-0 on the enemy /--e down to the tenth deciIe, or
are not rewarded at aFI.

(3) Leader3hip and -management of holistic approaches.
Clearly we need a wholly different notion -of management of

R -N.,,r(.2 take ari pur holLtic approach.
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(4) The need fororganizational redesign of the knC411-
system if we 'are going tm succeed in the way I'm tfying-

to d'Uqgest tonight.

(5) Ways of establishing linkages among science
institutions td aid in the developing 9f a worldwide holism,
not just oriented towards American-culture and its problems,
but also to various:cultures and,,human ways of living across.
the world.

(6) A recogn tion of the allies and the enemies of the
holistic approach_` he enemieg have good po4nts in their
favor -- because holism run wild could very well destroy the
good that we have in scientific institutions today, by a
weakening of the disciplinary base.

I have to -Admit at the end of thia,talk that I do have
:game-diSoiplin6rY-bieaea-that-OanitesCap. r/haPPeri fa-
believe that r9ost peop17who get, ihto_plenning and helping
society oughtito know basic mathematics, -I think it* the
discipline tha't has provided use with a, good language 'for
talking about.many holistic viewpoints.

if you haven't caught on, these last six points refer
to my interpretation of the tasks that Dick ha given us fox,
4- 4tie six worKlihoPs toborroW. He may be-a little surprised to

heat, my interpretation. This is My Versionof, these/tasks.
I expect each workshopyill succeed in accomplishing these in
a grand sty10._

DISCUSSION

QUESTION I - How do you define the term "science"?

ANSWER - As a philosopher I talk not in terms of its present
definition within the institutions of science, but in terMs
of history. For example, I think Aristotle had a notion of
science which is as viable today as it ever was and so did
Kant. But their Motions of science would not agree with
today's institutional breakdown of science. Now I'm more
inclined to take the historical meaning of science which meant
knowledge rather than today's breakdown in terms of the
institutions of science defined in terms of the disciplines.

There is a "selenc, for example, of an Indian tribe
like the Navaho They have knowledge of what it is like to

in the Navaho nation that people in so-called scientific



communities don't have. I think it is onlx until we recog-
'nize that there it "science" in many different_parts of'the
humanity that we'll come back to my "reactionary" notions,
which are Kantian, Aristotilean, orrCartesian.

QUE5TION,_2- How was Project Knowledge: 2000, conducted?

/
ANSWER - Project Knowledge: 2000 is separated Into three ,-

forums (some reductionist did that). They ar need for,
generation and communication of knowledge. H w do you
separate those three in any sensible way? Of course I
don't see how. I said I thougheprobleMs were convenient
ways in which we coulstop the procss and look at segment
of the film, but before we put it back together agafrilwe
want to see th* whole thing. As far as the '..Torkshops are
cowernedtileans that if somebody 'utara;s t(o get on with
the organizational or the reward system in the

workshop, ope the chairman doesn't ay, "well,'
kat is being solv d by B or C . . . ."

(Richard Scribne I'd like to add to what,Wes has just
said. In form aging this Conference we've been sensitive.
cl think,' to dil as posed by doing just _what we've
done: when we were designing these workshops we strugied'
against organizing them exactly in areductionist)mode
We didn't want to do that, but we felt quite uncomfortable
withanyother7way.

QUESTION 3 Do you think that intuition and feeling belong
in science, as well as reason and observation?

ANSWER - The answer is, briefly, " es." Even in the 19th-
century version of science, 'intuition played an important
role. They recognized the needifor creative genius that
seemed to come out of this mysterious function called intu-
ition. But the 19th century discouraged us from including
feeling or evaluation. In the 18th century, Kant regarded.
his second Critique to be dealing with science as much as
his first Critique. The secon_ dealt with ethics and\values
Thl word "science" incidentally is again a 19th-centlity
invention. I would say that my ticismi' mythology, literature,
poetry, meditation, all qo und- the heading of science.

QUESTION 4 (Gordon En )"Solving problems today requires
working with what you have and can manage. Thisaisually
means, at best, working with a limited set of disciplines
or areas Of professional expertise. Holism is a fine concept
or ideal but won't it simply immobilize anyone who tries

J
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to take it as an crating principle into the act_
rational public Problem-solving domain?

ANSWER 1 really can't respond, Gordon, because I don't
know whete- you are. I was saying that a town board or a.
county supervisor are involved in a kind of knowledge that
the. disciplines don't understand well. Since they have to
be holistic in their response to issues, and disciplines;-
tend to.be reductionist or to divide 'up the problem intd
pieces, they are not responsive-to public needse (Therefore,
we have as much to learn, as scientists, from the-town bciard
aSthe town board has to learn from us.

Gordon, it isn't all that difficult.. There's good historical
precedent (I'm sorry I'm sogTeactipnaiY this evening). But,
the 17th-century Liebnitz, Descartes, and Spinoza said it
as clear17as it coul,dbe said: there is only one-individual
who has holistic knowle60 and that is God and noneiepf us
has the hubris to be A.,Goa. All we CAn say is that we will
strive to come as close as we can.
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"while the cure for our energy ills seems to
consist of reattaching the disparate parts,
the motivation for doing it must arise else-
where. ... call it what you will, people
will have to start giving more t© than they
take from the problem. ... to try reaching
Out to touch all parts of the problem, to

- listen, ar0 to try to contribute to the
resolution."

Oavid Rose
(



'THE ENERGY PROBLEM:

'A GUIDE TO MORE ADEQUATE APPROACHES

David J. Rose
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology- Cambridge

INTRODUCTION

Energy, food, transportation, health care, and other
activities that characterize a civilization alj. share some
similar qualities: tendencies toward reductionism instead
of holism, for example; Of these larger problems (in con-
trast to "small" ones such as offshore oil drilling, which
fOrM Parts of the larger:ensemble), energYiS-telativelY-----
easier to treat than Most of theTothers, because it is a
means to an'end, and not so.closeiy tied to ends themselves
(as food, -for example)-. Though the task is difficult, energy
can therefore be analyzed with less social rancour and hope-
fully more consensus than most other problems. Even so,
Science and technology are-not enough, and this paper, that
.--ems to start with technology, will end on questions of,

morality. Considering the difficulty with energy, the out
look for solving other problems appears .14eak, unless better
arrangements are made.

The Problem in Satire

Those unable to contemplate disaster without some
touch of whimsy often deserve the predicted fate.

The house is on fire, we tell ourselves; see Figure 1.
How do we organize ourselves to put it out? So many dimen-
sions exist: getting water; carrying it to the scene; deter-
mining itspH; measuring the latent heat of evaporation; and
writing an environmental impact statment. But perhaps things
look different when viewed from another dimension;_see Figure 2.

So it is with energy. We see the. growth sector's
view of energy in FigLire 3; but exitenfeithe time perspective,
and see in Figure 4 the liMits to grbwth view. To the growth
sector, the year 2000 lies beyond forever, but to the limitg
to growth sector the year 2020 is the day after tomorrow,
and the two groups talk right past each other.

Figure 5 shows what until recently was (and perhaps
still is) energy and its effects, as viewed by the automotive
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FIGURE _3: GROWTH SECTOR'S ITFW OF ENERGY
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' indury, whJch in'the 60's acclaimed itself to be
a paragon of fFee'enterpriSe, industry expertise, and techno-
logicalexcellece, but found itself incapable of making
cars safe, nonpolluting, or even convenient. -/

Unti, a few years ago, we had what many described as
the Atomic nergy Commission's view of energy Figure, 6;
compare the millennium with birds flying in the clear air with
the mess on the right side'of the figure. Whether it will
Correspond to the Energy Research and DePelopment's view of
energ.y-temainsto be seen, but it surely persists with the
Atqmic Industria1 ,Forum. Figure 7 shows some critics' view
of the old AEC andsimilar organizations:

Figure 8 is self-explanatory, and comes with
appreciation of Muarits Escher, of blessed rc, be of

athe- wbrld's great rtistic draftsmen. Also Fi ures 9 and 10cN

need no editorial amplificaticen; *d Figure 11 shows the
'dilemma of the Office of Managemqn't and. Budget, who sees
mone going into a large F & D effrirt, but cannot see a
cloa% end product.

NatJonally and internationally, things are much the
same. Were the discussion in France, the word would be
energie: and Figure 12 shows-h'Zy it can be rearranged to
show the sect-et messago

Niost of what follows is merely sober amplification
of the messages elf these cartoons,

Surrogate holicle-,s

Ideally, It lm recapitulates thi.---Gonstitil.tive parts
of tin issue, pavh attention both to bread Societal goals and
to available means, estimate's costs of alternative strategies,
finds a consensus, and erects the c:ineral framework upon which
a-category of Cutuc (1(2;,--ii-,-)ns can hang. Thus policy is 'a
good place t.t,

Dishoelnent of H-S. energy policies, decisions, and
actions, espeCially apparent during the period 1972-1975,
shows Lundament I laws e:isting in how these matters were
and or t,--)be perceiveL

The ntroductgry cha:,tor of A National. Planfor
rnergy R-,=learehDeve.lo;-)ment and Demonstration: Creating
Phorgy choices For thejutnre-Mr,sets out the following
natonal goals r,H1:-Ii-ed-lir) quiciing future energy efforts:
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FIGURE 11: OFFICE OP MANACNMENT AND BUDGET VIEW OF ENERGY R&D
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1. Maintain the security and policy independence -of
the nation.

I.

Maintain a strong and health --conomy, providing
adeuate opportunities and allowing fulfi_lment_of economic
aspirations (especially in the less affluent parts of the
population).

3. Provide for future needs so that future life
styles remain in a matter of choice and are not limited by
the unavailability of energy.

4. Contribute to world stability through cooperative
international efforts in the energy sphere.

Protect and improve the nation's el'ivironmental
duality ny assuring that preservation of land, water, and
air resources is given high priority.

Tuese goals conflict at least in part, which is
natural, because many sectors and groups contend for differ-
ent benefits, on different time scales, in different places,
as we have seen. The El<DA goals could in fact. 'f-orm the basis
for debating and br choosing rational energy policy, if
the inherent conflicts had. not been too glibly passed over.
Tne congressional W:Fice oF Tee'rrnology Assessment jn
its unolySiS of the LPDA plan, aims its first overview
discussion toward Lhis point:

LPADA's 1;t, D S C plan, as outlined in
EP,DA-4, volume I, states five national
energy goals to whicn energy h, 0 & 0 should
contribue. heavy ephasis on self=
sutIJL'iencv as opposed to environmental con-
(srns will have run jr consequences in the
qualify of life and:,economic well-being of
the Amerium people. Similarly, empnasizing
self-sufficic!ncv rather than international
cooperation will have major impacts On our
fureigh policy. Emphasis among these goals
warr,iuLs eonurossional review. Unless there

prets hn:hweon the Administration and
'e Conjrysu on the priorities given differ=

unt rutLioni =ergy goals, CRDA's Oevelqment
c an : mr,iJram is Dade n diffitult.



A congressional review of the priorities
assigned to the five goals takes on particu-
lar importance because energ'is so central
to other policy t-s. Other Government agen-
cies will bo planning programs ranging from
foreign trade to welfare based on their per-
ceptions of these priorities. For these
reasons maxi-mum clarrfiation of priorities.
will be beneficial.

Contrary to the Z,RDi _spiration, we lived, until 1975,
off the dregs of an old de facto energy policy, to wit;

1. nerg ohould be cheap, almost regardless of the
costs to others.

major
2. Energ y could be considered separately from other

socidtal issues.

3. Energy couid he considered chiefly as the business
of supplying it.

4. Plenty lons, energy is around, from the same type
of sources we nave used rlord, perhaps at some increased
cost, but not to worry.

5. No change in lifo-stylo need be discussed, let
TI lone im,loktun:cd.

6. Tae energy sec7or would solve the energy problem
pretty well, particul_!riy if ilift to do it.

Ali six ._hhs.i,Lious ore flawed. Lnergy will cost
much moro, come four giFferent resources thah hitherto, e7ind
roquire acccuntind for societal costs only dimly perceived
today.

Lnergy carnos re sbphrated from other sectors: from
transportation, which uses ohe-guarter of it all; from in-
dustrY which coos 41, from domestic and commerciql activi-
tios, which r1u

Tnerc is nut plonby IT energy around, of the kind
upon wnica the prcsort civilization has been built. Taking
petroleull as an e:zur.clo, Taelb I showsesta_mates of total
eventualworld recovery,:basd on data given by f.loody and
,Seihdr. 3/ 1 the U.S. 'supply, about half has already been
usd, II h ,cst Lno rorainder is predicted to go by A.D. 2000.



TABLE I. Estimates of Total Eventual World
Recovery of Petroleum (billions/bbis).
Ref . Moody and Geiger. 3/

230

Canada 85

USSR-China 500 (?

Mid-Fast 630

Europe 70

Africa 165

Latin i_merica 175

Far Fat 130

Ulswh,Jre 30 (?)

THTAL 2000

35
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If the world had to depend on this petroleum stock for all
its energy, the resource would last about 55 4ears For-
tunately use of coal and ether energy suppliestretches out
the petroleum resource; but so does increasing world use
tend to contract it.

No way exists to accommodate to the shrinkage of
classic oil and gas supplies, or switches in end use, with-
out changes in lifu-stylu, because we cannot afford to pay
for waste, and snould never have countenanced it. in the
first place.

The energy sector will not solve the problem by
itself, because grout problems Of energy, sucn as the trade-
off between more energy and decreasing resources, or cheap
energy and pollution can oniy be resolved by including many
more sectors in the decision ,proceS

Although all these de facto strategies were false,
yet they possessed the overZelinin4 advantages of reasonable
internal consistency, simplicity, and lack of conflict, only
provided trait ',he attitudes implicit in them are sufficiently
restricted in _=11f3,7-1-ce, Lime, and sectorial interes.

TheeitficultiOs 'Atirizeu in secticin 2 arise from
three main cbuses, nut ail Lndopendent, but easiest to dis-
cuss scfparaeely. They ore: too narrow sectorial interests;
incommensurate and inappropriate time horizons; and no sector
of any cbnsequence thAL was interested in the problem as a
wnole.

Narrow Sectorial inior,,3is

Tnis is the b,;-now-common 1topic of/excessive
reductionism. lew c(i i from doing sipfple specialized
thircgs, and cre4ing sirOciuros to solve/simple subdivided
tasks. Examples failure to discuss rationally the
nuclear pciv.,f u;,),iLc2 compared to what? one can ask. But
no socially us fu Aller has come (although I think we be-
gin to see now a mare comparative rational debate about op-
tions, rather Li ii pL,1thics written for an intellectual
vacuum). ,:_1i y listed: environmental costs,
the special ii(lorLdil i i(u01-;ing properly energy for
urban arE, Lii pore npn wnat stapds,out so dramatically is
the issue of corn,;ervato versus More provision.

Here, enorgy conservation stands not for the scientific
-law,fhat onorgy _i'-----,<or,nerved, but rather for rational utili-
zation use incren-ledoctieness. of nearly 2.4 billion
dollars. ill Lit o Fonorni Pi 7n butlyet requests, some $33 million
was Si bo ior -oha -; inc Congress raised this to $55

J
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F The reason for dominance of energy provision over
conservation'is basic and simple. Energy provision brings
fairly prompt cash rewards to well developed commercial
groups ready to rt2ceive them, for Oing tasks (drilling
pumping, etc.) that,may be technologicallyicomplicated, but
are fairly simple to organize; many societal costs (pollu-
tion, for example) fall upon a generally diffuse and poorly
organized group (the public) later in time. On the other
hand, energy conservation,usually brings later rewards to
relatively ill-organized groups; but the associated costs
(better home insulation, for example) must usually be paid
now. This nonparalielism between provision and conservation
limits the latter to cases whore the same sector pays the
costs as captures the presumably laraer benefits. Because
the _benefiting group tends to be the public at large
conservation loses out, unless public law or public spirit
-dominates.

Examples abound. The capital investment in the U.S.
automobile engine plants is between 5 and 10 million dollars.
U.S. automobiles consume about 18 billion dollars of imported

1.,

peroleum per yo ,-ac a, fidured t the economic margin. Many

411th'hk that en. r( lesign could result in 30 petroleum
sa4ngs. t that , tha costs of rebuilding the engine
faCkpfries completi-: 7c)111,d be, recaptured every 1-2 years in
fuel savi Zgs, after f 'nc: new engines have displaced the\older
ones.

But the JULOff )1_1e Tinufacturer_ pay costs, and
blic PapLures the benefits. Market

pressure works
weak; otherw.is,.
Federal (ov-imm
in PrAcr-ry zonso

frriil such changes, but it is relatively
tWO interact via the

whr Lhorefore play the key role

The ey-HoliH': Qrnefits of c, rrc_-r'Iy -y onser. at ion are often

expressed qs (7i1(2 investment .i-quirod t(-- save on daily barrel
or oiL vors'u- needed to provide one more daily
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significantly more spaice heat in many buildings tnan would
come from the original fuel used at the sower station, and
burning it in the buildingtself. Est4ates made by many
groups, starting with tne -defunct .Office of Emergency
Preparedness, 4/ show that energy conservation amounting to
about 30% of previous profligate custom can be achieved with-
out significant change in life-styles. More may be possible,
but only after more study.

All this discussion so far ignores the large
environmental benefits of energy conservation. The benefits
arise not only via .resources conserved for later, and simple
proportionality of less stripmining, oil spillsyAetc., but
also via even more important subtle ways. More careful=and
complete combustion of fuel means fewer active pollutants
discharged to the atmosphlre, and urban air quality (especially)
improves substantially. Pyrolysis of urban wastes could pro-
vide energy sufficient fot only 1-2 percent of total national
needs; but the urban waste problem almost disappears, and the
waste-handling system cln be built to return valuable non-
energy materials. The-city',of Seattle, Washington, is presently
starting to i -tall such a system.

Certainly many energy conserving. stratagems will be
adopted as energy continues to cost more, as understanding
grows of the benefits.

Time Perectives.

Pirtle hor _ens for considering energy options enter
implicitly, exp4icitjy, and essentially. These time horizonS
depend not just upon the basic problem itself, but also upon
one's own role. Most oF the business community works on a
14% or greater rate cif return on investment before taxes and
without inflation; waich means that money doubles each five
years, and quadruples in ten. Conversely, and important to
this discussion, ono dollar five years hence is worth fifty
cents today, and one dollar ten years hence is worth a
quarfer now. Thus cumpany_time horizons for substantial in-
'vestment tend to be 5 - 10 years, Arld even shorter during
pei-iods of inflation; neither coincidence nor magic determined
that reserves of available minerals, pefroloum, etc., were
sufficient for ,_about, tell years, over decades of increasing_
use, "What happened is that the particular industry kept
about ten years ahead in its discovery program. That scheme
works, provided more is available at a societally acceptable
price: increase. But erudo oil production peaked out in the
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United SLates ih 1970, natural gas appears now in similar
ditfioulties; tugetn--.2r the two fuels provide almost 80% of
U.S. energy. The resources no longer suffice, an the classic
economic strategy fails.

The strategy fails very particularly in respect to
evelopment of a rational set of new long-term options.
i Major options coal -liquefaction and gasification by
-ironmentally acceptable processes, controlled nuclear
ion, breeder reactors, many long-term conservaWon -ctiv-

ities take decades 1-65*velop. Many of them will e
necessary by the tiwerhey are developed; to be sure, not
every tochnolOgical option will be needed; but it being too
soon to tell which ones will be needed and which ones not,
we need to develop a substantial set oF options. On the
other hand, the payoff lies beyond the "conventional economic
time horizon. Theree,the private sector cannot address
the long-term activities with sufficient vigor, and will
persist Ln exhausting present depletable supplies, even
knowing that disaster 1 i s ahead by sole concentration on
that route. By the t_ime 'the new options become economically
attractive, it is Ii i to develop L'rirn by anything close
to an optimal striltn:1. We over6rive our headlights.

No-Cnampion for the

NO ono cc 1. the shop. perf 13 ,shows several
energy projection,li FP:I.Lic:: for tne period up to A.D. 21)00. Since ,

1972, these procctions :lave dropped almost monotonically;
the Ford Foundatiun Te'hni,caI Fix Scenario, ridiculed as
absurdly low rii 197d, whbn it Cirst appea-red, now appears more
nearly at an Upper limit.

Recognininb now tuat emend t_ranseends any state or
sectorial inturet, Lee federal Cover nment, has played an in-
creasingly active rcle. But it was no L always thus, and the
Federal 6overnbent Isis been a major contibutor to the diffi-
cult'. In ,denernl-'r HI's time horizon Las been short, and its
judgment pour. V;hiie LhQ largest fuel resource islcoal, the
Department of Lbe Interior appeared to tolerate its own Qffice
of Coal Research as a nerd token activity until about 1972,
with almost be inndn, ng inspiration, and no :clans. That
policy woli16 matcl. Lic wishes of oil companies through the
1960's, who wan Lou icc sail fr comped-ALb-wft,ffom synthetic
fuels, until tne For the oil companies- themselves
to sue 'eliu c_7:1-,e, of :b2L-roleum fuels within their short
economic time novi(9ons. _ow, oil companies have diversified

Li. to th d-)ai business. Congressional committees
f:L0 -)ii-producing states- As some syn-

tnefie fuels It c ,n)mt within the economic range and V.

Liar bf: 6 ttydre is clambr Loin action,
crl taim e a,n recent Eyecative Branch stafements#1)/

ci
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show and the ERDA budget demonstrates.. Because the time
needed to develop the synthetic fuel options in societally
safe ways considerably exceeds those short time horizons,
the clamor arises for relaxing environmental standards. 'Un-
fortunately, those environmental problems are not restricted
to land use or emissions standards on 'pollutants whose effects
are understood. For instance, the synergistic effects of
sulfur oxides, particulates, and nitrogen oxides are not
understood; many new fuels would contain, suspected carcinogens
or mutagens, and exploration of the possibilities takes time.
Much could have been done before, but was not.

Nuclear power, during the past 20 years or more, has
remained well-supported, in fact approximately commensurate
with its real need, although the program itself could have
been better structured. Nuclear energy is useful only for
electric power generation (at least at present); thus through
the/period of its development the 1950's and 1960's it .

appeared as a competitor only of coal, because in those days
few environmental standards existed and no one saw petro_eum
as being extensively used by electric utilities. Oil corn.
panics therefore saw no throat, but rather an interesting
direction for diversification in the 1970's as cheap oil ran
out.

In summary, the Federal Government had, during the
initial period before toe early 1970's, put only five or ten
percent of its high-yxade energy research into the fossil
fuel area, aiLhoun those fuels provided about 95% of U.S.
energy, and were known to be under the least national control.
The policy was our of cheap energy, short time horizons, and
an incorrect belief that tne private and public sectors had
matching needs and -Livations; substantial residuals of
these icieas nemaln.

There An\ _orowarnintj.,

The energy pi-, d others) would be excusable if
they fell uiAiin us say, an invasion from outer space. But
it was not so. Warnings, detailed analyses and rational policy
suggestion were made available to many sectors. Some were
unheeded , bGUIC Wure: suppressed. a follows a brief list,
from first-nand ex -iettc

edictions f1n1_2 oil resources n d been mace
cuutiniiuus ly ant_i to iii d,::curatoly M. King Hubbard since
1940; nu worked ror GuolOyic Survey, which was until
1974 in nt _ the interior. His views being eon-
Lrary Lo the (=Onv the desired) wisdom, both the.ional
1:ederAi uve ont. t private petroleum companies largely



As an outgrowth of the attempts both to rq uvenate'
the National Laboratories and to give them sUbstantially_
broader roles 5/; a serious attempt was made in 1970 by the
Oak Ridge National Laboratory to persuade the Atomic Energy
CoMmission to broaden its role to encompass` all, aspects of
,energy: fossil fuels, conservation, environmental and other
societal effects, international implications, and so forth.
The U.S. AEC was too timid, and also generally thought that
a narrow technological structuring of atomic energy was its
greatest task. It failed to ask -very deeply the two'ques-
tions: (1) was thinking about energy on a broader scale a
proper thing to do? (2) if the answer' was yes (as we see
now) then because the U.S. AEC 'had the strongest institutions
to deal with many of these matters, who el6e did they expect
would do the work? Such considerations were suppressed until
about 1972.

in 1972, the Office of Emergency PrepareIness published
an excellent (for that period)- 'document, showing how energy
.savings of about 30%.-coUld be made overall, compared with con `'t'4.
temporary projections, in gradual stage;.- The OEP was dis-
banded.

In 1972, the President's Office of Science and
Technology in one of its final acts, set up a detailed re-
view of the energy activities of many federal agencies. The =

emphais was strongly on energy proviSion, especially by
petroleum and gas, new coal technology, nuclear fission,'
nuclear fusion, some ideas about solar power, and a little
geothermal power. Rational energy utilization appeared only
weakly with respect to transportation and some housing studies.
Environmental and most resource limitation topics, plus those
with possible political significance, were 'virtually declared
out of bounds. however, the items discussed figures strongly
in the $10-billion energy proposal made by Dixy Lee Ray,
then,Chairman of the U.S. AEC. That shopping list in
turn was useful in framing the initial tasks of ERDA in 1974.

By these various inactions and inattention, estab7
lishment of a rational U. S. energy policy was delayed at
least five years probably longer.

Other sectors were no better, and space does not
permit listing their misbehavior. For example, the univer-
sities, without exception known to me, were followers and
not leaders; not one instituted a sizable program until
1971, when already tiie energy problem had been visualized in



ways not.much different from how it is.tciday. Amain_ \

university motivation -.seemed to be cashing in prI4 Good." Thing,
-hardly appropriate forputative intelleCtUal leaders.-

Where was theMoralContent?

It was all around us. On the one hand, wefpun&
general apheTance to the view that social good and ready
money come by providing energy, insubstantial diregard.for
the facts that not only are resources finite, but alt that
great-;benefits accrue via energy conservation. The same - -ii=

balance, appears in health policy: more concentration on
curing he sick than keeping people healthy in the first
place, because the first is easier tb organize and reward
than thesecond. Any serious reader in the energy field -
even the 'casual magazine reader can make a list of details.

While the cure for our energy ills seems to consist
of re- attaching the disparate parts, the motivation for do-
ing it must arise elsewhere. The motivation is not economic
but moral, -and the key has been in our hands since before
time began;! The besetting sin is hubris and the too fre-
quent habitof each group maximizing its benefits, as we so
euphemistically or politely put it, or to put the matter ,

more clearly, each group getting all it can.

Then the cure, if that be the fault, is described by
another Greek word, agape, for which the Latin is caritas,
in Elizabethan times called charity, with a meaning that is
now ominously vanishing from the vocabulary. I'm pleased to
see one of tne later speakers speaking of, mirabile dictu,
charitable institutions, presumably not in the sense of
eleemosynary ones. Let it be Jewish charity, Christian
charity, Socratic charity, or whatever. Call it what you
will, people :will have to start giving more to than they-
take from the problem. That is Outreach as my church calls
it to try reaching out to touch all the parts of the pro-
blem, to listen, and to try to contribute to the resolution.
To be willing to give up something.

The applicability, importance, and distortion of
these views in relation to energy appears nowhere better
than in the various analyses of nuclear power that have been
done lately. Most are bad. The best to date comes, sig-
nificantly, from The World Counci of Churches, who tried
earnestly to consider people now,liteople later, resources
here, resources elsewhere, simple hopes of people everywhere,
ana social justice. Tney may succeed better than our National
Academy of Sciences, who studies these problems at much
greater expense, but whose report may flounder in a thousand
little particularities. That is why in ten days I go to Geneva
to join The Vi.orld Council of Churches,ein the continuation of
tnoir work.
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COMMENT AY

. Joseph Leary
Energy Research and DeveAppm_ AdMinistration

When 1 review our prelent energy statu in the U.S.,
and even in the entire world, I think the outstanding thing
that comes tome is that during the past 25 years we could
have done a much better lob of formulating_and,implemelting
an energy policy and an energy program. It is true'Also that
all of the major elements of what we today refer to as ap
energy crisis were known to most of us in tie late 1940's--
But we have to admit that the broad recognition of the
problems and the identification of potential solutions are
very regent experiendes. It has only been in the last few
years: that we, have really come to focus'on this in a national
way, and I belieVe that this. has led to atealistic and
workable national energy development plan.

Many of the points made by Professor Rose in his paper
are cettainly true. However, there are some points on'which
1 must take exception. For example, the criticism of federal
agencies regarding failure to respond to important issues is
too broad. The federal agencies have limitations and they
are restricted in what they can do. 1 think an example of
this can be found in the light water nuclear reactor develop-
ment history. As you well know, 15 years ago the Atomic
Energy Commission was heavily engrossed in developing and
fostering the commercial development of the light water
reactors (LWR). Later they were told to get out of the light
water reactor business because this was now an.industrial
situation and the federal al agencies had no business in that

,

field of- development. The AEC was told to discontinue. the
LWR- development and,a we see today,the problems were not all
solved. Here is a case where the responsible federal agency
really had no choice in the course of action. We still have
many problems left. And also, in the paper Professor Rose
points out that the Atomic Energy Commission should have --

supported a national laboratory's early suggestion for diver-
sificatioft into energy laboratories: I agree and 1 think that,
in fact, the suggestions coming from Oak Ridge really were
early enough to stimulate diversification. But 1- believe
that under the enabling legislation of the Atomic Energy Act
that the Atomic Energy Commission was not chartered to support
anything other than nuclear energy.

This precisely why the Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration was formed. Admittedly, it was formed
years later than it shduld have been, but at least we are now
started.

There is so an implication running thigh Professor
oSe's paper that our industries are insensitive to our

national leng-rango coAls, and that specific industries such
as the automobile and the oil industries are profit-



oriented. I believe that this impression is correct, but
we-4:lelieve that this i$ as ..it should be.. I personally believe
that that is a proper 'function for them. Generdl Motors
not to buspless to make more efficient, less polluting cars.
They are nbt even in business to make bars. They are in
business to make money and to make it on a short7term basis.
Clearly the long - range, high -c energy problems' have to be
solved by something other thafr industry. They are not, there
'to do that. That-hds to be doneomewhere in the public
sedtor, somewhere in the Federal Government, presumably
through that awful thing called bureaucracy. At least 1,
don't see any other way of.doing it.

Now, in concluSion of this part of my commentary t
would like to say that the title of the paper by Professor
Rose, namely, "The Energy Problem: Fragmented Resource -
Specific Approaches Don't Work" is misleading. I believe
that resource specific approaches will work, but not overnight.
Thy won't solve the overall, moralistic questions you raise
by any means, but I think our first goal is similar to the
old recipe to make a rabbit stew. First, you catch the rabbit.
First; we must have specific energy sources to develop. I
think that is where we are starting.

The basic plan of'ERDA, which I don't think all of
you are familiar with, has been to divide the approach into
three chronological phases: the near-term, the midterm, and
the long range. By long range we are talking of the era that

-___ogins in the year 2000 which is only 25 years away.

Getting into the three phases or three terms. of the
ERDA program, the near term is obviously to press major
conservation efforts that reduce energy consumption and shift
the consumption to nonpetroleum sources. Conservation is
going to be of great help, but a number of studies have
emphasized that energy conservation alone will not solve the
problem. There is no guestion.that,great benefits can be
gained from-conserv=_tion.

A second part of the near-term program is to establish
those technologies that will permit an immediate expansion
of existing principle energy sources: oil, coal, gai
uranium; by direct utilization of coal by industries and
utilities; by nuclear converter reactors; and, through
enhanced recovery of oil and gas.

The midterm is tx,ally A Limited area There are
only two major additional technol9gles identified; gaseous
and liguitd fuels from coal and oil shale. In addition, many
other marginal things are being oursued such as geothermal,
solar heating and cooling- energy storage, etc,. You know
all of those.



Each-Of the three long-term'optfons has technidal,
environmental, and cost uncertainties.-, be-cause of the
critical-need for success and the uncertainty of sokutions
for the problems, all three technologies are being pursued
vigorously.-today. They are high cost options but they are
cost effective.

There is very little time left to solve themajor
problems. Unfortunately,' we have thrown away our opportunities
during the'last quarter of a century., We now have to p _ay a
difficult catch-up game. There is no room for any =majo
error. We have-to.auffer through minor errors -'m
sure.

In summary, I believe the energy problem and th4
solutions are being addressed adequately by the Federal
Government, but this is just Starting.: We now understand
our problems better and we understand means to alleviate

The Se-means are being emplaced., Obviously, the
approach and the implementation 'that is being used now can -
be improved and must be improved. The federal agencies need
your help- Through conferences such as this you can clarify
your ideas. But, you must make a strong eflort to teach the
federal agencies the virtues of the approaches thM you are
developing. As emphasized in preprints for this conference,
one of the anticipated outcomes of the conference is action
regarding the enhancement of the environment for interprofes-
sional, public, problem-oriented collaboration;. another means
of moreoeffectively coupling'Scienee and engineering to social
needs.

DISCUSSION

David Rose: I'd like to make a couple of points.
First, one that we can easily dismiss as ancient history
that won't happen again. But, from being on the Resident
Office of Science and Technology (OST)(of blessed memor
of 1972), on the group that was supposed to look into energy
strategies for the- United States, and being on tolerably good
terms with the man who drafted the first presidential energy
message and knowing that the OST work, energy conservation
was a dirty word and ono was not allowed to ask where gas
came from -- it came from an infinite hole in the ground --
which tempts one to make some scatological comments. And,
in the second case knowing that the first draft had a Jot
in it about conservation, and it was XXed out by Mr. Erlichman
with various remarks about "this isn't the ethic," one can
easily say that w ha--e passed those points and they will
not return. Rut the question before us is not just that.

7



It is harder to see the, fUture It i8 Bard enough
to see the past.-. But let me give you a new scenario for
the future. ,How, will bp. avoid this one? MoSt people live
neat cities and.-it -is even the statistical truth that the
highest density of people is in cities. Also, the highest
energy use per unit ar
largest impact of ener
of either environmenta

a is in the region of cities so the
y policy will fall on Cities in terms
impact which can be either positive

or negativei andquany other effects too -- on transportation,
on building design, and so on. And who is thinking of the
problem of-energies and cities which is going to be one that
is going to be along in a couple of years. In fact, I de-
clare it ti5 be here. And, who do we find,working on that?
you knock on the dobrs and there is no answer.

0

How do `fie make institutions that will see ahead and
-do not overdrive their headlight's? This is the question.
It is a worrisome question. ERDA,is doing vastly better
than the old organization. I agree with you. .Things are
very much better. But, have we gotten there yet? What more
do we need to do and what needs to be added? Are we -again
looking for gods in machines, which are none'.

Ann Macaluso: The thing that troubles me about this
diScussion so far is that I have that feeling that ERDA is
being-tabbed with a sponsibility which I'm not sure it
ever was expected-to _eve or ever can have. That argument
really is not over the fact that it sets priorities among
energy resources, but that it has set its priorities in the
wrong places. I bet everybody in this room would probably
much prefer to have those resources placed on conservation
and solar energy which is much sexier than nuclear- fission
or nuclear fusion, and probably more efficient.

real question it seems to me in this whole energy
issue is not energy policy so much, although that certainly
is an issue because pcliicy is a function not of a single agency
or of ten government agencies, but-of the citizenry and the
professional capacity in the country and the leadership commun-
ity and the Congress and all the institutuions that exist. If
we are really and truly to look at energy as the primary aspect
of what might be called the more holistic approach it seems
to me we do have to deal with a great many more of the issues
that are cross cutting and that are of vital concern to each
of us as individuals in our own heads; and of vital concern
to each of us as individuals who contribute in some small
degree to making up what turns out to be the way this country
functions. I don't know whether that makes any sense, but it
does seem to be there is a meeting point

' ween these two
perspectives and that it is not really i to fault ERDA for
doing everything that all of us have to

(



David Rose: Let me Comment here a minute. I think
this meeting is already a splendid exaffiple of what we face.
We mention energy and everybody says, "ah, energy." Then
they start to, talk- 'about this and tha-Land_all the little
bit'S. We might as well haVe.chosen educati

I'm'in an educational institution and they stink.
There are- all kinds of problems.. My own institution, under
the guise of public servic worries about its overhead
because it wants to meet a .ayroll and pay me, rightly or
wrongly; but worries more a:out looking good and forming a
61ient/patron'relationship which can end up by being a
distortion of the fact.

One tends to dig dawn into whatever there is and get
lost in the details instead of looking at the whole picture.
History is full of ghat kind of thing. If one reads back
into, ancient English history, one finds in the 16th century
they had a renaissance of knowledge which led to over-education
-- it also led to the revolOtion which also led to the
cancellation of the schools and so on.

Joseph Leary: I think that the analogy with the
universities is a very interesting one. I think, for ex4mple,
the criticism ,that we have our national resources generally,
arranged on the=wrong priority system, is not limited to
ERDA. But the universities also, I think, have problems
with many of their priorities. Identification of their
resources has been wrong, just as you. are saying.

It is a common problem. Downgrading it again to an
energy talk, my own feeling is, the major energy problem is
the fact that no one is aware that there is an energy problem
except for select groups like this. The average persoh
doesn't believe there is an energy problem. He doesn't
believe an energy.problem is imminent. To .me- that is the
major energy problem we-_ ce.
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.0. the (National Institute of Mental Health' s)

mandate for research on social problems is
significantly broader than its mandate for
operating programs, so that the development of
organizational mechanisms for linking the two
becomes a critical issue. ""

Ann M _ney

"There is a critique that these large
social experiments (are) wasteful. The
alternatives seem more wasteful."

_rk Abt
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THE NIMH EXPERIENCE IN SOCIAL PROBLEM RESEARCH;

-INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON HOLISM

Ann C. Maney
Mental Health Study Center

National Institute of Mental Health

This presentation is an abbreviated version of a'ionger
paper. It draws heavily from Chapter 3.1, "Research on Social
Problems" (co-authored by Melvin Kohn, Ann Maney, Saleem Shah,
Leonard Perlin, James Goodman, and Marguerite Young)appearing.
in Research in the Service of Mental Health: Re- ort of the
Research Task Force of the National Institute of Mental Health,
edited by Julin6 Siegel e_

PREFACE: THE NIMH RESEARCH TASK FORCE

e National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) Research-
Task Fore was constituted to study the institute's research
activities and to make substantive and organizational recom-
mendations to the Director for future directions. Areas for
attention were divided among 10 study groups which largely re-
flected the existing NIMH organization. As a result, the domain
of the Social Problems Study Group excluded mental illness and,
behavior_ disorders, drug abuse, and alcoholism; issues in appli-
cation and utilization also were assigned to other study groups,
as were underlying social processes. The extent to which these
restrictions shaped the nature of the Social Problems Study
Group's procedures and recommendations, and the selection of

* material that went into the Task Force report was, and contin-
ues to be, the subject of considerable controversy among the
Study Group members.

The process of organizing the work of the Task Force
did take account, however, of the intended role of the NIMH in
the development of science, its interrelationship with the
scientific community at large, and its own decentralized author-
ity structure.

The cha
these:

from the Director included questions such as

The original paper, which should be the source for all refer-
ences and quotations, is available on request from the author.



What progress has been made in each- of the many
scientific fields involved in mental health
research? What :important questions remain unre-
solved?

In the years ahead what research investments are
likely to be the most profitable --,both through
increased baSic knowledge of the biological,
psychological, and social mechAnisms influencing
human behavior and through improved methods of
treating and preventing specific mental health
problems?

What research activities, though promising, now
carry a lesser sense of urgency and, opportunity?

Among the many administrative and organizational.
support mechanisms that have accompanied the rapid
growth and diversification of the Institute'S
research programs, which ones are still service-
able and which need to be modified or replaced. 2/

Initially, the study groups were made up largely of
research scientists from within NIMH. They were autonomous in
that they chose their own chairpersons and set about their task
as they saw fit. Ultimately, about a third of their membership
was drawn from the outside, with consultants, numbering more
than twice their membership assisting in various ways.

In part thipn, the process of organizing the workl-of
the Task Force was a model of. participatory management in a
traditional scientific enterprise with intramural and extra-
mural components.- In the social problems area, however, other
parts of the process resulted in the kind of conceptual frag-
mentation that is the concern of this conference. what/fol-
lows presents reflections of this fragmentation in recent
NIMH-sponsored social problems research,-examines its his-
torical roots in organizational structure, and recommends
organizational strategics for fostering holism given, the con-
straints of the current structure.

THE ROLE OF' NIMH IN SOCIAL PROBLEMS RESEARCH

In 1955 legislation authorizing the expenditure of
funds to support a nation study of mental health prob-
lems by the Joint Commission en Mental Illness and Health,
the Congress indicated which mental health areas required
greater attention and study. Concern was expressed over
the great number of mentall ill and retarded hospital
patients in the country, the outmoded reliance on custodial
care in mental hospitals as the chief method of dealing



with mental illss, the great lag between the discover of
new knowledge i the mental health area and the practical,
application af such findings, and the extent to which i
appeared that many%emotionally disturbed children were being
placed in mental hOpitals withoutapprpriate,treatment
facilities. At th same time, the Congress also identified
a number of social-problems as being of special mental health
concern: alcoholism, d5pg addiction, juvenile delinquency,.
broken homes schooL>failures, suicide, absenteeism and job
maladjustment in ind4try, etc. The act was passed as
Joint Resolution of Congress without lkdiseAting v=ote=.

The next major legislative milestone occurred in 1463
with the Community Mental Health Centers Act, which empha,
sized the-growing concern of Congress with problems'of a17--
holism and drug addiction. In budget hearings that year,.
the Congressional Committee urged that NIMH foster "imagina-
tive-approaches to such difficult problems as alcoholism
delinquency, and drug addictions" The Institute's program'
expanded quickly in these problem areas as well as-in the
areas of school mental health and suicide.

In 1966, the Institute organized a symposium to help
define its responsibility: or the Social problems area. A
major recommendation was that the National institilte of
Mental Health focus its research activities on selected
social problems. The list wept beyond the congressional
specifics. It included not only such explicit, congressional
concerns as mental retardation and crime and delinquency .

but also aging, minority problems, metropolitan problems,
poverty, disenfranchised groups, homosexuality, marital
discord, mass violence, and housing and related issues.

The scope of the Institute's concern with social
problems had expanded ftr beyond the fate of the hospitalized
mentally ill to include -the study of underlying social con-
ditions that have a strong potential for producing distress
and some form of Markedly diminished psychological or. social
functioning, regardless of whether such dysfunction also in-,
valves a severe mental illness.

The administrative response, on the other hand, has
progressively narrowed its focus to popularly recognized
categories of social problems. In the Institute's early
years, research and development programs did address social
and psychological conditions underlying social problems.
Then increasing number., of extramural grants were organized
around a combination of specific and catchall problem areas
and problem services, culminating in the organization of
Centers focused around specific problems.



Although two ef those Centers the Center for
Studies of Metropolitan Problems and the Center for Minority
Group Mental Health Programs -- were named in terms of demo
graphic categories pointing to underlying social conditions,
the activities of other Cc?ptcrs which singled out discrete
deviant behaviors alcoholism, drug abuse, suicide, crime,
and delinqufaa y -- were not conceptually coordinated at any

point. What' Moro, his categorical mode of organization
later was extelded beyond the centers to the Division and
Institute level with the elevation in status of multi-

, faceted programs in menial health services, alcoholism,and
drug addiction. In faci, it has been activities around
the three problems excluded from the domain of the Social
Problems Study Grodp that were most completely restructured
and funded to bring about "targeted' programs, and-they have
been the areas of most rapid organizational growth. The
result, paradoxical,ly enough, has been the achievement of

increased coordinatinf: within particular problem areas at-
the cost of a progressively fragmented organizational
approach to the undorP/ino processes.
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The Fragmentation 01 Hie Institute's organization
for research in socla[ problems is not altogether attribu-
table to ths.. kihcb-s (-.1-- f-si-j, f_:-, selected in developing "tar-
geted" resetch, h.)wos Trom the earliest days of NIMH,
whatever resDuros h,s- .-L:s1 ,4ps?cifically available to social
problems research ha%:-, Jen divided very deliberately between
two Hcittrin st_ratr-il-,;: one geared to supporting the
bests reseatch iniL,Itc.1 o!:,t oi the state of the science by
individual i_nvnstsHatrs; the other geared to developing
critical pieces T:L .1_(,c-Sge csscjiVial to advancing problem
solutions by seffii- ;scirities rsuJ-T h,:, creating special

programs. lb T-IH:ifi')IsCit unit, performing these func-
lions and the baLcH-, in I atlieu ,'f resources have changed
over time ..; a s_,1--SJ ,:1=L:nLed mode of .1Aministrative organi-
zation has tike- hf!t- H;'- strat-cris have beet
contin!led.

, A f ni!w pio)eeLs in Jscat year

'12, 70, Jrci. '7_, to social problems 3/
cated, that as IH-s:S. work was being gcnerated its Pie of the

two programs 4 ,..
fusmat responsibili_ty for social

probLems stonerated withir.

This 'cl-h-sh-H prohLoms ,sseorch was being
.srai rosearch in mental

li 1 t..11
r,eisl'f.:1-,-t I -- and as 1i-ten-Lai hr a 1rh

! Ind extramural. i t did not

mut.' sr.h t i ri 1 01).11-nns 1--ohcis-srch

sos !

,:MIUTIOI1 i c! 5 a n (1. MAO 17 1 ying
Hs!It1 i n I iilf.)nta1 healhh i5orl'icos



When the money allocated to new social probleics work
was examined as a proportion of total program budget, the most
viable program interest was cone in the -organizational
units designated to -idminister extramural grants for social
problems research, laissez-taire and targeted. Outside of
these units, the most viable program interest occurred in two
intramural research units which were charged with carrying out
"basic" social science research 'in mental: health and mental
health services.'

AN,A!--7ES,!:;MENT or THE NIAH EFFORT IN
SOCIAL IIR( BAMS RESEARCH

Revew off PrceoLs

Ono porspectiv on NIMH supp,Jrt of resoarc:h in social
problems is afLor(1.-d Hv a systematic examination of the
research proocs supported in threor6cent fiscal
year 1968, 1970, and 1972. This analysis is limited to
research in or directly portinent to social problems other
than mental disorio---;, :Clcuh(Dlism, and drug abuse.

A ac.Htic-al analysis or the main oejectives
or thse resoarch prHects indicates that their principal
thrust nas 1)(;n treatmont and amelioration. Nearly half of
ii L Lit f,: stud l2 into that categey. A secondary em-
phasis has bon on d:2scripti_ve studies of the problems them-
selves or their (nogative) consequences. Oniv a small
proportihn nas addrossod o studies ofreauses and under-
lying condtHon ,r lhoorotica. or methoddlogical issues,
although a sli)H i tsignificint increase in this area took
place over th span clreaLed.

Lis dcL;,1-LHtiyo re.search that NIMH has sul:portod on
phonownology or vaHous social problems and on their con-

sectnencs has Lp-t-!11 iHrresi_ve for its richness. But this re-
so arch has, 1-p -:,!n ii irLv rucuso4 on the full-blown manifestations
id: particulat 1'; ti problems, mainly on their psychological
consequenHon for Milividuals. -Um:thr analysis of the research
Cu n cveliorntHn sh(..ved tha( much of IA: also had been based, ex-
Hicitiv or ntiH r)fl the helief that the problems are
essentially indiyidilal and Psychological; remedy is sought in

affected individuals Evaluation
of when it occurrdd, reflected the perspec-

III I intlators decIslon-makers or researchers
lud -1od N

I wertul intorested parties as well
.1f; Hlat. o



In short, NIMH-supported research on Social problems
not only favored study of the individual and emphasized
treatment and amelioration, but also slighted rigorous re-
search design and systeiiaL:ic evaluation. On the other hand,
some part of the NIMH sup:_-oi for social problems research
in recent years went to studies of problem commonalities
and to studies of causal conditions. !116-Me amelioration
efforts were formulated around underlyiATI social conditions.
or around the restructuring of service delivery systems.
Some studies of amelioration and change included objective
evaluai4on mechanisms, and a very few involved interested
parties in the change eff7irt and in the evaluations. Al-
together, there has4been a small but increasing amount of
support for differently conceptualized social problems
research: more social and more pl uralis'-tic in design.

-Any effort to foser iibase F-irgent signs of a more
complex model of social problems re rch must take account
of the fact that the Institute's soot A problems researcHw.
effotA does reflect organizational imperatives, however.
The focus on ifidividnal fi-eatment, nor instance, is stronger
in the organizational uniti.i concerned with investigator-
initiated extramural rdsearch on services, both mental health
and social problem-orientea.- 5/ Discipline-oriented organi-
zational units, 6./ intraucal and extramural, generated most
of the studios exploring lu phenomenology of social problems
and their consequences, which is also largely focused
around individual psychoioHicl processes although there is
an accompanying concern wit:I,. underlying social conditions.
It is the Special lent ii Health Program Centers, 7/ or-
ganized with multiple itric;nions around categorical problems,
that are generating a iih)dr ;h of what little research

M)cused around i,:ue!; 't eiue, theory, or:method.

II

Review QC ;Tfil'xaf-1--,L

Annfhor fHTo Lhe N1Mii research effort
emerTjs hu tI eYLorts in the diffus gr. 11(1 utfli-

zation o the kncAvledg,,:2 p-,:oduced are examined. As a rule,
rf--search findinerl (-H.3s,i,mtnited in scientific publications
by the inveLigaf,H1-:: vii ,:unducl,ed the resuarch: These
efforts clearly rel-iLe te i. of science and the
scientific community; finj., Aio appropriately exposeC1
to Lho df pc,,7u7 .-dded to the existing fund
If :nl)wl oF Im---3earch findings is

II' 1 1'';no ._. mite flewiedge quiekly or
lahlo potential-asers ill -program

01- in .1.1e public T1L Large.

it NIMH wore bein,i
, Hfugt t 1 cei,
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house for Mental Health Information and the Office of
Communication, but there iwas little systematic effort spe-
cific to social prchlems. Although the development of admin-
istrative units concerned with researo4, on services might
have been designed ro couple scientilliTrofforts to opera-
tional applications, our earlier review of projects from
three recent fiE-ic-bi years strongly suggests that the organi-
zational units adOinistering social problems services, re-
search were not conccivol in this fashion. i Nor were there
many signs Of research concerned with identifying means f

overcoming political, social,or organizational barriers ii o

the utilization oF new knowledge and technology.
.;J

Some exceptions were notable. The Center for 'Crime
and Delinquency w is funding an unuSual number of remedial
projocts along with analytical studies and encouraging in-
vestigators to AinAertake special user-oriented information
dissemination and research utiP.zation. The Mental Health
Services Develppment branch was utilizing empirically de-
rivd '67 Prediors of research utilization in evaluating
proposals for resareh on problems in the delivery of men-
tal health services. This branch also was active in re-
trieval c-) existing knowl,d0o- needed to improve and change

-! A --.
improve and change

mental health services: a five-volume series entitled
Planning ForCroati± Change in Mental Health Services was
publ.J.-=,7wd in Tf-Ti. ir:ovations rilagaine was developed to
spread knor.i;ledge 71hes:tk;rvices lmprovemeat among potential
users; and Fvaluatien magazine was developed to communicate
scientifc thods in addressing and improving mental health
sorvi_co rn. to 'a: ii users. Efforts in application
andqitilicf.aLirin :=,(1r-,(.1 to Le rudimentary altogether, but
moro--idY-_ancd i:i Lhe Aental health than in the social
hi-eLlems ar-s.

gig a iist a, s is di f. I; ;a. on NIMH " S

pHL-IILL:J1 is alSferdod g- a close

inspeclion oore H-ogramn. The," have been small in
scale, undersghT,ort-g in staff, funds, and, in some cases,
admini!itea! -inn, nuL U--nv ielye nevertheless had some impor-
tant aceompiinhia indcen against the field of social

H m %t'h d.e, or oven against the.Instiisite's
dwn programs 1'r 't-;i'' research areas, these programs have

Tn eir importance lies in their demonstra-

ios tlgit tne insHtutie has tried to develop oven
moit -''I:' arc, iiiiiughtully planned research in areas

gertinenes '.. iit problem, it has succeded.

one model nt NIMH -endeavor
h i,rdlieh could serve as n basis

:s the T )1)] OM Oric.nted ce-Lor.



Such, centers are devoted to a broadly based program of
intramural and extramural research,,Lnd to the application
of research results to .,ocone particular social problem or
cluster of prwblems. Thclse centers (which comprise the
Division of Special -Mcmtal Health Programs) are relatively
new, and none of those currently extant has been fully
staffed or adequately funded. None has yet been able to
mount its intended program of intramural rsearch. one
has yet been able to devote the staff time necessary to
fully formtalate its program. Yet they have Laken hold.
From the summaries of soeial problems research projects,
supported by the Institute, one can easily differentiate
the areas th which, NI-MU has active problem-oriented centers
from those in which it does not. In the former, the projects
are often impressive, thr sum total is more scatter-
shot.

Among the best organized of the centets are those'''
concerned with crime nnd delinquency, urban problems, and
minorities. i tier thf,_! Lent: for Studies of Crime and
Delinquency is l'urthest advanced in formulating and insti-
tuting its program, -.:la serve as a prototype.

This :enter's pro,:l:am is marked by comprehensiveness
in two senses. It is H-enonsive in its explicit recog-
niti,on that a corns ii H_ocram of research in this area has
to be concerned witsh mose Lhan basic research on the biology,
psychology, and sc)(.:inlocy of agqrsssion. It also has been
concerned with mot,hnCloingic7a3 research en indices of crime
and or behavior, with ,esoarch on the social structural
conditlion,; -,ondneiee to on the interrelation-
ship of biological, :,!synpolegical, and social conditions in
the genesis of vgriog L:pe--; of criminal behavior, on the
lunetioning or- the ry),fsf(gil, and on the
c,Efertt,,oneq,,, !g-i'f_flic ef treatment and rehabilitation
systems. It is aLse co:tprhnsive in :its explicit recog-
nilion that rc!sg:-ch mt_mt he coordi-
n,q-q, nrri iinC p.,rt H repbn,=;ibility Ice this coordi-
norioN wOh f!Ig who ,;c) research and those who support
it. Although ';':.111 H,Cftl.NC; _in intramural program, the Center
provlde h mo(11 thc uso!hlino of' the instifuto's taking
the itiit! it r 1nrmulht_iht; and sponsoring a coherent
11-ogram of -1-grYh end 1:archsrelaLed activities with
respect t:_o au i-por-h.t prohlom.

B . Morita] t h : t o e cond model of- NIMH-
supportedr.,se)rch LFOIA,MS is prby-ided by the

i.on of len[nnl health
r trnA YArl Learned from [hr tong
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history of rhi Center, not the least of which is that it
is wastetu4. to move a research group from Division to Divi-
sion and to change its assigned mission repeatedly over,the
years. Yet, deh-,Tit:e the organizational huffeting that this
Center has endure-j, it has proved the iisefulness of having
a multiRroblem program located in the field, where it is not
restricted to a single social problem or to oriediscipjine.,
It emphasizes a multidimensional concern with social problems
as they emerge, as they are experienced, and as they are
dealt with by some local community.

Some of the research emanating from this program has
focused on disctefe problemA such as adolescent runaways,
Fiqh school dropoufs, instittitionalized childrenf, delinquents,
street corner men, and children with reading disbilities.
Othor resoaroh as Focsed in conditions antecelnt to the
Pr()bi"mf-; (cg., fl": inld_uences on h1L,ck adolescents, test
anxiety in elemt-atar/ school children, prejudice, the rola-
Fiohship between residence and community satisfaction) or on

nii inu(-alcit's of romodiul action (e.g. police
roles, hureau(2rali illitions to pro:ossional problems of

hea-lLh ne 1,m). On ,occasion, second .generation
projecrs -mployin(J tiro rindinqs of: studies have developed
social action soHal chang research. Those demonstra-
tions have Pori in- in 1 when'thev have occurred, have been
r)rrianj7,--d ofT wry:ices in some

1muult-: r.-O_hor than oround basic social
strucLur,.,.

1, aprator.--:o!o0''IoTHriv)ronmontal Phiidi:s A third
mndfll LNIN il'pr',rL problems research
is Limp 1,akcicator: of Socio-environmental
H! iii-.;, in rn., Program. Although re-

i-11,: !in H, on sOcia, problems is done in this
pro;rao, I! is a, up: to domonstrate that the work
Inc.; condltio: lenCo so w(-11-stblished in the Intra-
mural cflnducive to rjood recearc!i on social
er,)h!ems cre to good research on, say, biochemistry.

one 1 .itudios that is particularly pertinent
to IL focuses directly on the psy-

c.,1 nt- larger social structure, is the re
earch o:tuc_75 of.social class position.

it ryuarch aosignod to untangle the
family process, and

(Tone to a systematic en
hvoc7i1 class affects not only

ori.dlynoeor eni.ophroniaNt. also psy-
Hoai it, Thu resodichNhAs been

tin c heinnd establishing corro-
IH' i

Functioning, to
ih lit'e condi Lions that



account for =,se cc,rrelatao s. In particular, the research
has delincat class diEforences in occupational conditions
that play an important part_ in molding class differences in
conceptions of reality in self-conception, social orien-
tation, and even in functionin(4.

ON THE APPROPP.,WEN NIMH RESEARcH
IN THE AREA OF iL I_Al PROBLEMS

Except in the field s of mental disorder, alcoholism,
drug abuse, NIMil has not c been a dominant or even major

foirtn social problems rpsi- +1. In other social problems
NIME has from Lime to time supported significant work

t it has not alintained sizable programs over long enough
rinds or time o have Peen of major importance in shaping

the fields. The Vastitute has none enough, though, to dem-
onstrate its capacity to support and conduct fundamental
work Ln ,uch diverse fields as crime and delinquency, urban
problems, discriminaticn and poverty. And it has supported
a few major studios nt conHderable conceptual relevance for
the field of social -il research as a whole.

7...,

serious deficits in mor 'I.lr. r ent research on social problems
that also 'hold t work: an underempha-
sis on rrl..°in IT :.1 conditions, particularly
social conditions;

Jt is also eloa. that there are several

Tat attention to the probability of
social structural commonalities in the causes and consequences
of social probloms; C. unj.yromphasl n the interplay of
social struc,_ alugieal, nil biological factors; a-
underemph,Asis on chal a neglect of those
issues of 'Jul whi ar the development and
the lahelins
trore thin oe,stion
ettectiveness

And nedies pursued; and a
osE si,.:Jor in Lime evaluation of the

am-lrc,ras1.1ve ails that is
stant or at lnq cdge sociOi

L!()LI

That -_

sssumptions.

3r,=) not merely the
annividnal psychopathplogy.

:L o winn r hat constit'' U a
,=,c_; Ii ricer ndamentailv sec a-1 and
th(! 1 ess itself warrants
1;ivost- on.

int
1 o r Lc2rri t he
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That many social problOrs are interrelated
and thab what we learn about one problem
may have important implications for ot_etig.

'that both research on the underlying.eaus-,
of social problems and research on amelioration
of the consequences of such problems are
necessary.

The NIMH, fl its role as a specialized research
institution, is better equipped to sponsor and conduct some
types of research than others. Given the assumption of
interrelatedness of social problems in both their causes
and their consequences, it would be foolhardy to draw up a
list, of problems that Fall within the Institute's proper
purview and another list that fall outside the Institute's
appropriate area of conccrn. However, the Institute' s
FOCUS, ,in line with its legislative history and its very
name, has been en problems that have major psychic or
behavioral implications. This is a focus defined in terms
of dependent variables, implif7it or explicit; it says
nothilig abut independent variables, which may be biological,
psychological, or anv combination thereof; nor does
it at to issues of- rociw:ocal causation. The institute
also shodli and han, L-on building on its Estrengths. NIMH
has the (_:abacitv at and even more in potential
for supporting .md conductlng a broad spectrum of social
problems research in -:.ho 'biological, pschological, and
5(:O of the totial sciencs. n Pursuing ttese directions,
howe7er, the LnsLif-nt-e's mandate for research on social prob-
lems is siqnlcaatly hroa,Thr than its mandate for operating
programs, :t) ;tar tho devpm(ilL OL organizational mechanisms
for LL,Lfl ta n bomos a c:ritical

r71R

f I. A k.EA SOC: I AL PROiU,KNIS

As :.ons social problems have come into prominence,
aid nc imn1 c,nri_ties have been created within NIMII to do

H-M. Whore uric: n a single branch funded
ail er,,ramutal researt 0, social problems, evenLually each
orobiom acTiirod a t,Anc.:,'n, a committee, a center, or even
An in2Litir,-, Inceove;:, these various entities
haYe been -rat ai--)1 1 -,Jitnint or assigned to, or reassigned

limit- so that even 11:,-.Core the
1)!- ADAHA, s,c-ial problems research

q.-v; !-. s-,-)par ate divisions, with no
Hieraticr hillylr having overall

,bli'f- :n,c_ion.



To some extent this "fragmentation" of the overall
program of social problems research has been the price paid
for coordinating within a single organizational unit (the
Special Nntal Health Plre7ram Centers) all research and non-
research dctivities relevant to some particular social prob-
lem: it has been the price paid for a strategy selected to
make research more relevant to social need. The fragmentation
also results, in part, from the deliberate decision to sup-
port some social problems research through problem-focused
organizational entities, some in direct competition with
discipline-oriented research and some intramurally. Such
organization brings a ("tin in quality that -comes from a di-
versity of approaches, but not without concomitant losses.

The Institute's organizational history with respect
to social problems research also has been marked by an --;
oxtraordinary amount of filia:-. Jr d change. Organizational
ontitie have sprung up with bewildering Frequency: programs
have been reassigned rop(2atedly: the support of programs has
not alway s been oomstoni with the enthuL,Jasm that bore
them. The Study Group wan confocontexi with the challenge of
recommending ordanintional '-nrms that would provide a
continuity or efFortreddr,Iless of the particular category
of problem at the foront oliDublic attention 6t, any
partidular time, and rr) dn this while recognizing both the
important role of sci_enee and scientists in conceptualizing
social problems resiiardn and the esSential fact that the
ultimate ritoil ls the c: of societal problems.

,
. N

in our ordinivilLienal rL tOnI ndations, w tried to
adlross this fradmoptation and discontinuity while at the
OIL! e time m- imiiin the IP:TI,'Fit (-)r the current organiza-
',i)-i. Our 1-eco7dii:en(latiens, briefly summarized, were these:

Adapt- et_.]ani.,:dtion breadninq
i-c e represented in Jtim-

dH- Lne, L L It d admTniteriug the
Pitltute research ocedrams on car 11
or hi--

ceordinated research
eFEorts organii-aLlonal boundaries
withi -bii Letwin NTMH and allied

r t:11, L L i r I I n-crampril,
c-,-,priLl LI. iTLJ cant nuit-y

7,pr, I S r -ci 1 tr lairofi pro-



Take steps to increase utilization
research results%

increase the administrative priority placed
on see iriq rosourcos for research on social
problems.

, -

Increase flexibility in the use of exosting
research support Mechanisms.

Whether we have found a satisfactory middle position
betWeen developing research to generate new knowledge and
developing research knowtedge for utilization in social pro
grams is for you to 1 udge7 that is what we attempted.

FOOTNOTES

1/ This presentation wa selected primarily from Chapter 11,
Research on So,giai Problems," in Julius Siegel, et*al.,=

his. , Research in La: Service of Mental Health: Report of
the Research Tar; R6rce of the National Institute of Mental
Health (DHEW Pulilic-nLion No. (ADM) 5.236; 1975) and from a
Report from the Soeial Problems Study Group of the NIMH
P Tsk For,u-, .Thly 1973 (xerox), to address the

e 0 the gues7_1ons put to me by conference staff. To

the speciallerspective of the NIMH scientists kand

sh at administratocs who comprised the Social Probms
iroulo, so:, 20 exports from outside of the instiiite

,-,, shother 26 Lcen: within participated in reviewing sgecial-

:ie2lds of f-r:oeJA] problems research, in identifyinig issues
reconstructing legislative or organizational

h_etory, enu criticizing early versions of our rep_Kt.
--or!_una7el:, ,-:o , Utled t consult policy-makers, viceims, or

citizenry, just E-J_:.; the researchers we criticize have done,

the im;J]i:,t_i_oris e-:, our omission "lid not fully strike

H-; Hnt:_i_ ',-R: :.u.ua rirlhesizing our materi.qls and formulating
re-:ommondiLinhh. Sin-e mv Yiews oecazionally'differ from
ft.r, ;e oC otLhor membchrs of the Study Group, responibility for
w' . followz i_s MUIQ.

Sieg-1 ou. ct. up. 1=2.

3/ of alcoholism, drug addiction,
nod feL:1.7Jeu:7 c-

)/ 0 !)ulie,1 Diviguion of Extramural Programs
lo I ,, ,lerital Health Programs.

Service Programs and Applied
H:;tgu 1

-'ti amnral Research Programs.



6/ Division of Extramural Research Programs other than
Applied Research R-rnch.

In the Division of Specialocia Lntal Pa 11th Programs.

Glaser, E. M. and Taylor, S. A., "Factors Influencing
the Success at Appliad EeL-it,irch," American Psychologist
28, 140=146, (1973).



COMMENTARY

Clack C. Abt
Al A Associates, Inc.

I'm goina Lo7A-ry and be deliberately provocative, and
if you would like ic stand up and work out your aggressions
by waving your TEL for si few seconds, it might improve the
quality of the discussion afterwards.

Fui iL's the failure to really do this very effectively
that'is our concern oday. I think part of it is related to
the really tremendous predominanc., of the disciplinary and
university model fcc th otganizatinn of research at NIMH.

Just-t to clear where I'm coming from, since it
is obviously biased, I come from interdisciplinary, sustained,
problem-oriented, output-oriented teams for doing social and
ecnnoic research, tried it both ways, the solitary
disciplinary -,nodel ic rh..0 team model. t find the latter a
Ii' prouetivQ.

Ii ii: parl problem at NMi and some other
agencies; :11:It art!, ;

fhia, excessively discipline :-Jrid univer-
CL'y medei Chore are a lot of Utile research
projo:11 1 r a about 100 ':''us of education research,
wo have hai litle stuClies taking one variable or
LwL, Why? illoauso the individual professor
with a fl-2w .;fHir::atls could only encompass a small
sample, ',:ou 0, .13011 of it multivariate analysis with
o ==-1,[11H wi:.1.1.(1 Look at student/teacher ratio or
A par- icullr c'fr kids or something find out
C OH- 111 abnut gnat (7=:erzternal validity,

WC) couldn't P,Tia'_.e Hhis in diFfrent locations; no great
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Second, large so A programs are needed to deal with
large social problems lincause they are usually multivariate
problems affecting largd numbers of people in many different
locations whether it is juvenile delinquency, mental health,
educational development, environmental control, or what-
ever. These are largo problems affecting many people in many
-diverse ways. You can't really treat them with a single or
small' number of variables under control.,

The third assumption is that social experiments are
the most efficient and relatively cheap way of testing whether---
various treatment modalitles work or not. But, more important
than evaluation, they arc probably our best way of under-.
standing causation for prevention as well as treatment, and
for forecasting.

I think the best, most successful area of science here
that it. interdisciplinary, that involves teams -- sustained,
lonqi tudinal resear-ifi of large numbers, over long periods of
time on a Li; research model is medicine. And medicine
really does work. Mdic..no -- particularly the public health
part of medicine, the dr2velopment of various antibiotics and
no on, the control of cunLlgious diseases is probably the
largest success story in Lle last 100 years in the application
of science 'to so,dial T.don't think anything has
workoi as well as that.

Our ,-ducatiun sysLom basically ti.e same as it was
100 years ago. Bur medicinu, is very different. There are
some diseases, as you know, like smallpox, that have just- been
eliminated. The reason soc-ial experiments are probably the
most efficlent wi nditc!ling.large-scale research on
socJial problems H-lu the alternatives are really poor.

The major -il:,-;-natives arc, first of all, model
building, theori7ind, and so on. Wo don't have the mathematics

1 ,-,a1 with M(HI:; LliA' have I0OiJY numbers of variablen
d i.ht-:=dc;iv,-r,-du. These models blow up. IL

isn't 1 matLyr ::Thacity, it is a matter that_we
can't roil Iv deal with multiplication of errors in such
a modi.

The (_)L- are small experimentq and I've
already gone he ceaseris why they are not effective.

ii Ii implemortWIl_bon of
domu ddtegorical .Avic.)11 erogram. ThaL iv, extremely
r 1 "Wy- Alt I , i I i 1111 11 1 urk the basis

t Ii I I I

I n.,:cvi have wosted enormous rosourcs
II.=17 tIn: 1 . TO'hor possibilities .
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of participantt; to create the mintThum statistical quantities
for the cells or the matrix of many variables since this is
obviously a multtyalo kind of problem.

Second, boeaue we have complex contexts and constraints,
very nonnomogoneous populations and locations -- for external
validity and replteabiltty we need many different locations.
We need significant samples in A large number of locations.

We already have a large number of participants,
generaEly something on the order of 10,000 participants and

up. If you multiply that through by-perhaps fifty dollars
a participant, last for surveying, analysis, and overhead
costs, you can soo Lha't we are running into millions of dollars
and probably years for each particular social e7oeriment.

Thir6, the reaon why they got large is they are
inLrinsically into-AisctpLinary because the problems are
intr.nsically ihterdtnetplinary, and that means you have to

have bt-ttesbional and -nehnical skills in depth in five or
ton discisiines. So '-ii have research staffs en the order of
80 to 0 ..topl f-.-d they have to work several years. We

aro now tattief A1jr10 ': !argo expet.i-Ments Ln the 3 to 30 million
dollar range.

Tlicro art, n tly about -u1t thee underway in
/the in h0-ti-1 inc*.e maintenance, housing
Al.towances, voehers,experfMental schools, early
ehLdhood care,,,delfondant diversion, energy
con1=2,oLVLioL and brobahl,,- a f1..1 others that I don't oven know
aboah. Lt -said; -y-n[ 3 to 30 million dollars a year
and they arL H I. sLAfLed hy somewhere from 50 to 500
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five years to complete the experiment. But if multiple
projects were being done continuously there would be
constant stream of research results:that cbuld be accessed.

A second criticism is that they are too expensive,
but the alternative costs are really much greater. All you
have to do is:work through the shadow pricing of the social
costs of our various social pathologies and they eat up most
of:the energies' and resources of our societies and most of
the growth capital, human capital,and physical .capital :that
we---generate. The alternatives, of ineffectiveness in research
or ineffectiveness in problem - solving are much more expensive.

Third, that it is wasteful. Indeed, it is wasteful.
The alternatives seem more wasteful.

Fourth, 'it is disruptive, torn disruptive. President
Ford particularly feels that people are tired of being surveyed.
The empirical data does not really support this. In our surveys
of about 15,000 pebple in housing allowance programs, a major
social experiment less than one percent object to detailed
surveying. As you know from detailed research, if you got a
response rate of less than one percent it is unlikely to bias
your results very much. You can do pretty'well with a 20-
or 30-percent nonresponse 'rate. So this is not really a
problem. We can just let people who don't want to be surveyed(
who don't want to participate in experiments, not participate;
and at these numbers we are still all right.

Fifth, big social research interferes with the natural
market mechanism for curing our social ills. Yes, but does
the natural mechani.sm really work? Afe we letting it 'work
even now? Aren't we interfering massively with a patchwork
quilt of little incremental programs, most of which are
initiated on the basis of someb9dy's theory rather than
empirical research results?

Sixth, as these large experiments are conducted- they
are often not-really scientifically conclusive and are likely
to be misleading: Hawthorne effects;' selection effects, and
so on There are very few large social experiments:or any
kind of social researches that have ideal internal and external
validity. We can do a lot better that most of us have done
up to now if we just exploit the available state of the art
in experimental desicir: Probably the best kind of review -of
a lot of the possibilities" here in plain- language is Campbell
and Stanley's Experimental and Quasi-experimental Design,
10.11hicti gives a wealth of approaches to social experiments

Another. qument i$ that this will annoy legislators
whoYel, that we are, not ui,ing the available data and resources
that have already been grant: usi This is particularly common
Among the mdre[populisL ,granted of our legiSlatures. 'Here



we have a failure of communication. Most legislators are
lawyers,and their model'of research is legal research --
(have a couple of bright guys hit the library and look up
precedents. Social research is different.- That isn't well
understood. They can't understand why. it Could take more
than a year. That is a matter of education which we are
responsible for.

Eighth, we are doomed to invalidity by the Hawthorne
effect anyway. -Well, there are placebo controls that can
be designed; and, furthermore, the Hawthorne effect can be
used a a policy supportive mechanism.

Ninth, even if we successfully do these experiments
it doesn't really change the conventional wisdom. The New
Jersey income maintenance experiments more or less found that
there are no significant work effects from income maintenance.
Most people still believe there is even'though they are
aware of the experimental results or they are not aware of
them'. Again, this is a' failure of dissemination, commun-
ication,and education with the research results!

finally, tenth, the results are not really used
by the decision-makers in making-social policy. Here again
is a failure of education and communication on our part.
Some of us, in an attempt to deal with this, have organized
.a Council- for Applied Social Research to try to increase
the communication between the researchers and the users of
research; between the producers and consumer of Klicy7
relevant, scientific research about social problems. If
you .are interested in that organization and working with it
would.be delighted to talk to you about it. Thank you.



"1 met with the Mayor t) Knoxville, Tennessee,
-and we were talking about a planning study in
transportation. He said, 'I don't want arfy
more planning studies. for anything! Every
study that I have on my book shelf begins with:
Knoxville, Tennessee lies between the Great
Smokey Mountain Range and the Cumberland
Plateau. The average mean temperature is 68°
and the annual average rainfall is 70 in6hes.'
He said, 'Hell, I know that!' and you
know, he (is) right"

nrieth



URBAN NSPORTATION: THE EAL ISSUES NEED TO BE ADDRESSED

Kenneth W. Heathington, R.E.
Director, Transportation Center,
;The University of Tennessee

I began working in research in 1960, as a graduate
student. For about ten years I was very prone to do research
for research's sake. It was very interesting -- ,all the math-
ematical formulations and models were very intriguing. I

communicated with other people in my field and they communicated
with me Nobody else knew what was goingon. 'Then about 8
years ago I began to feel that my contribution to the trans-
portation,fIeld must be nil that there was not anything.
happening in terms of making improvements that I had assisted
with. I changed my direction- completely in terms of what I
was going to do and how I was going to do it.

0 4t
So, for these past few years I have been very active

in implementation and effecting change within the trans- ortation
field. I'4ave held a political appointm4nt.- I have worked
very closely with local governments, with mayors, and with
governors' staffs and have been offered State level cabinet
posts. I Ave been involved in many things to implement'new
and better programs in transportation.

From some of the things I hear today I have the feeling
that many'of us wish the implementation process were better,
but many of us are not willing to get into the process to make
it change. A university colleague of mine, who is also a
transportation engineer, ran for public office about a year
ago. This office would have a direct bearing upon making
transportation improvements. Out of about 50,000 votes cast
he loft by something like 800 votes. It was very close. his
individual took a leave of absence from the university of a
tenured position. To me-this is a dedicated individual who
says, "I have to see some ch4qes made and I must become
involved:" So, some of the things I want to talk about today
are examples to illustrate how we can help solve our problems
rather than philosophizing on what someone else should be doing.

I do not think we really address the true issues in
the transportation field. I do not think we have ever addressed
them within the universities am not sure we have addressed
them very Much anywhere% We are seeing a little bit of
improvement made with some of our research, but not to a great
extent. Transportation has been such an important part of
the country's growth that the real i.ssues need to be addressed.
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There are many issues or problems in the transportation
field. We have tried to address many of these issues with
technole4y and that has not really been successful. You hear
a lot of people talk about the urban transportation problem.,
There is no urban transportation problem. There are hundreds
of urban transportation problems.

Transportation has played a very important role in the
Aevelopment of the United States.* It has provided for the
movement Of both people and goods since the very earliest
settlers. In early times sett160ents were located near natural
harbors, near rivers or other naiural means of providing
transportation,serviees.- The development of the railroads
in the 1800's facilitated the establishment of cities in areas
other than near waterways.

Transp_ tation services within cities had not developed
extensively in the early 1800's as housing and places of
employment we e often located together. Many individuals
lived above eir stores or places of employment, and thus
there was not a need for a tremendous amount of intraurban
travel. With the development of rail transportation, a more
flexible arrangement for the lcoation of housing and employ-
ment could be attained. Many large cities developed'rail
systems on radial routes emanating from the central business
district. This system of rail transportation permitted
individuals to locate some distance from their place of work.

As one reviews the development of many: older cities
in the United States, one finds the more densely populated
areas alMrig old rail-lines that were built in the 1800's.
With the development of the automobile fter the beginning
of the 20th century, the areas between the radial-rail-lines
were filled in with housing and other developments.. The
automobile was often utilized as a feeder service to the rail-

flines thus ermitting further development in the outlying
areas. Therefore, there was an evolutionary development in
the older cities of streets androads, housing, commercial
activities, etc., as the city grew'through.different eras of,
transportation services.

THE URBAN TRANSPOBATION PROBLEM

As cities increased in population, thene'd fA intra-
city travel, of course, increased. Many cities became -very
complex entities providing services and goods to meet very'
diverse needs of individuals and businesses. Because of the
development of these complex urban structures, problems' have'

'arisen over the years with such terns as: _.(1),rapid movement
of people and ggods, (1) peak-hour movement of people and
goods, (3) capacity of facilities, (4) location of facilities,
(5)#choice0\ of modes, (6 n,) conflicts betwee private and public
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ser (7) terminal operations, terminal location,
(9):-:safety, (10) resource allocation, (11) ,onergy, (12) system
integration, (13) administration, (14) storage, (15) tech-
nology', (16) environment, ( 7) levels of service, (18) urban
development, (19) social nsideration, (20) politica71c
consideration and'many, M_ y others.

One clan qu ckly se lat there really 15 not an urban
transportation problem -\ th_i!re are many problems in urban
transportation. 4.1-ie can also see that these problems cover
a wide ariety of disciplines and must be addressed with many
differe_t a- -oaches and with many different types of experti:
The interdisc_ inary nature of the problem requires that a
system approfth be taken when seeking solutions for increasing
the mobility of urban residents and the movement of vods.

THE CHANGING NATURE OF CONSUMER
EXPECTATIONS IN URBAN TRANSPORTATION

Transportation services have been improved over the
years. They have improved for a wide variety of,reasons. A
hundred years ago, an individual would have been very pleased
to be able to mail a letter in,Washington, D.C,'and have it
delivered one or two days later on the West Coast. One would
also have been very [leased to have traveled from Washington,
D.C. to San Francisco in a utter of six hours or less., Like-
wise one wouldhave been glad' to be able to drive in an
automobile from Washington, D.C. to San Francisco continuous
on a divided highway,, without ever passtpg through any-stop
signs or traffic and roads. One might Well argue that only
after there is an instantaneous transfer of matter will it _

possible to satisfy the consumer's expectations completely.

Transportation is a r 6rived demand: There is no demand
for transportation itself. You derive that demand because you
want to do something else: you go shopping; you go to work;
you take a trip; you take a vacation; you go to a doctor; or,
whatever it may be. It is a means of accomplishing something
else. It is a joint commodity, so to speak. And because it
is a derived demand there is not4that much in products -4'in
terms of purchasing it.

It has to be service to provide you with the ability
to do other things. And so the expectations continually rise
and increase on it. That is always changing. It is Placed
upon those of us who work in the transportation field

_

o

ntinually upgrade the system to meet the consumer e
is an iterative process. Each time we upgrade it tHe

,exectations get higher. As the expectations get higher we
try to upgrade it. We upgrade it and the expectations get
higher.
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One must realistically view the fact that as travel
times are reduced substantially betifeen any two points, the
marginal return on the investment for furt1er reduction of
travel times becomes- minimal. Thus, the expectations for
improvements in urban transportation should not lie primarily
with the reduction of travel times and congestion, but in
other areas such as the reduction of air pollution, noise,
accidents, death rates, etc. A realignment of priorities for
improvements would redirect the allocation of resources for
making improvements in ur_ n.transportation.

THE COMPETITIVE NATURE OF
URBAN TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

There is both competition and restriction of competition
between the public andlprivate sector in the urban triansporta-
tion field. The automobile competes with public transportation
-services and private enterpriSe such as taxis, limousines,
etc. compete with publicly owned systems. Highways are
normally publicly owned, but used by the Ftivate sector. . Many

private firms compete with one another for carrying goods and
people. Taxis and trucking firms are often in Competition
for a particular market. 'In some instances, tax money is
used to provide competition from the public Sector with private_
carriers. The services provided by public carriers are often
at less than the true coot. This, of course, puts the private
carriers at a disadvantage.-

Let me give you some' illustrations of this competition.
one city with which I am familiar the .eity desired to develop
rogram for senior citizens. This is a worthwhile endeavor.

In this program they hired their own drivers and bought their.
own vehicles with federal money. They are up to about 600
people per day in ridership, supposedly, and the program has
substantial costs. The service is free to those eligible to
participate.

One of the local taxi companies has now threatened to
sue the city because they feel that their business has decreased
because of the program. Some of the other taxi companies are
also trying to enter in the suit. The taxi companies have
attempted to work out an arrangement with the city where the
program would use taxi services rather than purchase vehicles
and employ drivers.'

This example, of course, is a direct conflict of private
and public agencies with public tax monies being used to
decrease the amount of venue of the private enterprise
sector.

Let's take 'another example. I worked with a small city
in Tennessee for several months. T met with both councilmen



/
and the city manager's personnel responsible for a senior
citizens program. They, too, wanted to purchase their own
vehicles and hire their own drivers and dispatchers. This
would have caused a conflict between the local cab companies
and the city. A program was finally developed that would
incorporate the local taxi companies into the piogram,
Senior citizens buy transportation tickets for 250 on the
dollar. The cab compapies bid the .servi e at 900 on the
dollar. In other words, each time a dolar coupon Comes in,
the cab companies only receive 900. The city pays the
remaining 550. They let both cab companies participate in
the program.

Last year there were about $24,000 worth of services
generated for senior citizens. Only about $15,000 (65% of
the cost) had to be borne by the city, 25% of the cost was
borne by the senior citizens themselves and '10% was borne by
private enterprise.

Private enterprise will make their contribution, but,
you have to know how to work with private enterprise to know
how to get them to make their contlbution. This program
avoided the conflicts that occurreffin the other city. Every
one (city, taxi,and senior citizens) has expressed pleasure
with the program.

In some inst4cos, competition is prohibited between
private and public carriers. That is, a publicly owned carrier
may have an exclusive franchise which prohibits the private
carriers from being in competition. Competition in the true
nature of the Cree enterprise system is good and in most
instances will Load to the provision of better services at
lower costs toLhe consumer. _However, in the transportation
field there is not a completely free enterprise competitive
system in operation. Often within a given mode, there is an

franchise awarded which prohibits or _reduces the
petitiOn within that mode. While there is competition
tsting hc!tween modes such as the automobile and public

transportation, i.)ne finds that competition within a mode may
be nonexistten_

I'I is RECXLATORY NATURE OF
URBAN 71--LA--iMORTATION SERVICES

Trrnm1JorL LS one of the more regulated industries
1 the United States. Such agencies as the ICC, FAA, CAB,

Public Service Commission, regional agencies, and local city
councils are a few of the well-known regulatory agencies.
Thes agenc7ies requi both the movement of people and goods.
They requlrite air, rail, public transportation, taxis, and
all toss ef servicc. provided in the transportation field,

c)f-7 the vast of regulations which exist in the
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transportation field, innovation is:difficult if not impossible
to achieve. Generally, the amount of innovation that can be
provided in any industry will be inversely, proportional to the.
amount of regulatory control placed on that industry. In the
transportation field, there are many firms-that carry goods,
but cannot transport people. Companies or firms carrying
people cannot necessarily transport goods.

Innovation should come, from all places, the uni - rsity.
However, we have many faculty members who stand behind slur
ivy covered walls and will not go,into the field and do any-
thing because if you do anything somebody will find out _ *out
it. If it happens o be bad you'll be criticized. But, t
is easy to stay o campus angewrite'reports. It is so ea y to
sit back in your -fice' and generate thousands and t - -nds
and thousands of coterie pages -- just as easy to ph
ophize.

When you sit down with the city coun 1 or with the
mayor to give solutions to problems, you m st be reasonably
pragmatic. I met with the mayor of Knoxvi le, Tennessee and
we were talking about a planning study in ransportation.
He said, "I don't want any more planninp s udies for anything!
EVery b---4ady that ehave on my book shelf b ns with: Knoxville,
Tennessed\lies between the Graat Smokey Moantin range and the
Cumberland Plateau. The average mean temperature is 68° and
the annual, average rainfall is 70 inches." H said "Hell,
I know that!"

And you know, he was right. He was' ust as -fight as
he could be. It didn't make any difference whether that
report came from a univers'ty or from a consulting _irm. Eve
body here, including mysul is just as guilty of t at as he
can be. He alsb said, "I want any more of tha stuff.
Tell me what to do to solve my problems. We must b ome
involved in a mean _71,11 way in a manner that can e accepted
by the layman.

In most states it is- illegal to have car pools f the
total money exchanged between the driver and passenger
greater than the co!=-it of the operation of that vehicle. A
woman in California had to take her case,all the way to the
State Supreme Court We (Ire finally getting a change i a
few states.

It is illegal in many states to have van pools. We
had to work with thth state legislature in the state of Tennessee
to get the law changed. We must be willing to work wit all
groups at any level of government to insure that improv rents
are made in the transportation field.

The cost of initiating through regulatory gencies
of thousands of dollar_.for small company 'can be in the to
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Thus, the smaller carrier cannot normally compete and thus
competition is reduced.: Overregulation tends to protect the
very large carriers and reduce the number of smaller firms
desiring to enter the transportation field. It is interesting
to note that'of allit

1-1

e modes of transportation, the highway
field is probably tk4east regulated. It is also the one
which has tended to exPaad the most and provides by far the
majority of travel for the population of the United States.

Let me offer one other example of regulatory problems.
In Knoxville, the publicly owned system has a bus service and
a franchise to operate in the area, which means if you have a
franchise, no one else can operate. There was a local area
which is a public housing area -- low-income, black area --
which needed public transportation services. Some citizens
came and requested frOm the KTA Board (Knoxville Transit
Authority) to provide services. KTA initiated a new service
to the area and they discovered that there were n' t a lot of
patrons. So, they discontinued the service.

A private taus c _erator said, "I will provide that
service at the fares which you charge with KTA. I would like
to have the business."

KTA replied, ";vhy, you can't do that. We have an
exclusive franchise." So what happened? No service was
provided. The private operator was not permitted to. The
public didn't get any services -ut in the name of regulation
we solved the problem. The f a hise wasn't violated.

TUE CONSVMER ORIENTATION
OF URBAN TRANSPORTATION

We have acct really changed in our consumer orientation
toward transpoition in many, many years. Public transporta-
tion, as an examli,lo, really hasn't changed in a hundred years.
About the only dirference between public transportation now
and a hundrod veilrs ago is that a hundred years ago it was
powered by a jackass and now it is powered by a diesel engine.

at Ls about the only difference. One has the same routes
thaf rho trolloy line had.

(_:hsumors r the United States have a choice for
urban' transportation norvices. For example, one may choose
the prvate automoDilo, vlrious forms of puBlic transportation,

-1,1rod travel with othors such as in a carpool , vanpool,
ot=c. ofton hears of the captive ridership which is forced
to UtitiVO SOinta form of public transportation. However, the
trig mAkt of thi3captive ridership only represents from
one to two proent c the total trips being made in an urban
area
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It is only within the automobile mode that a consumer
preference has been utilized in developing transportation
services. With other modes, such as mass transportation, a
product is developed-and then an attempt is made to market-
-the product to the consumer. This type of market development
is similar to that utilized. by a product-oriented firm., A'
product-oriented.firm is one that develops a product and then
attempts-to sell that product to consumers. A consumer
oriented firm is one which attempts to determine consumer
desires or needs and then develops the product to meet these
needs or- desires. Historically, product-oriented firms have
tended to become unsuccessful over time; whereas consumer=
oriented firmS tend to remain viable over time by doing what
is necessary, that is, change, and thus meet the changing
desires and needs of the conEmer.

As long as there is a choice that can be made by the
consumer, all urban transportation services must become
consumer oriented if they are to receive a reasonable share
of the travel market. The amount of the travel market that
a particular mode of transportation receives is an indication
of the consumer acceptance of that mode. One sees a very
small amount of the public utilizing these services. (About
2-4% of urban trips are made by public transportation,) This
is an indication that there is little consumer acceptance of
the particular types of services being offered.

THE LACK OF COORDINATION OF
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

Urban transportation systemS are= - -generally uncoordinated
and fragmented in the United States. Normally there is not an
interface between automobiles, taxis, buses, rail, or any
other mode or service found in an urban area. An individual
cannot travel about an urban area utilizing a variety of modes.
An individual is generally confined to one mode or type of
service for travel needs on a single trip. There are, of
course, minor exceptions to this in certain urban areas but
in the majority of cases transportation services are uncoor-
dinated.

If one has a lack of coordination with other types of
services in urban areas, one can quickly see the impact that
this strategy would have. Suppose there were five or more
phone .companies in a given urban community with no coordination-
or intercoenection of these systems. One could only place a
call to a certain part of.

o
an urban area and could not communi-

cate with other-portions f. the urban area because of the lack
of coordination. Further suppose that water systems, mail
services,or a host of other urban services were not coordinated
or interconnected. It would seem to be unimaginable that these
types of urban ser vi cos should not be coordinated to provide a



high level of service for all urban resi ents; yet this same
concept does not apply to the transportation field either in
the movement of goods or in the movement of people. If One
addressed the problems in urban transportation, a lack.of
coordination is one of the key prOblems to be addressed.

REGIONAL DIFFERENCES IN
URBAN TRANSPORTATION NEEDS

There are significant differences among regional needs
within the United States relative to the needs of providing
urban transportation services and to the manner in which these
services are provided. Cities of the North and Northeast are
generally older, more densely populated, have heavier corridor
movements, different street patterns, much colder weather in
the winter, and the people have a more positive attitude toward
the utilization of public transportation. Cities of the South
and Southwest generally are newer, that is, they were formed
after the advent of the automobile, are less densely populated,
have somewhat different stree tk. patterns, much warmer weather
in the winter, and the people h ve a less positive attitudes
toward public transportation.

The cities of the South and Southwest are -heavily
.automobile oriented. They were developed after the advent
.of the automobile and cities such as Houston, Dallas, and
Phoenix have developed street patterns which are conducive to
the utilization of automobiles for all type of travel.
Cities of the North and Northeast such as C:icago, New York,
and Boston are all older cities that have o'i:irted themselves
more toward the utilization of public transportation systems
to provide many of the transportation services.

Thy solution to transportation problems in one city
may not necessarily be a solution for-another city. Thus,
it is difficult to develop a strategy for problem-solving
that will have application for all urban areas within the
United States.

THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON URBAN TRANSPORTATION

Tedhnology has not really had a significant impact on
urban tranhortation. In reality, there is little change in
the technology being utilized by various modes of travel during
the past 50 yeat'-',. Rail systems today have about the same ,
technology as was in existence 50 years ago. (There are only
a few exceptions.) Buses also have similar technology. There
is not really much difference in the technology of automobiles
found on city streets today than those found in the 1940's
or shortly after World War-IT.
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Let me give you an example. In Morgantown, West
Virginia it was politically decided to pit in a personal
rapid-transit system. At last official count (and the
official count is-estimated to be far less than the real
Count) , there was something like 65 or 70 million dollars
spent on the PRT system. Some estimates-indicate that the
cost will go to 100 or 150 million dollars to build 2.4
miles of the PRT System.

What the system does is connect two of the university
campuses in Morgantown. (You might move the whole university
for 125 nilli in dollars.) They are going to.charge'the
students a fee to pay the operating costs. It is questionable
if the demand will pay the operating costs, much less pay for
the capital expenditures.

We have had aerospace engineers who said, "We got to
the moon and we can solve the urban transportation problem."
If we could have the same budget per passenger mile as for
the space program, anyone could solve the urban transportation
problem. Technology will not in and of itself solve our
transportation problems.

With the decrease of the space programs, many of the
space industry personnel felt that the urban transportation
problems couldbe solved with space age technology. Many
proposals for PRT systems, automated guideways for automobiles
as well as other new and innovative technology-oriented systems
are made. Some of these proposals were funded and systems
technolo was developed pnd implemented. A product was
developeR without regard rta consumer preferences and then
the product was to be marketed. There was very little analysis
performed td determine the consumers' needs, desires, and,
expectations relative to a particular type of product (i.e.
transportation service). Since many of these new systems that
are oriented toward technological innovation do not address
the many problems in urban transportation, it is questionable
that they will have a significant impact upon 4improving mobility
in an .urban -area.

=

The solution to the many problems in urban transporta-
tion does riot lin with science and technology. 'Theiproblems
that have been previously shown to exist must be addressed by
other areas than technology. Unless all these problems can
be addro- d together, very little can be done to improve
trans- on services in In urban area. Science and tech--
nology only a supporting role and should not be considered
as the dominant fore° in the solution of these problems.



RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON
_ 'URBAN TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS,

It is qstionable how successful research and develop-
ment has been i_ solYing urban transportation problems. There
are many millions of dollars expended each year for transporta-
tion research and development by the public ancfprivate
sectors. It is questionable how much of an impact these
research liars have really had on solving urban transporta-
tion p.robl s. Much of the public resources are Aatilized
'for improvements in technology,. As an example, in the highway
field many millions o.,f dollars are spent to improve concrete
and asphcalt pavemOnts, signing, materials, and other technolog-
ical,needs. In the transit. field, much of the research monies
are spent to develop better buses, rail, etc. Relatively
speaking there is little spent on the real problems in urban
transportation. There are some monies allocated to addressing
other issues than technology, but on a relative scale, these
appear to be minor. The Arabs did more to increase ridership
on public transport-ation'systems than all of the'hundreds of
millions of dollar, that we have spent on research. And they
did it in about 'months.

Transportation services must be efficient, effective, -

and economical. A service that is effectiVe may not be efficient
and/oi' economical. L. service that is economical may not be
effective and/or erficient. Most of the- resear.ch that is
emanating from the nublic sector generally addresses only one
of these characteristics. If one isto/be successful in the
transpOttation field with research monies, all three of the
characteistics must be AUdressed for any given system. There
must be a change in the research emphasis if improvements are
tn be made in urban,transportatio

HE NE INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

.J1e7) in urban `transportation span such fields
as engi neering; r)olitiCal sience, sociology, law, economics,
health, education, business,' energy, environment, and many
others. rh flct_it is very difficult to find a field that
In f..,ric i, Adirot ul does not have a bearing upon problems
in urban trantiportaLlo Thore is no single field that will
be able to olve L1-13 pcohiems in urban transportation. There
must he an ihterclialinry approach to solving the problems

ormanont: and m-,anInfol solutions are to be found. There
11;1:; orally been a lack of interdisciplinary approaches
taken to solving urba transportation problems. This applies

(nil: to tile iem -'t ation of now services and systems
wl:hin an ur ban arc , also applies to research and

- ,,;1t-

st man,- eme of intedis-



- ciplinary research by-universities or by private organizations.
While at tin ,interdisciplinary approaches have been attempted.,
'the managemeAt of these projects has often been less*than
desirable. Mhisis partially due to the fact that universities
are not reallyeraining students in large numbers 10 function
in an interdisciplinary environmentUniversities are still
very oriented along disciplinary Lines, and do not eheourage'
interdisciplinary activities within their framewoA., There
must be a change at the basic level bf-learning-in'order
for,interdisciplinary approaches to have' an impact-irrthe
urbtn transportation field or,- for that matter-, :fin any other._
field.. In reality, there is much lip service paid to-' inter-
disciplinary approaes to problem-solving, but little meaning-
ful efforts are actuilly directed, toward interdisciplinary,
approachps.

SUMMARY

Science and technoidgy"cannot in and of itself solve
'the problems in urban transpOrtatiOn. The problems are t-'9&
numerous and diverse and span too many disciplines. There
mgt be an interaction of many disciplines to-make a meaningful
contribution to problem-solving in urban transportation. One
should begin by broadenincl:the educational4baltgrounds of
university graduate by-tra'irning them to be productive iman
`interdisciplinary setting. -This, of course, re5puire a

stru tural and philosophical change in educational programs
ib Prstitutions of higher learning. This -will not occur to
a 4reat, extent, in the near future. There are, 'of coprset
universities that have -oricnted-ome of their programs toward
developing students to fUncbion.in an interdisciplinary -environ-
ment. However, the ajority of universities are still oriented
along disciplinary r e 'arid are not training their students
to function- as a -mem of a team that can address .a wide
variety of problems.

There are ti;emendous amounts of resources being
ineffctivply utilized because of a lack of appreciation
and unflorstanding of urban transportation problems. There
are many people who dc? not Comprehend the various problems
,that exist 'and attempt to allocate resources 'to the solvin
of one small proiPLom in Urban transportation. There must be
a broader approach to probthm-solvind in the future than has
been in the past. It regliires a diversity of background
and educational, oxporionce in order to address the many issues
that oxist in in urban area relative to transportation. How-,

ever, without the addrossin'ToC the many issues-by wide variety
of backgruunds and expertise, one can never hope to make-'a
It Aningful impact upon solvhIg the needs for travel, of urban
2sidents.
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NOTES ON APPLYIN6,SCIE&CE'TO PUBLIC PROBLEMS:

THE EMERGING STRUCTURE OF INTERDISCIPLINARY EFFORTS
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INTRODUCTION

onsidexatiOns underlie the present demand- for
an'ary inquiries. F-irst,. there. is reliwtei ac-
the fact that lonos.4ledge.prOduced within the spe
ffic dipiplines is serious'tY limited in its

wishful thought
at new amalgams of lined knowledge, although

direct

n the same milieu, may neerthelesscontribute
to Our society's effective and responsible_ manage-

s affairs. The hope persists that the quality,
, and credibility tradiy.onally associated with
lines can be retained throughOut the process of

science to public problems: Tn fact, the applica-
scientic knowledgl are not likely to remain that
d direcf. , The dimensions of society's problems
inci,de' with the boundaries of academic disciplines
mbination of them. _There is no 4ay within existing'

soc
persists t
generated
decisi ly
Ittent

aur
the disci
applyin
tion of
simple a
seldom ,c
or any
disciplines to ascertain the'full public or social signifi-
canoe of a particular bit of scientific knowledge. The
changing nature of societal problems also reduces the over-

. all usefulnees of the established technical professions.

Nev&theless, there is now an emerging structure to
knowledge ih action that may help overcome these limitation.
'It involves systematic studies of a distinctly intermediate,
nature. Knowledge dei7rived from these studies is concerned

.-with the -ongoing interactions between the .separate worlds
of scientific knowledge and social action. This kiid of
knowledge tends to be-oriented either to real scil prob-

/ luts and their solutions or to equally real is es of public
polioy- That which is problem-oriented is mos. evident. It
includes the knowhow associated with the-management of on-

.
going,knowledge-intensiVe. public enterprises, such as those.

The views :expressed in this paper are solely those of the
author and in no wav represent any position of the OTA.
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associated with the maintenance of national defense capabil-
ities, with major medical and health care delivery systems
and with such focused responses to social interests as the
ManhAttan Project and the Apollo Program. 1n-such situations,
public-oriented knowledge may not differ in kind from that
developed as applied science to meet the kinds of problems
which- private clients have and which the engineering,-.med-
ical and other professions are prepared to deal with. Only
when such problem-solving approaches to social needs_miscon-
strue the problem, or proceed in ways that tend to aggravate
conflicts among social values or interests,. does it become
evident that problem-solving aproaches are not able to cope
with the consequences of their prescriptions for the overall
promotion of human values and social goals, and that there
is a pressing need for prior

such
second- and third-

order systemic effects of such activities.

A generalized capacity for public problem- oriented
-,%studies of this natures riot yet well- deVeloped. It will
not come easily. The .current efforts of the gational 'science
Foundation.and other institutions attempting to cultivate
such a 'capacity Would indicate as much.

The pdlicy-oriented form of intermediate knowledgq
is still less well Jieveloped, although it concerns matters
that are just eS real an important as the social problems
that are .potentially Policy issues_ my be resolved,

-but are less often solvec.. They tend to be changeable and
elusive. The difficultis involved 'in acquiring policy-
oriented intermediate knowledge are illustrated by-those e
countered in -tormuluti-no informed., coherent, and pointed
environmental 'mpaCt statements or technology assessments
for, polcyt- IIakirl{ pu

Thus far, ts to acuirand apply policy-
oriented knowledge are very much in the shadow Of problem-
oriented'stiklies. 'Thcv ccold easily remain so, for knowledge
about the applicaticps or science to meet defined social ob-
jectives is relatiti it accessible compared to that,aboliit'al-
ternative ways attain scicaal objectives, to reconcilea.'
them, and to enhance social values, or about the. implications
or,,doing.s,ou An-1 THT, as scientific knowledge is appliet
more systematically to pul111,i6 problems, it will become in-
creasingly 1-411portantllo dirlerentiate these two :kinds .of
studies, both concep .71(:1 institutionally.

Nt- i tt I f

fr4m th0 sci_enc diPci
not only cut acnjs
current brid Edtur conL.1
erencID,
aryl prec ,=101,y p

knowledge can be deriVed_
lone or in combination. They
1-4,nef--=; but must take accot of
es, expectations,'value-pref-'

sowhich may not be-reliably
-A6ring significance. Knowl-



a- dge of such uncertainties is not likely to .0t1form to es-
,

tOlighed forms of scholarship, but what toil amount to a
- nw, transcendent kind of discipline y based on the

t4phniques used to recognize and incorporate--uchffactors in
prWaleWaorieated and policy-oriented studies,:

It is Particularly important to high 'ght policy-
,

oriented 'studies because the underlying conce0 and the
institatiorial structures supportive of such f udies are be-
Iginn'ing/to emerge,as_the central/ although 1-',,st-stable,
elermint.in the fiamework available for adapt f g science to
social firne ds. Their centrality is not due -0 their present
impact or inherent 'quality, but to the prosp Ot that our
society musE-depend on them as it strives to, Fleet the per-
vp1v& \and persistent need to assure ral v4kiaty of public
ol'icKchaices and informed understanding of them. This

requirement of a democratic so-iety is especially -dif
ficult to meet in those areas of social concern where ad-
vances in science and tectianOlOgy and their ready application
tend to '.focaplase policy choices or else place the interpre-
tation of s3cial needs apd the deterraination of ways to meet

em in Ileihands of unwitting, if not unwilling, specialists
d specreTized agencies.

\
A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

As knowledie of the world and attention to human
needs inicrese, the characteristics of many social activities
and functions are becoming increasingly differentiated, re-

, fined, and specialized. Or the one hand, advanced-procedur
for sc-ientific inquiry aimed at discovering enduring truths
are extendihd the scope, depth,Jnd coherence of organized
kAwlidge and trained expertise. On the other hand, there
has been ia cotrplementary concentration and focusing of major
societal decision-making, leaclinig to specific capabilities
and reaponsibilitios for large-scale initiatives and for
formulating and laolementing effective policies in areas
hitherto goVerned Oa tradition or by momentary inclinations.
Ever more public interests and actors are being identified
or created airLi potential clients, a well as beneficiaries,
for appldctions of scientific knowledge.

strongest-links between the world of action as
a potential client for knowledge-andthe world of scientific
knowleage as an expanding resource put science in the posi-
tion of handmaiden ta the recognized interests and objectives
of ptivate and pubtia clients such as those concerned with
preservation of he flth and national sovereignty. This ds a
prbblem-sotvinv no Ia. Ntiuh less well developed, and the
focus here, is the- usa of scientific knoOkedge to expand and,
clarify the rInp. Mc,ices which determine a society's



needs and the ways in which science can'help to meet them.

The framework suggested in the following schematic-
diagram (Figure I) is proposed for the purpose of distin-
-guishing three patterns of application and locating seven
types of studies within a meaningful conceptilal framework.
This interpretation of the emerging structure'of intellectual
studies need not be oversimplified or unnecessarily compli-
cated.

Most of these seven types of studies Piave already
been referred to. Policy-oriented studiel-e although least
developed as a type, are closely linkedyto; and in a sense
surrounded by, the six-other types-of Studies. These are
_distinguished one-from another by their primary commitments
and orientation. Disci-line-oriented studies contribute to
the reservoir ofrt4siC scientific knowledge. Decision stud-
ies are closely tied to the immediate responsibilities and
options of a client. Problem-oriented studies are concerned
with- real liroblems which lend themselves to scientific and
technological solutions, as distinct from those social prob-
lems requiring-reconciliation or policy choices.

The kinds of immediate knowledge involved here tend
to draw from the formaliz problg_m-solvina studies which
dominate the training an4ipractice of-persons functioning
as professional physiciau, engineers, agriculturalists, foxes -1
ters, and so forth. Such studies, in turn, provide a basis for
carryirfg out feasibility studies closely tied to a public
client's need to assess the feasibility of its adopting one
or another solution. Discipline studies are concerned with
refinements in the techniques and theories which tend to
guide the future grrwth of a discipline. They are the prin-
cipal arena for scholarly recognition. The present close
ties between such studies and discipline-oriented studies
probably account for the limited interest, thus far, in dis-
cipline oriented. to ies that are explicitly pursued in sup-
Portot policy- oriented studies.

INSTITUTIONAL ASPECTS

Each type e inquiry requires its own kind of insti-
tutional underpinnings. Some, most notably those that are
discipline-oriented or oroblem-solving,'are well established
in tho,qr own profesSi7onal teirms.- Feasibility and decision
studies are clearly and clooly Cjient-related: Problem-
'solving and problem-oriented stud 'Os may also receive the
temporar support of strond, especially interested organiza-
tions, wNereas policy-orioPte4 studies and perhaps discipline
studios as well must ho blsed on more disinterested, longer=
term considerations A on quite different kinds
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supportive arrangements.

Particular applications of knowledge to societal
pro lems are also affected 'by the overall pattern and balance
among these seven types of inquiry. Together they determine
the vitality of science resources as bodies of coherent
knoWledge and trained expertise capable of being linked by,
meano of intermediate knowledge with the decision -making
arena involving potential clients actively concerned with
public problems.'

The emerging structurenof these efforts is a conse-*
quence of an ongoing evolutionary process of differentiation
among institutional arrangements and of intellectual coordi-
nation aided by an overall understanding and appreciation of
this structure and its ramifications.

problem- sujvinc studies are usually conducted
by technical specialists established on a professional basis
or byscientists acting in that capacity for a specific cli-
ent. The techniques used tend to follow rather than antici-
pate new problems. They are those acquired in the course of
a training which emphasizes technical solutions to recurrent
problems. As prospective clients' perspectives and expecta-
tions expand, the profession's may then draw more on -,the sci-
ences, making use of t1.-m on a mulfidisciplinary or even an
interdisciplinary basis in order to advance solutions to the
problems as more broadly perceived by the clients. Thus the
traditional. clients of engineers now ocpect analyses and
plans which take account of eccno4c, regulatory, and envi-
ronmental considerations.

one way or a tiler, much of the advanced work in edu-
cational and trainir:c in5titutiorix is.directed to the prep-
aration Rf individual for careers' involvi -more or les
routine,problem-soiviag for either the priAate,or the public
sector. NMoreover, in agriculture and then most notably in
medicine,Thniversities have assumed continuing responsibility
for problem-sole lna stuic,s and applicaeions through their
affiliations with agricultural research, extension services,
and medical centers. At times they have also established
and taken respohsiblities for applied science laf5ftratories
designed to solvc publi oblems related to national defense
and are under pressur likewise with respect to,00mmun-
ity and urbanA-ervices, ara even global development problems.

reas
a decision-making bod,,
nina, (DIcomtt,Ator'
ass,?ssmonts of: a :-A-7o;.-

c\-7, rosoUrn allo-ati

irlic!s are typically conducted f-
the equivalent of a budget, plan-

They may involve,sophisticated
r action in terms of efficien-

iefffectiveness, or the secondary



consequences of the p14h. Such studies also include those
initial inquiries which, whether.done well or poorly,- effec-
tively translate aipereeived need into a particular set of
technical problems expected to have an acceptable solution.
As.a practical matter, the need to meet an "energy,crisis,"
for instance, may be perceived as a problem of supply or one
of demand Depending on whichever approach is Adopted, quite
different techniC1 services may be drawn Upon: with corre-
spongingly-different olutions advanced.

3. Disc line- oriented studies center on those
intellectually challenging problems selected for study ds
the major activity Of a scientific discipline. The expecta-
tion is that the resulting discoveries will advance general
understanding -and are opportune for the application of the
discipline's primar7 techniques of investigation. Because
academic institutions are structured-to facilitate this pur-
suit, the contributions of scientists to policy-oriented
studies or to decision studies'tend to be sporadic and se-
lective. - "Targets of opportunity" are seized when they are
only likely t result in credible and useful, albeit some-
times unorthodox, applications of science to public problems.

4. nisciFline studies aim to refine the analytic
techniques and fundamental theoretical structures that are
the hallmark of a particular-scientific digcipline. Because
the reward systems within each discipline encourage, individ-
uals and inst,itutions'to advance such studies directly or
through discipTine-oriented studies,'-the disciplines-tend to
be correspondingly less attentive to their potential contri-
butions to the ether kinds of studies included in this schema.
Discipline studies involving philosophers and historians of
science in inde_endent analySis, interpretation and criticism
of the technigu s foundation assumptions of a science
discipline may elven ave totbekept apart from the-relevant
discipline-orienlited stlidies=

Prbblem-oriented studied have emerged in _re-
sponse to the need to anticipate and address complex .socio-
technical problems that are recognized as inappropriately
solved, if not insoluble, within the framework of the partic-
ular techniques and doctrines of any one profession or disci-
pline. The aim 4s to acquire knowledge tht is likely to be
relevant arra- impOrtant even though it wailed be _premature to
advance speci fic solutions.

Neverthetess, the
problom-oriented

aim in both problem-Solving and
to supply optimum solutions to

complex problems rat to expand options and the ex-
pncsions of value cons',dera,tions associated with policy-
oriZmted stud' the call for multi-disciplinary
or multi_-pr- jairies and _ho,suggestlon that



C
while thaiproblems fall between didciplines, they may be
amenable to interdisciplinary-inquiry. Thus far the belief
Orsidti that such inquiries-4611 succee4 if representatives
of relevant intellectual traditions can de brought together.

While sub representation may be 4 necessary condi-
tion, to advance solutionS in cbmplex.situations, it is
crtainly'not a sufficient one. A synthesis of knowledge
,from different disciplines requiresstudysenvironments that.
have preived extraordinarily difficult to secure.

Recognition of the need for_ problem-oriented studies
has -outpaced our capacity to meet the need. The Congress
has recognized this need in the context of concerns:about
.the environmental and other impacts of technological pro-
grams. Present impact assessment efforts tend to be an ad-
junct Of predominantly problem-oriented approaches, although
-their potential contributions to polite- oriented studies'are
at least equally significant. A limiting factor is our in-
stitutional'capaiity foAconducting problem- oriented studies.
Institutiolls of higf-&r gYiucation and research, have proved
remarkably unadaptable, although not unrespOnslve. The RAND
Corporation is ottenAcited as a major and most promising
institutional model. Comparable institutional developments
related to non-military public problems display much more
variety, ranging from thi. National Institutes of Health, the
late New York City L Institite, and independent contrac-
tors or university affitiatq, centers Working on problems of
urbanization, transportation, energy, education, etc,, to
the operating pro,:liam of private foundations such as those
of the Rockefellor Toundaion having to do with the conquest
of hunger and Lmptilinn stabilization.

Typical. LO auquI re "intermediate" knowl-
edge crucial- s-lurion of a*major public problem re-
quire substantial reF.,.--,urces. And yet, the unpredictability
of_the kinds of sblations likely to be - reinforced by problem-
oriented studies rsults in equally iAnsecure 'commitments to
such a quest. Thfa contta_butions of no specific profopsion
or science disci.pitne can be assured /T =advance. The many
attentive aCtion-orionted poteptial clients or beneficiaries
are equally zzz tr nf their interest in whatever solutions
may be f-ortAlcomi. rnsitutional arrangements for problem-
oriented studiu ary tint_ *rcJ.roly established and may be in-
herently unstable or vui -)le to exploitation.



6. Decisio- studies* aim to identify-and'analyze
policy Options- avaira_ e to a particular decision-maker
under- specific circumsances. This is a task for legislative
and executive policy glanning staffs. They must weigh the
sts and benefits of the options in terns of the responsi-

bi ities, needs, and resources of the respective policy-
makers. The dominant considerations are more likely to be,

7lgal; politicaWand economic than scientific or technical,
even though the particular public problem and the available
options'may be closely'tied to various highly technical,
factors or scientific-considertions.

The nature o such studies usually requires that-,
they be-done by a few persons in a very short time. Thus,
they must be conducted on the basis of knowledge available
from clearly pertinent policy - oriented, studies or previously
ingorporated into the Understanding and perceptions of the
participants and those whovill use the decision studies,
perhaps by means of,retrospective assessments or training
exercises.

The qqality of decision studies thus depends to a,
large extent on the prior educ '49[1..uof those who conduct
them and on the general state f policy- oriented studies in
the pltiticular,area. It is also enhanced by the development
and use of new forms of policy deliberations and consulting
relationships involving systeMatic awareness of_decision
proceSses and the importance of relating them to present
choices and longterm goals.

7, Policy-oriented studies,are the least developed
type of study contributing to the application of science to
public problems. They are easier to describe prospectively
than to identify in practice= The intent, as in the work of.
such ad hoc efforts as the Ford Foundation Energy Project,
and the Commission on Criticail Choices, is to advance knowl-
edge and understandi4q of the facts and possibilities closely
associated with such decisions.

Although the work 'of the academi science disdiplines
tends to be oriented more towards proble -solving and the
advance of the disciplines than towards p icy issues, dem-
onstrations of the social changes resultin from scientific

*, While this kind of study is often descri ed a a "policy
study" that term is not used here in ord -r to avoid con-

fusion with other typos of studies also contributing to the
application of science to public policy and public problem-
solving and he identified as policy-oriented.

el
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t
knowledge and the new technologies and related impacts on
slues. and,palicy preferences have stimulated the demand
for policy-oriented studies. The related extra curricular
initiatives of scientists hav done much to demonstrate the
feasibility of such studies.

Thus far such studies have usually been conducted Ion
an ad hoe basil or as an adjunct to problem-oriented studies.
As yet there are relativy few institutional mechanisms
specifically designed to encourage and 'facilitate policy-
oriented studies on a systematic, impartial, scholarly, and
timely bh'sis.

Nevertheless, the-Eived need for such.cap-_
ties has no doubt contributed to theicreation oultgrowth of
such unusual institUtiotns as,the Brookings InstiEution, Re-
sources for the Future, and the'Institute of Medicine. It
has also given rise to other recurringpr6posaIs for inde-
pendent and credible centers for studies of national,policY
alternatives, including the suggested fnstitu -for Congress.

These proposals differ in many respects h,a.ving to do,'
with sub matters as Ipertness, authority, and accountability.
However; they also re'flect a constructive commoniconcern
that there be more sec sources of dredible,;independent
analytically based judg:!-,at about the dimensiOns of forth-'
coming policy issues and related choices and about the knowl-
edge and procedures that will be most useful inreso ving
them.

O1F IMPLICATIONS

At present the distinctive types of studies and con-
necting links, here identified arqeasier to distinguish in
principle than in practice. Although the same centers of
inquiry often perform more than one function, the separation
of institutional commitments is important.-- Figure II, with
its illustrative assignment of studies related to national
energy problems and policies illustrates the likely ambigui-
ties-in the caeegorization2fany .pArticularinquiry and the
confus'ion of functi ns. The are to be expected when the
task is to anticipate and accelerate emerging patterns of
intellectual activity and institutional evolution.

The central theme of this paper is that poll-Cy-
Oriented studies are emerging as a distint fibrm of indepen-
dent intermedia_te'study, thus making possible tr e th r l of
the three patterns of application lahele(1 A. and C in /

Figure I. This schema also suggsts.that certain. distinctions
within and hetween ,ci ce and scentists are likely to become

.



Potential Clients
Actively Concerned
With 'Public 'Problems"

y

DECISION- MAKING ARENA

The. CangreaS

The President

OT_ Study of.U.S.-
Program,OMB,Treasury.
_perspectives

"Intermediate"
Knowledge and
Staff Processes V. FEX Project Independence VI

ERDA Program Planning
RfF studies

National Laboratories
Industrial and University

S Laboratories

Coherent, nowledge
and
Trained Expert

--, Petroleum,
Mining Engineering

SCIENCE RESOURCES

Ford FoundI tion
Energy Project
Voluntary Assn studies
Special Interest group
studies

III. Physio70,GeologYt
Economies'

IV. Theoretical Physics

(e.g.fusion.theory)
Economic theory

FIGURE-II: ILLUSTRATIONS OF STUDY FUNCTIONS IN TERMS
OF NATIONAL SNER(Icf PROBLEMS AND POLICIES
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more prOnounced as those three patterns 'are differentiated
and .developed.. Sonic nt tho'ramifications are indidated in

.4the following observnt.i-

Identifying Policv-RlevanL

Policy-oxientodsadies,in contrast to problem-
oriented studies, accentuate inArent differences in the im-
port; for purposes of golicy analy4is,'-of. any specific
scientific knowldgo.' .tn a probierneoriented Study the aim
is to gpvise solutions d;:awing'on the totality of knowledge
and 'kdbw-hUw. TFIP ne,.,:lode- brought to bear must be viewed
Comprehensivtly, The in La policy-oriented studieS,on the
other.hand,must be to lislate-those few scientific findings
or technical facts, nny, that will make a ciitical differ-
ence in shapingispecitie 1-_;(J.L.*27J; and options. This use
of. science requires adied soils running counter to scientists'
sense that because anv L of knowledge might be germane,
policy-makers and thir ,--nffs should comprehend, as much
science and tnchnoin Tt calls for increased
-sensitivity to to money-relevant knowledge and
to the deveLo'oment o -.1n1luos For identifying such knowl-
q.dge-

Priorities within o, 1 1 ft., 0 l 15 S

The unCnr.iia of policy-relevant knowledge
is :thus central. le ;,o)LaarLant.ed studieS. So is the type
of imaginative', .-ad! that makes use. of science
to increase pot:::L,,ni Roth add new babes for

:identifying prirori :Ls interest and inquiry within the
body of orgAnio se' er Aguregches to science
incorporutingli,n riraaiT!(LinfLons thiiiS appeal to the side
of scienfifiC_Itn4L.,i, ooleiot ingoLin onlilosophy, the humanities,
and science fLnt-,.o. o Lan'do ',1-leapproaches which empha-
size iarget 'Jar ' ':paivlin coo testing, within
a disc-i.mlino, nhernce of a qi von body of sci-
entific L:now,,iri!.

ide--)etracint I !! 1 i I tiS tutionS

in n t- :ormn-lizat iona 1 arrangements,
policy-or:learn:a Lo be incompatible with
problem -orIE:!nt.od non'icy =oriented studies suffer
the most in: ,t1-L:o.:ablished independent mission.
Ei.torts ,nnLanc Lno of policy choices acid unxelcome
complez177 ine understand the problems involved
in oopi_n,; oq)oudonc Les Moreover , expansion

eac di-oat extent on stimulaing
n ; ens underlying conventional



technical solutions a given area of social problems.

Traditionally, the free press and voluntary associa-
tions have performed this critical function in our plural-
is:tic society, However, the difficulty of remaininci-tech-
Rically well informed and ti-Ce tendency to assume technolog-
ical and related .r!conomic imperatives in many areas of so-
cial:interest from national security to personal health and
well-being has discouraged creative criticism. Nevertheless,
the rOcord of the arm control and environmental movement-
suggsts tilt associations espousing different values, goals,
and interests are coming to play folatively more constructive
and important roles in policy-oriented studies. Future
policy issues tire} bring anticipated in ways that may fore-
stall unnecestary, but possibly irrdvocable, commitments to
the application of one or another technological solution to
a social probleM made in ignorance of foreseeable conse-
quences.. AnticiOatory,studies of this kind give, substance
to the patterns of application labeled C in Figure I.

Such efforts tend ito be institutionally incompatible
with efforts dedicated to the development and application of
technologies or to t-ho advance of the sciences in terms of
direct applicions. Legislative mandates for environmental
dnd technological impact:t assessments are a first step in .-the,

creation of letni -t :mate, independent institutional support
for policy-oriented ff_ndies. Viable intellectual institutions
with the pendence and capacity to make critical policy,
o sessmernf in those terms have yet to be developed, hoWever.

Fr pert: Genralistf=;.

Po.tc!ntlatlY P: ,Icp-oriented studies will contribute
significantly to gonerai higher education. As such studies
help expand policy choices, they can be used to train indi-
vidualls to function batter, as the integrating devices that
alone can make the kinds of choices which distinguish a
political denomination of a public policy from a calculated
solution to, a deffined problem. Collective efforts and rou-
tinized procedures cannot substitute-ffer the human being as
an integrating and judgmental device expressing unique com-
inationn of inLere, valuo, and circumstances.

Policy- ehted_stadies are not, threfore, just the
province of the scientific specialist or a new profession,
no matter how h such specialization might be. Rather,

as the qualit-y licy-orionted studies improves( educated
compc,Lonee as export generalists is likely Oo emerge- among
sc_ -Lists and other 'l-

7sionals, as well as among leaders
uhlic afr likely to be an adjunct to any one

a number ii le o::pert specializations rather than



a frac! tandi ng capability. The pervasive need for expert
generalist compoLonces creates a formidable, but by no
means insurmountable challenge to oUr educational institu-
tions and to educated 1*,Idership.

Self-correcting AspeeLsPoltceriented Studies

Because inquiries aimed at policy-oriented studies
must take account of the 'current and, possible future public
policy environments and of scientiFic-knowledge, they require
a capacity for timely self correction beyond that 'tYpically
involved in either the decision-making arena, where the
emphasis is en lmmediatcAccountability with less regard for
truths or ,unattained possibilities, or the world of science
where the emphasis is on the endless search for truths with.
-relatively little acceanfability-for the consequences.

The emergence of policy-orientePstudies as a form
of intellectual inquiry thus enhances the possibility that
the sciences, and mostparficularly.the social and humane
sciences, may not on 1: be Lipplied more fully to public prob-
lems, but that such ut icr-u may also contribute to improve-
ments- in the qualitY hilC effectiveness of policy-oriented
studies themselves. En Lnis way the disciplines dedicated
to studies of man and and related questions of values,
interests, and goals :Ja expected to contribute to the
processes of appinq kn,i]Jge, even though they may have
'relatively less to offer ,ao'the specific solution or resolu-
tion ot a itibLic aroalam.

These:five oh,,--rvaLions indicate sumo of the implica-
tions which the :a',_ructur- of interdisciplinary

-

efforts to appl'z s- to mablic problems may have on the
uses of knowleddo, at the us one entQrorise, on our intel-
lectual instiLutida 'ne education of individuals, and
on the capacity of U a cu ny to manage interactions between
knowledge and oubLd'Hit'a_ira in a more systematic, holistic,
and seIfecarteeLine allstitos.

tt

In the illoit--sf'ot mankind and of our civilization,
the maj or new cc/suede:ea available on Earth have been the
accumulated deLentlaily useful knowledge about nature
and society ant the eoh' 5 M111_1, Cildt.Tg( human imactituatiun
furl by thishichowiedge. Se*, knowledge of how to generate
scientific knewledge vitt- usOly at will and on a mass produc-
tion basis has taade it to e>nloit material resources,
witshot4L the praclical tm-itiLe of the past. Knowledge is no
longet the ill:ILL:ea 'etatur it: once was. In the future any limiting

rs aLl hve to he is el on specific knowledge of how
and ;h-n Lo use seiehlitHe knowledge in this fashion and When
nut da)

.12



Thus far such knowledge of how best to use resources
and to husband them has been demonstrably. inadequate, con- u

sidering the total aspirations of humankind. The structure
of interdisciplinary inquiry discussed in this paper suggests
that there is a discerniblevolution in the structure of
knowledge and its applications that ca help overCome this
inadequacy. More can be done to aceeiNFate the procesS.
The key is the emergence of policy-oriented studies' based on
an increased capacity to identify and take account Of crit-
ically important policy-relevant scientific knowledge and
technical facts, and the use of such, studies in the processes
of making and implementing public policies.



.flThe dimensions of society's problems seldom
coincide with the boundaries of academic
disciplines or any combination of them.
... nevertheless, .there is now an emerging
stucture to knowledge in action th at may
help overcome these.limitations.
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"We're coming to an age where c begin to
question the real value of 'disciplines
and Lheir associated reducticnism, including
th6 paradigm fads that drive a discipline
so strongly.

'-'11HP(?hmqn

holism is a fine concept or ideal, but
won't it simply immobolize ailyone who tries
to take ii, as an oaerating principle .._?"

o
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A.

CONCEPTUAL DIFFICULTIES IN PROBLEM-ORIENTED RESEARCH:

FORMULATFNC THE 'HOLISTIC' QUESTION*

Charles P. Wolf
Frederick J. Rossini

In his background paper for Workshop A, Walf posed
the plistic question as "ill-defined," one about which there
is considerable uncertainty as to desired outcomes and the
steps necessary to achieve them. Policy questions, e.g.,
energy policy, are typically of this order, and methodologies
for policy analysis such as technology assessment share in
this ambiguity. ',N1though scientifically interesting just
because of these complexities, ill-defirted problems fall
outside the boundaries of "normal science" as Thomas Kuhn
.(1970) defines it. Rather they occur at preparadigmatic stages
of scientific development or, at points of "paradigm crisis." 2/
While these are fit.occaions for holistic Questioning-, they
violate the criterion ef scientific "goodness" that directs
attention and concoatratesrosources on tractable problems --
those ripe for solution. As well as being refractory, problems
of this order are characterized by their interdisciplinarity.
They appear to call fur d differbnt order of cognitive skills
than those of the dominant (empiricist-reductionist) paradigm,
skills we presently cannot exercise with systematic mastery.
The holitic question thus remains an open one.

DISCUSSION

ort

With thi5-; =A3 a starting point, the discussion moved off
in all directions. This summary offers some reflections on the
talking points mint is well as reporting their substance.

,----- . .

Approache Il huir,stic ()Lie -tinnily-,_
-:.)

In addressing the holistic question we can proceed along
several lines. Refinements an the opening Question take such
form2 as these:

k Charles P. Wolf (Chair), Frederick J. Rosini (R-oporter),

Clair Biong, Roserary Chalk, C. West Ch4rchman, Harvey
Dixon, Robert Knapp,tGenevieveRnezo, Ann Nancy, Richard Rettig,

Robert Rich, Arthur -Weiner, and Carol Weis,



What is our exberionce of situations to which
holistic questions may be appropriatelydirected
or in which they aro effectively engaged?'

How do hoistte questions arise? In what contiAts,
circumstances and (!ase-* What kinds of:-problms
require d holistic approach:

A

What do We undersFand by the "holistic qUeStion"?
How do we know we have the question right?

What is the procos-- institutional as wall as
intellectual bY which hulls ic questioning can
be carried oat"

How can holi14ic guinns be bounded .o as to
appear manageahlW e.sPcially, how can- conceptual
boundaries be dlaWh in a nonarhitrary fashion?

0

O Surely we aro deo Pie with analyzed wholes for
thinking about Hal-1 to a mmence. Plhat is the

A

prober mode c4r.1 '1,e)ist-.ic analysis" and can it
be performed cons1-!a_ontly, reliably, and in such%,
a manner As t .Teiri or regainyhOleness?

C

O Who is intii ri . :s.tie question What are
their purposes ie :;-,1-iii and their uVos for answers?
ca: examp

Y
e, HOW r.'.:', holistic thinking enter into

the dec_ision-meind proeuss? 7
_

0 1,,-Hi a t g re -_! some. e sert,, I , a In holi4fteic questio - and
,------

what is LHHec amo:,si eate_i utility? /

* Can hoiisf-ic ':1-L.1ing be leoxined, and If he, what
can n done ise the learning curve and apply
the

he discussion th.e:
riumber theso -.est

NhY!_ --Ho re.

esed, but i_aiLcid to resolve, a
4

Though it took some 'ilia- Surfacing throughout the confer-
ence, an undurlyind assam;,i. ,, ,J particiOants scorned to be that
science an: A :-i0CLAi inqtitAl!--I ,n is expo encinv a "crisis
of confidunce" not uniiZ,z trios- besettiig other institution's
(Moynihan, 1_967). What is more disturbiri is that is

expetod of sei,.:noe -- :_iehal-)__:, Leo maieh, In -1948 -George
Lindberg- askocr, "Can :;cience, Thve [Is"/ answer was affir-

'4mative, 1-Jut this .orebosite- o: "scierse as salvation" appears
---,

ulere-!eHreHe .1,11-e',,]s _. H ; :-si-., eio,':-ist and intonsifv
amid -,,'cl mTirandi..!_emea o: se:eilii!i_c institutions. 3/ There



is growulg dissatistactien with scientific performance in
societal problemsolving and with its competence for serving
humilri purposes. Th,f3e s-iqns point to a paradigm crisis in
"normal science" and 'motivate a desire to replace the dominant
paradigm with one ',Itticiently robust to meet the challenges
of social crisis. That is what our discussion was about --
finding new was of doing science that meet the conditions
of our existence, without sacrificing their scientific
quality. This dilemma is effectivelyiposeci by Mitroff and
FeatherinA2m/(1974: 393): In the end the question facing
science may Le, What would we ratherhave, precise answers
to questions loosely if not poorly conceived or significantly
less prescise answers tc questions better conceived?"

Cannliol_ism Savo r.

Given these percei7ed failures in nofmal science,
holism presents itself a:: a logical candidate for paradigm
replacement. Is scientific acti,Tity overspecialized? Bqcome

is ft 111 imaqination constricted?
Become cpmprehensi-in. at Is ci rw scientific paradigm
really just Fir: med ectin4s* al needs-2 Is the dominant
paradigm, with all successes, really
threatened with ins innal breakdown? And, IE a holistic
paradigm Fon f-. research4now emerging?

SE

What is

c_
The term "hm-ils:t." .L; attributed to Jan Smuts in his

--,

1925 book,-NiIcalin afd or (Ansbacher 1951i 142). Its
biological nrtentanion has bneadenud to encompass psychology 4/.--

and, indeed, .np;:ml. seion (M tatanffy, 1.968). As a movement
of o'Ight hoir-sm wAs propelled by the Unity of
Science "movement" ef CCIP 19l1r,ls Lnd later by the General
Systems "movement.' 'eentral to this approach is the concept
of ,br:;7:=;Lom,, ln. ,..:n0,!, systems at that.E7/ . Hardin (1972: 38)

,t)drawn the liniation in ecologicalcontext that "We can
never do morels one thing." Providing a solution at one poitit
in the system :=0Af7ES a problem at another. This is what
Amory Lovinb !I1H tho Principle of Interrelatedness, which
he views '1-1 -. !dbrlyinq "bho incredible tangle of human problems."
The task frt_ holistic it then is to translate problems
identified and defined Lh this larger social context into
proper scientific gastions. According to Mitroff and
Illankenship (19-,Ill: -51), a methodologially complete holistic
approach would invedve Lou sociology of knowledge, the
philns-,1)hy of= scteno, e_hics, law, epistemology, and systems

IL is this .malccntnal.apparatus which the holistic
1ppro1 .H1-71 Tit inb t.-. 1),Hr on social diagnosis and mc-lioration.

, .



'111 i t o"_

Karl Popper 71) contends'that "wholes" in this
sense caniknever be the H of scientific inquiry. The
scientific "revolution" 'in or intended aims at
precisely that, however; that is its revolutionary 'promise.
in the revolutionary process I will necessarily redefine and
reconstruct tho scientific enterprise itself. Problems are
given and solutions at sought not by the scientific community
alone but by the ,,,targer societal community of which it is a
leading part The paradigm "rit" of Apping scientific knowl-
edge onto the structure of socret-iti.Clutions will require

at4ment in the former as muTh an in the latter. This course
-steers .61an1erously n-i the vcientific socialism" of
Marxf_sm-Leninism, ti wh:L_7h, s-7iontitic integrity has been
cbmpromised ti(-1 the autT,alony of science has been subordinated
to the rink if "party'sc,-1.-." Put this lamentable precedent,
L5 a perveision of thn n.)lit,c revolution which strives to

imbalance ih tn e,. ciso science in relation to
society. mar--:ist science paradigm is
correct in rucogni,'.in -actio of science 4nd sobiety
and that annot be avoided.
Similarly, Alvin has argued ,that, for problems
attended bv groiL/Uncorn' or having strong political
overtones, adegoate solu ,..innot be supplied by science
alone. sush :7onsiders, is as much a
political AttVi.tV fH,-. one. ft follows that to
-crystalize ti-' Hi:m involves the creation of/
Lcans--sionti );'; t

enti:

p' Lhe evolution (or
revolution) of A ne-,: h e-- within the scientific community

' It mig-ht 1n-.L: -er t- n. -1t_. requires the evolution of a new/
scientific communL7:_'-,-. '..±,1-1 incorporates all parties at
inH.r::.st and ackw..H,L:.-: .:.L1 sides -of the complex relation-
ships involv(2d. ! _.!111 no longer restrict itself only
to the4-"sTientitifli.,:" 1 H1i.-.11 atiG0 of research questions. The
deci,sion makers' must participate directly in the
research t)rocess, a -iltored through the ,scientists'

.r,)taalixations for research must
deal with "the needs ul In H ',scientific community and
decision makers, in wi L of the public as well. The
Crab] -arc f:7 holistic no furies understanding the
human sysems is ---.Tcated, transmitted, and applied.

IC: II 0. 0 1 t.1.10 trans-scientific
their values and perceptions

hndor the

4.
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dominant paradigm in the names of "objectivity" and "scien-
tific neutrality," value inclusion is integrl to the holistic
approach. Morality, tdeology, land intuition thus claim a
legitimate place in trans scientific_ inquiry. Since personal
and social truths, iiviluding values, are based, upon diverse
individual -and collective experience and the interpretations
placed upon it, we arrive at a paradox of the atIT9 of knowl-
edge and the plurality of truth. In t4he holistparadigm
there are many complementary approaches to knowing. Becaus_
.pluwral, the intellectual task is more difficult than simply
changing the conceptual system of one or ahOtIler specialist
group. The "republic science" becomes a "democracy of
theories."' More- or, 17-0 is a kind of reflexiveness in the
relation betwee cnowcr s Ahd ways of know /---tft-s.qugh the

holistic para- inteliectual clari 'ication and
coherence are possible in the midst of this diversity?

The Uses of Holism

If the scientL ic truthg a holistic approach might
discover are relative and not absolute, their applications
must likewise be contextual-zed. Holistic questions are not
an end in themselves but a means for examining Vle hidden
assumptions and complex interactions that elude partial
approaches and analysc, Decision-makers are led into rs
of judgment and action by the fragmentary condition of knowl-
edge on which their (Necisins are based. Can holistic
thinking become action-oriented in a way which would prove
helpful to the problem-solveror derision-maker? Not, it
would seem, without v(onturing into the institutional arenas
of policy formation and decision. The scientific division
of laBnr is not such as to make self-administering. But
effecting an entry into p6litics" encounters the familiar
institutional barriers of limited authorizations and juris-
dictions. Holistic thinking is inhibited and:constrained
by :the institutional'configuratiOns of departmentalism and
compartmentalism, specialism,and seetarianism. To articulate
with the-policy decision system requires a deeper understanding
of ser needs."

The tts r c,t Holisn

EAw --rience with decision-makers in federal, stateiand
ilcal a _ncies suggests that in cases such as mental health

use of social srienci research informNtion is less for
problem-solving than for bakground knowledge, agenda setting
and problem formulation. Policy-makers are not moved to
acting on holiitic tnowledge because of the large-scale, perhaps
utopian, changes impliod and Lite tendency to treat as policy
variables f7oices iii' - pulation growth that are largely
beyond their cont'rol Lcv is rather made through a series

I. 0



of smaLl-seale changes "disjointeincrementalism"-- and
the hol4stie 'approach fiod; not seem to mesh well with today's
decision-makers' informa7,on needs. Even broad policy issues
may be fractionated i.nt narrow decision contexts and choices.
At a minimum, there is a 11eraS-1.-d translation problem
between holistic -approaches and the particil4ar Situaons
in whicP1 they'muSL operatc. Hew can the closure and certainty
that polic-makers desire be secured by following the holistic
approach? More imchrtqnr, -ituat-Ue s 3 =din'-ed 1 anf 13[1,0

recognized as probleThatic be changed ciiihout chcinging the
f-

systems that generate them:

'..WMMARY

The proceeding points wereome things thought about
in workshop discussion. As, with the backa-csound paper, it
better illustrate,d than alleviated the conceptual difyculties
in holistic thtnking. If inere was anything like convergence
In such A free-form excifirc seem to point more in the
direction of describind :.p :1:5 of ileiontifiO maarse than
oE prescribing the basic itilcitectualfracewoltk for remedying
them. 1:fary recommen,Tht_idu was forthcoming, it seemed to
favor continuing the dialuuuo begun here. The holistic
past :1 continues t r / ()den, but perhaps wolraise it

wit* Frc,h urucrimf: .eilror insight.

V 4 *

As Routfld p mO ,.tniutd rnivorsiti defines the problem
spac, there -11nutn components of complexity: number

ut varibies, Chr-- i unceiJiainty and tins' factor. In the
worst oasd" OF H oH siis uuotions, variables are numerous,

masiKnrman (1_976: catalogues no fewer than 21 different
trieitnincs of "oo:.44,lcri" in Kuhn's first (1962) edition of

The 5tructure ki-ivo1ntionsi 5he groups them in three
.

Irtain e:assn: soci_olegical,and construct paradigms.
t-=rmo a "pattern laftrunce," we can speak of a paiadiqm as
"main piLL:: i inteliiciuni activity. The proOkradigmatic

stss_. is then roughly ant', o 6.s to pattern recognition" and para
!iglu "natfrn

1 1 1, 1 )11; I 1.- 1

rohlem of crril and the ascendence
t 1:7-1 t 11 1 l 1_



4 For 'c,.ample, "lt H characteristic *of the holistic n proach
that it views the human being. 41s an organized unity na

seeks to understand varous phenomena of human behavior in
terms \of thelunderlyinq organization. Thus the concept basic
for holistic explar,ation is that of organization o _inter ration
(Angl,al 194;8.: 178) .

5/ .Mitroff and Bla (1973: 339f define "whole _systems"
as those where "'t is behavior (performance) of each of the

components' cannot be -asured or evaluated apart from the
whole system of which are a part.:' .These are contrasted
with "astbmi§tic ,t-t-,erris in which the opposite conditions
and rocedures apply.

Wittfogel (1963 iii) calls for a "macro-analytic
revolution" - the need for"blq-8truct.ures concepts"

to wage ideological competition against Marxism. Apart from
the-Cold Mar p6lemic;_s:in which he couched his phrase; what
sevms di tine of current deveA.opments is a demand for
emvcricarpreeisie- as well as intellectual substance.
"1-IOUs ic and quant i tati-ve "" might, be its manifesto/
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B.

MOTIVATION AND REWARD STRUCTURES:; %WHAT ARE T INCENTIVES

''RISKS IN DOING PROBLEM- ORIENTED RESEARCH?*

Rohald Corwin
Sherry,Arnstein

Three questions guided the workshop in its discussion. This
summary is-organized around those questionsthe bullets
indicate the group's responses. Six recommendations resulted
from the discussion.

DISCUSSION

1. What Are The Differences Between Multidisciplinary And
fnterdisciplinary Approaches To Problem-Oriented
Research Projects? Are There 'Different Risks And
Incentives For Eac--

Both multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity are
viewed as means and not an end to problem-oriented
research. While interdisciplinarity is harder to -
achieve, it will increasingly be required as scien-
tists become more involved in studying complex
societal problems. They in= )lve a different under-
standing of how the problem is to be defined and how
the research is structured. Multidisciplinary re-
search tends to fragment a problem into different
parts which can then be studied separately by repre-
sentatives from the various disciplines involved.
These separate studies are then assembled into a
final report. consisting of discrete chapters contrib-
uted by the various team members involved and fre-
quently includes some after the fact overview and
final chapter(s) grafted on by the principal inves-
tigator- Interdisciplinary research is more team-
oriented, and its primary distinguishing features

Ronald Corwin (Chair), Sherry Arnstein (Reporter), Kenneth
Beasley, Donald Gerwin, Lowell Hatterv, Kenneth Heath.ington,

Donald Michael, John McKinney, and Vernon Root.
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bo These IncentilVet And-' Risks Vary Within Different
Orgar4zational EnvironMents? Are There Techniques Of
-OverdMing The Risks Arid Enhancing The Incentives?

. ,

The incentiveS-and risksfor engaging in problem-
orieorien=ted research

,

ted esearch vary not only among, but. _within
discrete-organizations. Land grant colleges, fair`.
example, have a long-estah;i4shed:norm for applied
research while traditional co -leges have more
generally favored basic knowledge development. More-
over, although much attention has been directedttoward
the problems of the universities in generating good
:interdisciplinary re arch efforts, there is some evi7
dence that private r-I earCh firms also experience
difficulty in mobililing interdisciplinary tears..
These difficulties within private research groups are
seldom talked about openly, Or reported in the litera-
ture because interdisciplinary studiesre a major
marketing strategy used Oy the .firms w11iph are, in
fact, madt: frequently produTing multidisciplinary ,
studies.-. _N

Certain departments within a university are much more
prone to_encourago interdisciplinary work than others.
Since interdisciplinary efforts emphasi2e a shared
approach toward studying a problem, only those indi-
viduals who enjoy this sort of exchange Would be likely
to .seek out this kind of work. In the laissez-faire
environment of the university, however, the volunteers
for interdisciplinary teams are in the Minority

An important factor affecting a university deparbment's
attitude' toward interdisciplinary research centers
upon how that activity might affect the departmental
budget.= If a faculty member participates half-time
in an interdisciplinary project and his or her de-
partment does not retain full authority over that
member's salary and some percentage of the overhead
allotted to contract awards, then the department
perceives a negative influence upon its general re-
sources, both in personnel time and dollar's.

Another factor aft-- 'sting the departmental attitude is
the promotion or lure review of a facultyJnember
engaged in interdciplinary research. If department
heads and faculty do not directly review work per-
formed outside of4the department, then that effort
may be perceived as "lost" or "wasted" time for "the
faculty member u Ant- review. This perception- could



are a shared definit
f !

of the problemhthat: permeates
the total research process and a final product which
blends the various coptributions so that neither-the
identity hor the disciplinary background orthe
indiVidual tuthorsdan be determined. In -stead of
dividing the tasks along traditional diseiblipary
lines, the research team jointly structures the problem
and draws on appropriate tools and technique

-from each of.their fields, sometimes inventing new
methods to cope, with those questtont which ineViably
will cro disciplinary lines.

These two approachesmay be characteried as the
"coexistence"'model:where they cooperate without
conceptual integratibn and the "collaboration" mOdel"
where they jointAipapecify the problem and jointly
elect, techniques to work on the coluC.on. 'Multi-

)disciplinary.research offers greater icentive i
.

terms of its potentialsfor evaluating each resea cher's
contribution to the final product. The researcher is .

able to gait more recognition for his or her study
wince the contribution represents a disciplinary effort.
Departmental endorsement of multidisciplinaryprojects
is usually:.much_,.easier to obtain as-the.re8earcher- in
most cases is not, reqiiired to be ,absent from the de-
partment location, and the'Contract dollars for the ,

study can be directly channeled-through the departments
involved. Interdisciplinarresearch, however, offbrs
more risk in this area bynature of its consolidated
or joint research process and product. The ,interdis-
ciplinary framework tends to wash out the identity of
the contributors and, therefore; it is very difficult
to evaluate each individual car disciplinary effort.

In ,,some cases, however, the incentives for inter-
diseiplinary research outweigh this-risk because the
research offers a more realistic' approach to the
problem and its results thus tend to b more useful.
The ability to interact fully with other disciplines
On a problem-oriented-task also presents a motiva-,

.tional incentive for those researcher, who are in-
terested in learning from othO._disciplines. Yetthe
hierarchy,or level of sophstida'ton of-the gethod-
ologies involved in an int:rdiscinary effort also
affects this team effort an mode of operation. The
"meshing" proceSs thas7run :risk-of one discipline
dominating -the others. The eTET6nomis 'sinput-output
model, for example, when presented o a team can
appar so powerful that the team converges around the
mddel with little'rocognition of how much dates and
?nformation n!,:niudod 07 the _model is adopted as,
the driving tochn4_que of tho'atudy
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be balanced by evaluation from external reference
grou0s. However, jn many cases where interdisciplin-

Very effgrts are involved, the department does not
fully recognize ior endorse either the journals or
organizations which might -serve: as this balancing -
review agent. Pdblicatibn in interellsciplinary
journals,'for example, does not sat3,sfy the "publish
or perish" *requirement of many departments which will
withhold promotions and tenure unlessthe faculty
member has published in the traditional professional
disciplinary journals. -0

It should be noted,: however, that the h ;ring and
-promotion value system of the_university are coming
under close scrutiny by. tnegepartments and faculty
_themselvesaswell as 0104-__inistratorSi_Student$1___
and, in some cases,outsidit funding,sourees. 'There

a beginning groundswelloefeeling that the exist-
g peer review sksemr:ieinforces the status quo and-.

411 too =often resitricts'the departments' from innovat--
thg or experimenting with alternative organizational
approaches (such as short-term projects between de-
partments or colleges, team efforts, and recrtlitment
of outside talent for,limited duration of studies).

Some academics and program managers perceive extended'
interdisciplinary research activities as a serious
thrtat to a researcher's disciplinary knowledge base.
if the researcher consistently works on- problem-
oriented tasks and does not*"re-tool" within his or
her discipline, the methodologies and insights that
are brought to bar-on the research project may grow
out-Of-date with the more recent addition of method-
ology and theory within the disciplinary knowledge
base. There is a perceived trade-off here between
using a given level of-knowledge (which-may be a year

out-of-date),in order to do policy-relevant
-esearch, and developing up-to-the-minute research 1

Vance a:t. all: -Although these differen choices mayPIwithin a discipline which may have no lex rele-

appeal to different kinds of.'individuals, the uni-.
versity reward system often encourages the latter 'and,
thus inhibits t interdisciplinary or policy-relevant
research procesSi. It is argued by some that the
university has no business engaging in 'this kind of
research at all. tarter, the role of the university

_,
is indeed to build the k bawledge se which can be

,
applied plewhore en real world problems.
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,3. What AcademiC Trends.Seem To Be Affecting These Risks
And Incentives For Interdisciplinary Rese rch?

Some traditional disCiplines have pree4red.a,sogment
of their population for working in a Diverse Xanae
of organizations, and thus these various career
&hoiceswere viewed aS an ,fladbeptable" or :'legitimate
use of'the disciplinary kneit:Iledge. Others -- such.as,
economics or -Soaiology -- were strongly oriente
toward preparing students for university career and
are just beginning to make this switch?toward,1 4-
imizing dimrse careers in nonacademic wettings.
This switch, caused for the most part by,the declin--
ing academic,tarket,makesit unreasonable for
current uniVersfty facultyto-continue to try to
create replicas of themselves. Eventually it may
create a new value system within the students as to
which- kinds of knowledge are more useful and relevant
for realistic carder selection and preparation.

A

Some professional schools --,in busincpps administra-
tion and social work, for example -- have attempted
to prepare.a student f a wide range of roles and
tasks which often requ ii4e gathering knowledge and n-
f6rmaticalmlfrom diverse sources.- -Yet the training° for
these students often represents a strictly multidii-'
ciplinary approach; that is,- the student is provided
lectures and reading_ilists on the different parts of
a subject but is notoffered the synthesizing or
holistic analysis which address the problem-SOlving
`process. It is left solely to the student (or
eventually to the business manager or social worker)
to Put the various components of data and-informa-
tion together. Nevertheless,-the professional schools
may be more conducive to futur' interdisciplinarity
than the discipline departments. They are already
problem-oriented; they are c'Ir -Wally prescriptivd'
and norma ive in'their approa,_ ,they have a map of
the outs

1)1-''
e world to which theLcurriculum is related;

they already have riuMerous disciplines appointed to
the'faculty; and they seem to be increasing the
number Of .electives offered to stUdents.-

Blends of traditional disciplines are beginning t9
emerge '-' such as social psychology, physical chemis-
try, etc. --which are viewed as a further refining
of the reduCtionist process rather than a trend to-
ward interdisciplinarity. These blends, coupled
with rap 'd g-owth and new discoveries, often repre-
sent a wa f r rising faculty members to gain status
and prestige -ithin a fairly narrow time span.
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erdiscipliparyaroblemtordented research is
receiving more afitention now than it did ten years
ago and, like,:-.most conceptual ideas, it takes time
to achieve what Donald Schoen teens "ideas in- currency

kECOMMENDATIONS

While Workshop B did not attempt to reaChconsensus
orx:recommendatZonwf6p reducing risk and increasing incenT.
tives for prolblem,-oriented research, various action proposals
were-discussed. Theseincluded the following:

The AAAScould play a leadership role in fostering
problem-driented-research. This leadership ro e might
include such actions as ponsoring symposia, i viting
original policy science ai-ticles in Science ma4azine,
and giving recognition to interdisciplinary journals
by reprinting selected policy articles.

The AAA S could consider changing i name to the
Am rican Association for the Advancement of Society
..Though Science to indicate its endorsement and
legItimization of problem-oriented research.

Universities interested in fostering interdisciplinary
problem-oriented'' studies.could make it clear that they,_
support this kind of research)ny introducing a funda-
mentally different aproach to tenure and promotion
reviews for those faculty members .who do participate
in interdisciplinary prOgrams. For example, they
could require departments to offer to involved
faculty members such incentives as reduced publica-
tion requirements and acceptande of publication in
intOrdisciplinary, jov..venale.

versities could encourage departmental participa-
_6n in problem-oriented research -by providiAg.extra

overhead dollars for those departme s which are
willing to engage in interdisciplinar studies.

'Dopartments could encourage involved culty by
providing such incentives as reduced t _aching load,
reduced publication requirements, ex ea secretarial
support, and extra sabbatical time.
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4
Universities interested in fostering intsFdisciplinary
research might consider introduction of the innovative'
incentives employed by the Transportation Center a
the University of Tennessee. Theseinclude4

/

A line item support in the University Midget for
the Institute;

Salary p us overhead on a staff of 110 which goes
to the institute;

Reimbursement to the department for thes'al y of
a factilty member plus 50 percent ovqrhead;

Fadulty participation in institute studies is
recognized by thqdepartment as tine out of fif-
teen,evaluation irems considered for promotion
mid tenure,reviews.



$qt:

natural lejeetion mechanismsdiare triggered
in universities when such interdisciplinary
problem-oriented oTgAnizations are created.
Strong support from.`- -administration, lots of

.

money, arlp a strong reader may serve as an
immunrppresent, but a htory'of such -erg
izati hal efforts, have to be entitled

History of F4ailure'."ti

.Don I 'ash
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PROBLEM-ORIENTED RESEARCH PROJECTS

LEADERSHIP, MANAGE!ENT, COMMUNICATION FACTURS*----

Leslie Rugg
Raymond Woodrow

GENERAL POINTS

In the discussion of this working group, 'eras

/understood that interdisciplinary researchrneant interdis-
t-

i\cipkinary, public problem-oriented policy - research. Stimu-
us statements and questions f9r this group included the

following:

. quality int_rdisciplinary research
performed in sp e of the traditional

university env,iron- t, not because,of it.

Iffhat are the differences between manage-
ment of interdisciplinary researbh, and
trail i t ions 1 re arch?

When doe_ a university co it "hard" money
to interdisciplinary research rather than
relying solely-on. outside sources?

The greup recognized that strictly speaking, inter-
disciplinary research per se does not equate with problem-
oriented research. For example, problem-oriented research
in fields like endrineerfng and agriculture is not interdis-
ciplinary. At the sane time, there is much interdisciplinary
research that is not problem-oriented, such as environmental
studies,. international studies, and urban studies.

TWo key areas of emphasis emerged from the disbussions.
Better ways must be ound for. providing incentivesto univer7
sity faculty to parti-ipate in long-term interdisciplinary
research., Traditiona university reward structures, which
are almost universal- tied to discipline-oriented departments,

Leslie Rugg (Chair) , Raymond Woodrow (Reporter , Vaug'n
Blankenship, Harold Chestnut, Bernard Cohen, alter Hahn,

Don Kash, Ann Macaluso, David Rose, David Schuelke, and
Christopher Wright.
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'-do not proVide this motivation. Better -ways must also be
found to encourage individual. faculty member participation ,

-required 1n rucin e -T

search. II

The project directbr is critically important to the
success of the operation and utilization' of Interdisciplinary
research. Leadership and, the ability to promote the project
and communicate its results both inte ally and externally
may be more important attributes oe::a otential director
relative to & successful outcome, than is outstanding scien-
tific competence. 7 ,

The discussion of the workshop group can be organized
as responses to three broad questions about interdisciplinary,
public prob1em-oriented research. i

MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

What are the important managrment considerations
regarding interdisciplinary research?

Interdisiciplinary research, as compared to multi-
disciplinary research, requires consistent working, probrem-
focused interaction among team mekbers to achieve (1) a
shared understanding of the problqm definition, (2) the tech-
niques available for studying the problem, and (3) he infor-
matipn each discipline can introduce into the rese4r:h process.
This interaction is especially important in the begiT Ting or
startup phase of the project a team members must leirn how
to communicate with each other /despite disciplinary ja gun
`obstacl-- and to develop a respect for the cbntributio s

,
each di pline may make.'

Since an important part of the research4process iS
the-Problem definjtion task, considerable attention must be
given to the plarTking stage of the research proOet and the
selection,. olt disciplines which should-be involved in the
study. However, it is this planning stage which is most
difficult to fund and justify and which most often falls to
low priority in the time schedule of may project manager,
who are committed to the projects in process.

IF

he dissemination and utilization phase of inter-
di ciplinNTy research involves not only publication and
dis tibuti&n of a report, but also interaction by the teen
membe *and the project director with those persons who are

.

identi? o0 ,-s, users or potential decision-makers in those
areas kinder' study in the prejee,t. The decision7making pro-
cess usually i c omp.1 i `d of many people and extends over a
wide range of disci sion points. If the researc i product is

4
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to be effective then the r sults of the research must be
broudht to the attention" those persons most capable of
implementing the research f:ndings. Often, even in first

.rate interdisciplinary policy research, inadequate time and
money is allocated for this phaSe. Active distemination of

H - lack' of status
within an'aqademic community associated with such activities-.
The academic emphasis is placed more solely on objectivity
and ekcellence, rathr-- than also on potential usefulness and
actual utilization of research.

The management`s of interdisciplinary research require
an administrative "flexibility" relatively -ique'Within the
more traditional enviro ent of the univers y. The ability
to offer, such s secretarial support, editorial

1
assistance, travel and pofessional meeting subsidies is
an important factor in_- is concept of flexibility. The
assurance that such lalnenities can be givenare some of the
extra points necessary to provide necessary additional in-
centives to faculty members to engage in non-traditional
action-oriented research.

c

ORGANIZATIONAL. DESIGNcONSIDERATIONS

How necessary is organizational design to the
management of interdisciplinary projects?-':Is it enough
jest tq have a group of good researchers working on a proj-
ect together in an interdisciplinary mode?

The role of the project director4s critically
important to the management of interdisciplinary research.
He must skillfully exercise his-entrepreneurial, conceptual,
managerial, and communication talents, as well as a continu-
ingsen§itivity to the needs of the team members. Yet often,
the project ditector is managing-a team of r 'searchers who
are assigned to the project on only a half- r quarter-time
basis. The loyalties and energies of these researchers are .

thuS divided between the project and the dep ttments o
divisions which they represent within the project. A deci-
sion must be made as to whether the director and team wish
to concentrate 04y on a short -term projects r to develop
a long-term cap` within the selected problem area.
If they, choose the latter, an organizational basis will be
required which can offer the same rewards and incentives
to the team members that they receive from their own depart-
ments.

4' An important conside=ration affecting the management
of problem-oriented research projects is the leackof. long-
term support for programs which could develop the capability
for doing research in specific problem areas. Unless a
university administratinn is willing to invest a sizeable
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cunt .of resources t provide program support, an action
which is licredsingly improbable in a time of rising costs
within the university, the team of researchers wishing to
do problem-oriented, interdisciplinary research must rely on
project funding from outside sources, primarily the Federal-%
Government. The organizational design must provide some
fle ibilit for absorbing the transfers of personnel and
resources, w 3V:-6V-a-FerrIVCvrved-±n---mu-lti-p-roject_managements.
The project manager therefore requires strong administrative
support to minimize the energy and time involved,ih starting-
up and,winding-down projects funded from separate source:`

A research group funded through short-term project
awards-rather than long' -term program support does not have
the opportunity to develop what might%be called "the sur-
vival instinct." At the initiation of a short-term project
this "instinct" is missing, and the project does not develop
the organizational base required to Survive in a larger com-
petitiVe interorganizational . environment. Instead,-the
project team goes straight for the product (research results)
and then disbands. Some of the people move on to other short-
term projects and the process begins again. The management
approach required in the absence of the survival instinct
thus tends to emphasize research responsive to the immediate
decision-maker's or other client's needs. It discourages
long-term approaches which would require team interaction
with users or implementers of the research beyond the dura-
tion of the project life itself.

LEADERSHIP COVSIDERATIONS_

What types of ersons are most likely to become
involved in intbrdisciplinary research within the university
environment? Hrow is leadership developed- within the project
team?

Many interdisciplinary research projects receive
their main impetus from a sinklie or group of senior indi-
viduals who have already established their academic reputes-
:ions within a di sr'olina,ry field and who have then decided

(to move into a pr rqem-oriented research area. These senior
)men and women have the capability of attracting a group of
younger tactility members who desire to have the opportunity
of both working with the senior person and doing research
in a problem-oriented area rather than focusing on a specific
disciplinary approach. As this younger faculty becomes
More exposed to the university reward systems, the profes7
sional risks involved in :pet-idinci a great amount of time in
problem-oriented research become Mbre apparent. Without
some form-or built-in organizational reward system, which
eguatTs the.-dtpartmental incentives, the younger faculty must
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choose bettlieen working. in the problem - oriented. area or ,

.returning to more traditional disciplinary research in-order
to develop their Own university status. The_reputa4on'or
endorsement of the senior team is often not sufficient to
gain. departmental recognition of the value of interdisciplinary
.research.

This "major founders" approach to interdisciplinary
research programs is much more entrenched at some universities
than cehers; in most cases, it is those universities which
have stronger departmental ties that are more likely
develop this approach toward interdisciplinary research, as
opposed to establishing an organizational basis for program
support.

Different characteristics are required for the

t:

leadership of e interdisciplinary research projeCt through
its separate p--_ ses, and it may be useful to change leader-
ship at dif-FeOnt phases to more correctly match these
characteriStiCs.. The start-up phase needs a manager who'can
both attract individual researchers and who can provide an

i-environment'conduciVe to breaking down barriers and analyz-
ing the different aspects of the research problem through a,
team approach. After the investigation has been completed
and the'report is beginning to develop, it4may be useful to
bring both a fresh perspective to the research task and to
synthesize. the-separate findings in a more interdisciplinary
and interactive fathion. The-project leader at this stage
also needs to be an aggressive promoter of the research
product interacting frequently and directly with potential
users 37- if its results are to be incorporated in the deci--
sion-making process. /

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

The workshop group did not have adequate time to
address fully whether these questions are, in fact, the est
ones to ask. The need for interdisciplinary policy research
taking place in differentsettings was generally taken as a
given. It was recognized that the case supporting the need
requires additional analysis and, presuming that such analy-
,sis strengthens the view tn_at the need is great, additional
advocacy of effective interdisciplinary policyresearch.

Another recognized.need is for a better'understanding
and a greater general awareness of the inherent rejection'
mechanisms within universities that inhibit interdisciplinary
research.
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D.

ALTERNATIVE ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGNS

TO MEET SOCIAL NEEDS*

Arie Lewin
Ian Mitroff

The workshop group had as a stimulus and guide-for
discussion a brief statement prepared by its chairman. The
statement focussed on attributes and characteristics of the
policy sciences. It stated that:

"As a result of our deliberations we may
conclude that the answer is not to be found
in structural changes of our existing research
and problem-solving organizations. It is the
objective of this workshop, howeyer, to ex-
plore alternative organizational designs rang-
ing from the conception of radical new organi-
zational designs to the adaptation and re-
design of Our current institutions as called
for, and to explore their organizational and -

political feasibility."

The workshop group agreed that it is the professions
in our society which are charged with solving real-world,
'systemic, ill-structured problems. Given this, they felt
that the professions needed more support at the university
plus societal levels. Allen Rosenstein- suggested the estab-
lishment of a National Foundation for the Professions which
would play a role similar to that played by NSF for science.
(He has already helped to introduce a bill, to that effect
in the Congress.) The main idea here is that we vitally
need different institutions operating from a diffeYent per-
spective to support holistic, interdisciplinary, public
problem-solving.

Gerald Gordon and others suggested we now know
enough to design an institution to support holistic research.
A key variable seems to be the psychology of the research

Arie Lewin (Chair), fan Mitroff (Reporter), Nathan aplan,
Kan Chen, Robert Cutler, Gerald Gordon, Paula Gor

William Newel, Allen Rosenstein, Saleem Shah, James:lor, and
John Waring.



administrator. It you want effective interdisciplinary
research, don't select a narrow disciplinarian as a leader.

The group's 1 isii7u_ision is organized under four
summary questions developed within thoworkshop discussion.

DIFFiCULTIES,OF PROBLEMORTENTEDRESEARCH

What are some of the difficulties involved in
establishing public pT7oblem-oriented researgh programs within
traditional organizational enw.ironments? How can these diffi-
culties he reduced?

A basic weaknos in interdisciplinary programs with-
in university, organi,zational structures is the disciplinary
model 14p6h.which theiy ar( based., The faculty who staff those
prograMs have ul 1 been trained in disciplinary environments.
In interdiciplinary,offoris they are expected to interact
within thee innovalive prograMS,in a completaly=n6W way.
This is an unrealistic ei(p-ctalion. Such interaction must..
be taught and nurtured in ar,:Jropriato, interested Participants.
Furthermore, piobleALorierted research is oftan viewed as
not a.wholly unHeciakinq For a university.

The t el I Lessional, as an agent of change
in problem-solvimi octivH,es, has been grossly underestimated
within the aniversity comi-innity. The National Science
Foundation, as the major soair' of funds For university re-
search and dovioiwi-n- in r_---;;nt years, may be warping the
academic environmen, emnasi/in '00011 once and scholarly
criteria tot heavily bver it inn prolessional, action-oriented
criteria. The it III or th.pro!'essi.onal schools need to be
boosted withiri,dnr, Hni'ad-_-sit. NSF is nat the proper model
Fur the pro(eSsic :n-Thers, although it may be a good
model the ,;cien_

Ln addien, 'Le fLek oL outside -inn mg support,
there i s als.o a 1. P , i : Loa -leveI administrativ support
within th,- nni-vers]f a structure. 'The Vide-Chancellor for
Pesonrch and enlf pro' ides one (shunned for Lis
support, but Hits-- is no roudiLy Identifiable office to which
Lit' Fenn iona t aclrnnistrotivc' assistance
in blob I.; a[1 =e; ; ; r.m ; n ne-oriented,
t +iv3 ; ;: t a cicin pro tet-itsIonal lY

n t r L .1 0 n - -aim ons+anni This roqiiires
,

I lc' rraqrams in the university,
ntippecrred ronn i n t 1 cc 0 ii 1 1 Ly M1_11e1 (.1_1 sdi p 1 L nary or
nt r(i 1,F;tt , r- en fall. short in curriculum

(10 1
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Basic research on the methodology of real world
problem-solving falls c Aide the scope of most government
R&D programs (including RANN), and-also outside the disci-
plines. It is extremely difficult to generate support and
find flAnding for this kind of research.

There tubby be a need for somettiingiiikea National
Foundation for the Professions which would offer support for
action-oriented, multiprofessional policy research. This

-----research currently finds little encouragement elsewhere.

ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN ',E:=-SONS,

Wtiatorganizational destgns have 'attempted to deal
with those difficulties? What lessons are to be learned,
from these design experiences?

Organizational design has only recently begun to em-
phasize the design of these institutions. Reliance pre-
viously has been plai;edon structure rather than the process
of communication anq4 -action 1-etweenstructures. Avoidance,
patterns are a common Force for designinglcrganizations in
the absence of control mechanisms within the design.

RAND and rir be viewed as prototype problem-
oriented organizations. 'The original design and congressional
mandate cif NTH was intended to estAlish an organization which
would focus on applied, missic;ay-oriented research. Its pur-
pose was to facilitate the wuik if the medical 'profession
rather than support individual disciplinary research. Yet
today NTH:views itself as a discipline-oriented, rather than
a problem-o-rient:_ed organiation, and the reason for this change
in directiongan he artril!')uted ru th;power in the discipline-
based adVisory r)anels which review grant aPplictions on the
basis of scinhili excellence rather than their relevance to
human licalth.

The- capability to perform problem-oriented research
requires a substantially long lead time._An institutional
memory of--how to effcctively devolpp:this:capability is not'
developed when a program relies scle1Y on project by project
funding. ir the universities are t0 develop this capability,
they muFL ii hc) i net per iL tt into "their education and train-
ing ,programs. They shouLd be encouraged to educate students
Fur Maitili4olo:-;n1 tobP2m-deFinition tasks, emphasizing
the de-rejopmont of A brolesskAlal, methodology for dealing
with amhiciuous quostions. There is some
wheLher t:,he ean undertake this task.
)

I



(l'Hi()BLEM-ORTENTED VFRS 3 DISCIPLINARY RESEARCH

What mix(Tetween'Orobl6moriented and traditional
divsciplinary research ]s iosirableT Can one organizltion
provide the proper environment for both kinds -of" research?

It is not at all certain what the mix or emphasis
on types of research should be. Problem-oriented research'
often focuses on ill-defined Cr unstructured questions,

. and
operates in the absence of a theoretical base or paradigm.
In the Kuhnlan sense, problep-oriented rescarah May represent
"revolutionary science" ana.4d1 seiplinary research is "normal
science." The NSF may be air appropriate source for supporting
normal science, but i 'barc to ho ill-suifed for the
support of revolutionary scienc(: because of,its bias -toward
disciplinary research. Therefore an organization'wbuld hive
to seek separate fundind flf it ej'kshod to maintain
a'mix of these :research c nLatins.

4
;1Furtheemor infdff(lisciplinary, problem-oriented

research is often much ';n07o costly than traditional research
and thus the mi;t: of nnd p"111-i _-. styles could not expect to
equally allocatceresour-d between these programs. Given
the bias and traditional Irc-ontives favoring the discipline-
oriented programs, d',estionable whether both can be
encouraged and d t ii Lille o g an Lc0t,iOfl.

The NI IMH h soil,- experience in supporting both
traditional disc ipl ii'-nri en Led research programs and more
recently fostering research CNnters. But
even within thesep ters filore is little experience in
funding lariq=L'rt h Ha e:LH inary programs. Rather, the
funding for thi s k nd iedrct must he divided into phases,
each ,of which mu's+ he j dsL r ic.d and oval uated separately .
There is no modi I , t ti 0 rgani art Lcifl ii structure for funding
"revolutionary c -!m._:7h would foster studies without an
accootab 1 o thenre id !1 I og i ea I base.

HOW JitH I (;:"; 'NEW INSTITUTIONS?

Ii o wy ':-;now how to design organizations which 'can
or for aill ,tud 5uppor f=f,:iir those persons
who wish `o 1 biem,--,d 6 nt.e I -research'? 1.s .it possible
to rfos i gu f_hese organ i Yd Hdp; wi Ph n a wvornment agency,

lip, or 1 1 1 VA t r,$).-1 euvi ronment?

fni hi' lif, in t wit:A mission=
{)ti , i I c-,11i 1 tH c,1(17 licif,-!(11 that tliii power of
t he r.; a I rc in pt_iLl upon those
pt.,t iuniull ei; :u-,ii)irilt.,m-ciiiurLentecii research

y I i (Ao pr-oil em-or en Led
, t tl&I; tin t s pervasive power

r(f (-him 1 mry



It may not be enough to simply compensate for the
lack of professional support centers in the research en-
vironment, although this may be a necessary intermediate step.
There may, however, be a real need to learn how to design
A holistic organization which wou'd in some way put the re-
searcher in direct communication\ nd interaction with both
problem-solvers and the victims of the problems to be solved.

Because of the complex and interactive nature of
many social problems, it may be'necessary for a problem-
oriented researcicorganization,to addres4 the whole pattern
of -h specific problem before offering a solution based on
research findings. Yet the methbdologies developed in/Ithe
science disciplines force a certain restriction on the
problem-oriented study, so that we can deal only .1.ith,those
parts of the problem which fit the selected methodoTORy.
In holistic'probihm-spiving, it is necessary to have these,
methodologies interact with one another in an organizational
design which would not faVorone methodology over another.
It is extremely difficult to design this process within tra-
ditional organizational structures which are' often committed
to the support of a particular methodology or theorectical
base.

Can we create an organizational design for the
support of innoativ or revolutionary sc:FLence?: "yes,,, but
only if we can create an organization; zirS= better yet organi-
zations, wherein the key rote of the integrator is given.
conscious consideration and preeminence. By "preeminence"
we mean placed. in key informational and policy positiOns
so that the inCegrator can encourage the kind of problem-
solving flexibility that is characteristic o-C innovative or
revolutionary science. 1/,

One contusion is that if you want to have an
innovative organi'4ation it is a necessary, though not suffi7
cient condition,.that you put innovative types in positions
of key repsonsibility and authority.

We are obviously not saying that this is the Only
__ involved in creating a now institutional framework

for scienc. Such a contention would be as naive as. it would
be absurd. The natu're of the issues facing science, not to
mention the snrrounding political structure plus the' internal
politics of scionve, are Car too.-complex to warrant Such an
assertion! What We ar contending is that the psychology
'underlying the system of science is one of its post important
apeots and that the, systx?rn can no longer afford to be un-
seLlconsolo s nt its own psycholngy.
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E.

INSTITUTIONAL ROLES AND LINKAGES IN

MORE EFFECTIVELY HELPING TO SOLVE SOCIAL PROBLEMS*

Joel Snow
Daniel Alpert

INTRODUCTION

We started our workshop by talking about ourselves.
Each self-histdry was a statement not only of personal his-
tory, but also of personal insights about the issues facing
this conference. Our nominal charge was to assess the "roles
for and linkages among science institutions in more effectively
helping to solve social problems."

(The workshop group had addressed to it three admit-
tedly preliminary questions regarding linkages among so-called
science institutions and of science institutions with other
problem solving organizations. The members of the workshop
questioned the utility of these questions as phrased and,
after some discussion, discarded them in favor of the discus-
sion presented here. 'The original questions and the exami-
nation of hidden or misleading assumptions that discussion
of the questions uncovered did, however, influence the group's
deliberations. Working Notes 1 and 2, appended to this work-
shop summary, provide interesting and useful background insight
into the discussion basis.)

We soon realized we had many communications problems:

manes:
What is a science institution?
What is a social problem?
Should we meet social needs?
Should we meet social goals?

Conrlieting values:
Where do we nee d linkages?
Between similar or dissimilar institutions?

Joel Snow (Chair) , Daniel Alpert (Reporter) , Norman Evans,
Gordon Enk, Leonard Goodwin, Phil Gustafson, Harry Lamb-

ri 1- and Bc_stiLy
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Conflicting models and metaphors:
What do information flow models ,im,Dlicitly

assume?
Are not knowledge users also in some sense

-... knowledge producers?
To what extent does knowledge rationally

influence the policy process?

Some workshop members ere troubled by the model represented
by such descriptive _ions as "the flow from knowledge pro-
ducers to knowledge _ " The model presumes that so-called
decision-makers tak action mainly on the basis of academic
or "rational knowledge." Several anecdotes suggested that
decision-makers often "don't want "the facts" and sometimes
make seemingly better decisions without them.

Thus the implicit notions that users want or need
"the facts" and that these facts may influence user decisions
are simpli- tic. Indeed, we faced the question: Can you use
rational mans to get people to change beliefs that they didn't
arrive at by rational means? One person. proposed applied
research addressing the question: "What does it take to get
people to change their minds if they operate in a conflicting,
value context?"

WORKS AGREEMENTS

After discussioh, we developed several propositions
on which we seemed to agree:

1. The key isue involvvs linkages among individuals
rather than institutivns. Typically, when an inter-
action takes p} -ace, a6 entrepreneurial activity is
involved. Another way of saying this is, "Knowledge
does NOT introduce change; people initiate change

using all, kinds of knowledge, of which academic
or scientific knowledge is only one."

2. There is a neon for entrepreneurs or-catalytic
trr,ker;, both across departments in the same insti-
tutions and across institutions. The entrepreneur,
negotiates dedis between persons from quite, different
.areas of life.

. We also:ident-ified a --7n about universities
that as-the t'Lndncial crunch intensifies, we observe
the institutions to become loss willing to take risks.
And this reduced risk-taking pervades foundations as
W011 A'; wiiver,litio. IcIdoed, the foundations and



the universities are mirror images of each other._

It is in this climate of scarce resources that
-networking -- or sharing resources across insti-
tutional lines -- becomes critically important.
Transfers of personnel, access to information and
data across institutionall.lines, small- group dis-
cussions of scientists, discussions between scien-
tists and non-scientists, and common use of facil-
ities must all be part of these networking efforts.
These activities therefore will often require
decisions by separate administrative offices within
the participating institutions and these decisions
should be made with full awareness of the implica-
tions of the networking efforts.

4 We agreed that there is ar need to examine our reward
system to encourage entrepreneurs -- to encourage
the formation of human networks across institutions
and beyond traditional roles.

This level of consciousness led to a recommendation
for a modest institution 1 change in AAAS conferences.
To encourage the formatio_ of networks, conference
formats should be changed ':_o encourage cross talk
with kindred souls, to learn more, and to gain social
support. Conference designers should break with tra-
dition, accepting a certain amount of risk, and build
in unoccupied spaces in the program schedule for un-
structured', ad hoc (creative) cross talk

LEAROING N-T,DS AND BARRIERS

Our group came up with three clearly distinguishable
learning needs:

Individual learning;

Institutional learniny7

Soci to learning.

We also recognised eel-Lain barriers to such learning -- es-
pecially on the part of persons in power. If you are control-
ling others, other hat they should do, you may not
be in a learning mode. Thu S,, so-called decision-makers may be
incapable of "changing their c inds." If you are busy control-
ling others, you may noL he T nod in to the creative flexibility
required to foster entrepreneurial and catalytic individuals
within your institution.

1
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EiCIENCU ANP PUBLIC PP(TibUEM-S()UVING

Certain aspects of problem-solving aro heavily
valUe laden; in particular, this is true of the aspedt 1-----

forred to as "stating.the problem." It has .long been,recog-
nized thili what constitutes a problem riiria no to some
observers- -esn't to others. Indeed, one of the most serious
critiques o government-initiated social programs in the Ws
and 60'3 involved the "solutions" of health, education,and
welfare problems. In each case, the professions perceived a
solution in terms of a need for more or better professionals.
In the eyes of social workers, public aid could be improved
by more or better trained social workers: in the eyes of
teachers, education could be improved by more or better traine'l
teachers; in the eyes 'if lawyers, all public programs 'could be
improved by more or tiettxtrained lawyers.

J

Now, what happens when we researchers (members of the
research and development community) arrive on the'scene, how
do we state the problems and the solutions? -- guessed it;
wht societal problems call for i, nore and better researc'n.
It 14.tbis kind of uncritical self-seying proposal that has
.croato1what some conference attendeeA have called a crisis
of credibility toward all professions as well as scientists.

This crisis of credibility is manifested by a broad
challenge to the role of the expert in our society; in every
profession we are hearing a demand by citizens for demystifi-
cation, deeentralization,and deinstitutionalization. How can
the interested la' arrive at en intelligent ji_id=_Is about
major issues with6ut manding that the professional ezfper_s

)

get out from behind th(ir esoteric jargon? The failure to
develop signifis7ant,prJblem-oriented research that can be
incorporated into tdo problem-sOlving process (as it really
xists) -ay h/,-, ozacorliatad tdais crisis of credibility.

We summarised our deliberations with a renewed emphasis
on the role of tho indi',..idual as a hurnan being the individual
decision-maker as a human and the individual scientist as a
human --. each of 113 taking ac ions on the basis of both rational
and nonratIonil donsidr,ratinn, and using intu:ntion and
porience undid know led sour:7.2os -- as an imnortant
guide for beliof and for chriHn. e'

,



WORKING NOTE 1; KNOWLEDGE INSTITUTIONS
AND "SOLVING PKOBLEt OF SOCIETY" (Joel A'. Sn

[

On Rdsearch and Societal Problems
e

It must be stressed at the outset that research doesn't
solve problems, but rather provides an improved base of:in-
formation that may contribute, as part of a lengthy and com-
plicated process, to the solution of a problem. Moreover,
speaking of problem solving in a social context is misleading.
Most "social problems" are conditions of society which are
perceived quite differently by different individuals. (One
man's tax incentive is another's loophole.) Decisions of
government --and private individuals or institutions mu change
the characteristics of-the condition of concern and he degree
of concern may intensify ("the problem has gotten worse") or
diminish ("the problem has been solved") without overt inter-
vention or without the generation of knowledge purported to
"solve" the problem .

Therefore, it is per aps better to speak of problem-
oriented or problem-relevant research as an activity in which
the techniques and Fncts of science are marshalled to improve
our understanding of a particular V ?ect or condition of soci-
ety about which there is substantiaNC concern, with the implicit
o- explicit hope that by so doing the actors concerned with
:hat area will function more effectively, the concern will be
reduced, and the society will he perceived as, in some sense,
improvedv

L' Most of concerns about, society rest ultimately on
a sense of equiL u H as, some goqd of society is unfairly
distributed among different Nasseslof people-for example, health
care) or on a sense of need or the whole society (some need
is present and a joocl is required for society as a whole-for
example, energy conservation. Consequently, the presumption
that there is a problem to he solved (or a\condition to be
understood) -:lis based ultimately upon moral propositions.
Since views about such propositions can vary widely it is
seldom 'possible to claim that a probtm of society has been
solved. People working in many types of institutions can con-
tribute relevant in L?! which help society to form improved
judgments and, although the contributions of scientists should
not he minimied, scientists can provide only, a part of the
input to the overall ss.



"Science in- itu ions" Engaged in "Solvin -oblat- of
clety

To examine the roles of science institutions it is
useful to identify those areas or approaches where science
characteristically contributes to the understanding of a
condition of society, These are

Systematic analysis of existing information
(such as, on energy prices);

Systematic gathering of new information
on potential new energy sources);

Pormatio'n of new relationships between new or
existing information (e.g.,- a revised econo
metric energy model);

Formation of new concepts or theoretical con-
structs (e.g., application of input-butput
analysis to study "net energy");

Prediction of the likely consequences of par-
ticular actions (e.g., consequences of a gas
tax).

All types of science institutions can contribute to Bch, tasks.
The common. thread is that of intellectual activity in which
peop_e marshall and select relevant factual information to
esta_ rsh the validity of propositions about the particular
condition of society being examined.

The principal difference between such investigations
and traditional scientific research is that here the particular
condition of society dominates the analysis and determines
which data, techniques, and theoretical propositions Are rele-
vant to the analysis. In traditional research the properties.
of the natural world pr scribe the arena and the methodology.
Problem-oriented research is.thus inherently interdisciplinary,
requiring the blending of inisight, data, and technique from
all those fields of inguiry that can contribute to illuminating
the condition being studied, including the "real world" of
society and its institutions.

Each of the institutions which knowledge is generated
and used has special advantages and capabilities that can be
discussed generally. Each also has characteristic disadvantages
that inhibit offet7tive interdisciplinary problem-related re-:,
search. People within these institutions interact with each
other in the c c)iI1 =a or their work -- the linkages are, more



properly, between 1_)ople rather ll4in 'institutions, as the
Workshop E group dise6ssion found.

Universities have a centtal ccncern with the develop-
ment-of fundamental knowledge for its own sake and with the
inculcation of the spirit and techniques of rational inquiry.
Their great strength arises through high professional standar
integrity, and presence of young, inquiring minds. They.are
the natural home for hasir,, research. lltleir strong -Orienta-
tion tqwarcraNdemic disciplines tends to make interdisci-
plinary ptoblem-orion'ted activities hard to organize and
manage.

'44Contract research institutes parLieularly those that
are,university-relatedthave the advantage of a format that
allows assembling teams of lndividual scientists to work on a
particular problem. The level of professional expertise in
these institutes may- be often somewhat lower thaT that at
universities, but thev contain many highly skilled individuals
who are accustomed Le work in a problem-orient(-=,- regime.

Federal R&D loberatorics and other federal centers
are usually dedicatioC to one class of probleffi (e.g., nuclear
energy) and range tro kasj=c to applied and develcipmental
interests with hiqnH'o'tpahle permani ;!taff.

Industrial and other for-profit R&D organiza-
tions typically assemhin foams of researchers to work in areas
related to Ho bu Laro a n`-(-,1-s or the company. They pro-
vidd an appropriate ,fer-applled and developmental work ,

leading to products, an,lHervices tither for company,
purposes or to rill ;=1 n od customer (such, as
the goyernmPnt). The.! are go not aboropriately'oriented
for public policy r,:;_search.

ProfessLonni secieti'es neny.liv In not perform re-
search br policy aa-Oc2i, but c-111 acL an ;an organizer of the
capabilities of their nomborhip, partiutacly in focusing on
policy questions that ha,fe extensive technical content, or in
stimulating interchange and communication.

Public oronLs kavn nrowi.ng reenrch crpa-
bility in carrying rvL_ Aalysos and assessments of par-
ticular policy options. 71-'y 1.rovide one important link to
the citizenry, but a odi t a "point of view" which may
ruptesent a prejud,i:1 of ,F oh-co public interest lies.

State And .10. -er1.11t_orgaulzation-s are,typftally
weak in seieniltic hut rJC-cn ha9 the mostpressing
need for 5uhkLanti i1 1 ah,-1 and analysis Velevant,

Lo a public pr.)1)1-:,1. ma': have sp(4ial data
,000(rH I tI I

+y



The_academies, but most particularly the NAS/NAE/
NRC/IOM complex, do undertake research and study responsive
to government needs. At least in the NAS case, substantial
policy-relevant research is sought and directed from within
the institution. The work of the NAS, while highly creditable
and almost always of the highest quality, seldom qualifies as
Policy re search, The scope of most studies is confined to
determin+fig the fact and uncertainty of only scientific and
technical questions.

-Idnkages between such institutions customarily (and
properly) arise through their common interest in a particular
problem. Funding agencies in applied research, particularly
NSF, often make linkages more explicit by funding consortia
of.different types of organizations to work Ag a common
problem. In principle, each partner can then'bring the special
strengths of that institution to bear. University-industry
and univetThy not-for-profit combinations have been Particu-
larly successful. Linkages can also be stimulated by funding
specific activities that bring researchers together with the
potential. users of the research results. Extensive, early,
and frequent involvement of users (defined as those who may
be affected by. the research as well as those who may make
contingent decisions) has been'found by NSF / ANN to be one
of the key elements in successful problem-oriented research.



WORKING NOTE 2: CHALLENTG THE UNSTATED ASSUMPTIONS
AND PARADIGMS UNDERLYING TH- (ORIGINAL) WORKSHOP STRUCTURE ,

(Daniel Alpert)

The questions as posed 'Contain misleading assumptions
that will send us off into unproductive directions. To clarify
my point of view, I will quote the questions verbatim and then
indicate my concerns.

Why are linkages needed between distinct science institutions?
What are some examples of existing linkage patterns? (Original
workihop question.)

This is the wrong question.

Science institutions or science-related institutions
include R and D centers in universities and private_ research
institutes, foundations, government agencies, professional
societies,and public interest groups. They have separate or
distinct roles, such as bleic and applied research, teaching
and other training activities, providing support for such activ-
ities, or questioning the quality of research products. Through
interactions between these separate organizations, it is assumed
that these roles clement and intersect one another. For
example, the research center, funded by a private foundation,
produsces information that can be incorporated into a curriculum
designed to train future managers or decision- makers. It is
generally assumed, although sometimes strongly questioned, that
universities consistently perform better in the areas of educa-
tion and basic researh, and that research insbkitutes are better
suited to prod ,7e policy resonch.

In tho
are some genera
between basic
design, pr'.--)du-,_

different organ
cess from resoarc_

ological science engineering area, there
reci paradigms involving relationships

development, onliineering, manufacturing
:arketling, etc. Typically, there is a
ional structure for each phase of the pro-
to the marketplace. The different kinds

of R&D institaftion withif-m a given corporation have developed
workable relaiohips. ind, generally speaking, mutual
Ideas are r-Arit!-Im I the research lab to tha development
lab, typically t -'frina people from the research laboratory
to the doveLo le: Tho techtological pipeline is
poopLo!

cl it

reLat_.,.ons

Lec,r1Se
-o)ort

s, our basic research
of governmental unitso
we do not have the

such lin --es, We have'



policy science and technology assestmnt; these are all
right but they're inadequate to handle the vast array of
problem situations.

The linkages between "distinct science institutions"
are excellent. The communications among physicists (or
among chemists, or among psychologists) at universities,
national-laboratories, industrial laboratories, and govern-
ment laboratories is remarkably good. As physicists or
chemists they share a common culture that crosses institu-
tional boundaries and have little trouble in the development
of linkages. To foster collaborative activities on societal
'problems, we should strengthen the linkages-amongithe various
disciplinary or professional groups within the same scientific
institution. This problem is.greateat at universities and
probably least at industrial laboratories, where research
and development is typically organized around problem-
oriented project ,rather than disciplinary departments.

The critical problem is the relatively small linkage
. between any of the science institutions, including most
government laboratories, and the operating units of government
at any level. (The Department of Defense might be viewed as
an exception to the above statement in view of the strong
interactions of the DOD with scientists and engineers at
various kinds of institutions, including universities.)
Unfortunately, the problem of defense should go beyond the
preparation for war; there are few linkages between the
scientific community and agencies dedicated to peace, such
as the State Department, and the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency.

By contrast with the public sector, the private sector
has evolved a relatively strong symbiotic relationship between
industrial R&D labOratOries and the corporate management ,of
major companies. Scientists and engineers in industry are
regularly promoted (not transferred or temporarily assigned,
but promoted) into positions of responsibility in the corpora-
tion In view of this linkage, deeply imbedded in the private
corporation, managers and research scientists have learned to
speak each others' jargon; managers are far more likely to
comprehend the metaphors and paradigms that are used by scien-
tists and vice versa. The key linkage that is missing in
dealing with Societal problems is the lack of a symbiotic
relationship between the R&D community as a whole and the
operating divisions of government. This represents a rather
profound problem; it is not likely to be understood without
examining the basic assumptions of science and its relation
ships to society.

Not only is the active scientific research community
divorcedffrom government activities, nut many of the agencies
that , lnsor research such as NSF, DOT, and HUD-are either



disconnected from the operating gover4ment agency, discon-
nected front the -R&D cOmmunity,.or both.. Gerald Edelman has
described thisproblem as follows:

TheMpdern heresy is not mechanism and reduc-
-- it is the encouragemeilt and _continued

evel4ment of two ndnintereCtirig_disciplines,-
one concerned with power over-nature, the other
with Power Over men. The heresy s to assume
that from either side, these disciplines ard in-
trinsically at odds with each other or inherently
evil.

These noninterseating disciplines Are the scientific com-
munity and the legal-political Community that runs our public

institutions.
4'

What linka s are re uired in order to transfer research in-:

formation to the social problem-solvin rocess? HQW can
thus transfer be made more effective? (original workshop
question.)

One of the principle conclusions from our workshop
was that the transfer of information is not a key problem.
Information is currently being generated and transferred in
huge volumes; there is an overload of information; reports
are collecting dust in yirtually every government agency in
the country. (I call attention to our statements: "Knowledge
does not introduce change; people introduce change using all-
kinds of knowledge." We also pointed out that people in
power often isolate themselves from "the facts," sometimes
because they can actually perform better without them.)

The above observations again challenge the questions
around which the workshop was initially structured. These
questions contain within them a number of unstated assumptions
and paradigms. These paradigms are probably consistent with
the conventional wisdom; my concern is that the c nventional
wisdom is obviously not working.

What will 0 t traditional institutions toLej.=!LI
individuals enraged in these catalytic efforts

fined within their academic environment?
workin How car
be rewarded and
(Original w_

main"
kshop qu

Again the above question contains implicit assumptions.
If we could answer those ouestions we would not be faced with
the problem of increasing effective contributions to solving
public problems. The conventional reward system of our academic
institutions does not provide incentives to work on problems



hosed by society' The dilemma is deep and-Aubtle; fOr
example, the administration of moat of these institutions
would like very much to support "public service," but the
reward-system is dominated by a concern for research and
scholarship.

How Can fie -Re estions

it is difficult.) and perhaps not particularly useful,
to reformulate the report of Workshop E in a revised questions
forMat. The report is a valid statement of where we were:
To be'sure it does not answer the tough dilemmaS7 but it tries
td state. some orttmml, however vaguely. Perhaps rephrasing the
three questions as follows highlights wat I believe are the
more productive quegtions to ask:

hat lindsof new or strengthened linkages are
rieded between science institutions and:the
operational agencies of government?

w`-hat linkages are required in order to enhance
the social learning process? How, can the aca-
demic learning that goes on in universities
.relate to social learning that is the responsi-
bility of government?

wAet will prompt traditional institutions to
support new explorations in problem-solving?
How can the individuals engaged in these cata-
lytic efforts relate to individuals in other
institutions and in government agencies?

Critical Questions

The critical questions that came out of the conference
are:

What new paradigms (roles, research activities,
etc.) are needed for applying R&D to problems in
the public 'sector?

What new organization structures or networks
are needed to develop s mbiotic relationships
between decision-makers in government and members
of the R&D community?

Can the HAAS (or any other organization) hope to
develop mechanisms by which scientists can talk'
to nonscientists in a meaningful way?
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In his final*rem ks,West Churchman suggests a need
for more interactions be ween scientists andperSons'in dither

=-ocietal roles including lawyers and politicians. This is an
important possibility which AAAS should Consider. One might
lgok for'a better way of overcomiqg the traditional disdain
of universities for entrepreneurial activities whidh would
entourage networking. Professors' don't disdain-the art of
entrepreneurship nor does the university environment:particu-
larly discourage it. Professors are very goodAptrepreneurd.
Unfortunately, they often propose to solve problems they don't
understand, or worse yet, tell politicians that basic research

ewillAsom,day solve We have not explored whether or
how science can be introduced into the process of running our
gOvernment. What ,is more we have not explored how,esotekd
knowledge relates to exoteric knowledge, as Churchman said
in his keynote remarks. This represjents a critical area for
further deliberation.

1



... federal agencies are major contributors
to the difficulties associated with doing inter-
disciplinary problem-oriented research,... there
is a profession of need for interdiscipli6ary
research, but an unwillingness to run the risks,
that are inherently involved."

Don Kash
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WHAT IS THE "DEMAND" FOR INTERFROFESSIONAL

PROBLEM - ORIENTED WORK?

Richard Bolt
Clark Abt

Five question's were offered to this workshop group as a
guide for their discussion. This summary jis organized.around
those questions since, in=fact, the dlsCussion followed them
quite closely.

DISCUSSION

1 In Developing Problem-Oriented Research, What Inds Of
titers Should Be Identified? Are There Difficulties In
Identifying Specific Markets?

The principal users are executive agency and legisia-
tive policy-makers, at the federal, state, and local
levels, who are concerned with solving social problems.
In particular, policy-makers who are concerned with
social problems which rdquire the 'application ofcrea-
tion of knowledge from all'of the sciences and engi-
neering. What the interprofessional problem-oriented
and'policy research does is to supply an additional
analytic capacity to policy-Making; it tends to re-
place executive guesses with empirical data and
explored alternatives.

The policy-makers themselves will not generate a demand
for this capacity, and they will not explicitly ask for
policy-oriented research. The agency research program
managers must_perceive this need. They Must foster a
demand for "translating function" mechanisms to channel
policy7relevant research findings into the decision-
making and.Oolity-option process.

The Agricultural Extension Service was one example of
such a translating funtion. It functioned very well
between individuals, but less well when it attempted
to serve groups.

Richard Bolt (Chair Clark Abt (Reporter),,, Howard Davis,
Burton Dean, Thomas (lennan, Kirs en Gronbjerg, Daniel

Horvitz, Ernest Powers, Edward PoziomGk, Susan oalasin, and F.
Tomlinson Sparrow.
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Pnlike.military,and space research, where the govern-
ment is both the sponsor and purchaser of the research
pro uct, the market for civilian problem-oriented se-
sea ch is .highly dispersed and fragmented. If the
res -rcher is not responding to a specific demand,
som attention must be paid to the "generalizability"
of researchoresults. In some cases, this consideration
becomes the overriding criteria for federa Sponsorship-
of research projects.

Another criteria is the implementability-or actual short-
termutility of technology, particularly at the local
level. Whether it is policy analysis or, innovative tech-
nologicalsystems, a transfer process must take place
,betw &en those who generate the research and those who
apply it. In general,' "technology push" is not as
effective as policy or social need "pull" in getting
the results of science into the public market.

2. . What Are SOme Examples Of Existing Legislation Which Re-
quire Interdisciplinary Research? How Has This Research
Been Developed?

The approximately 1% of allocatable funds required for
program elevation in the Elementary and Secondary Edu-
cation Act (ESEA), Title I (Aid for Disadvantaged
Children) is one notable example. This research is in-
completely developed. Other examples of existing legiS-.
lation which require interdisciplinary research include:
the major proposals for welfare reform, malpractice
legislation, national health insurance,and environmental
control legislation. All legislation that involves
the social and economical'impaets of economic transfers
in cash or in kind, and major. physical changes in the
environment are intrinsically interdisciplinary problems.

What Are Some Views Of Private Industry Or Research Firms
With Regard To The Market For Problem-Oriented Research?
Is This Perceived As A Growing Area Of Activity? How Is
This Trend Related To Contract Dollars And Personnel Figures?'

It is not perceived as a great market, because of the
lack of continuity -1ding. The constant exit of
government clients i ts:. es the lead time and front-
end costs of research Jritracts. Projects need to be
refunded eve year. Contracts are not directly tied
to past performance, and.it is very difficult to establish
product or service loyalty.
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On the other hand, the market is very honet. and is
unusually free of corruption. -On the whole, the
alloCation of funds is based on merit more than in
other businesses. This may be a result of early con-
4ressional_ctiticism. It should be noted that there
is a substantial cost built in to ensure objectivity
of the research award and the effective use of the
researcher. V 'have brought to bear on the research
market the caAons of public administration, not the
canons of good research management, maybe because
there are none. It's not a particularly effective
market, but it's quite fair.

At
In order to determine whether this market is perceived
as an area of growing activity, it is necessary to
examine,- several indicators:

(A) Private investors are not especially willing to
invest in social R and D. very little private capital
seems to be going into this area. (b) However, it is
an area of growing activity, and there appears to be
a high return on investment -- although that return
may not- be achieved by the, original investor but rather
the society at large. People are willing to invest in
the capacity of a research group to do this kind of
research, if not a specific product. (c) Investors
don't understand this market -- they cannot get used
to the concept that you are selling your capacity to
learn about something rather than a particular technical
skill.

The general implication from these indicatorS is that
there won't be much private investment capital going
into problem-oriented .research in the near fl.Wure.

Research firms that have already invested a substantial
amount of private capital into problem-oriented research
are Abt Associates, Arthur D. Little, Battelle Memorial
Institute, Mathematica, Planning Research Corporation,
Rand Corporation, Research Triangle Institute, Stanford
Research Institute, Systems Development Corporation, t6
mention only a few.

2

As Perceived by some federal sponsors of this kind of
research, this market is growing very fast. It is sug-
gested that the $200 billion investment in social services,
which began under the Johnson Administration, has spun-
off considerable investment in R and P and is growing at
10 to 209, per year. This research is carried under dif-
ferent purposes at different times -- sometimes it is
used for problem- solving, some it is used to evaluate
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cost effectiveness f the service-programs. However,
recent cuts in social research and policy-oriented
research budgets suggest that this growth is experi7
encing a strongsAback in some areas, and is not as
large a market as might-be.expected. In the workshop
there was subst- al disagreement around this issue.

Such cuts in miss onoriented research budgets seem to
give rise to-a Process encouraging the decentralization
of such research. For example, studies become .funded
at 'the state and local government levels. This decen-
.tralization is viewed by some as a political maneuver,
generating support for the agency's research program at
the local level which is then brought to bear on the
budget critics. Some critics of the research resulting
from this decentralization claim that it results in
"shoddy" products of little value.- An important policy
question may focus on this process: How to effectively
decentralize a research program and maintain quality of
research product?

This shift of emphasis to state and local government
research also creates a new concern: How to create a
sophisticated capacity which will generate a demand
for federally spohsored R and D: One example was cited:
the establishment of a network of technology transfer
agents in the city governments. This project, coordi-
nated by Public Technology Inc. with support from the
National Science Foundation, is aimed at building an
awareness among the city managers of the value of tech
nical data bases and creating a "demand pull" for such
information. One substantial risk involved in funding
and operating such a program is that many local govern
ments see this "building capacity" money as merely a-
supplement to their operating program budgets.

Are The Long-Range Plans Of Research Institutes Responding
-TO The Market For Problem-Oriented Research? Do These
Plans Foresee A Need For Organizational Change As A Result
Or Pre-Condition For Carrying Out Effective Interprofessional
Research? What Are Some Examples Of These Changes?

Univeritios are continuing to set up institutes to de
problem-oriented research, but very few of these-manage
to survive more than five or six years. Most of these
renters as presently structured can not provide career
opportunities for professors in the-university environ-
ment. There have been some success stories, but it is
not clear just what the key factors for this success are.
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These research centers have-also placed#stronger em-
phasis than other disciplinary-oriented research
groups on the management of research. This emphasis
on the management of research is important. Part of
the management strategy for these centers has been to
bring in-Such skills as evaluation research, computer
simulation, operations-research, systems analysis,
etc. These skills are unifying tools and provide a
means for bringing researchers fr ifferent disci-
plines together.

Do Certain Kinds Of Problem - Oriented Research Create A
More Attractive Market Than Others?

. What Are The "Attrac7
tive" Features?

Yes, certain kinds of research are more attractive. The
'- features which count as a plus are creativity in research
design, continuity of funding, and promise of application
of results. These features need to exist from the very
beginning of the research process, usually reflected in
the research contract. Detailed specificationS, however,
tend to reduce the opportunity for creativity. Institu--
tional stability of the proposed problem-oriented research
and federal sponsors who are both supportive of that sta-
bility and consistent in their view on the role of the
resultant product are also critically important attributes.



"The critical problem is the relatively small
linkage between any of the science institutions,
including most goVernment laboratories, and the
operating units of governments at any level."

Daniel Alpe
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... We can't _ nd dny of those methodologies
that work an_ about all one can do in inter-
disciplinary studies diMed at informing public
policy is organize groitSs of people from dif-
ferent disciplines or project groups or_ task
force groups. The organizing mode really is
the problem definllion."



OBSERVATIONS ON INTERDISCIPLIIAly STUDIES
AND GOVERNMENT ROLE.

Direc
Don F. Kash

, Science and Public Policy Program
University of Oklahoma

This paper has two major parts. The first part
represents a summary of the development of a study of off-
shore oil and gas carried out by the Science and Public
POlicy nn at the University of Oklahoma. The second
part represents a summary of the institutional levers
necessary if a university is to have much chance of carrying
out interdisciplinary problem-oriented research. The
conclusions presented in the second part of the paper are

xdrawn from experience we have gained in carrying out five
studies. All of thes have been concerned with energy and
all have been carried out by interdiSciplinary teams.

The Science aryl Public Policy Program was established
to do technology assessment, that is, research which has as
its purpose informing public policy about the unanticipated
consequ4pnces of developing and using technologies. The
underlying assumption of such research is that technology
is one of the major causes of change in American s4iety.

ART I

_A_ ICY RES ARCH: A aFEC WIC CASE

The research th is central to the first part of
this p per was caxried out by a team consisting of three
onginecrs, a physicist, a biologist, a lawyer, and two
political scLontist. Ono of the central reasons for
selecting outer ,2ont.inental shelf (OCS) oil and gas develop-
ment for study was its expected policy relevance. We
purposely chose a topic that we hoped would be of importance
two yors down the road when the research was completed.

This

Th haVO
1 L. sunmh-

includes two) components.
aneral picture cif policy-making

them in our work. Secondly,
_enee wiLn policy-oriented research.



Polixcv-Mil In*

My colleague, Jack White, has summarized a general
picture of the normal ooficy-making process and elements
which can disrupt that Pracess as follows:

Most students of our_political system.generally
agree that in the U6Ited States public policy-
making and administration in any substantive
policy area ,usuallm involve only- a few actors
or participants on a continuing basis. Contin-
uing, direct participation is usually limited
to those actors who have official responsibility
4plus those who have an unaMbiguous,'obvious,
and direct stake in what public policy in a
particular policy area is and how it is adminis-
tered. Typically, those actgrs are highly
organized and br ucratizil to promote- their
particular

. s, as faro the Paierican Medical
Association L_ American PetrolmA institute,
for example.

However, our polici'eal past also demonstrates
that a variety c: stimuli or factors can upset
"policy-making as 1_.sual" in an; area of public
policy. The art daL:(Jn of additional participants
may be attracted by:

1. A cata:,,troPhic avonL such as an oil spill in
the sin ti Barbara Channel;

A ganeral rdlanq in values such as that which
appear3 to have occurred recently toward
onyirpnmohLal anatity

A shortage in the availability of a needed
commodity as pctroleum products made
isih.1.2 by ;hft Ling down ..assembly lines,

diosing public ,;dhools, and limitihq qas

-1. 251 I lital such as PZ1bL Carson C
1P1- ler.!

Our LU:,:.trH1 0 i Sic 5 has been in a policy area where
!Yolicy -making as usuul" t disrupted and new participants

...-

att.-as-a:Lod in It a Pomlii_roiLior br t-he First Lhree

11 ...)111 )1i,H, Ny.1 I r.-.-,C : rovidinq ;)nlic: advicc,
i _:,,,,--) 1 n I I t i ti--..H. b- to L(1-nLtf--v horn -xisting

' '-- ,' '," 7 !.-:-!1 .,,..1.);11i, I f)



and potential. participants in the outer continental shelf
oil and gas Oolicy

Our approach the study of this system was heavily
influenced by the wotk of bon Price:2/ he a is been an attic-
ulator, not only of the view that most policy is orqanized
around substantive activities, but also of the view that
most policy options are defined by those people and/or

.11

interests who have a continuing involvement( n the substantive
activities Participation in policy-making requires either
knowledge of or a stake in the outcome of the substantive
activity. The possibility of playing a role as a policy
analyst and advisor depends on having knowledge of the
substance of the activity for which policy is being made,
and having policy-makers aware that you have that knowledge.

Policy-makine involves, in the abstract, a three-
ster) prodess; firs:, the identification of possible
substantive actions; second, the identification of policy
options which involves an assessment of who will enjoy the
benefits or suffer the costs associated with particular
substantive a,sionn; and third, the selection of particular
policy obi:ions. Iv ::(all_leues and I have conceived of each
policy system as hayiu1 two components. One is the policy

tor and fho other L; the policy communitY.

c 1 i a, Hc. tor

Tho polLy 5:C :5 L defined and limited by the set
of sul):-itantiv actuni-; otentially available. Our view is
that subLantiv ation arc heavily determined by the limits'

'=eenoL(Ti. The hocc darifly:,. of the OCS oil and gas policy
ii derined iiV tji, state of the art of that

t..,P.-7hnlogv. For cat in in, natural gas produced in waters
be.- .)J1-1 the depLh where! pipelines can presently be laid is
rcc a opfi.cr H .!.c be used for meeting ou-: gas

0

Tha ()F a policy sector, then, are
se_ by Sirl tntive ur tangible considerations, not political

A puHfli _ ectur can be viewod as consisting of three
cauaories of bsfantive actions. Tfind useful to
think of a pn'ir!y consis'Anq of thi=uu concentric
cLrcles, ceach uF Hc H r,:pre:;ent a catcqory of substantive
acti7Lties dfined

The unir of Lhatsot of substantive
ay, fnat peoposed, buL which. air universally
reopen-1i .,i,b1 ,:a] tico cLir c of rho art. For
ccl co-e, :Lag submarines

ueeruH- wafer lopfth limitations,
-h bi-obs-- I.



The middle circle includes those substantive activities
on which there is disagreement. There is, for instance,
disagreement among professionals on the capacity to build
pf6duction platforms in 1,200 feet of Water. Present expe-
rience has only taker us Into four to five hundred feet of
water.

The center circle of the policy sector included those
substantive activities which everyone agrees are available.
For instance, we have a demonstrated capability to lay pipe-
lines in waters up to 400-500 feet.

Policy Community

The policy community consists of those actors who -

either define the boundaries of the policy seqtor, or those
Who have a stake in the outcome of policy choirs.
differently, participation in the policy communlity depends
on expertise with regard to the substantive activities and/or
vested interest in the outcome of policy choices, When
policy communities are stable, most members have both p--r
tise and a vested interest. When instability is triqg red,
new participants enter who have little substantive knoiedge
of the options.

It is expertise, ,!ever, that continues to define
the boundaries of the policy sector and locates the policy
options within the three circles. Policy ,research is usually
generated because it ls perceived as having a potential for
contributing to the :10Finition and assessment of possible
substantive actions. It is with regard to the identif cation
of substantive actions that knowledge and information are
viewed as being irripolhit.

On the other hand, the right to participate as a
decision-maker in-choosing which of the substantive actions
will become policv reSts much more heavily on actors having
a vested interest in fho outcome. Two kinds of vested
interests appear to exist. One kind is associated with
tangible costs and benefits such as how much profit a company
will make from developing OCS oil and gas. The other is
associated with-institutional vested interest concerning
who has the right to make the decisions. For instance, does
the industry or the Department oE Interior have the right
to specify which technology will be used or how fast oil
(7g;-1 produed from a well.

t

When on,2 tJets Lhe po cy community in the policy
tit(! hctors distribn Llemselves amono_tirlie circles

Allicj

OL
(ow7hort-; in

b,irl:

r whether
ztLhe.

Jrc' there because of vested
In qheral, there are minimal policy
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are those associated with taking research and development
actions aimed at bringing blue sky proposals within the
substantive state of the art. Present interest in fusion
energy would fall in this category. Actors with traditional
vested intA;Xests Lii ens ts and benefits aren't much interested
in outer circle actions.

The reverse is the case with the center circle policy
choices where all the substantive actions are within the
state of the art. The issues here are over who enjoys the
benefits or suffers the costs and actors with only substantive
expertise play a minor rele.

It is in'the middle circle of the policy sector that
both vested interest and expertislay a minor role. In
a rapidly changing technological society most real policy
options exist in the middle circle. These options are by
delLinition ones that involve interdependent political and
substantive judgments and they generate most of the demand
for the use of policy research. The policy researcher is
most frequently used lie those who have a major sLake in
policy olAtcomes but limited substantive knowledge. The
most useful policy research appears to result when it reflects
understanding of both the substantive and the political issues
but reflects no obvious vested interest. Such research acts
as a filter te determine the practical choices. This research
aims at finding a set of middle range possibilities between
-ose who would- prohibit all offshore development and those

who would have unlimited or unregulated development. Next
most useful is research which communicates understanding of
the substantive i,-,;sues. There is little work for researchers
who understand on :: the political issues but who have no
stake in the outcome.

Lot me aote that the scheme I have just sketched is
an after-the-fact ofcation, but it represents in general
tc2z.mis the model of the policy system we perceived and the
role of the policy .e searcher in it. I repeat, we started
out with the objective of providing policy advice. One of
the tea:,-,On for havincj Lhe interdisciplinary research team
was to allow ratAd definition of both the policy sector
the three circles or categories of substantive actions 7-
and the policy oamunity -- those who participate either
because of exprtL:Ge )r a stake in the policy outcomes .

r,-,,croh is basic to the identification of
vol Leo ortions l_r1 no Iii: changing area of technology.

(-)c sysTFis\

Si: .f.i.r,r; Lhr, ncs study was to describe the
two com7.-)on-T'nf: systorn For the offshore oil

t:ho rhree catowIti(-!s of substan
uncorLiin, lit It-u-tIlt
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technological actions. Starting with thosb categories of
technologies, we next identified the policy community that
linked to these technologies.

In general, the OCS oil and gas policy community had
t the time of this study the following actors:

(1) In the Congress: the Senate and House
Interior Committees, the Senate Commerce
Committee, the House Science and Astro-
nautics Committee, the Congressional
Research Service, and the Office of
Technology Assessment;

In the Executive Branch: the Department
of the Interior, the Council on Environ-
mental Quality, the Environmental Protection
Agency, and the Department of Commerce;

(3) In the petroleum industry: the National
Petroleum Council, the American Petroleum
Institute, and the individual companies;

(4) In the environmental interest group category:
the Natural Resources Defense Council, the
Sierra Club, and the Environmental Defense
und.

Continuous Contact with the ,anlicy mmunity

assure that our findings would be given consider-
ation in\\this policy community the minimum requirement was
Eor to communicate that we had substantive knowledge and
no vested in in the outcome. We did this by maintaining
continuous contact with alJ. of the above components of the
policy community. I would note here that our lack of a
_take policy outcomes was regularly questioned. Being
Err Oklahoma, the environmentalists were generally suspicious
th we were puppets of the industry. Being from a university,
the Ilidustry generally suspected tliat we had arbanti-industry-
environmentairkst bias.

Our interaction with the po,_icy community during the
study had five components:

We appointed oversight committee witb
mr_mbet re tit °,i ng each of the Four majui
ilt-fillL!-; of the boli.cy community plus two

Thdiiduat members of this
repeatodlv reviewed the papers we
Additionally, we had the group

ther rpr Lhr two-day roviw ses1
I



early, middle, and fina:
study.

e of the

Secondly, we made extensive use of
consultants from every_ sector of the
policy community.

Third, we used repeated interviews with
people from the whole range of the [ACS
oil and gas policy community.

(4) Fourth, we sent rout papers to anyone we
could get to rea them.

(5) Fifth, we held a ne- eek conference at
a boys' school in the middle of Maine.
About 80 people attended from all points

the policy community.

The activities had two purposes. One was to
get all the llp we could in identifying policy options by
gaining a thorough understanding both of the policy sector
and of the policy community. The other was to alert and
inform potential users of our study. Members of this policy
community find few things more distasteful than advice by
ambush. Stated differently, policy communities work by
evolving consensus and they like nothing less than surprises.

Our pattern of continuous contact had a major payoff
we had not foreseen. To appre:61ate this point, I should note
that no one on our research teaM knew anything about offshore
oil operations in advance of the study. Some of our initial
paper s reflected a level of ignorance and shoddy quality
that was embarrassingjn the extreme. Most of us on the
team were certain that airing such papers would ruin our
reputations forever. As it turned out, showing our early
work, warts and all, was a major factor in establishing our

/credibility. AL one time or another:we misunderstood nearly
everything and wero on every side of every issue.

The effect of this evolution was to demonstrate that
we did not _start out with a predetermined position and build
a case to Support iL. Further, the quality, the understanding,
and the hard data improved with each draft , and we began
to build a reputation for having the capability to learn.

The final draft of the study was submitted t-o twenty-
()pie 7 review. We picked tcn reviewers and the

National Scin r, Poundation, which funded the study, selected
Fifteen. Ro%. =ewers canqed from people with clear vested
interests to academic exports in specialized areas. The
roviows wore distinctiv favorable. Of the group, only one
was overwholminoty nogativo and it, wa by a political



This favorable set of reviews set in motion a kind
of cumulative pattern of noise throughout the policy community..,
The rumor system was now building this up. One experienced 41(

bureaucrat told me, at this point, "You've got it made.
It is now a part of the conventional wisdom of people involved
in this area that yours is an important well-done policy
study. Even those people who don't like it will not be
able to write it off." He went on ta note that most people
will never read it in total, rather they will only use those
elements they have an interest in.

Review and Distribution of

All of the preceding might have happened and the
study would still have been filed and forgotten had it not
been for two other factors. Most important was the 'fact that
two days after the study was delivered to NSF on April 14,
the President wept on television and proposed the resource
leasing on \ttie_k would be tripled. At the same time, he
directed a one-year study of OCS oil and gas operations by
the Council on Envirorpc!iental Quality (CEQ) .

Another major factor was that a strategically placed
civil servant had read the study and decided it warranted
major attention as a sL point for the presidentially
directed study which was to be carried out by CEO. The
first step in that study was a series of public hearings
at six different locations in the U.S. The announcement
of the hearings deianateM our study as one of three back-
ground documents.

In eparaLion for se the we were requested
tu Lirepare a one-day briefing to be held it the auditorium
of the National Academy of Sciences. NSF agreed to purchase
1,500 copies of the book whic7h resulted from the study for
disLribuLion to interest-_ed parties.

In the study, wry
and these were the bat
was organted. Parr: -if

by representatives
interest groul-Js whn hat
study. Fifteen hundreg
Some two hundred showed

Every comp, :erIL
every etfur

t:t.,rriLl,: difficult tas

I

had made 39 specific recommendations
around which the Washington briefing
the briefing format involved critiques
7ornment, industry, and environmental
no nre\.-ious advisor" role in the
people were sent letters of invitation.
up.

t-i _ hi -iefing made ust, of slides
_ to make the briefing concise. A

Acadomics,I might-note.

wif=:ta

attract_,-_J
tithEtt-tatinn

briefing, we held a press
major wire t=;ervices as well



Following the briefing, NSF provided us with support
which allowed us to offer advice to anyone who was interested
in the work Or in using us as advisors. We followed a policy
of offering our assistance to anyone who was interested at
no cost and on short notice.

Given the devilopment of the Arab oil boycott and
the associated emphasis on OCS oil we were nearly' overwhelmed
with requests. Part of the explanation for our role as
policy advisers goes back to an early point in this paper.
We were perceived as being knowledgeable about OCS oil and
gas operations, but more importantly we were seen as the
only group with that kind of knowledge who did not have a
stake in what happened. The central point is that there was
almost no substantive expertise outside the industry and the
Department of interior.

The other element that made us attractive was that
our recommendations were npecific. That is, the proposed
discrete actions that could be implemented. Both the executive
agencies and the congressional committees found specific
policy options that could he adopted immediately, that is,
the recommendations provided courses of action that could
be used to respond to the growing although very unspecific
pressurfor some kind of action. Portions of the recommen-
dations appeared in six :senate bills and we were asked to
comment -};1 various other legislatively proposed options.

Our policy advisory role has been bri-arily in the
porti of the policy sector covered by the middle circle
where the substantive actions are uncertain.' We tried to
focus our advice on i e substantive action but such advice
always influences the value choices. We fund ourselves
continuously resisting presures to adopt p6Otions resulting
primaril,: Com steen_( value biases.

The general value positions in t.is policy tem
,_rn-)lmert concrns aq energy concern` Energy

(!cln te pressure the government rapidly to develip oil in
waters that ar e much deeper than any in which we have present
experience. Environmental needs call for minimizing poten-
tially dama o accidents and therefore, call for a go-slow
Attitude on deep water operations. A conclusion by our group
in either direction would have been rapidly used by one of
the contending intersts, but we did not feel the evidence
or our undF2rstinding allowed us to come down on either side

the rt_ i,,, e,:tremely difficult to resist taking a
g f i( 1 )n. kiwi oF issue.

in___: = to impl,: we refuse to take /
eontrafv, taking specific positions
advie. Rather, what we feel is

eur repuLatiein For independence by
ha-Te hd ghd r -Landind n ho -1

invoLved.



Five Elements in Policy Analy,is

The preceding scription identifies five elements
which were important this effort at policy analysis and
advice.

First, the opportunity to act as a policy adviser rests
on substantive knowledg _ I believe this is a point which
social scientists should ponder at some length. For me, it
says that social scientists in universities are unlikely to
play a major role as policy advisers unless they do more
of their work in an interdisciplinary context. Although it
may be possible for a single person to learn the substance
of a policy sector, that is a most inefficient approach.
The need is for institutional mechanisms in universities which
make interdisieplinary research much easier.

Second, policy analysis that is perceived-as being
disinterested has the maximum opportunity to inform the
diverse members of a policy community. This is a difficult
point to convey and itreguires continuous contact with
potential users from the start of the research. It is hard
for those of us in the university to subject our early work
to unsympathetic reviewers. Yet such a review process is
central to convoying the Lack of bias.

Third, timing is critical in determining the impact
of policy analysis on policy-making. The lesson John Gaus
tried to teach many years ago about the ecology of government
is appropriate hero./ Public policy is driven by a complex
interaction between tho human and natural world. It is the
result of a complex network I do not understaLd.

I am convinced, however, that the impact of policy
analysis on poliS;i7-making is heavily dependent on the movement
f oo the ecology of fho policy system. Chance is particularly

important in :leterlidning timing. We did our best to select
a well-timed focus for our study. The key in insuring its
use, however was an Arab oil boycott. There was no way of
knowing that in advance.

Pour the policy adviscr role in policy-making
is ii rectiv c:orrolated Lo his ready availability to the
policy community. 1',einL1 1.-Qdk* to respond on call is painful,.
but poli(7v cici5ionf--, do ant_ appear to wait on the availability
'_t l- the ,tdeir_:r. e n gi';_t e r,l Ly Found our5elves on overnight
call.
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description of policy-making seems to correctly describe
the decision-making process.4/ Most decisions are made in
response to the heat of the Moment and advice, which proposes
discretd and specific options that are responsive to both
tangible and political considerations is desired. General-
izations, which must be translated into specifics by
decision-makers, appear to get lost. Similarly, although
I know it runs counter to conventional wisdom, we have found
specificrecommendations better than cost-benefiting options.
In practice if the cost-benefiting is well done it almost
always turns out to involve recommendations anyway

PART II

REQUIREMENTS FOR POLICY RESEARCH
IN THE UNIVERSITY

The view that interdisciplinary research teams are
needed to adapt science Lo social problems reflects a
growing belief that in a technological society the social
and physical systems are inseparable. Although at one level
the belief in an interdependent social-physical system is
now part of the conventional wisdom; at another level our
thinking, marry of our organizations, and, most of our knowledge
reflects a ouite different wisdom. That is, a reductionist
wisdom. The university represents reductionism in its
finest organizational form. University organization has
responded to very compelling conditions. They are that we
have only been able to understand by dividinq the world
into parts.

The roductionist approach which dominates the un iver-
sitly also has I'm the nhtm in understanding and in managing
U.S. society. In practice, U.S. society rests on a Constitu-
tion which requires managing by dividing power. For instance,
our society has Found it useful to separate church and state,
government and busincs, and so on . Even at specific policy
levels division ham: heen our pattern. We have, for example,
managed energy on a fuel-by-fuel basis, viewing each fuel
as if it wore a self-contained system. In nearly every area
of society thin pit:_[:_rn of management appears to work less
and 1_!-=; woli. Because Df the recent perception of scarcity
in the .eaergv Area, there is an immediate needto understand
and manage all enorTy -r:,-;ource together. The problems of
(Hv,Aopihci ,11,-!Isy poly as opposed to oil policy are difficult'.

Our !)nrnOiH--. c.-)_- qtricUng such syntheti:- management
.1-ry vi', liniLo(i. Thor- i,s nn theory From whi,. u we can

,yhaL i_ To-,,h, L



Substituting mizationfor `lothodology and Theory

The way in which we've organized our Science and Public
Policy Program is a reflection of the fact that theror=s no
theoretical basis upon which one can build or develop Lhis
kind of interdisciplinary research. It would be a lot easie
if there were some paradigm which worked, but the problem
from our point of view, even mare difficult. There's not a
paradigm. There's not a theortical base, and there's not
really an appropriate methodology.

There are a lot of methodologies around and people who
try to do this kind of research, including ourselves, regularly
try to find, some methodology which will give some meaning to
the work that's being done. In fact, however, we just not
neon very successful in finding methodologies that,work.

Now, I want to offer some comments on that because it
really is eentral to our own experience and certainly my own
impressions. There is in the university, hat I think in all
of the other organization; that are involved in trying to do
this l:ind of work( a compelling belief that if we just
work hard enough at it we can ultimately understand the
interactions between science and technology. Most people feel
that we can ultimate!': F n a theory that will allow us
to understand those intr.Lions, and in the absence of that
thecry there is this tendency to try to substitute method-
ologies/ one or another form of cet benefits analysis, use
of delphi simulation, mee):_ing and so on If you do the work
as we try self-onciouslv to, that is do it with the aim of
influencing nr informi_ng or having some timpact on public
policy, these methodolocj.aa don't work out verywoll.

Now, that pressure to be Likea discipline in the
university is very tough to resist. it is reinforced by the
fact that most or the eHaLal agencies are populated by
people who Mare Lit o !,:i.ng of tendency. The pressure
it the preson !iTi I. ttinH is very clearly in the direction
of proposing to 'study science-society interactions, using
again one or anotl- a if these methodologies.

The vow rr,m Lti e Federal agencies position is two-
fold. The is this tendenc Lo want the structure and the
order the understanding that comes From a paradigm or a
method out, there's another and more doubtful pressure
and thaL is tlelt tcHaral i..joncies find interdiSciplinary
atudion to he A I t at r Lt the- ntart with a paradigm

t.-he gaency agvance Lila( Lhe study is not
Lo oeL -anyLhici; L1i viii he undonufortcad_o. And,

[ For [AfT7iing methodologion
eg 1 a fl er rojear._71' erganiStinns,
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Now, what we've done is to say we can't find any of
those methodologies that work and about all one can do in
interdisciplinary studies aimed at informing public policy
is to organize groups of people from different disciplines
or project groups or task force groups. The organizing mode
really is the problem definition. And you can define it
in our case we usually try to structure tho-investigation
around some particular teehnelogy, trying to examine the
impacts of that technology on society. But, the only thing
that holds our st_dy together usually is the hardware around
which we are building the study. Subconsciously we've taken
the view that what you have to do is substitute organization
and procedues for whai would be better done with an adequate
methodology or body of theory.

We do have a limited reservoir of empirical experience
in manajing complex systems-in such high technology sectors
as defense and space. Although that experience is only
marginally Jpplicable, it is the best we have. Many argue
that experience with systems management in high technology
area provides liitte guidance in the contemporary period
hecauseour 'present Pr(:;bicm have a much larger social
Ca orient relaive ,LO the tohnological component. These
who :r,ake this argument oonclude that the organizational and
Management pattaarnsHaedap) successfully appL.y science to
seroe and defense polD[1-4T will not work in the new domestic
problem areas.

Recoqizing.Lego. differenceii many of us believe,
nonotheless,-that we must attempt to apply science to
society's problems and that we have no choice but to attempt
to :v-e.--)ive nrrangemeriLa .g-om known organizational and manage=

appreache.a We arflve at this pcsition not because of
Lne 1 ;iojs trot -a j 50 oE these approaches in domestic
probLem areas, LliL because oF a lack of alternatives. The
abi!±ty te Hot nH link cenple with diverse specialities

1ie, but_ n. ncience, government, arid industry
se,mln tre no ruscive cur domusLie problems.

rT:he eeeC is Lo euild organizational arrangements which
Lh ] litracer:. Hut these niew organizational

oriandeHea .1F-consciously sensitive to what we
L e ciiitr!tei- puLL-uns nf human behavior. Behavior

that is nunrationgl, a.1 self-interested_
in Lta 'reap er social fetal, human behavior is

fo.:-aiHea mola- en (--rf conflicting fears
an _Hay ng posiiive qoaH_ Oat behavior is

potH
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_political issues. In practice, our constituencies will
- give us no choice--they williand are,demanding that we play
A role. Ideas and action are too closely linked in the
technological society for anything else to happen.

.1 believe that doing research that has short- to
'mid-ternruse is both a responsibility of-and a value to
the university. To produce applied interdisciplinary
research, however, -requires that universities create new
organizational arrangments, In this case, the need i to
create organizations in advance of a supporting knowledge
structure such as..the traditional departments have.

Both the value system and present organizational
struiture of universiti

;
i make this difficult. As those

who have tried to level t them can describe in detail,
natural rejection mechanisms are triggered in universities
when-such interdisciplinary problem-oriented organizations
are created; Strong support from an administration, lots
of money, and a strong leader may serve as an immunosuppres-
sent, but a history of such organizational efforts would have
to be entitled, "A Hi'Story of Failure." The reasons for
failure are well known, basic, disciplinary research has
the-highest and provides the biggest rewards. This status
position is regularly reinforced'with the political argument
that doing research on social problems will anger supporters
of. the university and decrease support-for Iasic research.
1 have never seen anything other than anecdotal evidence
to support this vidt; and I'm not convinced. At least, as .

much anecdotal evidence exists in support of the opposite
view.

The major systemic reason for university rejection of
problem-solving research results from the fact that knowledge.
is organized intofintellectual structures we ,call disciplines,
and those structures provide the rationale for departments.
Only-discipline-based departments have a continuing:capability
to provide. -such organizational rewards as tenure and promotion.
The rationale is that qply the disciplines provide a depend-
able basis for judging the quality of individual performance.
The assumption is that disciplines have what Kuhn calls
paradigms which provide a standard of quality. By comparison,
interdisciplinary work presumably has no obvious standards
of quality. This results in interdisciplinary problem=
oriented -work attracting weak sisters and charlatans like
sugar attracts ants because they hope to gain organizational
rewards without having to meet difficult standards.

Faculty members presently get involved. in inter=
disciplinhr activities for one. Cif three reasons. In the
first and most! exciting case they do so because they find that
their disciplineChasl become an intellectual straightjacket
`blocking their research and intellectual development. Numbers
Hf people with an intellectual interest in the environment
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have found this to be so. A modified .version of this case
is the young researcher who is driven by some social gommit-
ment which cannot be satisfied within hisdiscipline. The
second case is the naive researcher who either doesn't under-
stand the reward :system of the university, or thihks he is .

good enough to ,beat it. He is a sad case because he regularly
loses. The third and most frequent case, especially relevant
at the preseht time, so my administrators tell me, is the
researcher who will work on interdisciplinary problem-oriented
research since he or she can't Mind a "regular" job.

From the point), of view of the applied research organ-
ization in the university this is a shakey manpower base
to build on. Assuming that high-quality people enhance the
chances of applying sdience to society's problems, an
organization with that purpose in the university should be
able to hire such people..

Creating an Interdisciplinary Research Team

But, having good people does not insure the capability
of producing high quality applied research in the oiosence,of
theory or methodology. That requires creating a Otkiductive
research team out of the disciplinary apples and oranges.
Creating and sustaining such a research team requires, at
a bare minimum, the following institutional levers: (1)-a
flexible, hard budget, (2) the cdpacity to reward with tenure
and academiO rank, (3) appropriate physical facilities, and
(4) continuing symbolic strokes from the university-adminis-
trators -- that is, public statements by the president that
he loves you and that you are doing great things. (Please
note I have explicitly rejectsd the notion that interdiscip-
linary research can be derivn from some methodology.)

The hard money- budget is at least as necessary for
symbolic reasons as for more tangible reasons -- that is,
it projects the image of an organization that Ai; going to
have to be liVed with on a long-term basis. By being flexible
the budget gives the interdisciplinary research tirdin'the
university an ability to provide long-terM patronage to the
departments. One has to be able to, juggle hard and-s ft
money on a continuing basis to survive in a fluid pOl tJJcal
environment.

The ability to grant tenure and academic rank is
perhaps the.most important single organizational lever. It
signifies-that mission-oriented interdisciplinary'research
i7 legitimate. This is a complex area, however/ since
to re in an interdisciplinary unit puts the individual in
institutional isolation 2-- that is, its not meaningful
to people in other universities. The ideal arrangement
would -e joint appointments with disciplinary departments
where he. interdisciplinar unit would be able to give tenure

y
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and rank in the faculty members' disciplinary:department.
Needless to say that is hard to sell, and an intermediary
position is the more widely used joint appointment which
involves negotiation and ad hoc arrangements for each
individual. This is A cumbersome and insecure situation
for the individual involved. In this situation the inter--
disciplinary unit gains some negotiating leverage if it
has the capacity to grant tenure on its own.

The need for an appropriate set of phylical facilities
can be viewed as a tactical as opposed to a strategic instru-
ment. Yet one can have all the needed-capabilities to reward
and if the appropriate physical facilities do not exist the'.
other capabilities will go for nought. I hope I have empha-
sized that research aimed at applying science to complementary
problems in the university setting requires spbstituting
organizational arrangements for what would be more easily
done.by an adequate theory. In simple terms, the extreme
difficulty is the creation of a team product when the'team
includes an engineer, a physicist, a biologist, a lawyer,
a political scientist; and a philosopher. A.physical setting
that forces interaction among representatives of foreign,
nations (e.g., engineers and sociologists) each with its
own unique conceptual system, culture, and language are
essential. In practice the resech we are talking of is
committee research, and in the end it requires the ability:
to obtain consensus from interdisciplinary teams, Only
continuous organized and chance interaction will provide that.

Finally, during any intitial period, organizations
such as I have been discussing need all the reassurance they
cad[ get. Recognize that the people who are involved in such
activities are more aware than any of their polliticaSkut-
Side critics that they don't know what they are ping. If
they are the normal r- less than genius scientists who have
been pr rammed to pursue normally productive box-filling
researc reers -- they will be plagued by continuous self-
doubt. Doubt which their interdisciplinary organizational
sitbation will probably require that they repress. Therefore,
the public statements of support by a university president 41,
or provost are important elements of reassurance for the
people involved in interdisciplinary _research Further,
sudh statements help' hold potential adversaries within the
University at bay long enough to give the organization a
chance.

These four elements of support give some small chance
that a university group may produce potentially useful
research aimed at helping resolve social problems. It is
of course, ipart of the conventional wisdom that most research
aimed at applying science to social problems never gets
f!_gther than being printed and filed. Organizations
(whether in universities or elsewhere) which attempt to
apply social needs, must recognize that their activities
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fall into three _ases. The first phase involves continuing
contacts with those who have a vested interest in the
problem area and may therefore be able to use the research.
As noted in the first part of this paper, early contact is
necessary fbr two reasons: (1) the perception of the problem
by vested interests is central to designing any effort to
apply science to the problem; and (2) even were these percep-
tions known,.the research team must start early in establishing
credibility with the interested parties. ProfessionaigN.n
any problem area will be particularly skeptical and predis-
posed to reject work done by a group of university researchers.
unless early-and continuing efforts are made to seek the
professionals' advice and keep them informed of what is going
on. Nothing appears to contribute to the credibility of
such:research more than letting both the vested interests
and professionals see every fumbling and stumbling move in
the research effort. -minimally,' it serves to convince
potential usets.that the research team did riot start out
with a set of biases that it then collected evidence to
support. It did not develop a brief.

Phase II is, of course, the research phase, which
has been the predominant fo=cus of my presentation.

Phase III is the utilization p se and is intimately
linked to Phase I. With few exceptio_ utilization dt the
research requires self-conscious and continuing efforts to
communicate with the potential users.. This is, in fact, a
time-consuming and expensive activity. It means the applied
research organization must have people who are available and
oh call at the moment when the problem is being addressed
by society. It also means the investment of considerable
effort in developing efficient and useful lay presentations
something most academics find very uncongenial.

I believe I have described an organization. that is

not very compatible with the present structure of the
university. Few such organizations will exist without self-
conscious government intervention.

1

Requirements for Organizational Change

Numerous university administrators indicate a desire
to create such problem - oriented' organizations, however, they
have little capacity to reorganize within their institutions.
The only practical option has been to create' new organizations

which is what I'm calling for. New organizations are
nOt,,Aa vy real option, however, in an era of tight money,
wherq2universities are still struggling with the financing
of ofOnizatibns created in response to past project.grants-
which have now dried up.
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At the present time, government research support for
applying science to society's problems appears, to elicit the
worst results. First, institutional support has been
explicitly ruled out. Only project support is availableh
and there are no obvious mechanisms which regularly provide
support for planning interdisciplinary research. In estab-
lished disciplines, research progresses incrementally and
builds on the past. Interdisciplinary research involves
starting from zero. Quality interdisciplinary research
requires expensive,planning and a high start-up cost in
assembling a reseach team. Failure to provide support for
such planning increases the chances of failure.

V
In the absence of such support, but with both growing

faculty interest and declining support fbr*traditional
research, there is a scramble in universities to put together
ad hoc research groups that meet the minimal requirements
of funding agencies. These ad hoc groups.teldom.have
the characteristics necessary for success. They have neither
the rewards nor the sanctions necessary to insure cooperation
among people from diverse disciplines. Without such levers
the likelihood of producing useful quality work on time is
very low. Such jerry-built efforts in universities have the
dual disadvantage of not, meeting the government's needs while
creating stresses and problems for the university.

In summary, if the Federal Government wants science
applied to the changed social problems of our society it
will have to come to grips with the need for appropriate
organizations. In universities these organizations can only
hope to succeed if they have stable continuing institutional
support. In practice the requirement is for some organiza-
tional system analogous to the land grant system.

Apparently, the conventional wisdom in Washington
has ruled out institutional support because once committed-
such support-regularly becomes nondiscretionary. Project
grants by compariave very attractive self-deitructing
characteristics. They relieve government of thburden of
proof, and the as7 diated political pain of withdrawing
support. One can only sympathize with such instincts in
an increasingly inl:Lex4ble bureaucratic society.

Nonetheless, govetnment must addYiesi the trade-off
squarely. The point may be most quickly identified by
recognizing a distinctive theme of recent- administrations.
It is, that high -quality performance in the public sector
requires appropriate organisational arrangements'. Major
efforts have been devoted to institutional reorganization
based onwto belief that organizations must be designed to
achieve specific ohject'Lv,,s.

.c re a
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problems. Without such organizations, universities will make
only limited contributions.

In practice the choice between institutional And
project su ort is nod as stark as it may appear.) First,
universitie will, for pork barrel reasons if no others,
continue t- receive federal R & D support. Under project
grants, we .can expect a pattern of continuous disap-ointment
on both sides. Second, the danger of government int-r rence
that many university people see in a government pro
aimed at building new organizations within universi
misunderstands both the past and the present. Unive_ ities

uld be far better served if a clear choice as to whether
is research should be done were framed for them.

A Network of Universi Research -anizations

Specifically, Congress' should establish a program
whichjwould create at least one major problem-oriented inter-
disciplinary research unit in a university in every one of
the SO states. The program should have guidelines requiring
proposals from interested universities which indicate their
problem focus and internal organizational pattern. Faculty
in these units should be insured all the prerequisites given
to people in tr4Oitional departments.

Such a network of university research organizations
would provide a professional career system for people doing
problem-oiiented research. brie can reasonably expect that
over time the system would assume the same characteristics
of arteriosclerosis that affect other systems. This is
cost that will have to be assumed if universities are to

a ply science to social problems.

However, certain actions can be taken to protect
against early hardening of the arteries. The new university
organizations should have certain general characteristics.
Their faculty should be organized in task force, or project
teams. Certain program foci, such as energy may warrant
a relatively longer-term organizational arrangement. However
no component of the research organization should be allowed
to exist for more than five years. Only a positive decision
to recreate it would see a program last longer. The objective
is to make sure that the specific research components or task
forces are continually reconstituted around contemporary
problems.

These organizations would clearly be more dependent
on organizational managers than is true throughout the rest
of the university. Although the new organizations would
have tenured faculty, their directors would have responsibility
for moving people among research projects.
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The organization should provide a home for inter-
disciplinary projects generated_by faculty both from within
and outside the organization. Ttlerefore, research would
be organized _round both specifiC projects and slightly
more permanent programs.

The overall research organization should be reviewed
and critiqued every five years by an outside review team
with an equal number of members selected by each of three
groupS: the faculty of theresearch organization, the
university administration, and the federal funding agency.
The criteria should be the quality and utility of the
research.

Although it is not, at present, a major motive for
establishing interdisciplinary research organizations, they
should have a stimulating affect on the university. The
research carried out should be immediately transferred into
the undergraduate curriculum, in the form of elective courses
available to students-across the university. Thee courses
should be taught by the teams that have carried out the
research. This pattern overcomes the organizational, language,
and most importantly the lack of research base which -egularly
kills interdisciplinary problem - oriented courses. Th
absolute maximum number of times any one of these cou ses
should be offered would be four times over a two-year period.
Like the research teams they should not be allowed to become
a part of the continuing curriculum.

The legislation I propose for establishing a national
system of university-based organizations for the purpose of
applying science to society's problems should authorize a
first year expenditure of $100 million.

SUMMARY

In summary, I would note that federal agencies are
major contributors to the difficulties associated with doing
interdisciplinary problem-oriented research. In the Washington
agency context there is a profession of need for interdisolp-
linary research, but an unwillingness to run the risks that
are inherently involved. The reasons are understandable,
since without a guiding paradigm, policy-oriented research
can easily become little more than unsubstantiated special
pleading. The agency response to the fear is to substitute
methodology for the missing 'theory or paradigm; Repeatedly
the agencies escape to such methodologies as cost-risk-benefit
analysis or delphi or one of ten thousand types of modeling.
The normal pa -rn is to monitize all the variables and
grind them int a predetermined model. This allows the
values to be hidden one level below the surface/ It also
insures that a reasonable estimate of the result can be had
before the research is undertaken.
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In the absence of tile substance provided-by :theory,
it is politically useful to have at least the form provided
by a predetermined methodology. While this approach is
understandable, it has the effect of a straightjacket on
experiments with efforts to apply science to social.pro
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COMMENTARY

Joel Snow
National Science Foundation

One of the points that was made last night was that a
problem with interdisciplinary problem-oriented research is
that it is team research and it is thus sometim -s very hard
to get that thing that is most important to m y scholars --
.and that's called grdit. Don's group has go _ten a lot of
credit for its fine work. This belies the fi al line of the
quatrain from Qmar Khydmm in which Omar the T tmaker says
he'll take the cash but let the credit go. In the field of
technology assess %nt Kash has gotten credit fir some truly
outstanding contributions.

I've pulled out from the summary of Don's paper, the
five characteristics that he identifies; that I would say
could be called the ones that are essential for An effective
technology policy-research activity. Here I want to make a
little intervention in language. A lot of people talk about
science policy. A lot of people talk about science and tech-
nology policy. Some people talk about technology assessment.
One of the pollution problem we have in this field is
semantic pollution. We see it i almost every commentary --
a lot of confusion about terms.

Chris Wright tried in his paper to straighten all
that out. I notice, although Chris did a pretty good job
of delineating those things, there hasn't been an over-
whelming adoption of his set of categories. I think what
Don has been doing has been galled technology assessment.
Even though an d friend of mine- in Washington really
coined the term echnology assessment, it may be now time
to bury it sinc7 it is used in so many different=ways. I
think it's technolo -olio we're really talking about.
This is an exceedingly important activity and there are
some key characteristics which Don brings out in the written
text that I'll just briefly reiterate.

The first is that you've got to have Substantive
knowledge to bring to the problem, this is self-evidtt and
essential.

The second is that you need to have a disinterested
position in order to have credibility in the various
communities that you're working with.

The third is that timing is' crucial. That can't be
overemphasized enough. Don's antischolarly remark that he
would trade quality for timeliness is exceedingly important
because getting a 100% correct answer five days after` the
decision has been made is worthless. You have to bring the
best information to bear on the circumstance when tha inform-
ation is needed, and sgmetimos it is needed at several check-
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points along the way. As Don's detailed paper and as the
other work that he has done on this have.indicated, the
whole process of outer continental shelf leasing on which
that first study of his was focused, had a lengthy sequence
of places for research firings to be involved -- the Council
on Environmental Quality, the industry, congressional
committees, and so forth -- and timeliness in such a process
is crucial. In fact, if that study had been funded a year
later or a year earlier, I think we could hypothesize that
the use of thecxesearch and its impact, would have been
very much different.

The fourth point is that there needs to be a ready
availability of the project group to inform and advise the
people that are. interested in the results.

S

Don's final point, that I think 1 take issue with a
little bit, is the matter of providing r ommendations or
specific concrete proposals. Specific 6 ncrete proposals
are great, if in fact they fall out in a airly straight-
forward sense from the analygis. In the OCS case, they
really do fall out. They hit you in the face when you work
through the problem, and it is evident to anyone what some
of the-obvious proposals are.

In another case that Don's group has worked on, which
involved a comparative analysis of fossil energy sources,
providing recommendations is a little more problematical.
There are quite a n e of other situations that I'm familiar
with in which if you iced yourself to come up with specific
recommendations and ma that a sine qua non of the process
you could force yourself into premature judgment.

One should let the pUnishment fit the crime and provide
recommendations or cost-benefit alternatives, options or
whatever, depending upon what fits the situation. Sometimes,
however, cost-benefit analysis is the last refuge of the
bureaucratic coward, for whom the obvious steps to be taken
are uncomfortable or ujipalatable, or are used to justify an
action when only partfof the velevant data are considered.

THE COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE OF THE UNIVERSITY

Let me turn to a derived set of comments from Don's
five major points. Those have to do with the comparative
advantage of the university in policy-oriented research. In
several remarks I've made earlier in this meeting I've seemed
to imply that if it is so hard to get interdisciplinary groups
going on things that are new to scientists in universities,
then why bother? Why not let the commercial research
organizations SRI, Batelle, RTI and so forth, do the jolP
They have competent professional staffs. They're accustomed to
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respond to RFP's and to go through the rest of the contract
ledgerdemain. Much could be said for that. Those institu-
tions have a very important contribution to make and otq a
lot of-types of large-scale planning studies you've got to
have their high-intensity capability -- the ability to really
produce'a product fast. At the same time, there is an old
shying in government that "if you want it bad you'll get
it bad." That is often proven out by some of-the forced
draft studies done by the contract research firms.

I think the comparative advantage of the university
group relates directly to the central points Don made..
First of all in a university you have a reasonable assurance
of being able to assemble a group with high scientific .and
technical capability. With some of the other organizations
the people who actiilly do the work may be very different
from the people who sold you the job. Without naming any
names, it just sometimes happens, and I think everyone in
the research funding community knows, that the very impressive
group of people at the site visit turn out to also be committed
to seven other projects. The high scientific and technical
capability in universities and their network of contacts in
the science, community is valuable.

The next item is detachment from politicization. It
might seem a strange thing if you think back to 8 to 10 years
ago when universities were hotbeds of trouble, but we still
think of the university as detached from politicisation. In
analyzing socio-technical questions, universities are a lot
more detached than are the companies that have a major stake
in getting further business studying the sane questions.
People in universities, more than people who have committed
themselves to other types of careers, have somewhat of a
propensity to tell the truth. Or to put it differently, the
academic intellectual community exerts some powerful sanctions '-

against people who don't tell the truth and demonstratively
don't tell the truth.

One of the very worst things in any kind of technology
policy-analysis is incorrect information, whether you call it
lies or whether you call it mistakes. The existence in the
university of that set of severe internal penalties for a
falsification provides a very important element of quality
control that aids the credibility of a process. The indepen-
dence and integrity of the academic setting is thus an
essential strength.

The last point I'll mention is the ability in the
university to involve young people. The younger, less jaded,
less tired people who have nod previously really had a
position on the subject can provide valuable insight. They
generally have not been involved in OCS oil or oil shale,
or uranium availability or whatever. These are that wonderful
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breed of individual whomll t nk -of as those bright young
graduate students. When we've spent a few years in the
federal bureaucracy we sometimes wonder how we could get
some bright young graduate students in our organization so
that we don't all dry up and blow away intellectually.
don't know what the situation is with graduate students in
Don's program, but I -know if I were doing his job I would
cry much want to have a lot of students involved. Not

just graduate students, undergraduate students as.well.
People who-read what you write and scratch their head
because they are just getting educated and they are learning
that they have to ask the teacher questions. They say,
"Well, why did you say that?" When really why you said
that was that maybe you cpuldn't think of anything else
to say and didn't think the questiOn through very well.

I think among the advantages to the university, again
for that matter to the researchers, are the experience of
involvement in am important public problem and the contact
and interaction with larger publics than academics usually',
come across -- suc' as the National Resources Defense Council,
the Sierra Club, th oil companies, and state and local ',/7-

government.

THE NEED FOR CONCISE RESULTS

There are difficulties in providing a full, scholarly
analysis of a problem -- and in eating decision-makers to
read that analysis. Don made a -omrwnt about the need to make
recommendations. It is important to lecognize that you are
dealing with a group of people wh eve time only to read
10 pages, not 300. The recommendations in a study can provide
a concrete example of what the runout of the analysis is and

1 one way of dealing with it that busy people can focus on.

That is an awfully good thing to do. It may be that
if the sponsor is scared of reality then in the formal report
you may have all these nice alternatives and options and
cost benefits and so forth, but in your pocket you have
another sheet of paper that lists the recommendatiOns. You
then whisper in the deciSion-maker's ear and say, "Say, you
know there are some recommendations if you want to look at
them yourself privately." Then he can take the piece of paper
and he can go to the men's room where there are no microphones
or anything and he can sit and read them and find out what
the riNal recommendations are.

You know, people often don't have time to read ten
pages and this is one of the most severe problems of govern-
ment today.. When Don said ten pages, Vaughn Blankenship, who
has worked in ONE, leaned over and said, most people will
only read three pages. Well, that's wrong! They'll only
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write three pages. They'll only read one paged I

first went to work for Guy Steven doing planning and budgeting
and so forth, one of the things he told me was that he didn't
want to see any reports coming into his office that didn't
have a one page cover sheet that told him everything that
was important in the report because he would never have time
to read the_. full report. And, in two years there has been
one change. He wants it in half a page. So, there is a
lesson there of some kinid, since Dr. Stever is a highly
responsible and conscientious official. But he just doesn't
have time.

PROGRAMMATIC SUPPORT

My last comment is about institutional support for
policy-relevant research. I don't know whether it is the
words or whether it is the Concept, but institutional support
expredbed as such is never going to get anyplace. It's never
going to get any place because it connotes support for a
whole set of activities that have really nothing to do
immediately with getting the particular type of job d6ne
that the sponsor is interested in at the moment. Institu-
tional support, for better or for worse, connotes to most
people a support of an institution as a whole.: It died in
the. National Science Foundation years ago when it appeared
that institutions generally were turning out many more Ph.D
scientists than were needed. By pumping money generally
into university growth we appeared to be exacerbating what
was already perceived to b a problem. It would be,pretty
crazy in fact/to have one hand stimulating the production bf
Ph.D.'s and another hand setting up special prograiis'to find
.jobs for excess Ph.D.'S.

On the other hand, I think the essence of the points
of the need for continuity, of the need for stability, of the
need for a degree of insulation from the short term pressures
of pernicious grantsmanship, are well taken. How can these
goals be achieved? What I, think i needed, .perhaps, could
be called programmatic support. This would be support for
a- problem-oriented program that has a theme or seriekof
unifying themes and has a relatively long time perspeCtive.
This would be designed to build and maintain a capability
for problem-oriented research around a series of generail
topics, and it is the capability rather than the institution
building that is essential. That, I think, is the target,
and such support could provide the'continuity and stability
needed while continuing the discipline of a relationship'with
a programmatic and demanding sponsor.
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DISCUSSION

Don E. Kash: I've tried to overstate my case for
emp asis. I chose, for instance, institutional support be-
caLL,e I know it causes everyone in the system to go aaahhh."
Butbasically, what I'm talking about is support for or-

,ganizations that do this kind of research.

Now, if I come to the question of methodology, I
don't mean to suggest that any one or the numerous method-
ologies doesn't have some value, What I have found, however,
in dealing with gra4t-ting and contracting agencies is that
at any point in time there isra prOgram manager who is
addicted to,something called cost-risk-benefit analysis.
And,' the RFC' is probably written in thosit terms. If it is
not written in those terms the information discussion will
be in those terms. Although I know some examples of what
people call cost-risk-benefit analysis, I am still not sure
what it is

The second point, I. want to make applies particularly
to the area of technology assessment. The National Science
Foundation went through a phase when this buzz word came in,
and they put their money into developing a methoddlogy for
it. That phase was eliminated when, after spending some
substantial amount of money for developing technology assess-
ment methodologies and nothing was produced, the decision was
made to simply fund substantive studies. If you-are going
to do whatever this is you just do it, you don't study
methodologies.

In substance wo've got a- beautiful symbiotic relation-,
ship between the univursities and the Federal. Government.
We have trained people in universit=ies and many of the best
of our products have gone to Whatever party line they were
trained-in. The problem with the bureaucracy today is not

. Sc? much e problew of corrupt politics, it is a 'problem of
mad academic lines. -So that whatever bureau-agency program
office you happen to deal with will be probably populated by
people that have some addiction to one or another of these
framework, mPthodologies, schemes -- whatever the
case may

my :Joint that if you start with the as umption
that,T sta/A with, f /-ou're going to do policy rese
the fir st thing ,Tot to learn is something-abi___ the
substance or what )11'r studying. I'm always reminded of
this story.,-vhout tropical country's legislature that was
under a rjrat deal r= r)ressure because there was a malaria
.epidemic, so t1-17... outlawed malaria. They didn't spray
any DDT or l onany swamps or drain any swa'Mps.
If youtro r)in,f -r,s;oarch you've got to recognize
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the sUbstaptive boundaries and once you begin to do that
.

then you'll' better-uSe god judgment-- and. prUdence and forget
about trying' to jam policy-oriented research into some
abstract scheme. I say that and I probably over say dt
Many of these methodologies have-very real heuristic value,
They're useful. They identify things. They stimulate.-
thinking or at least they have the.potential for stimulating
;thinkin'g. Yet all too frequently in-practice, it iAmy

.\judgment, what they have become are, intellectual straight-
jackets.

Ann Macaluso: T is more-of a comment than a ques-
tion, and I am not certain exactly how to say it.* perhaps it
follows *hat Dave Rose is saying. There is enormous uncertainty,
it seems to me, in everything that we've been talking about ift
the past few. days here We wouldn't low here if there weren'It.
Uncertainty is the name of the/gone, and having the ability to
liv with doubt'and anxiety and all the rest of it is important.

What troubles me mostk_is the attitude that I've heard
expressed over and over again since I got here: what is impor-
tant is tenure and security - -.that people are' cowprds and can't
cope with the uncertainty and anxiety. I think thfe times demand
old people (like some Of us with gray hair that is covered up)
to do .exactly the same thing. And, I can't help IDA' be extremely
troubleever since I got here byfeeling that must be:a damned
optimist: all the rest of the world knows something that I don't
and, therefore, I'm terribly naive.

Joel and I knoW of one study' in which a member of NSF was
fired and a fflember of mother department was given a departmental
achievement award for the same study. It happened to be an inter-
disciplinary study on which I was involved. Some people do get
fired for those things and some people who do get fired go on to
bigger and better things.

7

i suggest that we all ought to stop looking at ourselves
as though we had. limited, very short life spans and had to spend
them in exactly the same place,-doing exactly the same thing we've
always done, and takp-a look at the subject matter of this session
and begin to dare a little bit more.

Joel Snow: The point may have been too strongly stated,
taut there is a basic difficulty that makes me wonder to some

.

extent about all these fine people who are products of all' theSe
scientific discipline straightjackets. I guess the problem is
the are human. Wheh a relatively junior staff person knows

(tha the recommendations to come out of a project he
si'ble for are 'likely to enrage his boss`, he is probably not
goring to oncourage that those things become too visible.
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Suppose you were to study the following question.

It is apolicy-orientea ve,5tion ddaling. with -very Mich
the same type of technology that Don has been involved with.
Suppose .you rere toJook at,the.conSequences, of the admin
istration's propo'sal to deregulate natural gas at the well-

.head so that the intrastate price of gas - (which is 10 times
that -of the intbrstate price) wQ,uld-become in effect the
interstate price. Tha6 would'prbviae an'enorMous incentive
f9r drilling natural 'qasformations,a d. extracting lots of
existing natural gas., it is essibl3 that we don't have any.
shortage of natural gas' in.actuality right now. Now, that
is very interesting. If you Ask wh- _would happen to the
pride of natural obviously t.would rise (there is
an economic model fOr this, that actually been funded by
NSF, by Paul MacAvoy who is now n the Council of Economic
AdVisorS). The model- shows yOu, oughly- speaking, that the
price of gab, would rise to abo.0 75% of 410 current inter-
state'value It would undoubt ly stimaate a lot of
exploratory, investment in the as industry.

Suptose you were to t en ask the question, what about
the,admInistration's additio al proposals to stimulate the
development ofsyntiletic 1-productVion technology by a
very large-Scale program o loan guarantedS in order to
encourage- the large compa es to build synthetic fuel, coal
gasification, and high BTI coal gasification plants. And,
ask yourself whether all of those cost analyses that show.that
With a certain level of subsidy those plants are going to be
'able.. to compete. economically will be, true once you've deregu-
lated gas at the wellhead.

What you will then probably find is a very unpalatable
!answer. If,,you 'were doing a policy -study for the Adminis-
tratorof ERDA,and produced a study and the consequent
recommendation& that the loan guarantee program be junked,
you might well be

That's a hypothetical case study. I used that example
for the very reason that that-particular one has not taken
p10.ce but there pave been many similar situations that(i'm.

44.

a areoof that simply indicate that the vested inte-_st of
he high-revel bureaucrats in the particular poli 'cal

-policies exert an enofmous coercive force on the integrity
and the professional respectibWty of the middle tier of
people who in fact monitor the projects and make'most of
the arrangements for them. -And it is ft very unfortunate
situation.. I've worked under three administrations,
Johnson, Nixoniaud Ford, and the same kind of thing has
been true in my experience. 1-1don't know if i-Lis always
true.
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DanAlpert:D0n,Iwonderifl,c0uId make a few remarks
that are .cOmplementary.to and supportive of, your cOmmentsabout
the importance of,the knowledge of -the substantive area and some
other rbmarks concerning methodologies. In your paper, as in
many papers, there is reference to the need for some -thing like
the land-grant organization by which I think you mean the'organ-
ization of the Cbilege of Agriculture.. And, indeed, within .

living memory of some of us there is an experience within the
university -of successful interdisciplinary research in'the College
of Agriculture:' I think it is interesting to recall some of the
following' attributes of that research.

First of all, people were hired, giVen-tenure,and organ-
ized in'departments called Animal Husbandry, Dairy Husbandry and
s9 on. You wool t recognize that animals are horses -and pigs, and'
dairy;and so-on, and by their very hatureyou'd know what the
scientists were working on. They were wor,king on the problems
of the dairy farm, the farmer,generally.' The people who were

Th.red,were biochemists, physiologists, economists, and so on --
hired into a department and they agreed to work in a place called
Animal Husbandry.

I think it's important to note that whileAt may have been
important that they were good biochemists or good economists, I
think a study of those activities' would'suggest that even more
important was their knoWledge of not only the-technological prob-
lems but the cultural context in_which,whatever pwduct they were
delivering was going to be used. .Virtually without.exception
these people cafte off the °farm and had lived there from birth
both Students an faculty. When they reported the results of
.their--activities it was farely,if ever,in,the form of a written
report. it was 4s timely as it could possibly be. And having
grown up on a farm myself I know that my dad would call. up Pro=
fessor JRnes (he called him Professor Jones, bu they had a very
personal relationshrip), and Professor Tones would come out to the
farm. I think these experiences were very characteristic of, ane
of they- few cases of inte,-clisciplinary-,team research which had .

organizational supporte and fit into the organizational framework
of the, 4niversity in terms of organizational tenure and all that
stuff.I

thi,nk the f Lr, 1 commbnt I'd like to make is that at
pbmetiMe in the history o these departments', mostly after WW II,
an interesting-thing toQk'place, We changed the name of the
department from Animal Husbandry' to Animal Science; from Dairy
Husbandry to Dairy Sci6ince, The disciplinary values of the
academics on the north side of the College of Agriculture took
over (Ind the sillajs that- rinpio s'Earted'to study were not
probe Len of an4mal and Thry, I'm not making a case that4this
shouldn'L liavt2'happene H' it i. an observation that the peopier
workind in those s now work on cell, biology, nutrition,



microbiology, etc., and I defy anyone, even thb experts, .to go
'into these. departments and tell which is Which. They retain
their organizational structure. There is still a department-of
Animal Science and of Dairy Science and there, is virtually no
referencdto the animal -Out of which the cell' structures were
taken.



the real problems in implementing the
'`Sustaining University Program lay not in
Washington but on campus. The Webb leverage
-- money, buildings, agreements with univer-
sity presidents was insufficient, given
the nature of the institution he was seeking
to change ...-

4

...The 'bottom line' for the (National
Science) Foundation was clear. The PANN
program was not to provide institutional
Support to universities. Not only was such
support not

and
in a period of manpower

aoversupply nd underemployment, but it would
limit the Foundation's ability to 'direct!
research towards needs other than those of
the research-producing community."

L. V. AZankenship_
and W. Lambrl:qh
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Both-the National Adronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and the National Science Foundation (NSF) have had
programs aimed at` applying research to national,nee0t: The
Sustaining University Program (SUP) of NASA actively sought
to .relate universities to societal problems. I/ The Research
Applied to National Needs (RANN) program of NSF has pursued
a variety of different strategies in its efforts to tap the
brainpower of university researchers. While it is arguable
as to which program has had the better results, it is worth-
while to compare the two prograts for the lessons they shpd
in government- university felations. Both intended'to do
more than merely support researchers doing traditional
disciplinary-oriented basic research. They sought to,link
portions of the scientific community into a research system
whose Output would be information and technology of implied
'relevance to(problems of national concern. In doing this,
they had to onsider how to implement their goals and chart
the place of interdisciplinary, problem-oriented 'research
in their programs: =The university environment with which,
they were dealing was characterized by a number of factors
(a) a tradition of research autonomy in which ides are
generaged by members of the research community ; - (b) an
organizational -- and power structure -- dominated by dis-
ciplinary- based academic departments; (c) an organizational
value system stressing multiple goals, of which research is
only one; (d) a production system scheduled, largely, around
educational activities and the academic calendar; and (e)

an organization with few direct 'iinks to potential "users"
of applied research.

The views expressed in- .his paper are those of the auth(4rs
and sic not represen the)opinions of the institution, with

which they are affilia
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TIE -NASA SUSTAININGUNJVERSITY PROGRAM

NASA had and continues to have a vast program of
research involA)ing Lniverities. The bulk of NASA univer-
sity, money goes to'traditional project support of varying
scale. This entails work on aeronautical and space problems,
While thi. work may be sakid to be applied to national needs,
the needs are really those of the space program. Another
much smaller segment of the overall NASA program has used
universities to train NASA's own bidcareer personnel. At'
the same time, NASA makes facilities available to university
personnel through summer faculty fellowships. Again the
emphasis is on research applied to NASA needs. There are
other prOgialfs, such as one concerned with black colleges
but most of these are far remoVed from the kinds of issues
posed by this conference. A program on target with those
concerns and one that stands in contrast to other NASA
efforts invdlving-,universities is.the Sustaining University
Program.

No longer in existence, SUP lasted from 1952 to 197.D.
Its orientation was toward getting university research .applied
to needs that were-broader e- more "national" in a'sense --
than those represented by spare, missions alone. fndeed, the
very breadth of the program'S-goals made for confUsion both
inside the agency and among the recipients of NASA grants as
to what the agency reaaly wanted. It was not clear that the
agency" was of one mind. What NAqA Administrator JameS Webb
wanted did not always appear to bei,what his middle managers,
charged caith implementing th6 program, wanted. And what Webb
or his underlings desired was not necessarily what the uni-
versities would deliver.

Goals

SUP's problems started with the multifacted nature
of its goals. The program had at- leastjour. One wa to
increase the number of Ph. ii. 's in space science and related
fields. This was a direct response to a concern at the time
that the United States was being outdistanced in ,icienee man-
power by the Russians. A second was to strengthenThniversi-
ties with an existing excellence in space science: A third
was to increase the national base of competence in universi-

_ace science through nelerng to upgrade third-
uier universities. Thsc., 1-htee goals were directed at sus-
taining ,e-anti buildir compctence in spat_ related
frields. Ti SUP

t r

VW;.-3A

1. te
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this ragas was a complement to NASA pro-
t-}; le -ts kr!loari,, were related to

iii sairl or the fourth goal.-
. rsitios a capability For
1, anei local needs in an in-

manner. This ohjective



was a consequence of We-b's 'desire to change the university,
to make of-it less a collection of individuals and. more an
institution or organization that could be applied to public
problems%

Means

The primary means used by NASA. to achieve these goals
was money: money to lAliversities for fellowships for students
the 'universities would themselves select; money for research
along broadly defined interdisciplinary areas the institution
wished to pursue;_ and, finally, money for new buildings to
house the research and NASA fellows. These buildings, or
facility grants -as they were called, involved no matching
funds from the university, but they were not regarded (at
least by Webb) as outright gifts. The facility grants went
to the universities that were expected to play an especially
large role in the space prOgram, those institutions already
receiving great deal of other SUP (and NASA-projtt) money.
Webb expeoted a quid for the NASA quo.

In Webb's view, universities had- to develop` an
institutional capability and this meant erdisciplinary
research. Such a capability also required leadership on
campus. In the view of Webb, the central leadership of the
university had been weakened by traditional project grants
used by .government agencies to award research funds: These
established links between Washington program managers and
university professors, placing the leaders of the university
in the role of clerks. Webb wanted too revitalize that lea-
dership and to help university presidents to reform their
universities in societally _relevant ways. It was felt that
a building would provide a"catalyst for achieving problem-
oriented -, interdisciplinary research. VniverSity'presidents
could use "space centers" as symbols for change on campus.

The specific means chosen to br'ng about these results
was a Memorandum of Understanding that ent with every faci-
lity grant. There were approximately 34 of theSe memos pro-
mulgated during SUP's existence. The memo was signed by
Webb and the president of the university receiving the build-
ing The contents varied with the particular circumstances,
but, in genel, the memos included clauses stressing the
following agreements:

First, the university would make available its total
petence for space-related research. This included not4

just the physical and life sciences and engineering,.-but
social science, business administration, law, and all the
rest.
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-Second, the uniVers ty weld -seek, in an "enerOtic
and organiaed fashion," to promote mult ciplinary research

1
onlproblems in space research oc,having to do .with the or
ganization and implications of the space. e fort.

Third, the university Would seek way', of diffusing '

the results of space-related research and putting those find-
ings to work in advancing development and solving technolo-
gical, economic,- and social problems '- particularly in ire
universities' own regions, but to some extent the nation as
a whole.

v..

/

The seriousne=-of Webb about SUP cannot be seffi-
ciently stressed. In conversations with his staff and later
with university executives, Webb again and again made it
clear that he expected universities to change. He was aware
of the difficulties of getting a more aroblem-oriented focus
on campus. It was because of the diffi7Ulties, in part, that
he felt it important to p-sh SUP. He wanted to provide uni-

3versity presidentsswith t_e resources he believed could help
them bring about the cha-se. He was leaving to universities
the manner in which they achieved their interdisciplinary,

-..:-

problem-oriented firamework. It was up to them to decide how
to move. But he expected movement. ,When, later in the, de-
cade, he detected little of the kind he wanted, he replaced
the subordinate in chargd of SUP with an individual he be-
lieved more fully understood the Webb vision of the program.

Eventually, Webb left NASA, the budget crunch came to
NASA; and SUP was terminated. Aside from these directly in-
volved in its administration, there were:few in NASA who
mourned its passing. MoAt of the agency saw SOP as a "give-
away" of resources to universities. They Perceived no re-
turn to NASA =- 4ARecially from the facility grants. He
was trying to achieve a new kind of university -- one that
could be more useful not only to NASA but, more importantly,
to other national, state, and local programs then emerging.
During the height of the space program, for example, Wejlob
-poke of developing a capability, through\;NASA SUP mondy, by
-hick universities cool{ be helpful in attacking the problems
of the cities1

sults

By the standards by which most university programs
were judged in the 1060's, SUP was a grout success.- In the
decade of SUP': ex,istence, approximately $222 million were
spent in runivorsities qthroughojut the country. Thousands of
now Ph.D.'s Were trained. Uni0=2rsitis with existing space-
science capacity ffurther strengthened. Now centers of
competence in space 'fields were lauched. When it came to
the goals othc.r t. an -I- spe(7iar- objective, SUPsoored.



well.' When it came to ebbis test, SUP,did not produce as
hoped. Webb felt that his money, his buildings, his Memos
of UnderAanding, his dKnversations,with. university preai-
de-ts would produce something new and different on campus.

At minimum, he expected more 6oherent response from
the-university

amore
to societal problems, whether NASA or non

NASA related. EvaluatOns of -SUP, however, demonstrated few
successes= As one group put it in a'1968 report:.

-

The multidisciplinary aspect of the Sustaining -,
.Uni'Versity'Program research grants has generally
not been taken seriously by the universities.
The universities per-wive the grants as institti-
tional support in a &bnventional 'sense that does
'not require innovation in the adKinistration of
research .

Little evidence wa's found that the Memorandums
Of Understanding associated with SpstainingUni-
versity Program facilities gants- have led te7

r
anything but talk. .Usualy_silk.taly a few administra-
tors within a university ,ven knew about the
Mtmoralidum. They had not attempted to use it as
a tool to induce changes in procedures or atti-
tudes; they did not regard it as. requiring them,
to do anything new ox different . . . .

The failure of the universities to espond to the
explicit agreements of the Memorandums -- techno-
logy transfer and multidisciplinary reseah
suggests that the SUP goals, which they contained
implicitly, were not achieved, Thus, the SUP
facilities program cannot.claim to have developed
concern for societ41 preylems, capability for in-
stitutional resonse, awareness of a service role,
or strengthened ties with industry and.the local
and regional community.

The major criticism that must be ma e of the
universities' response to the Memorar ums of
Understanding is that they did not - try- They
.clearly committed themselves to make an "energetir=
and organized" effOrt to implement the emorandums,
and then did not'make it. 2/

sons

Whv did Webb fail to achieve his SUP goals? Webb
attributed one reason to they lack of attention by his own
staff to those goal Therefor he reorganized univer-
si otfice and replaced its leader in order to



mitigate this perceived problem. It is likely that many of
those who worked for Webb regarded Webb's'gbals as visionary.
They were extremely busy trying to run a conventional univer-
sity grants effortIthat, had grown from nothing to-a huge op-
eration, virtuaillnovernight. While they might have seen the
1Webb goals-as desirable, it is also probable they saw no way
they coVd implement theta. So there was riot the push from
NASA Webb wanted. This'lfack of day-to-day push foi reform
allowed, many universitieso ignore the-stfbng, but necessa-
ily,infrequent, importunings from we-

P

Whatever the weaknesses inside NASA, however, to real
problems in implementing WE' lay not in Washington but_on
campus. The Webb leverage -- money, 4iiildings, ureementt
with university presidentsi-- was insd:Ifficient, glIven the
nature of the:institution he Was seekiqg to change. Moreover,
twat leverage was diffused by the fact that the same:institu-
tions, particularly the prestigious univ-erfi-tdes Webb most '.
wanted,to influence, -wereSimultaneously)getting.moneY from
other Washington bureaucracies thaledid not carry theNASA
strings. It was weakened also by the way it was managed on
campus. The program clled for a coherent response from the
university and left itf up to the university to decide how it
would respond. In other words, here was an effort to change
universities from outside; but it was left up to people in-c,
side to choose the manner in- which that re orm was to proceed.

SUP was designed to place management responsibility
in the university central administration -- indeed, the preS
ident. It was the president whO signed the Memo not
Webb's own officials or university professors. The presi-
dents were supposed to manage the NASA money with the Webb
objectives in mind. But the 'professors did not wish to be
managed, and the presidents who signed the Memos had little
inclination to try to manage them- abrleast in the direc -.
tions those Memos implied. They signed the document and
then went on to the next crisis. The professors meanwhile,
split up the NASA SUP pie, went back to their deprtmental
offices and, essentially, did as they plQased.' It was
business as usual.

Webb apparently did not understand that most indivi-
duals choose ac'a.demic careers in the first Place because
they prefer the kind of work those careers Amply. That work
is generally done alone or with a few graduate students. It' --

is performed within the confines of a discipline. Once in
the academic system, the pressures of promotion.and tenure
regard working at the frontier of the discipline and being
a good- department man. They do not regard engaging in the
kihd of work that Web goals implied. To. make professors
change their-ways, p ..idents would have to transform a
veritable way.ol-li t, alter reward systems, and shift power



from departments to interdict_ centers. That was a
1.4t ask of university presi:ents. These individuals' are
.weak executives by almost any organizational dbfinition..
Moreover, the-faculty in most universities want to keep them
that way.- In short, Webb tried to change the uhiversit-by
exerting leverage on the president in hopes that he, in turn,
would exert his power within the unilversity syStem. This
strategy did not work.

I

Thus, the goals of SUP-were unrealistic, given the
nature of the rfistitution to which they were applied. They
were unrealistic, given the means used to "deliver" the NASA
policies. They were unrealistic, specially, in assuming that
just because a president signed a _emorandum of Understanding,
he would take ,the risks to his-own career entailed ,in,becom
ing an inside reformer. As the top executive of NASA during
its glory days, Webb undoubtedly believed anything w4s possible._
He was able to lead America to the moon, but he could not
change the university.

RANN AND UNIVERSITY RESEARCHER9UNIVERSITY RESEARCHER:

In March of 1971, the National Science Foundation
estab-shed.a prograM of `Research Applied to National Needs
(RANN and housed it, in d new organizational unit, the
Resea ch Applications Directorate. Dr. A1tf4ed J. Eggers,
formerly with NASA, was selected to be the first Assistant
Director of the new.program.

most saMcvents, the creation of RANN had a
history and a good,paftof that history focused on dis-
cussione of two c(Mtral -questions': How should an applied
researgh program be organized within the National Science
Fotipdation?, and How should ,it go about conducting its
business' 3/ Over the proceeding four yoats different
,actors within the Foundation, the Congress, the Office of
Management and Budgt, the National Science Board the
policy- making body for-NSF -- and the scientific community
-offered different ansvers or, at leasti'emphasized different
factors.. The ii ue of the new program's relationships to
the academic scientific community was, of course, embedded
in those larg6r, questions and to answer, and operationalize,
the-MI was, t,

, implication, to specify how RANN would relate
to university researchers. Nor was the issue fully resolved
with' the estab-lishment of RANN. Instead these relationships
evolved and continue to evolve as the program has sought to
harness a portion of the talent in thesciontific and en-

commlnities to the conduct of research oriented
towords "nationri 1' neodF "



Goals and theOrganizational/Policy Environment

Se -ral important factors,shaped the organizational
and politi_al environment withinwhich RANN emerged and has
continued to operate. The National Science Foundation has
traditionally had no "mision"!other than the support of
high-quality scientific roseirch and science education.
During the twenty'years proceeding tkie formation of RANN,.
it developed a'particular style-of' plarimIng and management
which relied heavily on inputs from its research constituency
to assist it in Setting priorities-, identifying areas of
science anceng,lneering,to-be supported, -,and 'seleetinq spa.
cificAprojects t0 he fundod.

Tfls meant two things for the new, applied program:
()' it was of a "free standing" chara'cter since, unlike the
traditional "mission-oriented" agency, it had no set of
clearry identified end users or decision-makers whose func-
tional concerns could Provide a ready-made basis for a re-
search agenda and (b) the domdnant managerial parddigm of its
parent agency was both passive and other-directed, driven
largely by the values and concerns of a research-producing
community located in large universities. Representatives of
this ,Community wefe on the Science Board and staffed_ most
or the Foundation's previous research programs.

INSTITMTIONAL SUPPORT

There was no functional equivalent of NASA's
Sustaining Universities Program: Tn 1960 there ha4
been concern that the supply of scientific(and technical
manpower was inadquate to meet- the nation's needs. By the
late 1960's, the Policies and progT,Ims adopted to meet these
concerns '--ppeared to have succeeded all too well and the worry
was that there was an oversUpply; and underutili7.ation, of
scientists and ondinclers. In addition, the enormous increase
in federal funding of has Toseerch during the 1960's ap-
peared to have added a sizable increment to thenation's
sciontific and technical knowledge base and, beginning in
the last years of the Johnson Administration, thou as a
growingfeeiin that this knowledge wasn't being utilized,
that the value of the "payoff" might -be disproportionate
to the political opportunit,, costs of the national invest-
ment in R&D.

ip

IS immedi,T1te ,orgahl7ationii I. predecessor of the RANN
program, the procirm fnr int-ordisH_plinary Research Relevar)t
to ProhTeml'of Our Society (EPPPOS), had com-'Adered making
snme form cut insfifutionqi -1,;,AN: to -.elected universities to
assist them in dovelepinq forTianning and cen-
ducting lard-so ale -L111,,orplinary rnsoarch en applied
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special costs and dilkficulties on universities given their
incentive structure, orientation towards basic disciplinary-
oriented research, and domination by academic departments.
As in the case of the SUP of NASA, it was believed that such
awards might overcome some of these difficulties by giving
legitimacy and resources to more applied, interdisciplinary
undettakings.

. 4

During the 1960's, NSF had established a sizable
university (and departmental) development grant program with
the avowed intolition of upgrading second-tier universities
and departments to first-class status. 4/ Some of the pro-,
=osars they were receiving could be viewed as having an ap-
plied thrust to ti?em After all , concerns about utility and
social relevance Were "in the ai)r"., on many university campuses
by the late 60's and 70's, driven both by altruistic concerns
aboue pressing social and onvironmpntal issues and concerns
about justifying the maintenance gt large graduate program
and future employment opportunitit5s for the graduates of
these programs.

-A

As these proposalsre being reviewed for their
-
potential relevance to IRRPOS, however the RANN program was
being, planned as a replacement for IRRPOS.' 5/ and the entire
-university development program was being phased out by the
0N11-3'as'ene of its strategies for reducing the future produc-
tion of Ph.D!s.Review of those proposals continUed'and, With
the explicit approval of the OMB, seven were finally selected
for funding as "-fitting within the RANN progritm criteria"
thtYugh it was gehorally re-cognized that they wore disguised
form of -institutional support for interdisciplinary, applied
research in the affected universities.

THE POLICY FRAMEWORK

The NSF-OMB interactions surrounding both the review
of these proposals and the creation of RANN made the broader
policy orientations clear. In periods of oversupply, the
goverhment,-including NSF, should avoid exacerbating the
problem by cutting back on programs which fostered Ph.D. pro-_
auction. New activities like those represented by RANN were
a way to out underomp[oved scintists and engino-ers to work
On projects with a potentially high-- social utility. One of
th,c4rationale's for the Elf!? in the early 1960's had been that
the space program might, in conditions of a constrained aca-'
t ic Labor market, attract researchers and gradr,iat_o students

the expense of the scientffic-areas and university needs.
With conditions of oversupply and unerutilixation, conditions
which withinexisted not only within the university'but
economy a whole, there an much less need to be concerned
abOut this crobleo ane to f-ake stops to offset it.
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The porcoi7od o':r nujn 1 t hasic scientific and
technical research knowledge and its underutilization rela-
tive to the size and cost of the natiimal investment in R&D
led to similar concluSinns. The problem was not tra create
More basic understanding but to pUt that which was availab,1-9
to use in "solving" national prdblems. This, again, would
have the aided benefit of holding down the production of
more Ph.Dhs7-which was closely tied to the conduct of basic
research in the universities -- while putting undremployed
scientists and engineers to usoCut work.

Finally, programs of -institutional'suVport were
notorions17 difficult to 'direct," i-von when th-y were os-
tensibly foeused on applied rather than basic research.
Thy experience as well as that of other federal agencies
demonstrated that academics tended to go their own way, re-
gardless (-)f- what had been promised, once the'cneck was re-
ceived. The NSF, with its to or passive, other-directed
managamant, would bo,even more subject to those diffiCulties
I' it (447- institutional suimort awards as a part cat its alp--

pi:ea rosarch otafort.

MF, 'BOTTOM LENE"

The "bottom line' n_)r the Foundation was clear. The
RANN'progjam was not to provide institutional support to
universiies. Not was such suPoort not required in a
Perjodf manpower oversupply and underemployment, but it
would limit the Foundation's ability to "direct" research
towards needs other thin those of the research-producing

. community. Since the problem of the oversupply of both man-
power and basic, underutllized knowledge was not confined to
the university, Eosearch should bosupported wherever it could
be done most l=footivel= with the most efficient use of na-
tional resources. In shoIt, resareh was to he funded on a
proJect-by-nroject basis in a "baiing mode where the Founda-
tion would docide whit it wanted to purchaso relati-ve to some
net of 1100 ri" and then select that group of resear-
chers most capable of producing H in a timely Fashion. In
rus wfiv, qc),:errimnt-'5=; interost: in promoting the
optimal di of th- hat ion'a manpowor and basic re-,
searnh n: which had been supported by the
Pier ii (1)ornment in the lirst place in "solving" press-
ing nation wnald ho realized.

"h,-)tLom ohylously clashed, at signiricant
points, wiLh Htst ()1:Lont.11-luil:-.2., and manacp2ment style of the

ia.,andatLon, it lilIO ICt tH2 idh()I.Ing OLL in tederal
IiIj to t)tf7i.K7 AnJ fhL2 conLraotiohs im the labor 'p
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It aLso with the way in which the university-based,
scientific. community viewed the role of NSF and their rela-
tions with the Foundation. Under such circumstances, it is
easy to understand the tensions and conflicts which hSve
sometimes surrounded the !'NN jnujrim since its inception.

Organization Means and Ts.sue.s.

In order to achieve the objective of linking national
research dapability to the "solution" of various problems re-
lated to 'national needs" in some optimal fashion, the new
PANN program had tocrhpple with a numb6r of subsidiary issues
in a basdcally uns%,mpathetic organixational environment. Five
were especially crucial to its ultimatesuccess or failure:
-(a) the identification of the "national 'needs" which would
set the researer'l agenda and establish decision-criteria or
program design and project solActien; (h) thy estab44.17Vent
of a rationale. 1°1 difFeron,tiating its activkties from the
applied research program in "mission-oriented" agencies while,
at the same rime, coordanating its efforts with Iheso latter
agencLr-i3; (c) t-he eutabli7hment nF a process fox identifying
relevant, hHh quality -research and ---;electing research per-
Formers; (d) the fostorini of implmentation and utilization
of research rosults7 and (e) the development of an evaluation
process for assessing the results achieved and for feeding
those results bock into futute program Planning.-

par: py Pc,:\NNING AND DESIGN

In most applied research programs, the "mission' of
the ag,encv provides t barometers for the research agenda
and a if decision criteria for setting priorities and
seledtinu research projects. These guidelines
-,rise out of the functiona l concerns of tho parent agency,
its pregtammatHe needs' and, in some instances, the needs of
its clients_ in Hit ion, most. it not all, of these agencies
hav thH_r nwn laberateriesand research scientists
who both Tu-erduce research and help guide and evaluate work
which is Funlel'etramuraUv. The N.SF had no such in-house'
capability. in addition, as a "Free-tOlariding" research pro-
ram, IW:rJ had it trunetinnal mission which could prbvide it

wiLh a ILst, n: -n:Lannal nodf" Than an altornativo model
n- pr.ocedHres !mnr dvfllopinq.s_ioh guidelines was

"-needed.

The traditionl,mm(tel follnWed by the Foundation was,
oi (:51 a-, Ln noun inputs From the scientific
communit7 iLel:. ;07 Lhnsn- took the form of what
the aaench' prusuru," The stream of incom-
ing, ah:=;n1LniL-:' '-3-arch rurusuls Prom the scientific
cnmmunrf:- ru ]-. ihldM:aIion or the Priorities/ rosoarch



inteLts And prob em orientations of that community. They
constituted a mea4re of "demand" from the Foundation's scien-
tific constitue y. The peer review process helped torsort
out this "demandZ by indicating which specific projects were
ost scientifically meretorious . At ,another level, studies
and reports by the Foundation's various advisory committees
or by such groups as the National Academy of Sciences gave'
More general guidance as to the directions which NSF might
pursue. The information produced by both of these processes
as well as by the discussions of the Nationai.Science Board
was assimilated by the prugEamstaff which was drawn largely
from the same scientific community. Out of these interactions
emerged a'set of implicit priorities, program thrusts and
specific decisions on proposals.

%.

v The IRRPOS program had leaned in the direction of
reiyinf on this model for its definition of problem areas to
b,::, researched. The general conception had been to support
multidistinary efforts/ largely in universities, on ap-
plied problems of national importance. The definition of the
specific problems to iii studied, however, rested on balance,
with those submitting proposals and it seemed clear from the
discussions surrounding the creation of RANN that such a
reactive procedure was, by itself, unacceptable.

TO begin with, it was unclear that the scientific
community was organized in a way to respond effectively to.
la "free standing" program.inresearch relevant to "national
needs." Its division into Specialities and disciplines
corresponded /nicely to the scientific issues and programs
arodnd which basic rosciarchin the Foundation was structured.
The(se ivisions, howe)br, had little meaning or content
:roisti a noikscientific' problemoriented perspective. Under
uiuch circiJmstances, reliance on "proposal pressure' was likely
to produce a godge podge of unrelated projects difficult to
rationalize, justify, or manage -- a suspicion which, to Some,
seemed to have beenverified by the brief experience of IRRPOS.

econdly, reliance on this traditional model violated
the "buying" mode envisioned by some who helped she the RANN
effort. It loft too much up to the producers of re,Aearch and
gave Lon li.Lrt(- lo'we' to the consumers -of research. It also
seemed to-xc=2strict the 1- Fort unnecessarily to the university-
based research cOmmunity. By institutional tradition, this
community appeared to be poorly placed when it .came to relat-
ing to the users of basic research. Furthermore/ the problem
which the new program ems sup.posod to alloviaL0 -- putting
underitised scic?r1Lific c:apacity to work was national in

modfll a tho development of program
ohject ve ,ind A lit el "naLional nc-,-;" would involve



reliance on ihpuls ifti "mission" agencies, Congress and the
OMR,',,studies bv use (rasoarch consumer) groups, and in-house
staff'. Generating or using information produced by each of,
these sources created brohlems in their ow il right. 'On top
of evorything alsc! eoch involed building linkages or making
staffing and organizatirmal decisions which differed in Te-
gree, if not in kind, from p st 1F experiences.

In tho end,, of course. PANN inherited a number of
ongoing activities like-the IRRPnE; projects, the "institu-
tional support" grants described earlier, the weather modi-
fication program and the aarthguako onginecring and fire re-
search programs which Ir!d f:o rationalize within the new
"national noeds" framework. For the balance, it relied on
elements o: oil of those no Pt to develop its program pri-
oritie0. Congress and the OMB frequently provided 'specific
guidance as to program contept ani, thrust. The staff, some
of when rime Prom within NSF or From univetsities, some of
whom came From other fl ii agencies liko NASA, AEC, or
EPA, sciguestad priobibies and directions based on their e_re-
vious experineas add b-r-aptions of "national needs." An
interagency samP)iLee roiewed and commented on RANN
proqrnm plans and, at 0 a more informal level, program managers
froguently mada eoai act with their counterparts in
other Fedoral, state,and,local agencies. Studios contracted
to organikations lik flbe NatThnal Academy of Engineering
(NAP; or Public Techno,logy Inc. (PTI)prov.ided ddi tional
planning i_r-Tat, The oF unsolicitod proposals from the
soientif'do j,r,- an Lndication of their perceptions
of "national needs."

A doe Hon yriLorLa For judging alternative
program elemant,, aTIC: ric_Lecls had emerged from the
PIP- PS ii-Aeractions oil OT LRPOS and, subsequently, the
costablishmnti or tC,!. 3v 1P)72, these were formalized into
the "PAN;', crit(-t-L,L For ,'1,11_1_1(litinig individual proposals as
wcql is prp)po The certainly of somo role-

oin 1, LILT. s,Ort out thi- conflicting views, advice,
and demands. regarding g tirL: of national needs and more
soecific procjram eleme4-172,. however, this list, like all such
'lists, g:if on a -Arnelv ad hoc basis not to qompare al-
ternatiPa IT but to justify or reject,

aitarnativaa 10- Lo Ill) Ii hoc rational-
iations for previon::; p.rogr:Im decisions, .g., weather
modification anJ ,.1L-LLke engineering.

bv (a.e-Inized into five major operating
unit s: the biainion of Ad --ill' ed Environmental Research and

the L0 iri.HL,L,r1 .:,ATLAncod Productivity Research
Ii d Tachnategv, Hivipi.ai of Exploratory Research and

IS ;TiI 0, H rL Hifrtrion or Fritar:rdovernmen01
cb -ha a aIIg Pk: ai first four fundodb-research
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projects while the Division of intergovernmental Science and
Public Technology was intended to provide a link between RANN
and state and local governments and public interest groups.
A major part of its earlier work in energy was transferred to
the Energy Research and Development Agency (ERDA) in January
of 1975. The remaining units represent, for the time being,
the organizational s-ecification of RANN's definition of areas
of 'national need.

DIFFERENTIATION AND COORDINATION

The relation between the applied research activities
of a free standing program like RANN and the research and
programmatic actiities of the other mission agencies pre-
sented two-sided problem. To begin with, it was necessary
to demod'i4-trt,e that RANN was not duplieatinq the efforts of
other federal agencies as this was an issue of constant con-
cern to both the ONE and Congress . One strategy was to argue
that it dealt with some unique proble hset of national needs

nwhich did not overlap i any signiticLnt way with the reseltith
concerns of other agencies. Thi5 was, a difficult argument to
make, persuasively, since, at a high enough level of abstrac-
tion, the goals of the other R&D mission agencies left little
out heal-Lb,- welfare, transportation, criminal justice, edu-
cation, agric01-ture, etc. Another strategy was to argue that
the NSF had a distinctive competence in funding and managing
applied research. Thus even if there appeared to be "dupli-
cation" in terms of broad problem areas, RANN's approach to
such problems was qualitatively different because of the dis-
tinctive qualities of the Podlidation,) its location in, the
Federal Government, and its links to a particular part of the
research community.

,

The issue of "coordination" was the other side of the
problem. There was a political need to demonstrate to both
Congress and the ONE that RANN was not operating in a vacuum.
Beyond this, however, the concept of national needs is little
more than an intellectual abstraction until it can be opera-,
tionalized in terms of a set of decision-makers -(a) whose dot*
mands (needs) can help determine the actual research agenda
and (b) whose organization is in :a pvition ti act on (imple
moot) relevant research results. MO domestic mission
agencies were obviously an important set of potential users
in .the sense thatthey could employ the te'sults of research
in assessing some of their own programs or in improving their
of rectiveness and eff iciency.

On the surface, at least, coordination was the
easier problem to solve. An interagency lidison committee
was established to assist in reviewing at least some parts
oE"NN's prry_jram3 acLuai and proposed. Representatives

1 9 2



from relovantagencies were asked to serve as "peers" in the
evaluation of proposals or on site visits. Occasional brief-
ing on the results of major projects would be scheduled and
individuals from other federal agencies, the OMB, and con-
gressional staffs would be invited. There were, finally, a
good deal of more-or-less informal interactions between pro-
gram managers and other parts oC the managerial hiera;cchy and
their counterparts in other agencies.

It was more difficult to differentiate much of RANN'
research programs from programs in other agencies in order to
convince the skeptical observer that there was no !'duplica-
tion." There were no harry institutional devices such as the
peer review process or,liaison committees which could fulfill
this need. instead, it depended on the development of (a per
suasive organizational phil_osophy about NSF, and RANWO, dis-
tillctive competence, the of decision-criteria
which, in part, refier7ted this philosophy, and the demonstra-
tioll,dn concrete siLuations, that the decision-criteria have,
in fact, been used.,

The general organiational philosophy was an. extension
of the philosophy c). NSF. According to this line or argument,
theFoundation enjoyed a unique relationship with the basic
research community and, fx-2cause of that, RANN was fn a posi-
tion to "turn on" tho cry best scientists in the country to
work on problems relevant to national needs. The absence
of a mission and a sot of functional responsibilities to a
group other than 1 euin ie coMmunity was considered a
plussince it meant that the organiation was not committed
to apoint of view :J.11J a set of obligations to interest groups.
This, plus the unique :Titatus of NSF under the National Scierkce
Foundation Act, insured that its research would have compara-
tive ly greatc2r credlbility in both the scientific and non-
scientific community. Thus RANN research programs were qual
tativoly difforont ifcorn those of other agencies since they
..could generate highorjuality,,more objective research as
a runction of Lb Foundation's distinctive characteristics.

Another tact of the oti-anizational philosophy was
the "bai_anco whellconcopt. The Foundation had frequently
arguod that Its hasi;c rosoarch programs provided a balance
wheel to (Allot- Loderal pronrams by insuring that no im-
portant areasco:. see flee were left undeveloped because they
were .not releant to the mission of these agencies. In the
PI-NN cOnto.xt, Lii Foant searching for national needs and

)

programs .-ih ic-i wi el':_h(2r- not-adequately covered by other,
agoncies or else [oil boh.,,ion'their'interests. The difficulty
orose whoh trythg ta;) adOqUa(:y beyond a reasonable
doubt sine it: 1,S both an ambiguous and politically sensitiv6
notinn,

I ;



'rho ',ANN critoria woro, in pnrt, an of fort to come
to grips with this nil by setting up operational guide-.
lines for selecting programs which differontiatod the RANN
program from those of other agenclos, Concepts like "impor-
tance," "leveago," Theed roderal (.2t=ion," and "unique
position of NSF," worn inoned to Corco conscious considera-
tion/of the underiving vi1, dftintivonoss,and oolintial
impart of aiternatlyo choics al well no; to justiFy subse-=
quent decisions,.

rfl the ond, the necossdtv !or (a) e:,:plaining how a
limited sot of national no- d:; and specific program elements
wore identified nifcriel.ocod rathor than some alternative,sort
and, (Ii) showinu how thes olomomts were coordinatd with but
not duplicntivo ot7 tho aoticitlos of or applied R&D pro-
rrii was a constan and oentinuing problem for RANN. It was
a prohlem becaufse moqt complo,f: decisions oc(f,utk sequentially
and are based on hidlidv iiiiprf 0 information,i subjective,
intuitivo judgffir-Its oboil?.manmfouqal Feasibility and political
acort and poronllis,-.io proferences and st\ne. Yet
tho polit!ieal procfoss otllots fr) discuss and evaluate them
as IT ti took p1 ii' in H rationaliatic LraMework in

= which cilf,:cision-mak(rus woigh [1 tornatioies aL the' same
moment in -Limo and mak optimal choices acqprding
to som finite, list oir oloarly sooclHod. criteria. IT'aiure
to rospond in torms of this ra,Tionnlistjic. framework places a
progr.am in j.00pardy loast wiffh i tikeptical audience.

t.Ho roalitc of Jecision-hlang and program
.buildintdoes noLr.it th,2 noat, 'rational istic catogories at

thil--, Framework orYots-- :its it very imperfectly. Thus choices
2-it' constantiv 0 c cnotl.nue, lobat,and Hint

rationnliationc 'n onnvince.

'--,Th: NSF ,fad .th rHO T-:,rr,1: &[::!--7&-,Eiplih their work
EundinJ spooific ro'Ffoar:..!h pre-Hts which 000 carried out

)

..

'to'; sciontists cfut.osade of rho T.'ouhdation. fns' Funding do-
__:- _,:cisions ace Laf--,o I u ah ,-;e:-Tz--,,mr,nt nf proposals suhmitted to

) Hi: Fc&IltIcRin. "hi pr--..:-;, traditionally, presented two

?

I orobloms: insirHif fl -1 str am ,',f unsoitod, relovant
profooz,aLs clmf-.- in .iri ! f)jc..7ing ro,:i ulaong thei.1 those Hi :1

wore most desrvin,:f f)!. suoforf., ln the case of RANN, a third
pLoblom was 171ded: insuring that LK, proposals funded addF71-
up to sotf-:lin .1H; oh sohc,,..ifutod i coher;ont prohlem-Tocused
wholo. A manaoerial ..c:s!, Laci 'cc b- ,fubstituted for rho
"inviihi- HInd' of- rho :.-sir ro--.-_:h commund_ty,

1, the academic
if i co:',TlufHto o-oko csoH JHaraptood a or role

ptop',sH;s r orograms of, the Poun-
-f It ior I f:



incentive system could generate a stream of relevant proposals
to RANN. cutside at the engineering and professional schools,
few academics have much interest in applied research. In basic
research, problems are determined largely by the scientific
community.' Iç''iriL and coherAue presumably emerge in the
give-and-take of the intellectual debate.

The RANN program, as we have seen, sought to define
problems at perceived importance to otliler gl-oups. Such pro-
blem stateMA were seldom, if ever disciplinary in na-
Lure, ainfactor which reduced further the ability of a
ciplinary-basod scientific CoflipIt; iii te to respond in the con7

faShion.

Under such circumstances, it seem4;(1 unlikely that the
stream of'completely unsolicited proposals from the tradi-
tional academic constituency of the Foundation would hi; of
siifFcienL quantit, ptiiqrnm rolevance, and coherence to fit
the needs (-)7 PANN. Consequently, the program had to broaden
the group oC potential research lot ormers and experiment
with new (For th,, Foundallen) methpds for communicating pro-
blem concerns and .i.mulating t4aflow of relevant proposals.
Such broadening and commuuicgtic?hl also fit within the concep
tion of_r;:l as a nationiii; rather than university, program
operating in a

nnlY a little half' of the actual and estimated
distribution of research fund: wont to researchers in colleges
and universities. 7 The remaincler was split among a number
of other institutions nonacademic, nonprofit, Federal Govern-
-my_s2rt, national laboratorios,etc.) with an increasing amount
going to incnvidual_s in state and local government or private ,

industry. Thy, ',Tatter trend is a part of the NSP response to
current condrional that a greAtor proportion of
funding should to t ii private _lector, es:peA,aliv small
businesses.

0 .

rjij has continited to rolv headily on the unsolicited)n
proposal "mode" :or most oC its funding. In e)ch of the years
73, '74, and '-6, approimatolv c(-)U of the awards and funds

distriOule_ ln'this Fashion, with oven a slight increase
toward Lk(' Liti proper'] s near the three years. How-
evor, marl of he se proposalsLare "unsolicited" in only a
limited an' of ti; word since there is, typically, exten-
sive informal interaction between program managers in RANN
and researchers prior to the submission ofoa' proposal. This
interaction, plus the PAN:'; criteria and required Proposal
CoP-mat, provides preotam guidance to the potential investi-
itor. The eerelopn,ent gne use Program Announcements and

Program t-2tit iens For ,enerating a stream of relevevit,
prohiem-rocued probn:lals has'bee41 another form of directed

'a ti the rcseanch community. This has accounted
!T(.)r about fl nf== ann Funding.
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The Lraditional NSF mechanisms For reviewing and
. 1selecting proposals for funding wore modified in several

ways. First, the reviewing criteria were expanded beyond
considerAion of scientific qual ity and merit to include
such things as prohlom (program) relevance, timelin,ess, and
potential value and Leverage of results (payoff). Secondly,
the concept of peers in the peer-review process waA ex-
panded to include scientists outside of the discipline of
the investigator as well as nonc7i6ntists -Finally, ela-
borate review prcfcedureswithin RANN gave the management
hierarchy a sizable vaie in Faind'itct, ecisions.

Program Directors the. t:irst-. line managers -- in
the pahc research programs had traditionally enjoyed consi-
derable discretion in f-6nding decisions. This was a reflec-
tion of the belief Lhat, since they were experienced scien-
tists Whose' backgrounds and training- were in the disciplines
the,/ wer funding, the-..h. and 'their disciplinary peers , wer
the h-ar quatiTiocl -Los make such judgments. Thus their deci-
sions wore sHtdom rovT(=-2.4ed in jfli systematic way",71vel the
Division Direct-or's Aevol.

Program Managers in RANN enjoyed sirAilar discretion.
However, given the prohiem'oriunted character of their fund-
"eing decisions and, as we have seen, its political 4andorgani-
7,ationa] complitn; and sensitivity, it was impossible to
maintain the administrative fiction that professional,
scientThc_:, .1.ono (a) qualified them to make these
judgMents,and (b) limited the ability of nonexperts to par-h
tiCipate meaningfully" Under such circumstances, the mana7
gorial hierarch: :a ii and did intervene in and make inde-
pen-T!nt LYaluati,ons or thoir

rTi-1TZATtuN

The ItpuL from anplied research prograMs in mission
.agonoies in a number of ways. If the agency
has r(14,11,1Jyr-,, r..-..!sponsibilities, e.g., EPA, research results
canpu-7(YV I e t a ii a.; For standards and decision-making. If
the acjon(-/ provides some good or service, e.g., tiMIA., or
supporLs - flrnotft,nol, activiLie of other organizations or
groups, F ed Li mud oducation. results can be transmitted
dArectiv to the impactod clientele For their action. This
process is acilithahhd further, at least in theory, by the
fact that thoser*o:Hational rospDnsibilitieS and needs

.

have heon Iho design ot: applied research pro -
grums Hirst place.

PANN, as i ffree-standing
17(..y;oaron.oro,;ram, ni theso links with potential
client, no -.--unoti,)r.1) ro.inoits'ibil it v boYcnd support of research.
ror f-o

l.

or utilira-
*k



tion and to Cind some way of opurationalizing lit in the
activities it supported. It needed such a concept for
another reason as well. Once developed, it would help differ-
entiate the research it supported from the basic research
supported elsewhere ici the Foundation.

,,-,------,

There are two models of the researeh-utili-=rion
4process. Though both are linear, they have different start-

ing points and draw on different motivational sets.' One is
driven by the supply of basic knowledge, the other by the
demand for application oreproblem-solving, 'According to
the first model, arAtindirdual scientist carries out research
on a narrow problOn defined Kas important by the 7isciPIine
with which his work is identified. The resulas of is work
and that of ol-fiirs wil', eventually be pickece up in some un-
foreseen way arid used to change or --Mprove technolog and,
indirectly, some social prOcess. However, his Concerns --
and responsibilities are boun

:

1) by the concerns of his

: c,,-.discipline and its seaich for bazi .i./, specialized, esoteric
knowledge This is probablx theominant model in the aca-
demic scientific community and Aosa parts of the Foundation
which relate to it.

The second model postulates the existence4'of a deci-
sion-maker' with a practical problem to solve. He searches
around for relevant information and technologies. This in-
quiry may lead to 1-umc-2 basic research but, if so, the re-
search is prublem-oriented and problem-limited. His inquiry !
ends when hisproblem is solved. Not surprisingly, this
model has teuded to dominate thd RANN program since it was,
as we have seen, implieit in the Interactions and policy con-
cerns wh4ch gave rise to RANN in the first place. The prac-
tical:difficulties wore: how to identify .a decisi'On-maker
and sper;ify the parameters of his problem; how to link him
up with the researcher; how to know when and if --the
problem has been solved as that research may be begun on
dther problems.

At ose level the search for decision-makers was im-
, plierin the search for a lint Of national need . The

functional areas within which doc.i:sion-makers miht be lo-
Led were outlined by the selected program elem(Ats=

Another factor also tended to direct and limit this search
-Thethe public yrs. private dichotomy which characterizes
ec6I-komic theory and American political thinking.

P
Acordinh Lo thia lattpr set of values, the Federal

HnvriiiiL shim 11 hot nuoport research whose benefits can be
captured" solely by the private market. Such research

should be ui b th(r_ private beneficiary rather than
by public' tar is Thu nitructure focused attention on
docision-whkQrs in int.. ;)1,11-A ,L7 ncior or else on those
private mer;ere r Ise bv a 1,11n,:! number oF small
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firms, rlosc no of. which have an incentive,lot- the resources,
to support significant research from which the other might"
benefit. It also involved the RANN program in responding
ter constant demands that it ius,fv, 6,z7 'at least rationalize,

%
its programmatic choice4; in these economic tei.-ms.

The stratogiesfor establishing 1Hnks between public
sector decision-makersjand researdhers wore varied. indiVTNiral
investigators were ro4ilired to identify a user in their pro-4.
posal And to )sont a utilization plan - a corivAricing
scheme for it le ast. getting the information out, to the' user'
community. -ipresentatlyes of user groups or agencies
were ,emplovod as jonsUltants on program Clesign,-rOviewers on
Program Announcertents and Prix:tram BoliciLations, and as peers
in j'_he peer-review process. . At a more aggregate level. the
Division of intergovernmentAiScionce and Public Technology
served to disseminate rcoarch information directly to state
and local governments and public-interest groups.: -1,-t also
suppor Led t h buildin o of re arch agenc4ts by these latter
group and t establ lsory of Ace 8. in
selected local and sta gove/ Tnts.

It was Lt-1,e mor rli fficuit to determine when a-
prohlem VICA SlirtHiOR ly to drop it and mo-ve'on to
another ros a. z\ I-- Lhe national needs level of
abstratiOn 1i i-o(hicLivity environment, re Sources, etc.
the problems ;ire no broadtv stated that16:thy can never he

olve71". Furthermore research, whether applied orbaic,
can only -1 small contribution to any solution which
is achipv direcTtion at this level, -consequently
erf doter-mined largely df;Kyions in Congress or the OMB.
Tii . i the solar and gotheill-1 ,norgv programs were moved to
ERbA and NSF w Larod to out of the energy business
exc.--pt reas ha4 e .research. A new federal
acirrAlcy usumcicl functional r --sponsibility for this national
nee-J.

6
I , spe ific program elements or

.7ts the '61 em becomes orle of evaluating a stream of
outvit and makling judgmental determination that

enou iii lI i i mr)lished. This nocossitates the develop-
moat an eva1 ;tom Cor providing the aggregate in-'
formatir upon which such a Judgment -can he based. It also
requirs;an ucr_ of --litical will since research programs and
_ rsearc who -ome .it r,, sidont upon them for support

strona;,: nr refocusing.

III Lhe PANN exprioncio
lts liz--;hing a free-

liphosed to Jtaw
4



on tlid and enginering talent jE the nation as a
whole in an agenc.P/ whose .primary miv,:ion is the support of
disciplinarv-oriented hic research and whose primary con-
stituen0 is th't acadomic-'scienLific community. The potential
ativantages of ut an or:ort are leyeral as are the iifficulties.

.
_

The locut-dion I sueh urogram in 1-1e NS gives a de-,

gree of objectivity duo Lc-4e lack of prior commitment to
mission which apolied (:-Inarch programs in other agencies
may lack. S nc RANN ancu he Foundation are not tied -t.6any
\special Interest-groups, hr nan the academic scientific

jnstitutions, and have no functional re-..
ponsib'ilities other than that of supporti4g high quality
esearch 'and science odUcation, they 1ave less of an obvious

axeJ to grind. This is on important attribute in dealing with
pre_7_dems which have clear politicar, J;-.:cencmlic, and social
overtones.

- Ti; National ScL-nn,- Foundation Act gave NSF a specialkg

or jr;n if yrit I 1-.71tuu in tho Federal Government. Ono of the
.conseguences of hio t_haI. the Foundation enjoys compara-
tively greater froxibitit': than other agencies in experiment-
ing with urants and 0oLhr funding mechanisms f-Or the support
of rese,Irch. Its spcial access to the s_cientific community
means that it cm, o,--,trIti:11.1v. attracs.--some of the nation's

est7_ tf7dentiit:s and pngineer.s to work on applied problems.

Those v.-,rp ,-,.1--- aro ffrlit a source if some of the
diffi.culIips eon.: ront-!ihy the RANN progrEtm. Lacking any .

fUnctional mlsuLon, .-11c. program has had to struggle constantly
to develon .a li.;t- ° resyarph priorities which havecan applied
focus, which -Ito- co-wlinat:od with the activities of-mkission
agenclos; Ii _-_ ..:hieh do neI 1L11 'it-- Ihem in any significant
way. 1n t_h,,- ii., -- ()f- am- Functiona] -mission to which it
can -.DinL, if it had 'To :1 '0 a list of' criteria for trying
t udti: k: i': H-- ioIng'what it is doing, who it is not
dnihurt i of:dit-,r.. :::1-inv c. such prodtam decisions inevitably
h it- Par7o 1:11,.iADf .mtoloctic:it- and timeIines An them
and 5.inco an- :cuml:11 ritol LI are inherently ambiguous, it
L.; impossIble tp provc Ho a .-;]-.cptical audionco -= that
th, ,c7i,411t. ,1 1_011::, wo-tro mm(io. i-tic., 01 ihthis, much -of RANN's

#onyr,iy imlot 1,(, con:;mod iy,.- tho contrIC--' 'need to justify, or
ratinni-Thp .il: choioco girl priorities,

j'Tho constituoncv other
than Lii- acFtdcmic ,'ommurlito is ato a mixod -bless -

ky io7tuo orq,Anixoti on , incentive
not ;intipathy, towlrds applied

id community to rospond,
:Thurt-Lorm viw roprosented

oh! tnt on IL 10.- 1111-1,. largr
and fo it: must,; 1 1 ;
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respond:. The manager41 mechaniSms emphasis on, users, °A

and decision criteria developed by RANN in responAer at least
in (part, to this same.enviranffient are foreign to a research

unity use to the style of Lassie research funditfig else-
where in the Foundation.

The RANN program's efforts to develop ways of reach-
ing 'pehearchers and institutions outside of.-pte traditional
constituency-f-NSF-Le-or-acm.to_i.-- tatIons that

is a nationwl program buying the best, most timely in
nation whrkyyr-it can be mist efficiently produc _leads

some Sri, this constituency to believe that this resifts=
(a) a diminution'of the quality of the research suppgrted
and (b) a diversion of funds away from economicallyOard-
pressed university scientists wi -shing to do basic research.
This latter 4iew is shared by some in the Foundation who feel
that money for RANN has come at the direct expe te of more
funds for basic research.

#.cOnclus! such ajree-standing program is )

ta
\
in a web 'of :conflicting challengesprtssures, and

er_ations: a university scientific'conAitdency which:
wants to do basic research or at least to d ine its own ap-
Plied research agenda; other Mission agenciI'who have an
understandable concern about the relation of RANN's efforts
to theirabwn; the OMB and Congress4'whiqh have distinctive,
if changing, views about the putposes of the RANN program.
and are-continually askidg,thatjts act--ns be justified or
gained in Lome rati6nalibtic framewo -,i-The question ig:
w- will be the institutional ad)qstment betweed the uni-
vers _ sip research community and the applied research-.
,which NSF will support in the future? .)

'r

FOOTNOTES

1/ Material On SUP is derived, in part,. from Lambright,
W. Henry, and Henry, -Laurin L., "Using Universities: The

NASA Experience," Public Policy, Vol. X, No. 1 (Winter, 1972).

2/ Morgan, Homer et. al., A Study of NASA University Programs,
(Washington, D.C. NASA, 1968), pp. 4-6,- 58.

3/ For example, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Science,
ftesearch, and Pevelopment of the Committee)onScience and

Astrcinautics, U.S. House of Representatives, Vol. II, March-
April, 1969, pp. 243-252; Emilio 0. Dadario, "A Rvised
Charter for the Science Foundation", Science, April 1, -1966,
p. 42; U.S. Congress, H;use, Congressiona,1 Record, CXII,
15919, July 18, 1966; and U.S. Congress, House Committee on
Science a _Astronautics, Subcommittee on Science, Research
and Develbprilent, 91st Cong. , 1st _mess, HElarin s on 1970
National Science Foundation Authorization, pp. 231-239.
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V Drew, David, Science Development: An Evaluation-Study,
(National Board on Graduate Education, Washchgtonl D.C.

Junp, 1975.1
a

5/ the tatus of IRRPOS relative to RANN depends very much on
tWorganizational location of the respondant. Those

in NSF'tind to view IRRPOS as A progenitor of RANN. Those
in OMB to d to discount IRRPOS or at least to see considerable
different s.be'tween it,and the concept they held of what the

-----new-progr was-,sUpposed

For a recent example, see Committee on the Social. Sciences
in the NSF, AP'Sembly of the Behavioral 'and 806ial. Sciences,

National Research Council-National. Academyof Sciences, Social
and Behavioral Science Programs in the National Science Foan-
dation, (Washington, P.C. 1976). Interim Report.

,7/ See Table 1 of full paper presented t the Conference,
.

which i s available en.request from -her of the authors -;



COMMENTARY

lalet,Teich
grogram on Science, TChnology and Public Policy,

George Washington University

Thi's d'onference-giveg me a sense of de la vu4 since
I have just returned from a meeting in Colorado which was
devoted to the'topic of interdisciplinary research and the
uniffel-git---Th-
searoh should be done for ERDA. It clear that like NASA
some years ago and NSF's,RANN program, ERDA wants to use the
universities. It also seems clear from the'attendance at tile
meeting in Colorado that universities want to be used, or at
least they- want to take ERDA's oney and attemt to make some
contribution to what they see a critical contemporary
problem.

ERDA AND UtdVERSITY-INTERDISCIPLINARY

ERDA is aware of NASA!! .experience with'undversitAes.
Many ERDAofficialgand etherS_associated with the ERDA
versity office hadin the past worked for NASA: ERDA, however,
is operating today in a different fiscal environment than that
of NASA in the early - mid 1960's, and it does not seem to have
the kind of flexibility that allowed NASA to allocate a co/laid-
erable amount of money to its Sustaining University Programs.

ERDA also possesses a huge laboratory structure- -which
spends on thq order of a billion dollars a year, and which
limits its potential university involvement. NASA has always
had large and expensive laboratories, too, but it has generally
used them more as managers of an extramural performer network,
while ERDA has inherited the more in house oriented AEC tradi-
tion. ERDA's large laboratdry network also distinguishes it
from NSF, of course, which is precludd from doing research
in-house by its charter.

Furthermore, ERDA may be distinguished in general char-
acter from NSF by the fact that ERDA'has a specific, applied
mission. In fact, ERDA's mission seems to be one of the chief
stumbling blocks to developing the'kind of university relation-
ships that many people at the recent ERDA conference would like

"Multidisciplin ary Researc in the Universities," Keystone,
-Colorado, April 28 May 1, 1976; a conference hosted by

the Denver Research Institute under sponsorship of the Office
of University and Manpower Development Programs, Energy Research
and Dovolopmont
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to see established. In many areas, ERDA is using rduCtiotrist--
approacg. It is laying out its plans in great tailak-then
seeking performers'for -different pieces of the _ans. One should
not blame ERDA4s leadership fbr this becau-e is largely a
product of its legisiktion. 'There seems to 'be,po lace in the
agency capable,of fundTirig interdisciplinary reseaprch, particu-
larly the kind of iptardisciplinary researc that-,is conceptual-
ized at tie university, rather than in resportie-td-a deta4ed
request for proposals.

What the university office has done is to , develop guide-
lines for institutional agreements, which can serve-umbre4as.
Under such -umbrellas the. program units of ERDAwiILfund, as
task orders, -separae pieces of a university project. In theory,
the institutional eements will assure that the whole of each
ERDA university pro be greater than the sum of its
parts. Perhaps t4ey wi 1; perhaps they won't. What i,,,a11
suggest8 to me is that RDA is not much farther along than NASA
r in knowing fio to fund interdisciplinary research.

WHAT CAN ERDA DO?

Let me ask our speakers what advice couldthey give to.
ERDA's ffice of Management and manpower Development Programs
based o the experiences of the two agencies whiChtheyexamined?
What are the prospects for ERDA being able-to establish a mean-
ingful interdisciplinary reseAroh prograN?



DISCUSSION

One point to be stressed is that the
times are'-different in the mid-70's and ms's than they were ,,in
the 60's. The 60's were'wonderful.yearsjor universities in-',
the sense that there was .a lot .of money around.-

As I mentioned before, the leverage oft-NASA on the Uni-
versity, the outside'twerage for changeo'was-diffUsed by other
agencies in Washington. The broader scale, interdisciplinary
work was diffused by the project work which-professors 'could
get at the universities from NASA; and, di .fused` by. the Work
theYCould get from the Defenge Department and the other Wash-

-, '

.

ington agencies.

I 'think_things are a lot tougher-in the 70's and because'
wof that fact I would think that the' government has 'a bit more

leverage on universities. That probbly doesn't imply, leverage
on the very powerful, well endowed Ullivrsities, but certainly
when you get) below that merySole,t dnd small group you get too-
many universities that are poor in the sense that they do not
have very much money although they may have a quality faculty.
I think, therefore, the times would suggest that if ERDA goes

-about it in the right way, that,theywould have a bit more chance
than NASA did. . 4

Vahn Blankenship: I would make one more comment-if
was going to advise I RDA: if theylare really convinced that
110.t they want is correct, I thihk the worst place for them to
try to-do lt=is in the elite' universities.

WhatiJ they ought to do is look for second-or thitd-tier
universities who don't haVe s,ich high estimations of themselves
and who aren't afflue'nt in'the same way that the elite universi-
ties are, I think the economic conditions have hit universities
in the Second and third tier much- harder than they have the
Harvards, the Berkpleys, the Chidagos,and the Stanfords

SCy.T. guess the one thing that f woul to _e is 'f -

you really want to get What you want, you go to ces, that are
somewhat more marginal in terms of thei3x,stat-s in the system of
science. They should ht more willing to expe ent.

Allen Rose stein: I particularly appreciate Vaughn' .

da,ndo-- and I would-like to go back 'to his O#iginal closing
remarks. I don't want to engage in a fingef-Jiointing contest
between the univerSity, the Federal' Goerninntand the founda-
tion, but E would like to talk abou competition in a closed
ecology and the poLent 31 .: -fect of ,A=Altsidelintervention.
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in the university we have a closed system with three
competing philosophies. There 4s the education tradition of
the English university,,the research orientation: of the
German university, and the applied service traditiop cg. the'
-United States land-grant colleges. In 195V there was the be-
ginning of a massive intervention'by.the U.S. ,Governmeut-,-
through tbe:National Science Foundation, in support of the
research tradition alone with the .predictable results/that
this conference is a 'direct consequence of that intervention..

'Now, I do not know if we can ever go back, but.i-am gui-e
sure that the marketplace for research, service, and*e ca-
tion, can not be reestablished without bringing the dutaide
influen es upon.our educational ecology, our university eco-

gy; into some better balance than exists- today.-

I wag. very intetested in the remarks of RANN. The r
,.emphasis of RANN is still in support of research, in other
words, the research tradition. It is applied research to be
sure,,but if-you look at the way it is stated it is always
research in -search of ark occasional . . in fact, some of
the research is, where can I apply the research. But, it is
still esearch and i.ts'IOnly peripherally bear upon the other
two competing philosophies of the university. I would like
to says again, I hdpe that thro \gh these meetings and I oer.
tainly-commend the AAA in recognizing that we have-esta-g
blished an imbalance in the ecology of the University.

West Churchman Thi will be. just one minute and
is intended with the desire that this not be the last SUP.
Sorry about that. I really think some other things have to
be said. Most of us that were in SUP felt that Jim Webb
was in too much of a hurry. Thejact is=that SUPdid suoceed
in changing universities and also other organiations. Vaughn
himself is a representap_ve of it and a Host of-people in
Vaughn' S group are former SUPgradua Nobody knows the-
extensive effect that may occur when the jraduates- of the
SUP program final -y begin to have thc 'lark. All is not
hop _ess.

Joel Snow: I'll resist the temptation to dilate, at
length onIRRPOS, TtANN,and all of those heady dayd. Like West
remarked, this will not be the last'iRANN because there are
many RANN and IRRPOS graduates in tpi8 room and all over the
country. It is exceedingly gratifying*, indeed to me, to see
the many -ways in which the human beings who are involved in
all the projects, aid 'had all this horrible bureaucratic, con-
tusion all around them, managed to get so many interesting
thingS done and rr akeimportant contributions to the country.

I wanted to n e a comment about ERDA because T think
Teich's comment abo rt the ERDA plan and the ERDA straight-
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jackets area kind 4ii f grim reminder that some of the approaches
that were takerLvdth4he-WWProgrgM-and with some other
programs such as the DOTuniVersity progam, or rather the main
body of research of DOT;illustrate a very serious fallaCy that
abunch_of people, however well. t
and

a lilted, c uld sit=_ hinA0ashingto
a lay'dut a plan that is the oni way to accomplish the'na-z_
Lion' 4 objectives. This is nonsense. The congress.w4s wise"
to mandate ERDA to develop a plan. The facp:,,isthat it is going
to b: enormously beneficial to everybody thattheyjkave to turn
in their report card on 9.a year and congress-gets to grade .t,-r.

,=.
ot

_

,,On tile her hand, for people to believe that all of
----the degthare'eovered in 'this plank. is foolishness. There hasT,unfortunately grown up a philosophy already of bureaucratic
'Straightjacketness4n ERDA ,that tends to insist that everything
that is in the plan is correct and people should just si up
to do a'particular piece of the plan or if it is not in Ale
plan it is not worth thinking about. That is a very, ver- un-
fortunate point of view because it will tend to exclude crea-'
tivity. will tend to exclude interdisciplinary approache's.
And, it ill _end to exclude from this very important area of

e nation's & D program, the ,very kind of-to-called,h0listic
approaqh tha we. started this meeting with.

close with a remark about the three institutional
grants aside from its enormous institutional grants to its cap -
tive laboratories, that I know ERDA to have made. Th first of
the grants, out of the ERDA uWiverSity programs, is, wouldn't
you guess, 1.5 million dollars MIT. -The scuttlebut on that
basically is that, sure, there ight be more leverage in the
'second and third tier universities, but nobody can criticize you
if you give money,to MIT. The other two institutional grants
that I know of, institutional in the sense that they have multi-
,year continuity, sizable sums of money and so'forth, are, one
to the Institute of Energy Analysis #t Oak Ridge which is essen-
'tially a holdover from the factthat Alvin Weinberg was in -town
for a while, and another to, you wouldn't guess, the-RAND Corpor-
ation. Whatdver harbinger that is for the- future, it s clear
that instttutional:support is possible with'ERDA. It is not
clear whether the bureaucratic conditionS wlle any better than
they are in the previous examples that have been discussed.

lir Ian Mitroff; What are the implications f the Simon
Report (Social and Behavipral Science Programs in the National
Science Foundation, National Academy of Sciences,1976) for RANN?

t

Tom :arrow: The Simon Report, Ian, as you know, is
highly critical of the social science effort within RANN. Un-
fortunately, the report has a certain death wish about it that
conceals somo very gout] Wints the report makes. The essence



it iof is we must return the control of RANN to tie research
community-or else there are going to be some,dird consequences.

The report essentially suggests t4at- we should (1) re-
cognize RANN along disciplinary lines; (2) move away fromithe
strategy that ?we have tried ,to_uSe over the years of having .

problem selection anc1,-research- priorities essentially governed
by users and not be the generators of research. These are the
two fundamental points that the report makes.

4
think that road would lead to,disaster for ,RANN, and

-I'll- tell you why. This pressure means_that RANN, in-order to
survive, is going to have to start developing a constituency,
and that in 'itself is going to give it (RANN) greatproblems.
What is that constituency -? The _Universities- c4mplain, but
am convinced that a sound applied research program most involve
a balance betWeen problem orientation and user orientation and
research orientation.

Wha_ must RANN then do in i-psponse-to the NA S report?.
They must generate a use constituency. I think that breeds
trouble. The reason is that whait we are going to end up doing
in RANN, since the line agencies don't like us 7- what We-do
is we make them Jo 9k foolish " our 'constituency- is going to
have to be 0MB and he White House. And .we willsoenbeknown,--
as we are in danger of being known raw, as the Executive_-ranch
Rolicy Resea-ch Group.

Unddentified,Speaker:, Well, iii you read the report
carefully, nowhere do they choose= to define the ternT
I can tell you what it is. It means that we havet gpt the
best performers- in terms of the academic pecking order doing
our work. The reason is that thelnest performers donit want
to do,applied research. -And, I dorl:.t want to do it either.
It is more fun to sit around and build *-little models and
let them fly if I can only find a turkey to give' me-money to
do it, As soon as -the turkeys_ left we had some problems

What they are doing is they are keeping the standards
of quality solely in terms of quality of academic effort.
That is only one of the two criteria that RANN must apply
to wr rk. The second one is usefulness.

Unidentified Speaker: _Let's talk about that because
I w that one very weTh: That report addressed one thing
tin to ms of user qual4ity, and that was the necessity in Perms
bf th s review proc-oss', of making - re that the universities
played at leas t an equal role in ttic3 review of RANN user.c.
I have no objection to that aL all. As a matter of fact,2
I think that is a wonderful idea.'
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... what P have found from our datAkis that
- the failure to view p4obier1is (holistically)
is as much, if not a -eater problem. among
researchers as it is f .policy-makers.
researchers in the mai continue to. view the
world as- if it were bivarian and 'research--it
aceordiftly."

9

Nathan Caplan
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UTILIZATION AND PUBLIC POLICY:

SOME LESSONS FROM RESEARCH

I
Nathan Caplan

The University of Michigan

One of the questions that I ave repeatedly asked
-myself-for-the last few days is "Wh am I here?' At first
I began.to think that perhaps my difficulty is a confeguence
of the lead-off_ presentation (C. West Churchman's Keypote
Address) which leftme wit the sense.of'eNtistential lene-
liness and mixed feelings over'the possibility of.being
rieffable. The more I've thought about it, however, the
more I've come to realize that,my "Why am I here?" problem
'deriVea-from having prepared a prese*tation based on inter-
view dat' -ith 204 upper-level,-poltky-makers in the
federal--overnment, the result,: of which share very little
enthusia -m with the description of either policy-makers
or the p -liyy making -prOcss as-,described here over the
-past ey days. 1

SOME AMPLES

The Nature of Knowledge Used

The concern here has been 'exclu ively with under-
utilization of scientific-knOwledge. I think we should also
be concerned with the nature of knowledge which is used. In
particular, I find myself concerned. with the over-reliance
on information controlle entirely 121, the using agency and
the consequences of such institutional insularity of the
total utilization prooess upon the "intelligence value of
the information conveyed."

To a large degree the knowledge used in upper-level
dedision-making reflects informational needs as defined by
the individual policy-maker: Of 575 self-reported instances,
of uses of empirical kowledgeidentified in the study, the

;r

knowledge used in 80 pircent-Of these instances was initially
ordered at the specif.c,reguest-pf the policy-maker. 2/

Further, this identification of information needs
by the; user appears to be made largely on the basis of the
user's experience and intuition. Respondents were questa ied
regarding personal contact with social scientitists, particu-
larly those with expertise in the substantive policy area
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related he respondent's job respons lities. 'The
purpose) -hese items was to determine _ there were an
influential "invisible college" operatjgg.

Upper-level governmental decision-makers appear
to have very 'limited contact with social scientists,- either
formally or informally, and when asked- to.identify'social
scientists whom they personally knew, persons with established
reputations.-ace 'rarely mentioned. Irixesponse .4o -this ques-
tion -the respondents.would roost often me Lion someone' on
their staff who hdd 1"...taken some coqr_es in the social
sciences."

With few exceptions,-bocial scientitbs and upper -
level policy-makers are not linked into networks that would
bring them into co tact with persons, especially outside. of
government, who could provide professional advice and expertise
bn matters ela ted to the social sciences.', In fact, the ,gap
between social'4cidntists and policy-maket4 seems as obvious
as the gap hhtWebn the humanities and the hard sciences de-
scribed by C. P..- Snow in The Two Cultures.

The funding 4purce for 218 of the primary research
reports used by the respondents were identified and are shown
in Table 1.

Table, 1

Distribution of Knowledge Use
by Source*

Percentages of
Source Instances of Use

Using Agency (conducted in house) 51

Using Agency'(extramural funding) 35

other Governmental Agencies 8

Nongovernmental Agency 6

100

*Base %`on. 218\instanceq of Itili-aLon involving primary
resea repotts.
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Fifty-one perrent-of\ he research in these instances
of use was conducted in7housd.- Another thirty-five percent
was-extramural, but funded bytheusing a,gency. Eight percent.
of the instances of use involved research funded..hy government
agencies other than the using agency, and six percent involved.
research,information sponsored by nongovernmental agencies.
Thus ninety-fOur percent of all research activities represented
in the,instanceS of use was either funded by the government,
conducted by the gove ment, or both; and eighty-six percent
was funded or conduct d by the using agency..

0ne infrequently used information sou e-deserves-
spcial mention. Other than research conduct in foreign
countries on issues of-international relation- no more than
two percent of the reported used involves policy-relevant re-
search conducted outside of the United States. Whether foreign
-research, such as that in the areas of health care and job
development are known but deliberately not used, or whether
such research is simply unknown, cannot be determined from
'this data. However, contact with researchers outside of the
United States would indicate that a considerable amount of
researchfprooeuced in the United States is used in social
policy-related decisions in other countries. Many foreign
social scientists are trained in AA* United States, while
few: U.S. scientists aretrained-abrbad. It may well be that
the ,_:U. is.social scientist communty and thoSe who provide
information to policy-makers are not as conversant with
relevan4 foreign research compared to their counterparts outside
the United Stites. In any case, policy-relevant work is pro-
duced outsidef the United States, and either bedause such
research is unknown or ignored, it is not used by persons in-
fluencing policy-related issues in this country. Further, my
personal impression based upon particition in utilization
conferences outside the country, is that the best uses made of
U.S:-nroduced social science research, partic arly the more
basic research, occurs outside of the United Spates_

The fact that policy-makers who event ally yse T-esearch
knowledge, order what information is perceived needdd to meet
those needs based on their independently derived definition of
the problem, coupled with the fact that the using agency'
controls the production and procurement of the \information
necessary to meet those needs, is disturbing. It implieS a
utilization system whichproqressively delimits the opportunity
for new ideas and research finding to reach those who make
decisions at the top levels of governmental power,: It is a
closed rather than an open --stem in that it does riot look" to
the out vide for help in defining informational needs and re-
sorts to a combination of organizational arrangements that
have the practical effect of guaranteeing control over the
information to be used.
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2 Tie Kind$:of- Knowledge Used

It has been argued that knOwledge foeself-exploration,
values and other important forms of nonscientific knowledge
should be used bypolicy-makers. Well, they do use alternative
sources of knowledge and, perhaps more often end for-better
purposes than most here would suspect. In fact, I have found
myself more troubled over their use.of scientific knowledge.
than their usefof alternative knowledge sources in policy
deliberation.

Originally we were interested in studying only the use
of empirically grounded research. But it was quickly discovered
that policy makbrs used two-types of social science information
and often did not distinguish between them. They use two kinds
of social science knowledge "hard" knowledge from primary
Scientific sources, objectively reviewed, and "soft" knowledge
from secondary sources subjectively integrated.

From the standpoint of traditional criteria'employed
by social scientists to measure utilization, the amount of
empirically tested knowledge use and its importance in the
policy-formulation process may appear disappointing. In the
absence of time .1 - time 2 comparisons and in the'absence of
cross national data, it is impossible to say with certainty
whether the identification of 575 incidents of knowledge use
at the upper level of government. decision- making representsa
high level of research utilization. Nevertheless, while these
575 examples represent a broad spectrum of use and come from
agencies of government with diverse interests, target or client
populations, and missions, these/instances reveal that hard,
empirically grounded information is used in "screwdriver"
fashion. It is manly used for instrumental applications,
usually to monitor or to measure program inputs or outputs,
but not for- the pu poses of understanding the relationship
between them.

It is surprising, theref-one, to find such wide, concern
/over nonutilization and many perons devoting their talents

_ devising schemes t _gt more knowledge into use. Indeed,

c)-5

if y(0 were to measure '6-tilizAtion in terms of research or tested
knoyledge produced by social scientists, there would be reason
to /argue for more use. If, on the other hand, we define social
science knowledge to include "soft" knowledge in addition to
the more objective, formalized knowledge traditionally produced
by social scientists, we would have to consider the amount of
utilizaLion as. !fairly high and as playing an important role in
policy forMulaLion. Its use iS'conceptual, rather than instru-
mental and, in consequence, it plays -a greater role in formulating
policies and in deriving an derstandinW' of their effects.
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The importance of "soft"- social science knowledge was
particularly. evident from responses to the following questions:
"On the basis of-your experience in the Federal GovernMent,
can you think of instances where a new program', a major program
alternative,- a' new social or administrative policy, legislative
proposal or a technical innovation could be- traced to the social
sciences?" Eighty-two percent of the respondents replied "yes"
to this item, and were then asked to provide examples of such
knowledge applications. Approximately 350 examples were given.

The policy areas represented ranged widely and were as
likely to be technological or medical issues as the more
strictly social policy issues (e.g., the decision not to build
the SST, the establishment of water and sewer construction
assistance programs, highway construction projects such as the
Interstate System, the decision to go to an all voluntary army,
the selection of particular diseases such as sickle cell anemia
and cancer for Major governmental research funding, the lead-
base paint-prevfttionprogram, the establishment of the Environ-
mental Protection Agency., the GI Bill, consumer infdrmation
,programs, major programs to "humanize" management in government
_operations, revenue sharing, Head Start, manpower and development
programs, etc.). All of these and many more programs involving
governmental actions of considerable national importance were
in some way traced by our respondents to:the sociaiciences/
However, what seemed most crucial to these deciSions was the
application of what has been described here as the application
of soft rather than empirically Nested information produced by
social scientists. This is not to deny that Many respondents
provided citations to specific social science information,
particularly research, and emphasized importance in, the decision
process. But such information was usually only 6f-someinstru-
mental imperCance, and the final decision, whether to go Or not
to go with a particular policy, was more likely to depend upon
an appraisal of social considerations from the standpoint of
a "social perspective, derived from "soft" rather than "hard"
knowledge

It is unlikely, of course, at least indirectly, that
social scientists may havq. played a major role in establishing
this kind of social sensitivity or ethos that this "perspective"
represent s. If so, they seem unaware or it and certainly fail
to mention it-in the mourq,ingAlterature on knowledge utilization
and social policy

3. Information _ ocessinq Stylo

Out disctIssions en andoruLilizalAon have concentrated
largely on organizat ional constraints and the inadequacy of
technological means For accosinq data. It should also be
recognized that some tos ohvi6lAs and "botween-the-ears" factors
also play majnr lr it, Ht=i2=i_ning ,{r lizatini,



Th0 ways in which policy-makers process information
appear J41, have different consequences in determining the
amount 4116kinds of knowledge used in arriving at' a policy
deCision- even after variables such as rank anddepartment are
controlled statistically.

Before describing ,these styles it is important to comment
briefly on the kinds of information involved and their functions
in the decision-making. While. Scientific and extra-scientific
are appropriate4and proper labels for the issues_ under discussion,
it willfacilitate-Mnderstanding if we think in functional terms:
Consider "scientific" as referring to matters bearing on the
internal logic of the policy issue, that is, pertaining to the
gathering, processing, and analysis of the most objective
informatioh available to arrive at an unbiased diagnosis of
the problem; and "extra scientific" as bearing on the external
logic 'of the policy issue, that iS, pertaining to the political,
value-based, ideological, administrative, and economic consid-
erations involved.

The cli ical orientation. The federal officials who
expressed this style, approximately twenty percent of those
interviewed, were the most active users of scientific infor-
mation. They combine two basic approaches td,problem aolving.
First they gather and process the best available information
they can obtain to make an unbiased diagnosis of the policy
issug. They use knowledge in this way to deal with the
"internal logic" oC the problem. Next they gather information
regarding the political and social ramificationq of the policy
-issue to deal with the "external logic" of the problem. To
reach a policy decision, they finally weigh and reconcile the
conflicting dictatos of the infti_or-

These policy-makers use the largest amounts of social
research and, probably, the largest amounts of information of
all typos, scientific and extra scientific, in their attempt
to deal '01 policy-related problems.

The ac orientation. The largest group of social
science information users, approximately thirty percent of
those intorviewed, processed informatiorryith on academic
orientation. They aro often experts in theij7 fields and prefer
to devote their major at to the inter.pal logic of the
policy issue. The,/ aro much less willing, however, to cope

1

with the extelhal realities that confound this type of problemit,
Considerations of the extc rnaJ. logic of the problem are likely
viewed as mono- to the prestige and standing Of their
expa_rti+:ie. CohsequentLy, they may be the most informed on
scientifically t information, but they use such infor

t_ ion _in mocIrTate and in routine ways to formulate
and evaluate potic'..- iss [he are made largely
en the iv d, inficm-matijon, with minimal

a n.



The advocacy orientation. Comprising another twenty
percent of the federal officials, this group/ is much at home
in the world of social, political, and econqmic realities.
Their use of social science information is _limited, but when
used, its use is ,almost exclusively dictated by extra scientific
forces to the extent that they will at times intentionally
ignore valid information that does not fit the prevailing
political climate. Their preoccupation is with the external
logic of a policy issue and the function of scientific knowledge
when used in that context is largely to rationalize a decision
made on extra scientific grounds. ,

It should be assumed that these respondents are uninformed
on scientific information that pertains to their policy-making
responsibilities: Nonutill2ation-dmong these respondents may
he best headed "Deliberate nnappliCation," (i.e., they absorb
such information, but make a dciliberato effort to avoid
application unless the iniformation supports their position
Or can be used to attack an piios position). Thus, nonuti-
lization among those respondents,does not moan they ignore the
relevant information; it does not mean they t.i i I to understand
the meaning or policri r.evalie et their social science findings
(indeed, in ante iL is clear that rejection arises
because they andersrna ni too it is clue to the failure
of the informatioll LI xi h,:ir purposes.

It i a impossihi.e to tn.! from the data the degree to
which a person's ihiormalH.on pl-cessing style is dependent upon
personality factors, cooni.Live stwlo, or differences in the
way members of the various peas ions are trained to use
information. Nonetheless, how information is processed and
applL-d iufll>,ia H i/htion 1.%;lii.ch, in turn, is related to
the intent: fr remain in n: W, asked ,respondents,
"Do you pIt> I tahin in government Service?' and found a
siitable nodal in (Camma ='=.37) befiween their
Intentions to r-maiall in ho,.,,n-nment and the level of social
scionco inform a: [Li o hi the respondent's level of

Lli> .! ilkoLy he planned riot to remain in govern-
ment.

Any numbnr of i.ntereh7ina hypoLheF;es could be created
tceaccount fif'r 1his ad iii Pat riivardiess of a possible
explanntion, tin litiust fitvia imycl1ant implicatiorrs are clear:
(l) Upper level .vii' Mlko the most ii cit social
science inforrittitinn in ih -if wfor apparently are not sufficiently
itisfied with 1 lu cnifuirrthient to want. to make a career

iti, and (2) the .:H ->11 n1 utilization is not likely to
iiii> im Ii t Lit'' it will decroaso o

it heat , rnmain,tilo urifc. -'1 in expect to find less r

level tednral nuecdtices niL > clinical orientation to
information i,rfiiii1Hs mm Hleue cm advocacy orienta
Thus, ,t i as- n! se: nuee information in [icy



matters is a
found Other
to remain in
utilizers by
rewards.

serious objective of government, means must be
to provide greater incentives for higher Utilizers
government or promote utilization among the low
increasing its importance in the system. of career

4. Viewing Problems Holistically

Finally, much emphasis has been placed on the issue of
holism during this conference and T completely agree with its
importance. There is simply no other way of viewing soci8i
problems and anyone who knows about 6uch problems is aware
that there is no way of conceptualizing them adequately without
thinking in terms of multiple causation. But what I have found
from our data is that the failure to view 'problems in this
.way is as much, -if not a greater problem among researchers as
it is For policy:makers. Our respondents continuously stressed
that researchers'greatl oversimplified the complexity of the
problms they 'researched. The 'fact is that researchers in,
he main continuo to, view the world as if it were bivari'apt

and research i accordingly. In consequence, what we have by
way of policy-related research is an unguided accditallaticV
of particularisl-icly focused studies which, in my view, are
less useful than one siglo, well multivaria t
study on the same topic,

CONCLUSIONS

Repeatedly, one hears expressed that there is need
for linking the producers and consumers of scientific knowl-
edge. The need for a different set of relations between
social science knowledge producers outside of government and
knowlelgo users in pol icy- making positions is quite clear,
but the problem ot!,achieving effective-interaction of this
sort necessarily involves value and ideological dimensions
as well as tpchnical ones.

This is not an issue thof. has gone unattended. In
fact, there has been much attention given to training knowledge
utili xat inn experts, building knowledge retrieval systems,
and e:xriment-ing with knowledge transfer groups in oi-dOt to
intorla(:e social science knowledge production with-policy
int7ormnr_4(in needs. Tits' Lronster Formulat ions arld "linkage"
efforts, however, have largely been based on oversimplified
interprrarinns DI' rho "p" problem, and on an overreliance
on an asnntme(i pattern of kmowl(Ago use involving "hard"
infra-mit ion (i,y., let a based). This type of social science
knowledge is used in a vast number of different conexts, but
onl ra-retv is Formulation determined by a concrete,
poiit-h-pn " c 1 i ii n ompiricolly,grounded data. Although
lhe " information (i.e., nonempirical) o



government functioning is ,xtremely difficult to asSess, our
data suggest that there ia widespread use of soft infotation
and that 'its impact on policy, although often indirect, may
be great or even greater than the impact of hard information.

In consequence, most efforts to.reiy ou new technologies
to improve the *ability of decision-makers to assess the right
in.56-rmation, where it is needed and in a foul in which it is
lieeded, have not been remarkably effecdve For extmple,
despite the si:?.able investment of effort and funds that have
gone into the developmmit and promotion of computerized
information retrieval syNtems, there is no indication that
they have lived up to the }r promise. They clearly have not
revolutioned and, perhaps, not even enriched, governmental
decision making: the basic problems are nontechnical.

What is needed is F0 cOme to grips with the difficulties
of bridging. the .perspertives of :social scientists and policy-
makers, not necessarily the individuals themselves. Insofar
as the social,scientists and user communities are comprised
of individuals with differing abilities and inclinations to
deal with- the scientJric and e r scientific aspects of
policy issues, effective it ii probablai will proceed
best if it is pursued' by a set f individuals representing
different combinations. of' roP:s nd skills who are located
in an..institutional arrangment which allows them to take into
account therorganizational factors affecting both the production
and use of 1<nowledqe.

ci

The precise roles played by such a group would vary
substantially depending upon the availability of r6levant
sociaL sienr-e inf-a-mltion and the policy issues involved.
At a minimum rho Troup must j,)o c7apabIe f

:Inci rational appraisals of
the reiti7o morit oF the enormous amount of
divorsiio2d information which inn in the

icionces;

acunrate and concise trarnslations
of= social rosoaroh.to, Failiate

mmunflati,on wi.fh the poJicy-settinq community;

botween scientific
And leritii iwCi'clriieecin;

w i L v:Alue,isues and bureauc:Catie--
rht the production and use

frina _
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Gaining, the trust of policy-Makers and
obtaining -, sufficient ir.l_nowledge of policy
processes to substantially introduce social l

science knowledge in useable form into/ the I
policy-making process at the key point where
it will be most likely-Lo'be used.

These -factors require a combination of individual and
institatiorial'characteristics that is not easily achieved.
The difficulties of effectiveHiltiation in governmental
policy-making should not be Oder-estimated. If, However,
government is serious in its intent to promote the application
of research findings for the public ,godd, then'the way to
proceed toward that objective is by experimenting with various
forms of knowledge "transfer" groups do Signed with,a,-.view -

toward

Improving the capabilities of
arranyeAnts and

sent utilization

DevelQ,ping new institutions for the purpose
of coupling scientific knowledge production with
policy goals and objectives.-

1'O

1/ fturin,_ the period of October 1973 to March 1974, 204
interviews on social science reseaich utilization and

policy formation were conducted with' persons holding important
positions in various departments, major agencies, and commissions
of the executive branch of the United States government. Within
the governmental hierarch'- , almost all of the respondents were
either political appointees immoYliately below cabinet rank-or
high level- civil servanLs. The mean income of the respondents
was approx imately 0 34,000 a year.

The major ty of respondents were experienced per
The average time in their job when interviewed was slightly
over two years Fe political appointees and approximately
six and a half years for civil servants. The respondents
wore-chosen tram agencies ich represent the entire range

governmental activities, not simply those concerned with
socialpolicy, social program i rnplenrcn tation, social problems,
or the\like.

Try- interviews r_rrndii ted by professional interviewers were
carried oat on a face-to-face 1-)sis. The average time required

was about And a.half hours. The inter-



views were recorded on tape. During the course of each inter-
view, the tape was used by the interviewer to,help edit and
complete the written narrative on the interview form. These,
tapes have also proven valuable for coding difficult open-
ended items. A detailed account c\f7 this study can be found
in The Use of Social Sci.mcat Knowl4dge in Policy Decisions at
the National Level, N. Caplan, A. Morrison and R..Siambaugh,
instaue for Social Research, 1975, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

2/ The term policy-maker is used here to refer to the upper,-
_evel decisionkmakers included in the study. It is not

meant to imply that the respondents dictated policy, but rather
to indicate that they were in policy-influencing positions,.
The conclusions pertain only to the influencing of .poricy,
at the upper level of the executive bureaucracy, sinctTie
utilization and application of social science information at
lower levels of government were not examined.

Social science knowledge oEi social science information
refers primarily to Anforma-tion derived empirically from the
following behavioral sciences: psychology, sociology,
anthropology, political scienc-and the multidisciplinary
matings of fields (e,a. behavioral-economics, behavioral-
geography, psychiatry). Those terms hi_ive been defined as such
in order to describe the limits of the inquiry, not to imply
that thei:e are not other fields within thL,..-Ocial sciences.

In the litera[tuim'r dealing with utilization, certain
important conceptual discriminations are ignoted, and others
-o not made exPljciti particularly differences between such
terms as dissemination, utilizatien, and-application. In
coding For utilization, attention was limitoe-to instances
of use where the decision-maker roceived policy-relevant
social science information (i.e., by dissemination) and
reported efforts to put that khowledge into use .1J017 utilization)
oven if this oFfEort to 2roduce an impact by apolicatiOn) was
unsuccessfill. Thus, utilizaLion'of knowledge in the context
or this study occurred ,.;hen the rospOndent was familiar with
at least ono relevant_ research study and gave serious consider-
ations to and attempted to apply that knowledge to some policy-
lelevant issue.
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COMMENTARY

Saleem A. Shah,
National Institute of Mental Health

My comments will be in two parts. First, of course, I
will discuss some issue.,in Nate's very stimulating and
provocative paper, but due t61Aimitations of time only a'
few points will be raised. Secondly, I would like to address
some broader issues 'relevant to the perspectives of poilicy-
makers and program administrators in the field of social
problems and. the the level of state and locaSl.governments.
This group of policy-makers does not appear to be represented
at this conference and hence an imporant dialogue I feel
has been lacking.

Regrettably, until rather recently many segments of
the academic and-scientific community have not displayed
very much interest in addressing issues of research inform-
ation dissemination to potential "users" of such knowledge
neither has there been much general effort to facilitate the
diffusion and utilization of such knowledge. In part such
response, or rather t14/2 lack of response; may have related
to the- different value and status attached to so-called,
"basic" research as compai-ed to "applied" and "policy-
oriented" research. There would appear also to have been
some apprehension on the part of some scientists that they,
might be viewed by their colleagues as "hucks'ters" of some
sort if they sought to facilitate public utilization of
their promising findings. However, the CRUSK grofp at the
University of Michigan has been quite conspicuous for its
long interest in and devotion to research utilization.

Now to some =, ec i_ fic points in Nate's paper. One
would tend,,to agree with the author when he notes that the
data of ,b_i study are simply too limited" to allOw confident
interpretation, and conCluisions -- even though the findings
are most interesting anfurther investigator is strongly
indicated. Despite the--fi'rly large number of .respondents
and the range of federal agencies covered, wide generalizations
may be problematic, especially with respect to policy-makers
and top level program administrators in other organizational
con ext, e.g., in s and local governments.

In survey, research one tynically has to place heavy
reliance on the meaning and accuracy of the verbal statements
of the respondents, and these statements in large measure
provide the data for subsequent interpretations and conclusions.
This being the case, one must consider factors such as inter-
viewei and intervicee biases, tho response set of the
responde nts, and the demand characteristics of the particular
interview situati example, in this study the inve5ti7

it_o.-r. were i a iriLT-Led Ln 1.(72arnincf about the
usc of social '3c!L, ,r,riowledge in policy docisi!on.



Responses to the question, MD you fTlan to remain in
government service?" are not easy to interpret since they lend
themselves to a variety of -interpretations Just last night,
fox instance, someone cited a finding in Nate's study and
used it to support a particular view or belief. The finding
referred to was that ,the higher the respondent's level of social
science research utilization, the more likely that the person
planned not to remain in government. Or, to put it more
accurately, the more likely certain respondents were to sa
that they did not plan to remain in government.

If we take the above response to the question cited
asan indication of attitude toward the particular govern-
mental position at a particular,point in time, we could wonder
about the extent- to which the ex- pressed attitude might relate
to actual subsequent behavior, viz., did the persons stating
plan to leave their positions actually do so? One might

also view the response to the same question as possibly
providing a valid statement of intention. In this case,
again, the validity of the statement of-intent would need
to be assessed in reference to the actual subsequent behavior.
And, lacking information about the subsequent behavior and
whether in fao,Lit related to the attitudes expressed at the
time of the interview, i is not entirely clear what meaning
and importance should be attributed to 'the particular response

What I am tryIng_to illustrate, of course,-is the
ambiguity that understandably attaches to a lot of social
science research as well as to other research on many such
social issues. Hence, it is not easy at all to draw clear
and reliable conclusions, nor to make unambiguous policy
recommendations. Moreover, given the differing and at times
even conflicting research findings, and/orconflicting inter-
pretations of rather similar or even the same findings, it

must be considered rather sound and sensible policy public
decie-ion-makers to ,pot rely too heavily on research findings
alone. In addition it is known that decisions regarding
complex social is tits involve numerous other considerations
besides the findings of empirically grounded research.
Indeed, if the respondents in the study accurately identified
575 "incidents of knowledge use at the upper level of govern-
ment decision-making," I would certainly consider this to
be a'very high (perhaps even unbelievably high) level of

research utilization. hut, s mentioned above, I do wonder
whether the demand characteristics of the interview situation
mav have caused the r(pondenhs strain and to stretch to
find examples that 'could demons Le both their' awareness
and their -_itic5 of sae:Lai _.clence Finally,
it is also known thaL broader social and\political consider-
ations are often «-ry critical to policy 'decisions and that

research Lend La be used to provide a more
convincina and "r)bi tivu raricana]e '(rporhaps even rational-
ization) Lr 1 on ofh,--,!r grQ,6nds.



Dr. Caplan makes a very important point when he
identifies a major need and problem as that of bridging
the differing'peTspeetives of social scientists and policy-
makers. There are rather obvious differences with respect
to education and training, values, roles, and differing
career conting-n, os., These differences, along with varia-
tions in styles and channels of communication, tend to
hinder easy dialogue and communications between researchers
and policy-makers. One Might tend to agree with Nate when
he notes that the doci 1)11-making .at Lou levels of govern-
ment tends in many inst nces to be " . . closed rather
than an open system in that it does not look at the outside
for help in defining -hrormational needs. . ." However,
I would suggest that one should also. consider the Possibility
that in many instances the "esoteric" knowledge of the
academic disciplines may not bo perceived as being very
relevant to particular poll= issues, as compared to the
kinds a? "exoteric" knowledge available to uolicy-makers.
Also, I am not sure that the typical academic research
systems AtU themselves very "Open" in the extent to which
they seek or we cost ini7ormatiOn From policy-makers and other
"users" with respect the lormulatton of policy-relevant
research quesLiorl, if science is to have more
relevance, Lo social neoda there munt be a two-way street and
greater efforts on both sides to achieve closer and more
meaninful cOal cu beweon knowledge "producers" and knowledge
"us:ers." 1 /'

AS MEAN

t-Lurn now Lno necond k;titct it my comments. But
be Fore i 11P, 1 ; 1 h very quickly the
particular orrestat*,-1 oi tho Con which I am associated,
and aino with repct so P a n that is Q.:mooted Lo have fairly
direct relevAne2 recta in social problems. We
support both be tic and applied research, but the bulk of our
research is aNbaiNd and policy urientd. Our work cuts across
disciplines and l)havioral science, social science, biological
science, AS wel . as emniricat legal studies which are supported in
the Area,a at ou- condern. 7,1so we try to encourage more
integraGrd and i a c INnelplinAry rc---,oarch'Itind training efforts
to riddrOS broli -1;; that tYPIdally don't pros bat. themselves
accoratng fL,-;) classifIcatinns. Our assumptions
arc that the ii; ittill i rUACIS oArmarked i-or research related
tp social cliii a I lArgelV on utilitarian

. its -ert in ci I x L inn and new
knowtodA InLo i)onfiLn -- And tint simply for
tha bhrsall or for iln own :ataa. Rlso, that since

. iho uuly IA-1y tirst 1;t:_j_uL) in a luau
Ind ny:.,1,dAtIonn, special attention
meat Lb -n yrhii.):ms!' the ofpetl-i-dness hnd speed
wi th 'ne i a Ian ; in rese,treh
'AN Jy!



prevention and amelioration of social problems. In essence,
then, we,see public support for problem-oriented research as
a means for attaining larger social goals, and not as as end
in itself.

The 'above approach,
typical of NIMH.

should mention, not necessarily.

Much of the discussion at this conference has been
from the perspectives of the scientific' community and doubt-
less we have tended to be rather parochial in our view of
broader social needs and the special role of science in
addressing such needs. There' may even be an assumption that
improved knowledge and technology provide the major tools
for preventing and ameliorating most social problems. How-
ever, it seems not sufficiently appreciated that in many
social areas the barriers to desired change are largely
instituUional and political, and that much knowledge sits
around on book shelves and is not effectively utilized. Thus,
the addition of increasing amounts of new knowledge in such
situations cannot be viewed as the major need. In essence,
I am suggesting that if _science is to be made more relevant
to social needs a much broader perspective is needed and our
discussions must involve policy-m)iscrs and other "users" who
are responsible for dealing with thl problems of concern.

Th( - -. _hbi 11 Sr ionce

Let me try tp provide a macroscopic view with respect
--,N

tc.) the compoition/for public funds. Legislators and other
policy-makers probably view the situation in terms of the
limited revenues thal\are available and the motley array of
interest groups making their special case for a portion of
the funds. Obviously, power and influence play a very important
role in gaining better and greater access to available resources.
And, up until the past few years, it would have to be said that
Fede- support for R & D was indeed generous - nay even lavish.
Such generous levels of support and an attitudp of unalloyed
enthusiasm and optimism about the expected role and contrib-
ution of science for meeting various social needs may even
have encouraged notions in itegments of the scientific commun-
ity that they had some special claim to public funds and
should not be hold accountable like ether groups. It would
even seem LhaL At times the improhioh has been given,
implicitly if not expliciti , that "What is good for Science
is good for the Country!" Npw, we might remember that when
Charles Wilson made such a sl_) foment several years ago with
respoct to (J.-I-ler:al Motor it w s considered both self-centered
and arro-janL. [t would soem Llat somewhat similar public
reaction m-1- havo boon aroused by perceptions of elitism,
and LhaL .,Ii- :copticism has doveloned with regard to the
r7,1L;; Lh,z a t-ti{.' massive expenditures for

4*



Certainly, the taxpayers and their elected represent-
atives are correct in viewing the scientific community as
yet another interest group which, like other such groups,
tends to couch its own values, interests, and perspectives
as being very closely related to the larger public good.
Interestingly, however, the scientific community has not,
at least to my knowledge; applied systematic empirical methods
for evaluating the effectiveness of its own activities, e.g.,
for assessing the value and the rate of "pay-off" from the
literally thousands of projects'funded each year. For
example, one could use citation indexes, assessments by
recognized leaders in specialized scientific fields regarding
major contributions to theory, conceptual and methodological
advances, and major knowledge and technological breakthroughs,
etc., to determine the percentage of all Federally supported
research projects resulting in significant contributions.
If some such empirical approach was used, would we find 5,
1'0, or 1c) percept of allio-rojects to have provided some
major and useful contribution? And, given.various other
national needs and priorities, what weld be an acceptable
rate of "pay-off" from federally funded R & D? Of curse,
the level of funding sought has very much to do with-the
economic and related needs of research and academic agencies,
and ins` -.ir-tAttions' and also the numbers Of'scientists needing
research and related supported.

In short, thereis abroad in the land an expectation
of and demand of greater accountability with regard to the
use of public funds whether these funds involve food stamps,
welfare benefits, farm subsidies, congressional travel to all
parts of the world, or the direct and indirect support given
to scientists and Ulf -- rtstituttion s. And researchers who
may tend to disdain appli d research need to be reminded that
it is the useful aspects c __ science that justify most of the
financial support received from go ernment,

Active-an. vigorous debaLce about making publicly
msupported R & D more relevant to social needs have been under

way in many other countries as well. For example, addressing
the issue of mission-oriented R & I) supported by the govern-
ment, the Rothschild Report in the United Kingdom recommended
that:

H & D with 1,; 1C ,:lication as iLs
objective, must_ he (I on a customer-contractor
basis. The custoMr what he wants; the
contractor docH it (if tiro can) ; and the customer
paY---3-

Such -.c v r ow w _1 rect r rn to problem oriented research
v(_ ry likelytems trains the assessment that researchers often
(perhapsievon t-lbicall oper.tte within a value system which
tends t o ' p l a c : ( t-ho inh, :-.s dnd (.7onc(?rnn of the academic
ici Liao an: ,i, ,. tr

, j 'j(1 of the ,on i Lil utility



of research. The basis and rationale for the aforementioned
recommendation in the Rothschild Report is indicated ,rather
clearly by the following statement:

However distinguished, intelligent and practical
scientists may be, they cahnot.be so well qualified
to decide what the needs of the nation are, and
their priorities, as those responsible for ensuringe
that those needs are met. This is why applied
R & D must have a customer. . 3/

Guidelines from Local Government

In conclusion let me share with you the guidlines that
were offered to scientists wishing to make their work more
relevant to, pressing social needs, by Mr. William Donaldson,
who was at the time city manager for Tacoma, Washingtpn:

Guideline No. 1

We in local government are not dumb slobs who
enjoy failure. In fact, we may even know more
about some things than; the research community
does and may be helpful in using our knowledge to
make practical use of some of your ides

Guideline No

Save your vision of the brave new urban society
for your classe:-; and learned journals. Stick to
he-ping 4is provide better and hopefully more

-icion't services so that we will have time and
resources to look at some of the broader problems
of our society along with allcthe citizens of our
cities .

Guideline

Studic,, may he the safe academic way, but they
only aid to our waste paper problems .

Gui del inn No._

If you start with simple problems and solve them,
.maybe we will trust you when you get to the
complicated crne,. Managing cities is an exceed-
ingly tricky, comllicated,and risky business
where mistakes cause not only immediate disaster,,
buL 51 tirihuto tho fear of any sout of
(Hino



Guideline No. 5

It does'mt have tc
than what we have .

Guideline No. 6

erfect to die better

You have to know enough of our language so
that we can read your instructions. To
expect people who work in cities to learn
the language of the technologist is not only
unrealistic, but it just will not happen. We
do not have the time

Once yo have used these guidelines to form a
map, th-_ e are many problems you can help us
with by .applying the skills that you have.4/

FOOTNOTES
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PlCtcSION

Paula Gordon: I have developed a theory _ societal
problem solving and a theory of societal problems as well.
It is a very simplistic notion known as the cyclic character
of societal problems. The idea is best illustrated with a-
concrete example, say the drug abuse problem. 'Assume you have
a situation whore some people are using drugs, and they have
reached a point that eitherrequlros inf -venti n or extensive
treatment aim re abilitation. f f treatment is give=n, then you
also havc) _ 1point on the cycle where the underlying cauSes
that gave rise to this problem must be met. If they ar6 not,
the cycle will be repeated.

Now, the theory simply states that in order to solve a
complex problem, it is necessary to deal with all aspects of
this cycle. The tendency, of course, is to deal with (only)
the most overt symptoms. This tendency is one of fhe'''reasons
why we have had so little impact on our most serious problems
from the energy crisis to the drug abuse. problem. A compre-
hensive approach to the solving of a societal problem includes
a number of` elements. One is basic understanding of the prob-
lem. Another is the ability to recognize or identify the most
viable alternatives. Attention must be given to assembling
resources or the ereatibn of training of new personnel or what-
ever resources are needed_

we people with administrativ oiler ti-so who are
also trui-rle c in societal problem solving. We don't have this
r(:!souPce at a11. Our institutions to train people in adminis-
tration are not training people f'or problizm solving. Adminis-,,
tration Js let in a loLally different 'tvay. Most impOrtantly,
these people must have leadership dualities, interest, cbncern,
commitment, and be able to Lake initiatives-to bring this whole
process together_ Someone in Knowledge Utilization,research has
done work '-dleati [hal_ e_rnl fj about of the population are in
the innov% cate c ory. These arc the people who, in my terms,
have the necessary insighLs, understandin, vision or whatever,
to solve or signiflcantly impact the problem.
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" . (advice to) scientists wishing to make
their work more relevant to pressing social
needs, by Mr. William Donald on, ... City
Manager for Tacoma, Washington: ' It
does not have to be perfect to be better than
what we have.'".

Sa Z Shah
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"A pressing question raised, but not answered,
was whether the education and professional
experience of scientists tends to isolate
them from the social problems they study and
thereby to undermine the relevance of their
research.

Leonard Goodw
and Rob Knapp



UNRESOLVEDQUBBTIONB

ABOUT SCIENCE AND SOCIAL PROBLEM

Leonard Goodwin -
Robert Knapp

The workshop did not attempt to deal with'all the
unresolved conceptual questions. There was considerable
difficulty, indeed, in establishing alpasic framework with-
in which to discuss the agenda -- a similar experience to
that described in the summary of Workshop A. However, there
did appear to be a consensus for the need to examine the
framework of science itself in the course of asking about
its relation to social problems.

THE NATURE or SCIENCE

The question was raised as to whether there was a
basic difference between physical and social science, and
whether the latter could yield adequate predictions. No
case was presented for a fundamental difference among the
sciences. But a fundamental difference in the phenomena
dealt with was noted. Inanimate objects studied in physical
science are unaware of the scientists' activities. People,
on the other hand, can become aware of the research conducted
about them, and thereupon alter their understanding of the
world and their actions. As one participant pointed out,
physical science might be viewed as a special case of social
science whereby the objects under study do not exhibit self-
consciousness. (Biological science perhaps falls in between
the extremes.)

As human self-consciousness appears in the domain
under scientific consideration, not only must it be dealt
with in theoretical formulations, but the formulations them-
selves are inextricably bound up with the.values and world
views of the formulators. There still are empirical events

40'
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j
which cap be used (after .agreement on their relevance,
reliability, etc.) to test-one formulation against Another. ,

But there--is an increasingly hazy distinction between
"cience" and "ideelogy."-- These issues were merely touched
upon rather than explored in the workshop.

It did. bcome. apparent, that if scientific -ormulation's
=have:value components, then, surely the definition and poli-
cies with respect to social problems have value components.
If scientists are to:relate themselves to policy issues,
they must be conceined'with vaL6es and ethics.

The discussion prompted one participant to4question
whether social science has anything to say to a skilled
practitioner. What could a political scientist, for examplei
have told Lynd n Johnson. about running the United States
Senate? Again there was not time to explore this issue in
depth. It was mentioned that science can include formula-
tions regardii other systems and events that the politician
might not be fdlly aware of, and that science can illuminate
general. issues that can be communicated to others, whereas
politicians may see their experiences only in personalistic
terms.

INSTITUTIONAL SCIENCE AND SOCIAL PROBLEMS

A pressing question raised, but not answered, was
whether the education and professional experience of scien-
tists tend to isolate them from the social problems they
study and thereby to undermine the relevance of their re-
search. The institutions of science may filter out kinds
of people who favor social involvement as against those who
prefer abstractions. If so, the rewards and institutional
settings of science are set apart from the problem-solving
agencies of society,

Several voices were raised advocating a distinction
between research for "personal use" t scientists, carried
out because of its aesthetic pleasu its reward from
the scientific community, and resea. for "social use".
The former should be supported by pubLic funds on the same
footing as support for'the arts or a symphony orchestra.
The common notion of a linear relation of science to society,
in which research done for ittl" awn sake is picked up by tech-
nology to meet social needs, may well be a myth.

Society subsidizes the scientific profession because
it presumably performs a valuable social-service. But
scientific activities are not closely and directly attached
to such service. AcLivitAns 6r scienLists are dictated -by
matters such as personal research style, prestige, power,
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institutional rewards / as well as public service. If-the
linear model is in fact inccurate, then, the public subsidy
provided science perhaps n4eds to take a different form if'
this enterprise is to more effectively help meet social
problems.

The relAtion between assumptions underlying Tese rch
and those underlying policy.perhapsraiseafthe most inte:est.
There was:Ageneral recognition- that a great diversity of values
exist within-society and even among scientists, 14_4511 models
used in research reflecting values of the investigators.
Because of difficulties in dealing with diverse values, there
is a tendency to *rule out, issues of ethi,os and values in
policy discussionsand to try to conduct applied research in
a "Value free" envirpnment. One-needs to avoid this easy
way out, if research is to be socially relevant. How does
one deal with the issue of divergent values?

-TOWARD AN "EXPERIMENT/NE" APPROACH

One step is to try to involve groups affdbted,by
research in .kts initial formulation. That is, there is need-
to find some useful way for policy-makers, victims.of a social
.problem, and other interested parties to participate, along
with scientists from relevant disciplines, in choices of
research focus and methods. Attempts in this direction have
been beset by a variety of difficulties, and will continue to
be -so. Scientists, for example, may find themselves inter-
acting with persons who question the legitimacy of their
"expert" knowledge.

The assumption was shared by ,many in the group that
bringing different parties together is valuable only when
these persons are willing to expose their personal problem-
understanding models and to confront differences- in_how they
think. The need is not just to be multidisciplinary (not
just 'to have multiple representation), but to integrate
multiple values. It is also clear that different conceptual
frameworks have powerful emotional dim-Alsions. How, then,
can a means be created for helping perzions with diverse
frameworks interact and still be task-oriented?

The interactive process itself becomes the first
focus of research, although the ultimate goal remains the
amelioration or at least improved understanding of a social.
problem. One form of "experiment" in this kind of research
is the design and creation of settings in which productive
interaction can occur, which multiplevalues and world
views can be made explicit, conflictpng them expressed
and managed, and some synthesis echieved. One participant
mentioned that he had carried out work of this kind with
corporat manaqi.
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VII -F.
We *ecommend that the proper direction for further

-work is through experiments of the kind described above,
in ',Mich -researchers and users participate jointly in an
effort that h-is an action orientation. Holistic formulations

social questions cannot be done ii the abstract. Specific
social problems must provide the focus. organizationally,
we recommend the holding of a design'workshop aimed at
starting work along th s lin son some particular problem:i

:7--

8A-lch a .workshop ahould be organized to reflect the
values it professes, namely-, providejruitful interaction'
among scientists and others who are attempting to solve social
,problems. The opportunity for dialogue must be built into
-the institutional design. This workshop would focus on
creating knowledge which can be used in problem-solvingt_-Ind
it would encourage the explicit expression of values in the
research design that might emerge. Ultimltely, a research)
center might be established for efforts of this kind. But
a first effort should concentrate on achieving success in
the more limited venture that the proposed design workshop

r
epresents.



PROVING MOTIVATION AND REWARD STRUCTURES*R OMM ENDATION S F OR

Donald Michael
James Taylor

F

INTRODUCTION

A preliminarY' agenda statement to the workshop, group by
the Chairperson presented the workshop probleT, and outlined the
factors-and circumstances related to motivations and rewards :in
performing public problem-oriented research. The statement
covered:- (1) the spectrum of individuals and groups involved
the entire process of generating and using-such research:- (2)

the-sources 'of motivations and rewards for researchers and their
organizations; %(3) the kinds of rewards for researchers, -for
organizations, and for the - social environment; and OU the
(desireable) consequences of responding to -incentives Michael's
statement offered some specific recommendations that the work-
sh-op group might consider.

Michael observed that, as with all other aspects of
adapting science to social needs, the-problem olgengendering
effective motivations and rewards contains complexities within
complexities: it i.s itself a systems problem. The outline is
an attempt to delineate some factors which seem to influence
motives and rewards for the problem-oriented researcher and the
several enveloping and mutually influencing societal contexts
that generate' and respond to such Motivations and rewards. The
position that what is rewarding and motivating beyond mere physi-
cal survival is itself very much influenced by what society de-
fines as worthy motivations-and rewards for carrying it out is
implicit in Michael's approach. Taking such a position empha-
sizes that much of what comes from inside a person had its origin
outside, for example, from the forms in which one seeks appro-
bation. Organizations are also guided by socially given defi-
nitions of what actions are rewardable and what constitutes
a reward.

These c!ommen, and the statement served as a beginning,
to indicate that the larger reward structures of society trans-
oend those of the lahorabay,, or univers -lty in their effect on
scientists and technologists in order to adapt science to
social needs, it may be necessary to integrate this reward

Donald (Chair) , James Taylor (Reporter) , Suzunne
Brainnrd, Harold Chestnut, Nathan Caplan, Bernard Cohen,

Enk, Puula Cordon, rdward Horn, Geneviove Noon(, Saleom
Shah, Arthur Weiner, and Raymond Woodrow
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structure with the process.of research itself -- the Way re-
search'PrOblets- are defined and'sponsored, and the way research

1
projects are designed and organized. *

DISCUSSION
0

-There being some ambiguity in the workshop title, the,
participants initially 'agreed to ,focus primarily upOn,the
motivations and rewards nicely to encourage scientists tole)ards
greater involvement in social problems research. .On discussion,
it was clear that different participants approached this task
from divergent views of the 'social change process. The group
agreed, therefore, to solicit individual and specific recommenda-
tions as a possible strategy for bypassing the conceptual di-
.lemmas. This approach resulted in 20 recommendations which are
listed at the end of this summary. But while the conceptua
issues were bypassed in this way, they were not eliminated. In
the course of-discussion a number of clarifying comments were
made and discussed, a number of arguments erupted, and some
recommendations were modified in consequence. Among the issues
discussed were the following:

biffereritial Selection Into Research

A system is- self selecting for certain kinds of indi-
viduals by its motivation and reward structures. Certain systems
effectively select for individUals possessing character traits
which respond favorably to its pattern of rewards and penalties.
Changing these patterns may change the attraction of certain
fields, and lead to the recruitment of people with other or more
varied character traits.

The Effective Motivate

There may be a vast discrepancy between what the organi-
zation or individual thinks is a motivating factor and what
actually works as such. It is easy to overestimate the impor-
tance of tenure, raises, etc., as motivational forces. But
perhaps more attention should be given to structural forces, such
as the concept of "power," as viewed within a department or a
university, or within an organization such as a professional soci-
ety or a government research program.

The premise "different ivations for different indi-
vidual_ " though widely hold, be subject to examination.
There may he extensive "common liotivators applicable to
scienqe and social_ prohtems research.



The Necessit Choice

In order to motivate scientists and other profesfflonals
to work do social problems, there is a need to identify:Sreas,-
where research really can make a difference, and to specify the
contributions -scientists can be expected to provide along with=
other groups in the society. it may be useful to establish
some. sort of rewardtsystem which would acknowledge those cases
where scientists ave indeed "made a difference" in helping
provide for the c moron welfare through scientific research.
This sort ofq3roc -ss, moreover, might also provide a dis-
incentive by acknowledging some problem areas where more or
better research cannot help with the solutiW1. Upon reflection,
this might not be a bad thing, if it candidTY acknowledges the
limitation of science in areas which require public decisions.

lEnterdiscinar"or"Policy-Res onsive" Research?

Throughout the discussion, interdisciplinary research
was seen as a distinct area that needs improvement, and that
research responsive to social needs (policy-responsive research)
is another distinct area. It is presumed that there is a linkage
between the two, but this connection was not sp'ecifically articu-
lated within the workshop. or, indeed, within the Conference. Yet
there existed a recognition that to improve interdisciplinary
research by itself may not make science more responsive to social
needs in the short term. Rather, this effort was viewed as laying
the groundwo- for- that responsive process.

FrOm
below:

Research

Many
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s discuss an came 20 recommendations, as listed

1. more research is needed on how to ge research utilized.
'eges or -died research seem not to fit organ-

_tonal needs; many research findings remain unutilized.
need to clarity the variables which lead to optimal

'-1() , -esear,Th Is ____ '--n what research is needed.
limi i r,:'n _11--c (Imn priority setting is neces-
it nflf .1,als that the current= research in-

wiLli current and pressing human needs.
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More research is\ne: ed on the kind of organizational.
forms which can sustain or facilitate systemie, inter -
d[sciplinary research in the public interest.- Given
the pull towards disciplinary specialization within
current institutio
proven difficult t_ maintain' interdisciplinary forms
Of research.

l and among researchers, it has

:JSo*: Aarative examination of insti-
tutions which have succeeded, and institutions which
have failed, might prove helpful in the /design of_new
organizational forms to this end.

Awards and Motivation

4. National awards might be offered for outstanding examples
of problem-oriented research.

"Public advocacy" actions of scientists should be re-
warded and protected. A number of scientists have gotten
Into serious trouble with their organizations when they
testified in the public interest and against the poli-
cies of their employers. AAA S might be able to provide
scientists with the same protections and sanctions for
such activity as are now provided for faculty by the
AAUP.

6. Other motivations besides "objectiVe" rewards and pun-
ishmentS should be inculcated or appealed to. Humans
are not simply reactive: they are also guided by internal
goals' of amore transcendent kind, a desire to promote
the well-being of mankind, for example. These motives
might be strengthened by example and training, and serve
as the basis for commitment to research focused on social
needs.

pecial Resource Development

7-. Special resources should be provided to organizations
wishing to mount interdisciplinary research activities.
Such efforts are expensive; and the start-up costs.
are considerable, since about 50 percent of the initial
project-time needs to go to resolving communication
problems among the participants.

Thus the costs of interdisciplinary research are greater
than the costs of discipline-oriented research, especially
in the early stages. and special resources are needed.
Such resources might take the form of an institutional
allowance, and/or a waiver of cost sharing.
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Special training should be givep to scientists at the
graduate or undergraduate level to facilitate their
skills in interdisciplinary: communication.

9. Special resources, and support should be given to sci-
entists interested in moving into new areas outside
their own disciplines.

10. Since interdisciplinary research directed towards social
needs requires change in organizational structure,
special resources should be provided to interested or-
ganizations to aid them-in this organizational develop-
ment effort.

Roles S and the professional Societies

11. AAAS should d everything within its power to legitimate
research in the public'-interest.

12 Deliberate efforts should be made by AAAS to disse
public interest research findings of special signi
canoe and scientific merit.

inate

13. AAAS should facilitate the development of research
oriented towards social problems through the sponsorship
of special conferences on particular issues.

14. Pressure should be put on professional organizations
which currently deprecate applied research.

Government Actions

15. High status advisory groups -- "Council of Social Advisors"
or "Council for Social Analysis" -- should be instituted
in the Executive Branch of government, comparable to the
present "Council of Economic Advisers." Apart from its
usefulness, such a council would help legitimate applied,'
policy-oriented research.

16. A national clearing house (perhaps affiliated with NSF-
RANN) should he set up to disseminate research relevant
to social policy.

Educational Chan

17. Cipportunitias for participation in problem-oriented
search (perhaps through internship programs) should he
incorporated in secondary and higher education.



l8 An awareness of the potentials of research oriented_ to
social needs should be more widely disseminated amo4
lay users, and throughout the scientific community
among professionals.

19. Issues of social responsiblity should be introduced
early in socialization, perhaps at the primary school
level.

2 A perceived imbalance in major universities between
educational, service, and research funcytions should be
redressed.
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RECO DATION S FOR CREATING EFFECTIVE MANAG1EMENT STYLES

FOR INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH*-

Daniel, Horvitz
Norman Evans

Thii-.Workshop reviewed the discussion o Workshop C
of the previous day, and focused upon research -ocesS stages
to examine what features are particularl,uniqut:to interdis-
ciplinary research management. The usual " management textbook
approach" fo research projects includes the following stages,:
(A), the forumulation of the Problem definitionlpy the research=
team; (b) the decision to undertake the research project;
(c) the asses went of research capability within the organiza-
tion; (d) the selection Of the team, project director,-and
support staff; (e) the organization of the study plan; If)
negotiation of the contract; (g) start-up period; (h) work
performance; (i) phate-out, reassignment of team and support
staff; (j) splpsor review and .commen (k) evaluation of
the results and team,performance. In practice the sequence of
steps can sometimes.be much different; some steps are merged
or completely omitted. Nevertheless, in the Workshop's attempt
to define unique factors relating to the management of inter-
disciplinary research these steps provided a suitable focal
point.

) DISCUSSION

One example,of a special aspect of interdisciplinary
research is that the start-up period may absorb 50% or more of
the project time and resources. This situation occurs because
of the particular difficulties associated with the interaction
of persons from different disciplinary backgrounds and the need
for extensive user and researcher interaction during the early
stages. Another special aspect or requirement is assessment of
capability. Since the proposed or assumed capability may be
fragmented in different departments or centers within an organ-
ization, a 5-lizahlo effort often must be made to evaluate the

* Don of Horwitz ((Malt:), Norman Evans (Repo ter), Kenneth
Beasley, C. Nest Churchman, Robert Cutler, Phil Gustafson,_

WO tear Hahn, L- -all flttery, Kenneth Heatillington, William Newell,
Vrnon Root.



completeness and quality of the resource capability before
proposal is offered on a particular project.,

There are various way._ in which a decision might be
made by management to develop an interdisciplinary approach
to articular research problem. If the sponsoring agency
reguA es An interdisciplinary approach, then the decision to
undertake the project is based on an assumption that this
approach is mandated by the reseci.arch contract. ThiS is by far
the. greatest incentive for developing an interdisciplinary-ap
proach by the management of an organization involved in problem-
oriented research. At the other extreme, the performing team
itself might suggest to a research project sponsor that, based
on their Understanding of the problem definition, an interdis-
ciplinary approach is required.

When a research team has expressed an '.nterest in a
problem area, what factorS affect their- decision to operate in
an interdisciplinary mod-- or in a more traditional multidisci-
plinary approach?

Obviously, if the management of the performing or-
ganization does ot` have a commitment to and an
understanding of intordilciplinary approaches, then
there is little, likelihOod that an interdisciplinary
mode will develop at the project level. If such a
mode does develop, it will-be the exception and will
most nbablv encounter numerous administrative dif-
_;ulties within the organizational structure.

tt is equally cchv that even when rnanag .111ent sup-
ports interdisciplinary approaches, such a road.( is
not appropriate For every reseaich project. Th-ere

must be an assessment. of organizaticbal capability
before committing the team to a spec fic approach.

This deci. on approach-also depends on the insti-
tutional environment as well as the organizaticonal
capability. The problem area under,study must be ac-
cepted as "in the interest of" the performing organ-
Lzation. There are certain research areas some in-
stitutions will alway o avoid because of these r`on

mental factors.

(-(1 -t costs ail ifficultios
is'iLr I t,I i.nary ircb are oFton trench greater

./
111 n antielicted. ThercLtFc a derision to go with
in ; king or_ app h cannot: solely upon tech-
ici compt-enoo i it Lhe "a t i c"ei subject areas, There

mLit-.,he Lop level fluoport and awareness of the time
ir. HIL'rilctinn w',)11',,,1 in - Lino ,cii effect_ vo

!1,1t



As the Workshop chaireerson noted ri his ,agenda state-
ment, management can be effective in bringing about productive
interdisciplinary research Iprovided a number of factors are
present. First, management must be committed tin the team ap-
proach in problem-oriented research. Leadership is essential
here, and true leadership can Follow only from commitment.
Second, management must define research problems in interdis
ciplinary terms. Theh:, is a erolig tendency for each person
to view problems in terms of-his own discipline, to be unaware
at those facets which reduire the knowledge and expertise of
other disciplines. We also are often unaware or significant
points es= interaction between the disciplines' -1':levant to a
probiem. Lt is ineuiffeient., or e!<ample, For a biologist to
discuss the life :cycle oonseguences of a pollutng environment
to a pa?tientah commerciallh mal-heted fish species without also
having these consequences translated into economic terms .

nanagemeei masl develop compelling metives For
ih-ling A ,apptoach an achieve recegnition oF tbose motives
by each ,:nd avory prt)spective member rat the research team. In
a sens intaratims flF the clisciplHnes can only occur after a
desire te up hau lg011r must provide either
a sot a,- b)gic,11 roonu'which will SOfVC to motivate the nooded
inLordi,5ciplinar y tsar ua,:a (a: else provide an appropriate reward
switem td accPmplih thiu ,-)11. Ft individual publications re-
main f_ho - - OIHS in roLioLion and remuneration, there re-
mhi nI sO 1 cooperaLively mn telm research
prm-

rosaitch mar' be enhanced H; creating
apiac[ d unch In searcf and by careful selecticm

fet;earch nntts ar center's which are
b :ialiharc in character can be crosted.

Lhe uud sehiar sLarr G: such a 'unib.or coner
fras bo th- ipproach. Just in important, staff-
jr1,11 h mc,le whc are riot .set in a diuciplinar-

'H1 younges ptt:!oplot aLLhough the
irma fm, orron morForm well.
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RECOMMENDATTONS

Based on these observations, the Workshop group devel-
oped several recommendations.

Obviously, the research organization Should provide
guidelines and/oyfraining for interdisciplinary
research teams, pft-ferably at the proposal drafting
stage (especially for inexperienced teams).

Interdisciplinary research management is not an,es-
tablished art nor widely understood. Therefore
further R and P in research management is needed .

There should be greater efforts by sponsoring agen-
cies to help research organizations overcome some
of the bAl:rier 'nentioned in the discussion and get
into the lot e ciplinary research mode where use-
ful and appropr Perhaps these"*offorts could
be furttlpr rmplmented by the professional associa-
tions or the science community itself, by organizing
seminars, guidelines, institutional consultation,
and otherin-formational forums.

o The AAA should consider providing services (seminars,
training, guidelines) to research organizations, de
signed to assist them in preparing to organize rind
manage interdisciplinary research.

As virtually the only source of guidelines on research
on the management of interdisciplinary efforts, the
F indings of the NSF' Research Management Improvement
(W1 t) Proram should ho,:assembled and distributed
widely

Creator user involvement:in research monitoring and
rellow-u. ul 1 be encouraged by sponsoring agencies,
in orJor Lo promn apptiation of the roscdrch results.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR NEW ORGANIZATTONA-, DESIGNS:

ADAPTING OLD INSTETUTf7IN':1; Tu NEW FUNCTIONS*

Thomas K. Glennan, Jr.
Geraid flordon

The Chairperson statod that the major premise of this
conference is that more problem-centered research institutions
are required if science and technology are to make a 14rger
contribution to solving. national and world problems. He oh
served that while it may seem easier to create new organizations
to deal with new public perceptions of problems, prudence sug-
qests4explorind the possibility of adapting older organizations
to our newer purposes. These institutions contain the bulk of
our talent, with forms of-security and personal comfort that
would make it difrienit to attract the best people away. Many
services provided by0n administrative organization are diffi-
cult to initiate; benolLts accrue from building on existing
administrative capacities: Preweeding incrementally towards new
organizational forms may reduce thodifficulties experienced in
creating these new forms. (OE co,urse, proceeding incrementally
may also mean that you never get there.) Finally, many of these
organizations, universities national laboratories, not-for-
profits or contract-researoh houses are genuinely anxious to
make better contributions H understanding and alleviating
_social problems.

rhe quostion, Lnen, a wh,L advi.ce can he given to those
who would cruaLc suon institutions?

CHAPALTEPd-,,TIC':', OF 2ROMEM-CENTERED RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS
0

Annoodotal experiencos, some research, and some specula-
tion sag(posi a soi of characteristics th-at those institutions
shouLd Amorg those 'ire

interdisclptinarity. Understanding ann solving problems
roguiros deolJo wrth I variety of diseiplInary viewpoints.
TL a ii 1'. an oruunLsatLonal 'ritructure capable ot. (a)

5; dl.onnun 0-i ill Ciordon (Foportdc), Sherry Ar-
a .s, I 'Hon, Punall Corwin, SonaLd Crwin, Arlo Lewin,ii II, RNHIH1(i PLL. ALLon Rosenstulniand



assembling adequate numbers of individuals possessing the
-40 necessary competeneeS in the requisite depth and (b)

rewarding these individuals for their contributions to\
understanding and solving problems and to the useful f'c-
tioning of the organization itself.

Participation of ultimate users of the research and de-
velopment in formulating tlIQ program of R & D. The
definition of the problems to be worked on and the style
of that work cannot be solely at the discretion of the
research community. Not only are researchers lacking a
sufficiently broad 7iew to conceptualize the problemby
themselves and traditional disciplinary paradigms inde-
guate to provide guidance in problem of definition, but
also, involvement of the (public policy)user enhances
the likelihood that the research will in \fact he use.

. A concern for the utilization of research. Policy re-
search organizations must be concerned with how that re-
search will be used as well as the structure of

This concern affects the attention give to _ae
form ofientation and the technical assistancu provided
to aid in it:h application. At a more subtle level, the
concern afftects the vai-inbles eiriphasixed, the analytical
tlechntques used, and the time horizons chosen for the
research.

4. A recognition of the political aspects of the problem.
Solutions to pull problems will occur in the political
arena, not in the halls of problem-centered resc.rch in-
stitutions. ff reseach and d(sivelopment is to contrilite
to these solutions, it mns!r not only recognize the value
'L5sue r. wiLhin a problem ara, but also illuminate rather
than hide them. Researchers must gain credibility with
the various-problem-area stakeholders so that the research
work wi ll be taken what it to worth rather than for
what_ inLoreLs 0 1r,r-ciried to soy\Je.

:lantidnrIaL

6. Sensitivity f:-1 thc.! di:Lrrent: values involved in problem-
oriented rese,:irch.

The G'iorkshn;) ,Lscussinn ntressed the centrality of organ-
dosi.an Ln aupirina Lo social problems.' Rela-

tively Law peoL- nre Ce th-n need it Is a capa-
hltity Coq- drgan:;kntidnn H-) (-hanging environmental.
condiJjons. A CeddhnH, medlidi neddHary paLL of thlS
over ill if-; TI, in it I-u a ;ddCner the mechanim is working
as intended. LI )11, it; r appoar to have
A Persidtdnd- Id [-H e Inn ip)dr -C ordania-



tional design on problem-oriented research. Fragmented struc-
tures cannot generate holistic kinds of research in the absence
of an integrating design.

DESIGN OR MANAGEMENT

Even accepting the validity of that observation, the
qvestion remains: How does one design a problem-oriented organ-
ization sensitive to user dema.nds, and create an environment
sensitive to changes in the Users needs? Some organizations,
such as RAND, have been able to change their user orientation
over a period of time. They developed new capabilities in response
to an altered environment. But it is wroblematic whether this kind
of sensitivity can be built into an Q2-4anization. A certain
managerial attitude is required as well to achieve this sensi-
tivity in the organization, and may in fact he the dominant
factor,

In designing user Involvement, the "simple" ideas about
user input don't work for problem-oriented research. There is a
complex inte'raetion between the Iesearett2r and user which affects

dboth the problem efinition and -esearch work. The product which
emerges is that of true collaboration and it is often difficult
to determine where the ideas actually came from, in this case
there are not practical distinctions between "knowledge producers"
and "knowledge users": there is an interactive flow connecting
and blending the two identities. The producer-user terminology
is a product of the hardware technology model of the research-
utilization process, which includes the now questioned delivery
system approach.

.

Problem-orierjed research requires a different kind of
terminology and A more interactive model. Changing our concept
of thin process a L occur as part of the "adapting science"
framework. There have been name experiments through oversight
committes, liaison networks, etc. in creating research organ-
L,,,atons within nser groups responsive [0 their particular needs.
Many of theo research teams sLill suffer basic weaknesses in
design, and arc thus unable to real Ira their full impact on the
problems of their sponsors. Users and researchers need to be
futly integrat,H in the problem definition phase as well a,s the
evaluation phdse. .\ rosearch-"product" retinaL simply be handed
to en intended riser.

p,Ingi,!ipants ndt::d the need for certain
ry.-hi(.I. might he more effective in applying

(MO rich organtion



might be ah Institute for Applied Research, possibly affiliated
with a university; another might be a National Foundation fqr
the Professions, which would support and encourage the profes-
sions in the same ways that NSF has supported the sciences.

The Workshop reommended

Efforts be undertaken to increase the ap-:-eoiation
of the role of the professions in problem-solving
activities. Perhaps a cammission should be created
to study this and make recommendations for change,
or perhaps the AAAS should try to heighten the aware-
ness, within its membership, of the potential ,con-
tributions of the professions;

Further airing, exdmin4tion, and discussion of the
recommendations of the "Simon Report" ( Social and
Behavioral Science programs in the National Science
Foundation, TJAS, WashingLon, D. C., 1976.)

Greater offoits must be made in future problem-
oriented work to Integrate users and researchers in
the problem definition and evaluation phases. (The
discussion recognized that the users must have a
stake in the output if their input is to be more tian
casual.)



AFFECTING THE ENVIRONMENT FOR PROBLEM-ORIENTED RESEARCH:

GOVERNMENT FUNDING, AGENCY ATTITUDFF-1, PUBLIC MARKETS*

F. Tomilnson Snarrow-a
Edward Poziomek

The themes u[ the Works op wore addressed through a
series of questions posed by the chairperson. These questions
and some indications of Lilo agreed-upon responses are discussed
below. Throughout the discussion, the focus shifted back and
forth between the sites for and accomplishmcnt of problem-orim,
onto d research and the federal sponsors and shapers of that
research.

PESEARCII

1. :low :Should A User-Orlented Research Program Be Structured
:r1 An T\ -0 CLiclIaLo?

Therio ire many dlint examplus at individual cases
whore scientists hart been involved in providing

ci in advice to pNlicy-makers on a topic of
or a:blitical value. These exam-

les

Hindinci a st.idy hr the American Phvg.Jcal
:=,ocint-y licjnt reac7torS;

study on ralioa(_:7Hv( fallout in the 50's and
Thn 601-7i;

JpHroachos" which lmilve NSF or
oLnor (lisintorosted :1 n,' funding of a research

to with no establ_shed reputation in the topic
II: I: 0 t it iii roimplo here would be the Oklahoma
Too171 bv Don Kash, o l rho Outer Con-
inedt:al H.h-lr )7

Toni loon
in n

F,dw.Ar(t (Reporter),
Nu* ton i in larvey Dixon, Don
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Other approaches involve "the balanced 1.1Urtfolio,"
the :.'arbitrator" and the "mediator" roles which
science has been called upon to execute in various
situations;

Suggested new approachoh iiclude the proposed so-
called "Science CouiP;

The group did not wish to ene.orse any
approach, but rather emphasi2ed that there are various
ways of using science to resolve, or in some cases, to
avoid conflict.

There are same specific criteria which should be met in
structuring such a research program:

The approach should sock to incorporate the highest
technical compntence aVailable:

The investigc*tors should represent a "disinterested
party" and not have any ovrt vested interest in the
research outcome;

All participants including the identified users
and plicy-makers -- should he involved in the study
from the beginning.

Ni thin a clim.ate ft\ dvnIsury positions, it was agreed
that individual cir)umstancos would determine which ap-
proach should be selact0d. There were several warnings,
however, regarding tho dangers of research involvement
in a situation which has evolved into a "zero sum game,"
where additional Facts or information cannot affect the
positions already taken. ft the sides are already drawn,
the decision proq becomes a matter of political choice
and the rtcto;t ic hnfi to ha earful not to bn "captured"
Lt : one .J_(.1e.

There is souri - ncorn as to whether "disinterestedness"
can be built if, ,) rsearch team in terms of the profes-
sional biases r(::nilLinq from the separate disciplines in-
volved in the st7:_iy. FL was suqqested LhaL there are some
f=;tructural connrpoi,nts can he established to count-
!rat hheso but thcIse structured interactions

iii noL flov:1 between toam
Hit It



BAL,ANCIN i kt TI NU

How hou id Respons To Vtinii linL User
Agai The Need Por M.i i nt,i init 1 Mit

Is He Balanced
Ili sea Topics?

There art' some ex,tittl, es ol a midd l t ;i bet -en "quick
t i x" resca fch a'cv,ii and I r i( nu n irtesifut e nsil support.
Some go vt_. rnme n 7 prc I -am ma i all to support an
area ot research ,fuel yet maintain focus on changing
.._--Tenc_y nt.,2eds by ding tunds ov( period of time for
individual projects in o research program. The pro-
gram is thus "on call" so to speak, but the researchers
hre able to adapt to changing user needs with the devel-
opment of each now research award. The trade-off to be
made then is r sponsivoness versus _inuity of funding.

Although the l,r °te ter rod route t,t spons:.-ship of thi-s kind
of research iF-1 through a --nsr mechanism, there are
some examples
tutu for R00,11
be viewed AS7 A

succe- sru 1 programs, such as the In ti-
on Paver in Wisconsin, which might
-ncy cap -ive" research center. How-

ever, i,- seems th 1t to insure success of open ended re-
search Cunding there must be some structured form of
ovArsight and liaison mechanism built into the researe'--
proc-11-anl-m._

WLtI Lrr the _scussion it was agreed 1 t a definitive
ttn it I strategy for pro -am support tl rough nonpromo-

tional and 11,.iliroguiltory agencies would be a necessary
step in developing an applied resoarch'capability within
a given subject_ area. However, thi- t -ogram support
shcyuld he coupi-1 ,tiith certain provis

sup-i)rt orb s should Aso
ing;

lic?iil be .seerr as one
problem-solvin

nclude some

an

The research group should be tc "clulred to interact
A 1 users;

shold hi' given to several research
ce-tors f'unding) in' order to stimulate
intrAlectlial c':,-)mpetition, The risk of duplication

st 5JLA!11 iqainst the benefits Lo research
niatitv resulting rrom such competition.

attention directed toward problem
la= I ol especial :15- pro j oc I

ubT_ (nialitv of rsearch
The question of



whether program awards should be given to the project
directors (ar Aws transferrable between institutions)
was also dis sed but not resolved.

With regard to the "intellectual competition" stimulus
of duplicate program awards, one participant noted that
the original in u PANN had included an assumption
that RANN would develop a "competitive alternative" in
some problem ar_ias whore mission agencies appeared to he
administering a sluggish research program. With the
evolution of RANN, however, this notion of a "competi-
tive alternative" seems to have cliappeored

IDENTIFYING NE,,, TOPICS

How Should New Topics Be Identified For A Problem- Or User-
Oriented Research Croup When They Are Not Associated With A
Mission Agency?

There was agrAment within the Workshop that program
planning by all research sponsors -- independent of
whether they it within e mission agency has to antic-
ipat the future-: Anticipatory information is needed
in order to develop an agenda of research targets and
pl-ogram goals, particularly by en ac,Lency such as RANN,
which seeks to develop research based on national needs.

AL the same time that the recognition of the need for
this agenda-setting capabiiity is developing, there is
awareness of rl-,(, estint o difficulty in justifying this
kind of res.-rch to the Congress. Anticipatory research
needs to be legitimized; it should idc made more visible,
particnOrly within the nfln-mission-oriented research
program Should it group such as RANN assist other agen-
cies in 17-lose agenda-setling efforts? If RANN does not
get ',nvol'vud iii this activity, another agency (perhaps
loss lialiiled) will probably assume the responsibility.
In tact, there is some indication that GAO is already
assuming a larger role in rho policy analysis area, and
La rbus diminishing RANN'.: dominance in this area.

Tho .,.-)r5h op agrc!..e upon Lite toflowIng recommendation:

V.;N shhuld Lim,i I stud. 1--,-,viwing the processes of
t(wnda :1 it, a,1 ,---ami.w the successes and failures

,tgndi-s,!H.ialg ,_2Frolts. IL is hoped that from
such a ar,vi,J, ..1t-ati. leiLimacy would lu ,I!,7ii LO
Anli,.iioLo:-: fllin ntiforts, in(;iuding Cutures

it



ORGANIZATION

4 Ho- Should A Problem/User-Oriented Research Group Be Orcianized

The discussion focused on three kinds of research sponsor-
ing organizations: a problem-based organization (such as
RAM; a discipline-based organization (as recommended
by the NAS Simon Report); and a free-standing agency
(such as NBS). It was agreed that a problem-oriented
research group needs to be a free-standing agency, out-
side of an NSF -which is dominated by the academic, pure
science, basic science ethic. This group needs to be
immersed in the research problems themselves. Such an
organization should be a joint venture between the exec-
utive and legislative branches. Such a research group
should have a mix of in-house and extramural research
activities, and it should be of limited duration in
order to avoid provincialism and obsolescence.

RES B---- INTO ACTION

Now Can The Prospect Of Translating Validated User-Orion -1
Research Results Into Changes In Action Programs Best Be
RPalizel?

The chaii :2rson's agenda statement cited the California
Innovation Group approach as one example. The Workshop
recommended that

Federal agencies should be encouraged to fund more
research on knowledge utilization processes which
accompany the production and application of knowledge.
There is a need for experimentation With control groups
in this area in order to obtain data about the'pro-
cesses of knowledge utilization.



... I ... suggest a future for those of us
who believe that the world of (scientific)
knowledge should come much closer to the world
of practical needs/ and goals. The world of
knowledge despetzately needs to have under-
standing of how other worlds understand and
behave."

C lza aht7lc'"tt
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... (at the) end 'Of an interdisciplinary team
project you don't file a final report--
the report may only be incidental to this

.process, Communication with the client ...
may involve a large variety of interaction
communications in a variety of media with 6,
large set of people before ,anything readly
begins to happen."

Welter Hahn



OBSERVATIONS ON INTERDISCIPLINARITY: ITS NEED,

MANAGEMENT, AND UTILIZATION
3

Walter A. Hahn
Senior Specialist in Science and Technology

Cpngression41 Research Service,* Library of Congress

I was asked to play a role in terms<of coming without
any prepared paper, so that at least one person had the full-
time task of listening Phstead of talking. I was to listen
and see how, at least from one Point of view, our topic
evolved and to comment on some of the things that I heard.
While constrained from being deliberately positive or
deliberately-negative I.was encouraged, to be, on behalf
of all of us attending, self- critical.

Like the rest of. you I didn't leave any oe.my. biases
at home'. I brought them all along and you'll hear those
come out in my reactions (along with everyone else's)! Some
of them stem from the fact that I'm both a doer and a user
'of this interdisciplinary team research policy're---reh --
problem research, that we've been talking about. Mys
is client-oriented. I work for'the Congress. I have 535
clients and they have me as well as a large Stiff of other%
people to respond to their requests for analyses and inform,
ation. I don't give any research geants nor do I receive
any. Thus, there may be some differences in my attitudes
about some of the subjects we've discussed.

Like many of you, I used to be a card-carrying
re'ddctionist. I was trained as a physicist and learned
all of the good or bad'habits we've:referred to..Some
people think I went wrong.becalfse I also did advanced work
in the behavioral sciences. Then, Ireally tripped over

, my feet-because I joined people like Wept Churchman in the
operations research-management science busineSs. Most
recently I have been engaged in futures research:for the
-Congress. In addition, I'd like to go on record as being
the second optimist that has stood at this platform. I

notice that the last one here got polite applause but
nobody seemed to act apbn what was said.

I will try to do three thing., in a very'brief time.
I 4m going to describe one project that Iam sure everyone
in this room will agree is holistic. I hOperit will serve as
an e: -pie that this can be done, whaever this "stuff" is we're
talkin about. I will also discuss one reductioniproblem
that no one in this room can avoid. And finally, Y will make
a few obs= rvations on some of that things jthat I heard.

41116

These remarks are the responsibility of the speaker and do
not z lect the views of the Congressional ReSearch Service
or trc Library OF Congress.
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INTERCqSCIRLINARY RESEARCH -- SOME CHARACTERISTICS

First, we really haven't described -- and I don't
think I'll be able to do it either but give you some
of the flavor -- what is interdisciplinary team research.
What are some of the characteristics that are more unique
to that parular set of activities than other activities?
That gives me a -t of latitude.- We have used the words:
holistic, systemic bigger than usual but small enough to
understand and many more. We've said that interdisciplinary
research is problem r opportunity focused, implied a
consensus that the oundary lines'are fuzzy, and stated
it is probably an open-ended game. I at least heard (or
maybe it's because I like to hear it), that it is client-,
decision- ,action -,and problem-oriented.

Time is a major constraint. If we are going to aid
a deciSion-maker, we must recognize that something has to
happen at some finite time. Hence, we can not just purge
research endlessly as can be done in some other pursuits.
There is a mixture of qualitative and quantitative factors
There are objective and subjective data involved. I think
there is some feeling that one should includi almost any
kind of additional information that will help, but that
generates, of course, the problem of information overload.

Interdisciplinary research involves more than
practitioners= People with disciplines or multiple 'disci
plines or people with processes, procedures, methodologies
whether they are disciplines or not become involved.
Also included are those in the power structure= the decision-
maker* the client,- whatever we wish to call him. was happy
to see the number of times others beside myself have lotmtified
the fact that the affected party -- or the public n general
--is also a part of this process. That message wag'not as
loud from ome of you As it was from others. But the partic-
ipants in s process are more than those of us who have the
fancy algorithms and proceed via accepted paradigms.

There are also a few characteristics of interdiscip-
linary research concerned with its management that have been
brought out, and I will mention a few of them. tAgain, these
are'"more uniqud" to this particular category of research
activities than to others. Interdisciplinary-teath research
is directed, led car managed: somebody has to he in charge
of the team if the message would seem to come through.

There i , a very Jong interaction period; to get
started, to cet7-15,o know etch other,- to rub off our vocabu-,
laries, to bui-ITT communications, to develop a sense of coMmon
purpose, and to take that first cooperative step as a group.
Some have estimated that this pay consume over half of the
totd project time. Call , problem definition sniffing,
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telling sea stories, playing Ping Fong, whatever it does
consume a large amouht of resources and time to get going
and it is an essential part of the process.',

Similarly, on the other end of an interdisciplinary
team project a long time is spent "communicating." Don Kdsh
has experienced this and so have some of the rest of us.
You don't just-file a final report. As-a matter of fact,
the report may be only incidental to this process.- Communi-'
cation with the client is not just one quick chart present-
ation In an afternoon. It may involve a trip to somewhere.
It may involve a large variety of interaction communications
in a variety of media with a large set of people before
anything really, begins to happen. And there is a delay time
before something happens, before results are observable.

Interdisciplinary team research is an iterative
process. We add andArop information throughout. For example,
on the White Souse National'Goals Staff we started one of

1

these projects with ten people, expanded at one time until
We had about 150 consultants with us, and in the interim two
of the core ten people literally dropped out. The humanist
could never communicate with the physicist, or vice versa.
And one of the operations people found that on*thisgroject
-he just was not functional.

In this process we need an unusually high toleance
and a respect for each other, for each other's-jargon,
approaches, methods, ideas, for the wholeness of the thing,
and that does not come easy.

There is strong pressure in performing this type of
research to have what someone labeled "geocentric" facilities
(we love big words). Anyhow,, we all have to live together
or at least work together in one facility. -Doing this on a
part-time basis and in aistributedslocations, makes it harder,
to say the very least, if not impossible. In a moment I will
give you an exception Where that does not hold. We have a
lot of oommunications'Tvith the outside world. To get inform-
ation into the project and to get inf.o.cmation;o of.it, we
need a commitment by all parties that it isito be a cooperative,
effort, have to give up something to d that.

A- NOLISTIC PROJECT(

Let me talk about that holistic brCl)ject that 1 think
none of us can deny as holistic. I had the privilege of
attending the C1ub of Rome meeting two or three weeks ago
in Philadelphia (their first American meeting)'. Incidentally
there is one member of the Club of Rome here and he will ,

straighton'out an mistakes I make and you can ask him
questions about the project rather than me because he is the
one involved in it.
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The Club of Rome reviewed the last two.pvojects it
sponsored and publicly announced the third. With respect to
the original Limits of Growth study by Meadows et al., they
essentially felt that what they did was to alert the world's
citizens to the idea that we do indeed have a problem in
that we may not be able to survive on the earth as a people.
The message got across: the possibility of self-extinction
by something other than the bomb seems perfectly clear to a
lot of people. They dpn't all agree when or that it will
happen, ut many agree that it is a frightening possibility.
They alsocommunicated to many by the report (sometimes to
J. Forrest r's disgu p that our methodology was inadequhte
to Study such huge p oblems as Global Problematique. One _,
speaker claimed they made almost every economist in the world
equally mad and that this was 4 silly way togo about it.,
That prompted, of course, the second study. But they also
felt that the Limits of Growth helped us realize the need
for cooperationJamong peoPleS, among nations, among religions.
They didn't say disciplines, but the implication'was ttrere.

Hence the -second study, the Mesarovic-Pestel effort,
led to the report, Mankind at the Turning point. At
Philadelphia they*reViewed it, indicating at,- yes, here
was one alternative -- one of some rojects that they.had
been engaged in provided an alternati* way of thinking about
these global problems. It was a combination of reductionism,
of course, because it ha ten regional models for the globe.
But in addition it had a hblistic connotation in the fact
that the only thing you really wanted to do was keep all
ten reg4ons operating. If one had to subdivide to get or
manipuipte some information, fine, but it was the total
picture that had meaning.

The. Club also sponsored in parallel to the MesaroVic-
Pestel approaCh, Jan Tinbergan's proposal for Restructuring
the international Order (called RIO, of course). Thfs project
¶s being implemented in a wide variety of places; literally
around the world. One of the things observed was v,ry
dramatio and here w6jilaI have some hope. It was.th Amage,
one got watching, fist, an Egyptian, then an Algerian, then
an Iranian (and there -were others), stand up and describe
their computer models as part of RI-,(their structure as
part of one or more of the sectors). They had different
languages, different cultures, to some degree different
religions, and, incidentally different dciplines. They
were operating, within one sector, joint models that could
talk to each other on hot lines in real time. They were
operating cooperatively across those tremendous barriers,
far bigger than the ones we have been discussing here. And
that gives me some hope that maybe the barriers we see just
between us .in this room can be broken down so that inter-
disciplinary team research can go on. These modelers
are pot just "fuzzy headed" guys from universities playing
with computers. They were, in this case, representatives
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of the official planning agencies of the three countries
interacting -- and there were others involved/who did not
speak at this meeting.

The presentations of the third study undertaken were
announced publicly for the first time. This one sort of,
blows one's mind (even one presumptive enough to be on a
National Goals Study). It is called "Goals for a Global
Scitiety." This project has been under way for almost a year
Ervin Laszlo, formerly of StJNY, Geneseo, now with UNIT_ R,
is the leader of this project. They are trying to add to
the first study's alerting function and the second's m c an-
isms to deal with the world problematique: the human values
opons. Ervin has done some very intere0.-eng things
including rounding up both statements of the explicit goals
(the announced st4tements) of some 141 nations. He has
them categorized-similarily to the RIO groupings. He also
has had scholars and observers (they sometimes differ),
looking at the de facto goals of many of these same countries
--_how do they act versus what hangs on the walls or what
is put iii the papers -- and then searching among these for
consensus and alternatives that could be "global goals."
They announced a statement of "inter-existence," a word I
think we are going to hear a lot more of.

The message of all this is that we must think
holistically, buthey did not bother to use that word
often. It was emphasized that we are going to have to
willingly cooperate and we are going to have to do it now,
or face the possibility of death. To see people of-this
many religions, this many politti'cal persuasions, this many
language barriers, fat and thin, and all the other differences
one can think of, cooperating and acting in such harmony was
quilt a dramatic sight. Yet one of the sobering notes was
whether there was time to do all this -- and that was not
answered. It gives me hope, however, that we in this room
can cross some of our much smaller barriers within. a univer-
sity, or within a piblic or private bureaucracy. If this
much can be done-bo diversified a group, why can't we
do it?

There was one very_ dramatic event that stood out in
this meeting of Lhe Club of Rome, and believe it or not, it
was a political speech This is sort of an aside, but
think it's a real life note for us to bear in mind. Vice
President Rockefeller was the banquet speaker and the first
line in his speech was like a glass of cold water in the
face of almost every Club of Rome member and the rest of
us there: He said that anyone who thitbout limiting
growth .is-naive! He went on for about 35 minutes. He
indicated the N.S.- would pursue its elitist best, that
we are a world leader. We will continue to expand our energy
resources. He almos;L like Herman Kahn. I have heard
that_ one doesn't see members of the Club of Rome speechless
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very often, but this time they were -- in seven languages.

think the Vice President -'d a great service. Some
people tried to say a speechwriter gave him an antigrowth
speech and he didn't read it prior-to deliveiY= Well, those
of us who have'worked with this man don't believe that is a
real possibility. He told it like it is. He gave a political
speech and said (he did not use these words, but the message
was): How can any of us go out and run in an election and
say to the country you have got to give up your air conditioner.
You have to give up your big bar. We are going to lower your
standard of living. You are all gding to be happy, but you
are going to wear little padded suits and they are all going
to look the same. There is no way"Joe 6-Padkuis going to-
give up that which he has worked so hard for, particularly
if his father helped him through college after the depression.

_

The Vice President's message was eloTaent and very
real. What is going to convince the voter to change not
only what he has, but perhaps his aspirations also? The
question he asked was not dealt with in the othbr excellent
speeches of Philadelphia, but it went home in everyone's mind.

AGREEMENTS AT THIS MEETING

Let us return to this meeting. I heard us agree on
a number of things. One of the things on which there is a
consensus is that reductionist and disciplinary research is
insufficient for dealing with social problems and that a
more integrated and interactive approach is necessary. We
need an approach that will include bath the hard and the
soft knowledge, as some one put it. We agreed that if we
organize and put several heads together, we may be able to
get around some of the larger problems that one head, or
most single heads cannot totally grasp.

Believe it or not we were in accord on some terminology.
We agreed that multidisciplinary is not interdisciplinary
and that one is better than the other for approaching social
problems. There was a consensus that interdisciplinary
research is a means not an end. 3 think there was agreement-7,
(however, a little weaker than some of the others), that some
intermediate form of knowledge is needed between the objective,
descriptive and disciplinary knowledge of the analytical-
contemplative world and the action world of doers and deciders.
Chris Wright's rather thoughtful model presentation earlier
expands on this very well= Although everyone of,us in the
room would put different labels on it, I think this concept
is one that we cin all take home and use. This "something
in-between" miq be called "policy-analysis," but it is not
the label *that is importarit.
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KNOWNS

There were some unknowns, or at least some partial
unknowns identified during this meeting. Here is where we
agreed we didn't know, if you will. We are not sure we
know how to run, or fund, or even legitimatize social exper-
iments and yet there seems to be a feeling that some of these
ought to be tried.

IWe don't know how to ju tify a large continuing
investment or expenditure today for tomorrow's or next week's
payoffs. It Just doesn't sell. We don't know how to train
or sensitize future researchers or managers in interdiAcip-
linary research. Yet, there are hopes. There are somd
programs that are doing some of this. One fear is that we
will learn how to do it and then make it a discipline and
blow it. . *

We asked ourselves the question, can the universities
be made a viable place for the study for interdisciplinary
resealich?- We have asked ourselves, or at least a few of
us have asked, what are the alternatives? But, we begged
that question in these sessions. We didn't argue the issue
at this meeting, but it may be an important one for a future
agenda. We raised the question and then skipped any attempt
at answering as to what is the role*of professions. We have
some fuzzy notion about the set of ativities involving
decision-Akers, decision-processesiand decisions. It is
a murky area and we didn't shed much light on it here.

In one of the groups' discussion it was suggested
that there are at least three classes of decisions which
are quite distinct. Our team research and policy-analysis
discussions may be able to benefit from defining them:

1. The executive official makes only a few decisions.
He has a prOgramior organizat!onal commitment. He has in-
depth, detailed information on it yet he doesn't get to
make very many major decisions.

h2A

2.,A legislator on the other hand, at any level, makes
a very large number of decisions. He may have to vote, four
or ten or more times a day. He often has very superficial
information. Often he doesn't have a commitment to any
existing program, but rather to a constituency or to himself.
These rapid and ill-structured decisions may be bigger, more
critical or more lasting in impact than the singular ones
that the executive has.

3. The third class of decisions, may not te polite
to talk about. They are the personal decisions. They may
be opportunistic ones where the substance and the constraints
around it do not really matter only whether "I'm going
to got something out of it or not." They are made at high
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levels and they are made at low levels They are made by
legislators, executives; academIts, bureaucrat ,and people
on the street. We sometimes forget that these decisions can
have major impact, particularly in the aggregate.

We raised some questions, which probably could be
put more accurately leading to areas in need o research.
How do we get the power structure to listen? The example
was forecast in the'SOs and'60s of the energy crisis. We
bring the power structure bad news. As analys s we -talk
about long-range events but the decision- maker as problems
now. We make forecasts and they don't know how true these
are and neither do we. We make recommend and they
say to us as researchers, "You don't have to meet a payroll,"
or "You don't have to vote on the floor of the Congress,"
etc. Mostly we can not seem to get the power stucture to
listen to our pleas for money, to let us go do our thing
the way we want to do it. We don't know how to create

Inew institutional forms. In the physical sciences we have
learned to set-up laboratories and R and D teams -- actually
to "produce knowledge" -- almost on demand. We don't seem
to be able to do anything similar in behaVior sciences
although some representatives of, think-tanks challenged this.

QUESTION: AREAS FOR RESEARCH?

How did we invent the corporation, the not-for-profits,
the interdisciplinary team? How do we change a university,
a bureaucracy, or even ourselves? We failed to treat these
issues and we a o asked the question, can we really approach
a situation hol' tically? Can we view a situation without
perceiving and nderstanding each element and its relationship
to others? Systems analysts tell us about synergism --
that systems have properties beyond the sum of the parts.
Experience tells us that we can see things holistically.

I am old enough to have been trained in so-called
aircraft recognition during World.War 11. We learned all'
the parts of the Japanese airplanes. Then they would show
us whole airplanes. We would look at them for 10 or 15
secondS on a small screen and the instructor would gradually
speed up. The idea was that when we saw one that looked
Japanese we would shoot at it and when we saw one that didn't,
we wouldrk't because that, was Ours. We got so we could
recognize hundreds of these darn things each in a tenth
of a second. Just a blink. I caii look out the window and
tell that there is a house out there without seeing
every shingle and every window. I wonder if intellectually,
in a

}

far more advanced fashion, there isn't somethin
analogous to this. If there is it would be very helpful
in these large, ilL-structured situations we increasingly
face.
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We are worried about creating a new-discipline and
, we are worried about a few other things. We have some
fairly large issues. Shall we, who have the skills and
vision, be change agents or just attempt to get somebody
else to make the alterations Refer to Ken Heathington's
paper. Are we going to sit on our tenure and ask for
money, fiddle with our Algorithms and do a lot of other
"academic" things, or are we going to get out and do some-
thing? It seems like it is always someone else's task to
do something but'some of us may be competent to do things
if we would try. `-'few have said we are, but institutional
constraints held us back. Is style a big issue? Of course
we heed basic research in substance and method and the
opportunity for unfettered exploration. But is there not
a parallel need to put to use for society that which we
already know?

A key problem: who (read= what discipline) shall
be the leader of the interdisciplinary tea_ research project?

I am very concerned about problem definition --
which problem shall we work one As an example (slightly
overstated) those of us in the technology assessment
movement are very concerned with always working on the
right Problem, the top priority problem. As a result, we
haven't worked on very many problems. We are still arguing
which ones to attempt. Some of us have a perpetual search
for the new paradigm or a methodology. Obviously, from some
of the biases I mentio I feel there may be many method-
ologies and many parad_g that can be useful. We recognize
that the policy-makers n d help now, but we talk about
generating knowledge late -- is this part of the same
problem?

T ere was some discussion about average people in
super organizations and super people in average organizations
as each. .being the best way of proceeding. Maybe we can use
both. And we argued endlessly about reward systems, particu-
larly the rewards which come to us.

One last question is perftaps rhetorical. Is inter-
discipltnary team research time, institution, geographic,
personality,,and subject matter dependent?

SOM E IMPRESSIONS

Finally, a few last impressions including the self
role T was asked to play. I hear it is impolite

IL incorrect to apologize in a speech. But when T see wall
to wall reductionist toes out there, I might as well apologize
now rather than later. I guess I am a little shocked at the e.
tone of the perception with which many in this roam view our
clients, JUL "Lhem" Lhi Conore, the bureaucracy,
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and.so on. Some of the phrases used include -- "that policy
crowd," "politicians" (always with a little twist), "Washing-
ton," "regulatory interference," "irrationality" (of docision-,
making),and dozens more. We appear to have a conceit that
"they" are not as smart -- whoever "they" are -- and we are
.very clear that they are not us, of course. I wonder if we
siould not be more conscious of how we .appear to others and
challenge the basis for some of our statements and mannerisms.

I particularly like the phrase, but more the meaning,-
of Dave Rose's point: "When the house is burning down, don't
stop to check the pH of the water." I think we all ought to
write that down.

We also act as if we just invented "holism." Or worse,
that West Churchmailkis just about to invent it. But holistic
thinking has been around for a long time. We only have to
go back to Dan Alpert's story about the agricultural work.
Or we can look around us and see what a city council, or a
school board or a legislature does everyday. I am also a little
alarmed how much each of us from our sector thinks the other
guy's area is all messed up and,that we ought to change it.
We don't seem prone to looking in mirrors.

There was much hand wririgiAg in these sessions over
the university reward system but I didn't hear one proposal
on how to change it, or any alternatives to it, or even any
way to seize power. Are you just going to sit there?

The Executive Branch and its contractors blame all
that they feel restrictive on political control, artificial
limits, and "interference" ftom politicians. And when the
Executive Branch comes up on the Hill, the Congress wiggles
its finger at the bureaucracy. Polls show that people don't
trust big business, or little business,and any size govern-
ment for that matter. And we all blame the Arabs. Many
of us researchers are concerned that we can't deal with these
huge social problems upon us and yet we are intensely concerned
about the reward system. We ought to think about this. -There
is no free lunch. We are plagued by doubt. We lack agree-
ment. We have poor institutional forms and low resources.
We admit a lot of ignorance, and yet our tone is grossly
arrogant. We all seem to have the smarts about something,
but we are not doing or learning as much as we think we need
to do or we think we can. What is the problem?

Let me end saying again that I am an o timist.
I think if people from many countriesican wrestle with such
huge problems as the Club of Rome is doing on the global
Problematigue, we ought to be able to handle some of these
much smaller ones that wo have been talking about here. I

think we mast de some introspection and take some active
steps if we are -oinq to survive in our little bureaucracies
whether they are L0 or t)rivate. I. think this meeting
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has been an excellent stare4on his: and I for-one,would like.
to commend all who attended and the AAA S and others Who have
put it on. I am particularly happy that it is one step
towards somewhere. And I am glad of two other things.
One, that Don Michael is going to tell us how to get out ,

of this dismal picture I have painted labeling myself an
optimist, and that Dick is going to.tell us where we can go.
fro here at the and of this session.
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"It seems to me Olen, that we end up with a
wonderful and profound irony. The myth has
been that the function of applied science
is to reduce our vulnerability. What it
appears to haVe done instead is to.require
of us that we accept participation in,,vulner-
ability, at a level of intensity t has
not been required of any of us at ny other
time."

Donald



LOOSENING THE SYSTEM FOR RISK TAKING:' CREATING A

"CHARITABLE" ENVIRONMENT FOR RESPONSIBLE AND

IMAGINATIVE APPROACHES TO PROBL ORIENTED COLLABORATION

Donald Michael
Program-Head

Center for Research on the Utilization
of Scientific Knowledge

Two introductory remarks: First, the comments I'm
going to make pertain to the scientists, the technologists,
and to all ,the rest of us who gain status and a sense of reality
by being dependent on and related to the co unity of knowledge-
producers who we call scientists -- whether they be disciplinary
or interdisciplinary.

The second, introductory remark is to acknowledge that
for many of you what J'm about to emphasize may have little to '

do with your perception of reality. But in my reading of these
.last three days, one thing seems to be clear: we do not under-,
stand the nature of that reality or what that reality 'should be.
What I'd ,like to suggest is'that my lemarks emphasize something
which needs to be part of whatever reality it is that you live
in, and operate, in, and hope to influence.

THE TWO-EDGED SOCIETAL CIRCUMSTANCES

I'm supposed to talk about the sources of loosening up
the system so that it will be charitable to the kinds of activi-
ties and changes we've talked about. Let me start by suggesting
that there, are a number of societal activities, societal circum
stances, already under way, that we've alluded to and sometimes
overlook, but which need to be taken advantage of in order to-
_

osanup this large system of users and producers, and consumers'
and funders of scientific knowledge applied to the public interest.

Before ceScribint a low of these circumstances, et me
acknowledge that they are very two-edged. We can hack ur way
through a.,jung16 with them, perhaps, or we can bleed to death
if we're not careful. But they are there. They do offer poten-
tials for loosening up the system.



Parti atioh

r

*- --- .

One 9f-them_is the demand for pa ticipation%._ 7 put
the emphasis 00 demand.- It isn't only a matter of inviting
in participants; Athg ultimate cons:timers; itt's'that those
particiPants,'thosetvultimate consumers,,.are insisti on being

7d ,

pgrt.of whatever is affecting their destiny.- Now, t s.-Source.
. ...-.

'of pressure is extremely importaFert 'because it iss-a ressur ..._

to be at _the vexy least. That pressure is
to be-, applied to univeraities,aneuniversitOduartments who_-_
fund sources, -and to the conscience of scientgts and those
others who support anduse'science.-- It's a pressureathat we
'can use to further the use of science in the public.nterest.

*

Challenge to Legitimacl't

The second circumstance out then which can loosen up
the sitUafion is the endemic thalleni5e to ha legitimacy of

_-conventional- organiations andonventio J. reasons-for doing
things: This challenge to legitimacy c_ )e used to discredit
the parochial professionalism that standsAnJ;the way Of so
Mud h. interdisciplinary research and so Much acknowledgement of
the limits of particular disciplines for dealing. with the real
world. Responding to that challenge of legitimasty, which I
say is endemic,_ is'a potential way to ldosen up those prgandza-
tions which currently restrict inventions and activities of the
sort were been hoping to undertak

Part of.that..charlenge to legitimacy includes 'reserve-
tionsin many parts of the population, including the scientific
community.itsel, about the sufficiency of scientific knoWledge.
That challenge to legitimacY,--that reservation about scientific
knowledge, clearly leaves an opening to bring in. other kinds of

-knowledge'- the kinds West ChurchmA talked about-- whether
it be philosophical, ethidal, mystical, political;- or poetical.

r.

There are many ways. of communicating concepts and
feelings of a holistic sort besides using the printed word or
the spoken equivalent of the printed word. There's poetry, there's
multimedia, there are :torytellers,and so on. We haven't be-

. gun to include-these a: part of a holistic approach. But given
this growing reservation in the society about the sufficiency ,of
science, there are great opportunitieS to-enlarge the "inter-
diaciplinary."

A third example ohow the challenge to legitimacy offers
us some "loosening up" resources are "uerillabur aucrat activi-
ties." These are sub'rosa'networks of people overnment who

-;are more concerned with the problem than the agency they're in-
volved- with: who are, in many ways, the mod is of effctive
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knowledge utilization the,_ They'rethe ones th
"pacing it-back and forth.?, If le won't work.in their

\
it will bepassed tosmebody.in_some other agendy wh
Work., For us there are guerillat

I-
_etworIcsip to be part

are leakages to be encouraged -- in.the interest_of-e
the concepts of.th6 probldins to, be dealt with7'and' dis
the knowledge relYted to those problems.

. .

" .Last an challengesthe chal enges to legitimacy-I wa
tion that provide leverage or loosening the system
rise bf consumerism and the enlarged range:of oppor
thiS'movement offOs for scientists and o hers to p
directly in facilitating consumer's inte es.ts and t
pate indirectly by_ using the consumer rri vement a
breaking'open some of the resistant or nizations,
be-feAral-fUnding-entities, congress nal-offices

e
genryj
e it will
, there

larging
eminating

sional societies. `-

Changing_Values

t to
ist.the
unitLes
rtictpteT,
paitIci-

everage for
Whether they
o - profess

he hird..aocietal circum
loosen 'up the system is the many
value systems, value differendes
the demands'fOr participation
-These value changes and value
others involved with themjand
kn), with more'ethicalmaneuv
than in simpler tries when th
around what vaaues andethiC
Trianeuverin space can be ,us
find ways o.: be more holist
as we've en seeking to d

tare that can be used to
hanging ,vales_, conflicting.
which*e aleO expressed in
to ,questioning of legitimacy.

estions provide scientists and
the organilations they're working'

ring space, experimenting space,
e was' a fair-amount of 'convergency,
weie4th&right ones. That ethic ?l
'cycally, or it ean be used to

ci--more responsive, more responsible
these past three days.

e

An example of the constrtictIve uses are the young.
scientists and bureaucrat_ -- I hope it's clear -by now that

-Hhureaucrat",is not a de ricative. term but a description of a
sp cific function -- who are far 'more preoccupied with the value
JmTliyationa Of what th y're doing:thaqbeen.so in the past.
ghrylbee themselves not a5,-the agents of -some higher

I ..
POwert-,or

)some employer, or some prOfession, They want to-know why wha
hey are doing ia valu _ble, not ijust how to solve the problem
that's offered them to work on. !NOw. that's an example, it seems
to me, of ethical man uvering.Spaoe that's available for loosening

'upthe system in any umber'of ways.

ing Ecological View

A fourth uful circumstance lies in the growing ecologi-
cal, environmental movement a systems approach, an ecumenism,
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a participative approach -- that "gestalt" or World view' which
contributes to furthering a ho is -tic perspective. That is,
hokism is an.idea.in indreasi_:iy goOd currency, which arises
from a rhumbe 'of'sources,7terminologies,.and groups.:- By. its
spreidandJ_t6 shared view, t'hi idea offers An opportunity.to
generate support through a community that provides leverage in

its own right. There are routes of appeal that weren't_ther-e
before,,, There are ways of linking and of bringing leverage to
bear because certain ideas are mote legitimate, hence, more
talked about,!hende, more reasonable, hence, providing more.
opportunities forresponding to them. :Iniddition to making
them more legitimate these ideas aisolrecruit_klotAlore peo
and a,lot,moredlout for pressing..4m thoseTrel4otant organize
tions and persons who Aren't renonsive to this holistic' per
spective. N

rig-
v-N

-_ ,--s. 4' . t_x

One is that Eris -es and disasters provi4e4the best oc- ,

ca ion for- changes in organiZationS .--:fundatental changes.-
The work done on disaster behavior-over many years in many -.
cultures, suggests that those are the times when orghnizations
are most susceptible to fundamentalbhange in phil- osophy an
'structure. .Thebther-:--thing that those social, and;Lnatural
drises and disasters will Mriphasize.is tHe.ehormity of our
ignorance and the limts of'obr-information and theoretical
teses for dealing with these problems. .t

rT}IE RECOGNITION OF TH INSUFFICIENU 0 SCIENCE

That, in turn leads me to a second general category
opportunities for,.looseningiupf the system (the first

eing thosie.ongoing activitiets:in. Society). .The second
category has to dO wi h the *owing recognition among scien-

the insufficiency of s-ientific understanding of social
ists, as well as obs vers and 'interpreters ofA§Cciety, that

processes and social need is optioning: For all intents and
purposes science is ina betty ,footless condition' When it
comes, to dpaling with the social-issues we feel are-important.
rukiheT recognition off that ignorance and inadequacy could
underrhne entrenched professional and departmental powers
and aid in transforming both!statuses and leverages in-
directions more compatible with what we're seeking to acco

. plish by the way, of using science for social needs.

'What do I mean When Isay teat we're in this appalling
condition? I need not review that picture in detall%' It
is sufficient simply to remind you4of four circumstances.
One, there is simply no thedretical basis available for rider-
standing tprbulent social change and the social processes that
go on within a clan ring society of the sort wore in now.
Ill-structured problems-of this sort preent enormous theo-



Mostretical issue fOr2the Mostpart unsolved,. even:in the physical
sSciencesilin e sociar:sciences we limp dOn't know what--

-these oints in greater -- including first -r ,.11

7dwe're taikibg _bout when Weitcuss social change im I.. turbulent
-world like/tWs. There are many y-criticS-within the professionS
making
economiAswriting: about the insufficiencies ancrbankruptc
of economic:theory for the kind of world we're in.

- -.

Two/examples,of what- M taIk'ing about by way of
theoret-Ical inadeqUacy: one is. the fact that'we simply do
not,knOw how to predict changes in birthrates.- We never have
been able to do it can't do it now And when you think of
all that implies about the insufficiency of our understanding:.
of human beings, of groups, of social process,:thats pretty
reVealing jndeed. Another example:, as. Walt Bapn an some
Others of you pointed out, we do not kHow how pl-oblems-becoma
redognized as-.problems in the society-. For example, by what.
process doessomething becOme noticeable, hence attended to?
We speculate but we don'tNally know.

Second point on the insufficiency of our knowledge and
theory base : --we don't have enough longitudinal. data to kflow4
where things have come from; much less where they are going to.
We don't have these longitudinal d to partly because we, have
not collected them and partly beca e we lack validated theory
that Would tell ,ds what to collect.

/-

And, third, our methOdologies, which may be elegant
-indeed, are footless because the methodologies presuppose the
theory which points to what ought to be attended to, collected,
and analyzed. Since we don't-have these theories: our methods,
elegant ab they pre, are impotent. Nevertheless, as Don Kash
emphasized and as a number of others of us would, we seek and
depend onthose theories as if our life deperided on. them. In-
deed, our psychOlogical life does in. many cages. We try to
convince orselves that we know through our methodologies, 'but

.

in cold -fact those methodologies hang out there with no thedret--
ical underpinning

Last point. We're only begipning to underStand how to
change Organizations and we have even lesS underStanding of ,

what to*change them into because we're not clear as to what
e, ends are to be -met by changing into some other form. All we

dense is that they need to be adapted, there need to be. learning
syStemS., and we.don't knew, much at all-about how to do that. or,
given our ignorance, how -td learn how to do that.

The social turbulence described in myfirst.categoty -of
opportunities for change and the conceptilalinsufficienty I've,
just -reviewed, say to me that, for, science to contribute in the
way that we ho''pe it would, scientists and4he system that .main-
taina them must become holistic in afar deeper sense than merely
by being interdisciplinary.
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THE IMPLICATTONR-..0F.HOLTSM

I'd like to emphasize some of the implications in that
asSerta 'They're implications. -that we have toyed with at the
edge bu to they are far. more Central and in need of
attention than we have given them here.

To'-lie,nblistic required one tOhaye_both an intellectual
and experiential sense of being imbedded in-the whole. It isn't
enough to talk about being holiatic one has to have the sense
experience of being:imbedded-. This means, among other things,
that given-the circumstances I've destribed,within acienceand
society, it will be necessary live with and acknowledge very
high levels of uncertainty ;: not only with high levels
of uncertainty but acknowledging' -them because if you don't ac-
knowledge the,uncertainty to.aathera, as well as to yourself, then'
you re not,APeriencing in the whole--- the mho e -system that
has this quality of uncert-ainty.;

This means that we, as persons andas, organizations,:
are going to have to risk Much to learn'what science can do
in a turbulent world, given ita ignorance This means we're
going to have to r'isk ourselves, our organiiatiOns, our images.
We're going to have to risk changing our theoriea, our methods,,
our status, our image that we eonvey to others and the images
we carry inside of Ourselves. It means We're gbing, to have to
-risk trusting each other and other organizations far more than
we de. Otherwise, we. can't engage', sae can't be enough a part
of something that we're .trying,to be holistic about.

If you distrust, you avoid, you separate yourself, your
activities, and it becoNes impossible to be holistic under those
circumstances. This kind bf.trusting involves a lot more than
learning the other person's jargon. It-means we're going to .

have to. risk embracing error. It means we'regoing to have to
realize ahead of time that we're going tg make mistakes, and
design, our activities to make the most of those mistakes when
they're made in order to learn. Otherwise-,' we can't learn, we c
can't understand what the whole is about.

organizations are going tbThave to expose-their errors as
a positive expression of competence to learn rath6r than hide
them- in tear.- We're going to have to risk recognizing that-we,
as persons and as our organizations, make the myths that are
social reality and that, in turn, we are created by these myths.
In our social toles we are myths, we are whisps, we are nothing
enduring. We have to recognize that, by being holistic, we are`
finite. T? my mind, the only way one really gets a sense 01f how
finite one really is, by very consciously being part of the-whole.
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'COMPASSION AND -VULNERABILITY

This brings me to the word "Charity" in-the title for'
these' remarks. Another way" to emphasize all the above is to
recognize that we:do desperately need deep charity, tor. better,
compassion-towards self and others.-. .And by charity,1.I don't
mean indulgence or indifference or;sloppiness:or a laissez-faire
approach -- since we're all ignorant let's alI'each go our own
way. W compassion and charity I mean that we all have to'.
recogn ze, as. organizations -and 'as persons, the fact of _our.=
prOf0ind vUlnerability. We are-all fundamentally vulnerable'
p,our roles, our functions, our hopes.. if we're going to be

holistic, if we're going to deal with and come_to discover the
holistic kind of knowledge, that requires- becoffltng very different
selves as well as different organizations. This is threatening,
it's frightening, it's painful, but Ithink we can't. avoid such
experiences if we're really serious about+ being holistic, in
order to try to deal with the kind of, problems; that we acknowl-
edge Can't be dealt with piecemeal,.

.Can,this be done? Can we'make those organizational
changes and those Tersonal changes;, threatening as they,are,
exciting as they are L should also-ad? As West Churchman
said-the other night, the injunction:tek.do so and the seeking
to do so is_probably the oldest persistent vision in human a -
piration. Individuals clearly-have done it,--small groups ha
done it for a limited time. The question is can a world or
society, can even a nati9n or a' region do, it? And, I-really
don't know, but I would Aike to suggest that, in contrast to
past civilizations that failed, we haVe-a few things that-might
be going for us.

One, as this meeting evidences, is a deliberate. self-
con=scious will to experiment, to discover. Second is that many-,
of the turbulent characteristics I talked about .are -associated.
with a mood of transformation. for some important parts oT the
society. An' third, in contrast to. other civilizations-,.:we can
make use of 'storfcal perspectives. We can deliberately-draw
on the exper: noes of other societies at other times and that
perspective _s onethat'other'cultures and societies didn't have.

All we can do then is continue to try. To go so. means
we must move in the ways we've been asserting that we want-t(51r
e must do 'so with an appreciation of the possibilities for_
loosening the system. And we mulSt recognize and accept:the:Jun7
avoidable preSsures this will put eras as individuals, both_ as
private individuals and in our organizational responsibilities:
as well. A

It seems to me then, that we end up with a wonderfuland
profound irony. The myth has been that the function of 'applied
science is to reduce our vulnerability. What it mppears:to'',
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have done instead is to require of us that we accept participa-
tion in vulner4bility, at a level of intensity that has not been
required of any of us,at any other time. We have to participate
in that vulnerability if we're to have any other chance At all
of producing a better world. hiving within thatirony, that con-
tradiction and its resolution -is, to.my mind, w at being holistic
is all about.

COMMENTS

In a turbulent; changing world like ours, the Possibili-
-ties for transformation are enormous. I-remind you of the three
.- General Electric nuclear reactor technologists, who quit in order
to further. reactor safety. There are a lot of things of that
sort-.that can be done and are .being done. The fact that.one is
an institution, in-an organization, to my mind, doesn't relieve
one of the responsibility and the-potentiality of making Cqlanges
within it or outside.

. We were talking at breakfaSt this inning about the fact
that atructuredrales in an organ ation do not remove the'...

tenormous impact 'f the persbn who fills a role- Ne all know that-
from experiences. Things, happen in organizations pr _don't happen
quite aside from structured role performance. They happen or
don't happen because of the person who fills that role. I'm
arguing that if what we're talking about- really is necessary then,
many more of us have' to be prepared to aces transformqrs in the
organizatfons we're involved with.

Organizations don't exist,without the people in them. The
people in: them sustain the structures of the organizatiOnS -- are
rewarded or punished by these structures -- but are also what
change them - the peCiple inside the organizations and the people
inside other organizations that press on their o organizations.
There's just no avoiding the fact that people are there In our
kind of-aociety organizations can't survive in a given form unless
people in them accept them in that form.

As we'begin to see now, with the rise of consuM rism,Y Par- ''
ticipation, and all 4e rest, organizations can be transformed
ay:people.. At any given time people are clustered into struptured1
ctivities, but it doesn't mean that they're incapable of changing

them. There are a, lot of. people in this roomdho have-been- in-
volved in one way or` another in changing the organizations that. '-

they're in,. or changing some other organization by- virtue of their
personal actions or inactions. EIut it's costly.
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Let me add two morethingsabout the. crises example to
properly represent its possibilities. Crisis Yand disaster Are',
the occasions when organizations can change. But, they can also
close down and become more entrenched.- Part of the'condition,
that seems to determine whether it goeS one way or the otherlis
whether the. organization has peopl=e either in it or around it who
understand that process and are prepared to use it productively.
For example, people whop have -been trained for change or trained
for Bing creative in crises instead of just closing down in _f

So, it isn't just a matter of creatingcrisea, it's a
matter of creating people and \struct.Ures that are available
to make a productive crisis. We know a little .about doing
that, not nearly enough.

The ethical issues-are crucial. All IM saying:is that
there is a whole'set of potential leverage points for change
beyond thoSe that we conventionally think of, that kind
of multiple value world in which we work,,take mo-e potential
than they had in "the-:Past for loosening the system and creating
g charitable environAent for problem-oriented collaboration.

: -
Remember, I eMOlasized'at the beginning that what I would

attend to is not the whale picture. I offer theSe remarks as a
counterpoint and coMplement a;-,Ipt4er parts of the issues that
have been explored intensively here and that Walt summarized so
well. Don't read thi$:asan either/or business. Rather see the
part I've emphaSized-'as'a necessary but not. of itself sufficient
part of the whole.,-
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"A deep concern is facing every institution
o -society. of only universities, not

only, government bureaucracies, but every inst
tution in our society today is faced with a -

challenge to its legitima6y, faded with deep..
dilemmas of just the kind we are having to face
up to._

Dahiel Alpe



THE DILEMMAS,FACING US

Daniel Alpekt
Director

The.Center for Advanced Study-
University of Illinois:at Urbana-Champaign

7 Urbana, Illinois 61801

Vire been faced with some curious dilemmas during the
-course'of this meeting. At'most scientific meetings my mind
is challeng0; 1 have trouble handling-the subtlety and
breiadth of the intellectual issues. In other words, my
head hurts. At this conference I've had more trouble with
my stomach. At times,I felt exhilarated and greatly stimu-
lated;-af other times, I felt very_ depressed. I was concerned
_About the relevance of some of the talks and felt'they removed
us from the issues we

r
came here to disCuss. This morning

1r
I feel quite elated Walter Ha n--/ITs given Var better
presentation of what I was hoping to say durThg the first
half of my brief summary, and Don Michael has made a far
more eloquent statement of *hat I was going to shy in the
second half; so I have very little to add.

I- came to'this conference because I was attracted
by its title. In fact, I)(new very little about the proposed
agenda other than the title, "Adapting Science to Societal
Needs =" Unfortunately, as I listen to much of our discussion,
I'd have sworn that I misread it the title, I thoupt;
must have been "Adapting Society to Science's Needs_'. This
reversal of emphasis is one o the dilemmas that concerns me,

In this remarks yesterday, Dick Bolt was saying that
you really can' t_s_oltrea. p=r_bblem-unle-ss-you---cere--about-it,
unless you really get steeped in the symptoms and,the problem
context. In his description of personal experience working
on a naval problem, he learned that you can't take the
statement of the problem from the'admiralI you've got to
say, "Let me on board. I'll go on a cruise with you and
get a sense of both the problem and the environment in which
it occurs." You've got to feel, sense,and see the-context
in which the problem arises.

In the context of social problems, it is equally- true
that to solve the problem we've got to care. In some of the
discussion at this conference, it has seemed to me that we
cared more about the problem-solver than theproblem, Our
,discussiorA have fully demonstrated an awareness-of the
fact that the problems are interconnected, that societal
problems are deeply interconnected. It became apparent
during our discussion, however, that the "probleM-solvers"'
were not interconnected, This was demonstrated in many ways.
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In-One workshop, for example, we were supposedIto.address,,
concepthal issues underlying apprOadhe8 to the problems.
facing us. And wdcoutdn't reach underlying-approaches to
-the-problets.facing,ue, And Wecouldn'treach consensus

. or .even -agreement to discuss further any concept except.one;
the ppasible:creation_ofda new federal-foundation:to-provide
us with money. To my mi4d, we had.better improve our
doridep-Lual grasp of-the situation if we think this is a
feasible next move.

'Dave Rose opened gear Workshop with a discussion of
morality,-and in our conceptual discussions he insisted,
"'Fellows, -weve got to teach ethics.0 My repeated concern
was-that .learning about ethis learning about'any value-7
laden issue - is not something that can ,readily be taught.,
Learning, like lovemaking,- is not a. spactator_sportI it, is
a participatory sPort. Above all, learning a ut ethics is
a participatory activity: Values cannot be aught; they
must be lived and emulated. .

I:thinX. these dilemmas a_ e not just characteristic
of *this conference or- of this group of: scientists. A- deep.
concern (that causes one's stomach to hurt as wll as .one'-
head) is facing every institution in our society. Not only
universities, not-only government bureaucracies, but every
institution in our society todSy is faced with a challenge
to its legitimacy, faced with deep diletmas'Of just 'the kind
that we are having to face -up ta.

Despite the fact that I have been deeply "frustrated
blr.these dilemmas and contradictions during the course of
this.conference, I have.had occasions for feeling very '

positive. At one point, JDick Scribner asked me to ,make
some summary comments at this session. I was rather pessi-
mistic about_our _:.progres-s- and said, "I ' d-rather-notT-T-Teel
pretty sad about what I've been experiencing t the confer-
ence." At the time, I did feel very sad. A few moments
later, as 'I Was:vtalking out, someone who overheard the
conversation said t me, "I'm really glad you said that;
I'm glad -you are not proposing to gloss over your real
feelings about-the proceedings thus far. I hope you will
make some comments - tomorrow." This poSitive response to
candor, to stating my concerns in public, and to admitting
an open expression of feeling was a tremendous boost to my
morale. Paradoxically, I suddenly felt very good about
saying how- bad I had felt.

THE PR9BLEM'IS A TRUE DILEMMA

I belie that' the explicit statement oft an impasse
is perhaps the most optimistic situation we oan hope.for when
we really know that in trouble --.when we have finally
admitted to ourselv t he problem represents a true.
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dilemma, and hafitis'not something we can just .fiddle with.
WDn-we haye'_admitted Ap. an impasse, that's the time when
we-can make a choice. 'or this reason,`I consider it,a.ut
optimistic statement to say that aware.of,Certain true
impasses-in addressing some of our deepest societal probleM!..
I'M aware that the'are'pervasive, 'and, if-we acknowle ge
their deep_subtletY, I' -hot distur6ed by them.

There's an ol&apkOrism that says, "When_ some ne,
points alfinger at.a'real prOblim,
to study the:finger." Welli that'4 not so bad. Indeed,' I'M
beginning to think. that we- might Wish It

. little further]
we should look. no't-Oniyat the- finger-but at the person.whp
is pointing the finger.: That :is,,ye,should look within
ourselves to examine who we are and what awe-recapakae o

onecontributing. And that, of course, was ne of Don Michael's
statements.

have been preoccupied,with our centers of academic
learning and their, divorce from some of the Critical problems
of our times. I've sometimes. been very discouraged, -lost,
and a stranger in rily owninstitution.-.-Sometimes this
discouragement was due_to-my own arrogance; I was as,kingc
"How do you get the 'power -structure to listen?" We are part
of that power structure: How do you get us to listen?

'During the course of this conference, I have felt
occasions of considerable hostility among d-kfferent group8_.
A friend of mine, Bob Fuller., taught me something about
-hostility; he taught me-that there is an interesting. and
paradoxical relationship,between hostility and love. In
order for the white and black communities to approach-a
kind of reasonable discourse, there was a need for blacks
to express HostilityBefore_love-for-othlra-i-s-pos-sible,
there seems to be a need for the freeing, the liberating
features of the:love of self. This was necessary' to the
self-respect,of the black community; it is alSo true for'
other ethnic groups;'it's true for individuals. It maybe
that we must address the hostility that we sometimes feel
about each other before we can express love. It may thus
be hOpeful to See this kind of hostility manifested on tne
part of the blacks, -on the part of third world:countries,
on the part of social scientists struggling to talk to
physical scientists. Without such a manifestation of hostility,-
there can't be A fkeeing of people. Without freedom, we can't
have love.

Taus, I believe that admitting to the dilemmas and ev
thejlestilitieS among the various groups struggling with our
societal problems today is thefi st major step tom- resolving
them.

So, really, I am an optimist, after all.

L
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... we need an unusu high tolerance and'
respect ,for each other, for-each other's
)argonr approaches, methods-, ideas,,, for the
whOleness of the thing, and that does not come.-.
easy.'.
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ACTION AnTERN TIVES FOR ARAB

West Churchman

School of usiness Administration
University of California, Berkeley-

,

.

Rather than summarize the conference, I-prefer to,
-suggest -a future for those of us who believe that the World.
of knowledge should come much closer to the world of practical
.needs and gbals. The world of knowledge desporatelY-needs-to=
have understanding of how other worlds understand and behave.

SpeCifically, if w assume that workshops such as
this. one are ways= of undes_standing then i.suggest interaction
between the "science world" and these other worlds, via such
workshops.

The orld o f politics which is based on a universal human
desir to be public,, to matter,/help, lead, follow, share,
and, care for others.

SpedAfio_Suggestion:

'A AAAS workshop made up of interdisoiplin= =y scientists,
law experts (jurisprudes, judges, legis1-=ors, laWyers)
and just plain average citizens.

The world of morality based on universal human-need for
equity.

Specifi
0

A AAA S workshop-made up of interdisciplinary 4cientists
and the moral community: humanists,,ethicists, femin-'
ists, worldists, poor people, and perhaps. a scattering
of economists, psychoanalysts, and so forth,:

The world of religion based -On aunivhrsal human need to
touch with some ultimate force universe.

Specific Suggestion:

A AAAS workshop made up of interdisciplinary scientists
and tie religious community. in. the broadest sense,
not only representatives of organized religions but
also poets, novelists, painteks; misfits, worshipers,
mystics, and atheits.



4. The world. of aesthetics based on a universal human need to
be in -touch with nature, our nature and all of nature.

Specific Suggestion:

`A AAA workshop m4de up of interdisciplinar_
scientists and the aesthetic community,, drama
painters, ,hobbysts, Optimists, and pessimists.

All of the above worlds, l thi-- deal more in the
spiritual than they do,in the intelle'ual. Perhaps St. Paul
had the best way of summarizing the `spirit in each of these

1dS. "We ar, everyone-members one Of another. ;,(Romftns:12)
) -



THE NEXT STEPS

R':hard A. Scribne-
American Associa ion for the Adq-SOement of Science

4

I w 1Inot at-tempt to summarize al that has taken
place in th -last three days either. Instead I will review
briefly spill thoughts evoked by three questions: (I) Where
did we star L-? (II) What happened here? (Or Some of my
impressions about what happened here ) , and (III) Were is

all goin

WHER.EDID WE START?'

In one sense, we all'started with the,Introduction,,,
'the Keynote Addxess,-and the other Material in the pre-

.,
conerence document. ',In another more approprliate,sense,
most of us have been wrostlingwith at leaSt.some of the
:problems addressed' by this conference for five, ten, or,even
more years. Despite the large amount of common interest

background (too much so, some of you have told me),
we are just learning to understand each Other when we talk ,

-about social problems and the contributions scientists and :

science institutions can- make- The discussions, particularly
those in the workshops, demonstrate this fact. However,
we did formulate recommendations for change and improvement
and maybe some of us bellev4kwe can find ways of implementing
some of these recommendations. ft 'i$ clear that we have not

...creduced the number of questionse be addressed regarding
adapting science to.'soCial needs.:- Hopefully we sharpened
some of the questions and pointed out some new directions
which may lead to useful answers.

U

WHERE HAVE WE BEEN?
. ,

Some ofthe'issues were joined the first evening
after West Churchman's keynote address .c The Conference has
h'ad ts,shareof paradoxes .- The first plenary session and
thiS- last one mike me wonder whether this conference was
spOnabred by the American Association for the 4dvancement
of Science or by the World Council of ChurcheS.-

I am most grateful to all the peop- who contributed
so much to this event, and thankful to Kecieathinton,
Jim Taylor, and ai,few others who showed,leir goOd'humor.,/
and helped us all to laugh. Without their wisdorp the weight
of oUrsubjedt might have kept us aItogether too sober and
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dull.

One way to recall the grodnd we have 'revered here
is to note some of the phrases ?narking new or-emphatic ideas
In lookingat the.04ture of social problems -, hoW science
and technology may be Lised,better in helping to' solve these
problems, and what are some' Sources of difficulty in seeking
more effective use, people said the following:

We need systems approaches and 'holistic thinking,

Can ype use holistic thinking tc solve real-time
pr6bleMs?

Whey the house is burning
the:RH of the water. ,

don't Stop to ch'ack

The academic reward Structr ncourages fragment ion.
4 4

Interdisciplinary research (IDR) is not accepted
as a legitimate-undertakingin academia.

.

jnterdisciplina centers must have equality with
university d- .tMents/ if-` they are to survive in
university po iticsprogram support is necessary:
a ,a

S

Perhaps the university should-not be involved in
interdisciplinary-research.

Time deadlines for policy research are critical:
one cannot always have a product.

Setting policy research priorities .requires user
input, if- the results are to be used.

Among th- Suggestions and recommendations for change, I. heard

We must'15earn to-fo- ulate the holistic 17eseargh,
quest");on. v4:

We need (to be more tolerant of) "intermediate"
kinds of knowledge.

In the absence of paradigms for 'applying.inte
prOfess4'al knowledge to -- pubyiic problems, we
must nevertheless try by,sub tirtuting interdiscip-
linary organization of people for theory. .

Interprofessional soeties may offer a meeting
grotInd for thoAe who wish to work in the problem-
oriented areas.

Associations sudh as AAAS can db much more to make
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policy-oriented/Work a better, more
more useful undertaleing.

We needgreater emphasis on the p'-ofetsions
area of public 0?bblem-solving.

respected,

We need linkages between individuals
institutio sr.

and

in the

not only

rI am not certain. what the implications of some of these phrases
are, though I sensed,that all of them have significant meaning
in the context in which they were delivered.

WHERE IS IT ALL GQING?

was told that some people were asking:. What is my'
or the AAAS "hidden agenda"? The question makes me mile
because We are very far,on the other side from having a
preplianned output agenda,for the conference, and I am pain-
fully aware of this. Since we are talking about taking' risks

being vUlnerable, 1 will admit that just where we will
,-come out as:a result Of the conference is not clear to me.

__.

A proceedings volumevill be generated. I expect
the results of this conference to have some impact on at
least three aspects of AAA B: (1) The Board of Directors will
read the proceedings with interest; (2) some of our recommen-
datidns may stimulate the Committee on Science and Public
Policy and also become incorporated Tito AAAS public policy
efforts such as the Annual AAAS analysis .of issues in the
federal R&D budget; and (3). the AAAS,New Directions Committee,
charged with preparing the Association fornew roles and goals
some five years ahead, may be quite interested in out thoughts
here. West Churchman's suggestions for collaborative outreach
to otther professions and other areas Of endeavor are particularly
appropriat&--in this context.

Dissemination\of the proceedings should place he
rasults in the hands otfmanypeople.interested in,wh_ we
have done. We expect to prepare a summary which would_ be
sent to others who might not receive or read a proceedings
volume. AndJat, but certainly not least, several small
group meetings may be held around some of the issues and
recommendations of this conference, The participant' will
include some of this conference's participants and others,

it

in governmenti academia, and elsewhere, who may be in a
position .t.odo something toward further clarifying the issue's .
or taking steps to implement the recommended changes--

P ,
,

1 have A few thoughts regarding possible topf-oie
and participants for these small group meetings:
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Area of Concern:-

Adapting the univer-
sity structure and
reward system to
better accommo ate
IDR

Participants Prom: Approach:

Government agencies
Universities
AAU, NURA,'AAAS,

Sigma Xi

Enhancing the statusovernnent sponsors,
of'applie and policy- NSF
relevant earch Private foundations

AAAS, IEEE, ORSA

Linking knowledge
centers to'policy
analysis and
problem solving
institutions

Facilitators of
such linkages°

Government agencies,
NSF, ERDA

Universities
Profession-1
organiza ion-

Structured
approach and
analysis; eper-,
imentation and
evaluation;
visibility

Awards, visi-
bility, publica-f
Lions, quality
assurance

Understanding
past efforls;
fostering new
experiments;
supporting .pro
types

We invite' your further comments and invOlvement.:
Tell us what we did right _here and what we did wrong.

Send us appropriate informationtto augment this conference
and its proCeedings. If there is a strong minority View.,on

any workshop surmary,,let us have it to include in the-
-Proceedings. If you have formed.a useful alliance as a
result of this con

f
erence or undertaken a project partly

beqapse of what ha- pened here, let us know-
,

Finally, I emphasize that whether anything happens
as a result of this conference and'the work we all put into
it, depends in large measure on what we (all of us, working
within our own institutional and professional contexts) do
when we leave here.
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ADAPTING SCIE 'E,TO SOCIAL NEEDS:
KNOOLEDGE, INSTITUTIONS,-PEOPLE INTO ACTION

hop/Conference. May 5-8, 76;` Institute Of Man and Science

AC E N D _

-1(edriesday Evenin,

Register and Cocktails

Dinner

KEYNOTE ADDRESS'

C Wag hurchman, Schools ocf Business Administration,
Wnivergfty of California at Berkeley ,

Towards A Holistic

8:30

Thursday MortingMay

Openin&R -args.art Plan of the Con erence: Scribner

CONFERENCE PAPERS

1. David "J. Rose, Prof

SET I WORKING OU,THE'PROBLEMS'

The Enewproblem:7,
Approaches Don't Work

NUci.-Sng. MIT

tinted Resource- S.ecific

mentatorl Joseph Leary, ERDA I

AhrpC.-:Mane i,,Senior Research Socidlogi_ t, Mental Ebalth
Study Center, NIMH

The NIMHEx e ience n Problems: Research:
Theoretical Issues _ -and Organizational Struetureg-

Commentator: Clark C. Abt,.Pre-Sident Abt Associates-,.

,Keftpetn.W. Heathingten, Director, Transportation Center, .-
Univefsity of Tennessee

ban Transportation' The -L'IssUes Need to Be dressed

4. Christopher Wright, private consultant (former Dir,'1of the
Inst. for the Study of Scilenee in. Human Affairs, Columbia Univl

Applying Science to Public Problems: The Bme ing

Structure of Interj411lin2Iy Efforts
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Thursday Arern0A, ay=

3:00 PM WORKSHOPS SET I: ASSESSING THE PROBLEMS (WO

6:00. orkshops close

6;30 PM Dinner ,

Jor'
KSP A-F)

7:30 PM PLENARY SESSION: REPORTS FRO

9:30 P_ Close-of Session

Friday Morning, May

ND DISCUSSION

8:30 AM CONFERENCE PAPERS SET II: ORGANIZATION AND PROCESS

5. Don E4: Kash, Director, Science and Public Policy Program,
The University of Oklahoma

Observations on interdisciplinar Studies and Government
Roles

Commenta Joel Snow, National. Science Foundation

6. Henry Lamb4ght, Associate- Professor of Political Science
-Syracuse University, and'
Vaughn ,Blankenship, Head, Office of Planning and Polidy Analysis
National Sdience FoundatiOn

Universit- Research Centers. A Cam arison of the NASA-
and RATAN Experiences .

Cpentator: Al
,

Teich,-State qpiversity of New York,- Albany

Nathan Caplan, Program DireCtof, Center for Research on the
Utilization of Scientific Knowledge,AJniversity of Michigan

Utilization of Problem-Oriented Research: Whom? For`- What?

Commentator: Saleem Shah, Chief, Center for Studies in Crime
and Delinquency, NIMB
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WORKSHOPS SET II:, NDING-ACPIONS--(WO

6:00 Tlf

Dinner

7:30 t1.1 PLENARY SESSION: REPORTS PROM. WORKSHOPS AND DISCUSSION

pm Close o

Saturday Morning, May-S

9:00 AM PLENARY-SESSION: OBSERVATIONS. ON CONPERENCE RESULTS

1. Donald Michael, Program Head, Center for Re:search on he
Utilization of Scientific Knowledge

Environment for Reuonsible and Imaginative Approaches to
__Problem-Orientad Qollaboration , -.

Walter A. Hahn, Senior,Specialig in S.cidnce and Technolfty%
Congressional Research Service)

, , .

Observations_on Interdisciilinari
and Utilization

Need Management-

Daniel Alpert, Director,Center, for Advanced Study, University
of Illinois

The Dilernma = Facing Us

.

4.. C. West Churchman, Center for
;

Research in Management Science, .-
University of -California at Berkeley - ,IVI'

Action Alternatives for. AAAS
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WORKSHOP

Thursday (Assessing)

"Conceptual fficulties in Problem,
-Oriented Research: How-to Formulate
-rive Holistic' Question"

Chairperson: Charlea Wolf
Reporter: g .Fred' llossini'

"Unresolved!Conceptual Questions
About Science and Social Prob-
-lems: Is Mora Research Needed?"

Chairperson: :-. Leonard Goodwin,
Reporter: Rdbert Knapp

B. 'Motivation and Reward Structures:
What Are the IncenfiVed and Risks i

,

Doing Problem - Oriented'

Chairperson: .Ronald Cowin
Reporter: Sherry Arnstein

"Problem- Oriented Research Projects:
Leadership, Management, Communication
Factors"

Chairperson : Leslie Rugg
Reporter': Raymond Woodrow'

D. "Alternative Organizational Designs
to Meet Social Needs: The :Generation
and Use of Science in Solving Public
Problems" .

_Chairperson: , Arie Lewin
Reporter: Ian Mitroff

H.

1.

"RecoMmendationa for Improving
Motivation and Reward Structures::
Changing the System"

Chairperson: Don Micha41
Reporter: James 'Taylor

'Recommendations for Creating
Effective Management Styles for
Interdisciplinary Research:.
What Are'lzhe,Unique Factors?"

chairperson:.: Daniel Horvitz
Reporter: Normdn Evans

"Recommendations-for NFw Organi-
zatioAl Designs: Adapting Old
'Institutions .to New Functions"

ChairperSoft: Tom Clennan
Reporter: Gerald Gordon:

"Roles for 4nd Linkages among Science
IndtitutiOn4 in More :Effectively
Heaping, to Solve Social Problems"'

airperson:
Reporter:

Joel;,Snow
Daniel Alpert

"Affecting the 'Environment
Problem-Oriented Research:
Government Funding, Agency Atti-

, tudes, Public Mdtkets"

Chairperson: [ Tom Sparrow,
,Reporter: Edward Poziomek

Is the Demand for Proble
Oriented-Work?. 0*SEndividtlais,
Ittstitutionsl Perdeivee thAtrThey'
Need Interprofessional"Coltaboration

Chairperson:
Reporter:

Richard Bolt
Clark ALt



CONFEREES EVALUATE THE CONFERENCE

=

At the end of the Workshop/Conference two of the
participants, Leonard Good inn and- Suzanne Brainard, formulated
questions to obtain some information abo people's feelings
on the conferencp. The qqestionnairQ is shown:below, the
analysis follows on subsequ&nt pages.

COMMENTS: FEELINGS ABOUT THE CONFERENCE

During yesterday's dinper'discu4sion wit p Pick Scribner, it seemed- to us
useful to obtain some information about people's feelings on the conference
experience. Listed below are fourgOestions. Your answerscould help

, ..;evaluate the kind and quality ,df`ttprsonal.nteractions, and how a
conference can contribute along these

-,,- -

.

Responses are of course anoflymods you wish) but the ov:rall an .y

which` will carry out, will be sent to each conference participanf.

L. Goodwin,,S. Brainard

events at the conference made you feel good?

What events made you feel uncomfor le?

WhatWhat,.were the
the conferenc

_ost important things (1 any ) tthat happened to you_at

What would you haye done differentt
.conference?

Further comments:

yod-were to redesign the



?WORCESTER
POLYTECHNIO
INSTITUTE

Dr. Richard A. Scribner, Director
Office ofSpecial Programs
.American A%sociatiOn'fOrythe
Advancement of.Saience

.17f6 Massachusetts Avenue, N
Washington, D.C. 20036

-:Dear Dick and Rosemary:

A
Worcester
Mastachusetts 01609
(617), 753-1411

Enclosed i tho content analysis of-the Comments on the conference, and

00responses themselves'. I presume you will send copies of the analys
participnts

0

The -eomments. indicate axiery good feeling about the-conference, hut.' do
not detect1a consensus on next steps. 'ConcernAbout'involving a more
diverse group in the discugsions4 thitk _however, this would
intensify the prableM alyeady,apparent; namely, there are marked differ-
ences of viewpoint among persons in the goVertmental, social scientific,

natural scientif etc worlds.

In order to create a common basis for communicati n :among relevant TRTsons

,concerned with a given social need or problem, it may be necessary for

them to share some common experiences in examining the nature of social

problems and the'-role of 'scientific effort ,in o,uciA,ating them.

_e specifically, a yetevant group of-people coi..,rned about -a social

issue ( rthether energy, health, welfare/employment) Imaght -begin by exploring
the differing ways in which important Organization: perceive that issue. and ,

the reasons why.- Tlrey might also consider the,scope and limits of scientific -

e ts o analyze the issue and the role of other-forms of understanding

rtistic,creation. Then members of the group might be able to

in etheir ekpertise'in a fashion that leads to a new understanding
of and a new approach to the issue.

Ilook forward to any furtherlmaterials that might emerge from the con-,
ference, and if I can be of further help please let me know.

Sincerely,

7

Leonard Goodwin, 1-read
Dept. of Social Science'
and Policy Studies
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ANALYSIS OF "COMMENTS" BY PARTICIPANTS

AAAS CONFERENCE APTING SbIENCE TO SOCIAL NEEDS

INSTITTJTE ON MAN AND SCIENCE-

L. Goodwin
S. Brainard

The-followinvanalysis is-based upon responses of 26
participant ,in th'e conference. While there were about 70
participantsalto4the, only about 40 were present at the
end of the conference when the questionnaire was distributed..
Whether the results are repres&ntative of the, entire group
cannot be determined, but at least there is information from a
substantial 'number of participants. The content analysis'it-
self appears on the next

HIGHLIGHTS

Respopsesindicate. a strong positives feeling about the.
conference as the result of gettAng new ideas-cOmmunicating with
persons adross disciplinary boundaries, etc. (se-Item s 1,
anal 5) At the same timd,°thereis some concern that interdis-
ciplinary communication is inadequate to the job to be-done in
meeting social problems (see item 2).

There,is a strong -concern J-IteR5) for going beyond the
-jnitial,conference and doing something more in this-interdisci,
plinary social need area. Responses to Items 4 and 5 indicate
a,desire'to brbaden the spectrum ,og people involved, to synthe-
size ideas and to make-l-eccimmenaefor future steps.- How this
desire is to be translated into action 'is -ho/ altogether clear,

,although reson'Ses to'Item-4 give.a-nfiMber of suggestions about
. ,

conference organization.
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Comment analysis for Item

To cs

What events et the'con erence made youfeel good?

Genelal good feeling about the conference--exchan
ideas, met interesting people.'

2. The ^final A5aturday)

prepared papers,

e workshops

session--excellent presen ations

one of the plenary s pe,hes

Discussion of inte s :Unary- issues,'
..

Informal discussion, free time to meet people
--.0'

Discussion of mor'l.nd value issues

responses*
Number Percent

13

7 -15-

15

6 13

11

,11

Content analysis for Item 2: at events, ade. you feel uncomfo
= -t

.
..

-i

1. Intellectual arrogance if different gru,,ps goVern-
ment, academic) and barriersto new-thi king'

16 ,

General feeling of mismatch between whit scientific com-
munt can do and -what njeds to be,donc); lack of'-undqr-%
--.
stab ing oftscientificana 4ntecaisciRpnary_ligsues

? ,

The plenary sessions-- long, too many

Presentation of worksho eoncluSins
0

Lack of constructive closure at workshops

: Not enough time for problem-solving

Summary'sssion in evening

8. Inadequate representation at conference from
different groups

6

3

25

13

13

Did not learn purpose of the conference 1 ,3

Total 2 100%

_Multiple answers to an item-by an individual are coded as separate responses.
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_

Content--analyszs for Item 31"-What were the most importaht things
happened to you at the _codfetence?

Opportunity to meet in ereping pee

Learned something--new insights

Realization that there is -A. comm
mr,_concerns

_

Beginning interdisciplinary network of comm-
unidation

Don't knew yet

Opportunity tb relax

Saturday summary

Tota

ent ana ysis for Item 5: Furthet Comments

Should, i 1den partieipaion base in continuing
interdisciplinary efArts of this kind ,11

Apprecaated=participating in this ventuTe_
learned a great deal; excellent staff work, will
deveiop,interdisciplinary network '10

AAA S shouldproduce. an edited work o the con-
ference, form a standing committee on topic,
sponsor visiting lecturers at institutions in-
this area

hat

Responses*
Number

16

Percent

37 101%

A danger in trying to institutionalise charity

Total 26

4

101%

tiple answers to an item by an individual are coded as- separate respon
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Content. analysis

ik

-Item -4 What would you have done_differentlyf if you were
to redesign the conference

Invite broader spectrum of people

evote.more time on syntheSis of ideas and recom-
endations of future steps

Reduce num er, length and reading of formal talks

More time for informal discussion

Increase workShop time

6. Opportunity to followup_activities

7. Permit selfgrgapizing workshops

Narrow scop

- Clearly-

conference

Res-onSes*-
Number Percent

4

13

9

f issues to be discus

blem and scope of werkshop%activities

10. Have smaller number'of pa ticipants-

11. Nothing

12. 'Clearry ddfine goal of conferende

Eliminate summary sessions

14. Begin with small group discussions

15. Locate in metropolitan area

16. Devote-evening sessions tosmall groups

Total

2

1

1

46

4

7

fultipld answeis to an item by an individual are coded as separate resnonses.
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Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, Boston, Mass.,
February 18-24, 1976.

Heitowit, Ezra D., Cornell UniversiY, "Science, Technology;
and Society--A Survey SI Current Academic Activities."
Paper presented .at the American Association. for-the Advancement
of-Science Annual Meeting, Boston, Mass., February, ,20, 1976-

Kash, Don E., University of Oklahoma, "Government'Ztimulated
University Research Organizations for Cari'yinq Out Social
Problems Research," draft prepared for a symposium 9n-the
Application' of Science to =Society's Problems S n. Francisco,
Calif., February 1974.

Kohn, Melvin, National Institute of Mental Health, "Looking
Back -- A 25-Year Review and Appraisal of/Social Problems
Research." PreSented at th6 Convention of the Society
for the Study of Social Problems, San Francisco, Calif,
August 24, 1975.

McTavishi Donald, .ind-Jamos Cleary, et al., University of
Minnesota, "Predictingthe Methodological Quality of Research."
Paper presented at the ar)nual'meettng of the American AsSoci--
tion for. the Advancement of Science. 1976.
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Nader,, Ralph, Public citizeh , Inc., "Bringing Psychology
into,the'Consumcr Moveient." Invited Address, 84th Annual
Convention of the Nterican Psychological Association,

aeiptember 3, 1976.

Nines, Jack M., University of Southrn California, "Inter-
diS'ciplinary Research Management in the University Environ-
Ment." Paper presented at the annual 4eting,bf the American
Association for-the Advancement of Science,: in the syniposiufil
Formulating Science Policy, January 29, 1975, New York, New
York.



Poll huk Paul, New York City, "Envi flmerlt for inter-
disc'pli ary Pelicy Research and Man:gement ih Government."
Pap p ented at the AAAS Annual Meeting, symposium on

nt Of-Interdisciplinar PolibResearch. and Specific
Ca e'er tidies =, January, 1975.

Rich, Robert The University of Chicago, "An' Investigation
of InfoiMation%Gathering and Handling 4,r1 Seven Federal

Bureaucracies: A Case Study-of the Continuous National
Survey," A Dbctoral Dissertation,submitted to-the Faculty
of the Division of the Social-Sciences, Departmenti,of
political Science, December 1975.

Schuelke, L. David, University of Minnesota, "Scientifie
Communicatibn In The Urban Environment: Implications for
Political Decision makitig." Paper presented at the Annual
C)nference of the International Co- unication Association,
CH,cago, Ill., April 24, 1975.

Shah, Saleem A., National Institute of Mental Realth,."Some
(Issues Pertaining to the Dissemination and Utilization of
.Criminological Research." Revised version of a presentation
to the WiorkshoP on Evaluative Research, Geneva, Switzerland,
September 10-11, 197.5.

A
Weinberg,- Alvin M., Institute for Energy Analysis, "The
University, the Research Institdtions, and Society. Pre--

.-sented before the FOUrth Internatio al Conference on the

;Unity of the Sciences, New York, No. 28, 1975.



BECOME A PART OF THE

American
Association for the

Advancement,
of Science

Founcd in 1848, AAAS is the
wiprld's leading, general scientific
society with 113,000 -individual
members interested in the ad-
vancemert of science-, in improv-
ing the effectiveness of science in
promoting human 'welfare, and in
increasing the public understand-
ing and appreciation of science.
Through its nearly 300 affiliated
societies and academic covering
the entire spectrum of science and
technology and representing near-
ly 6 million individuals directly in-
volved in science and technology,
AAAS has a broad base of exper-
tise for .its continuing programs
and special projects. Through its
membership and its affiliates,
AAAS exercises leadership in the
analysis of the technological. so-
cial, and political ingredients in
significant problems facing sciety
today.

COME JOIN US NOW

For information about hecorning 4

fneaber of the Association, write
to

AAAS Membership Dt:-,:artment
1515 Massachusetts ve.. N.W.
Washington, D.0 0005

WHAT AAAS

CAN DO FOR YOU

AAAS keeps you in tune with the latest scientific
developments through:

SCIENCE, the weekly magazine offering definitive articles
and up-to-the-minute i eports -on topics and issues about which
you must know.

the Annual National Meeting with symposia and lectures on
recent developments in science, and informed discussions on
policy issues about which you should know.

the quarterly review ma.gazine SCIENCE-BOOKS--5-FILMS,
the Science Book Lists, and the Science Film Catalog to help
you select the best science books and films because you want
to know.

O important publications like the Science Compendia on energy,
food, population, and materials, the many audiotape cassettes

Land albums, and the published symposia which result from the
Annual Meeting', which offer you a broader. perspective be-
cause you need to know.

AAAS gives you the means to influence important
decisions and processes by:.

giving national and regional policy- makers the science facts
they need through special seminars and the Congressional
Fellows Program.

providing forums on such problems as scientific freedom and
'responsibility, the legal and technical implications of whether
modification, the implications of energy development in the
west, and more.

O relaying reliable science infortilation to the news media.

* promoting public understanding of science and improving
science Curricula in the schools.

improving international cooperati ng scientists through
innovative ventures like the new irit t merican trilingual
journal INTERCIENCIA.

upending the opportunities available to minorities, women,
and the handicapped in'al I fields of science.

* joining with 113,000 others, all of whom have a vital interest
in stierce and society.


